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Summary

The neglected tropical diseases leishmaniasis, Chagas disease and African trypanosomiasis, are inflicted by

different trypanosomatid parasites and continue to spread. The limited number of available treatment op-

tions suffer from side effects and resistance issues, creating a need for novel anti-parasitic medicines. A tar-

get pathway of interest for developing anti-trypanosomatidic agents is the folate and biopterin metabolism.

Trypanosomatids are auxotrophs for these metabolites and depend on their reductive activation by dihy-

drofolate reductase (DHFR) and pteridine reductase 1 (PTR1). However, inhibition of the anti-cancer and

anti-bacterial target DHFR failed in trypanosomatids, since PTR1 provides a metabolic bypass of the DHFR

activity. Thus, targeting of more than a single protein is required to interfere with the trypanosomatidic fo-

late and biopterin pathway function. PTR1 is unique to the parasites, whereas DHFR has a human homolog

representing an important off-target for compound development.

Comparative studies of the sequences, structural data and physicochemical properties of the binding

pockets were carried out for PTR1 and DHFR. The computational mapping revealed similarities between

the different trypanosomatidic targets and important differences to human off-targets, which were trans-

lated into guidelines for the optimization of specific inhibitors of the parasitic target enzymes. Comparative

modeling of ten further Leishmania major folate and biopterin pathway proteins expanded the comparison

to a near-complete folate pathway pocketome and three biopterin-binding enzyme pockets. From this anal-

ysis, further potential off-targets for PTR1-specific inhibitors and additional side targets, for example the

methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase or the folylpolyglutamate synthase, were suggested.

Structure-based design and optimization were then carried out based on the target mapping. Build-

ing on previously developed thiadiazole-based Leishmania major PTR1 inhibitors, computational docking

supported the determination of a structure-activity relationship (SAR) and the design of more effective

thiadiazole-based and benzothiazole-based Trypanosoma brucei PTR1 inhibitors. Docking approaches fur-

ther revealed the SAR for flavonoid inhibitors of different PTR1 variants and allowed for the proposal of

core-hopping strategies. Novel pteridine-based inhibitors permitted the combined selective targeting of

PTR1, with picomolar binding affinity, and parasite DHFR. Their design and SAR evaluation was informed

by the computational docking predictions and additional efforts to improve the in vitro on-parasite effect on

the basis of computationally predicted physicochemical compound descriptors supported the development

of compounds with low micromolar in vitro activity against T. brucei bloodstream forms. Computational

docking-derived SARs and their use in the design of improved inhibitors were thus successfully coupled with

comparative mapping of protein binding pockets and computation-based optimization routines beyond the

target level. This computational framework is applicable to the future development of anti-trypanosomatidic

agents with different chemical scaffolds.
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Zusammenfassung

Von Parasiten der Gruppe Trypanosomatida verursachte vernachlässigte Tropenkrankheiten, wie Leishmani-

ose, Chagas-Krankheit und Afrikanische Trypanosomiasis, breiten sich zunehmend aus. Wenige vorhandene

Medikamente, Resistenzen und Nebenwirkungen machen die Entwicklung neuer anti-parasitärer Wirkstoffe

notwendig. Ein hierfür interessanter Stoffwechselweg ist der Folat- und Biopterinmetabolismus, da Trypa-

nosomatida für diese Stoffwechselprodukte auxotroph und abhängig von ihrer Aktivierung durch Reduktion

mittels Dihydrofolatreduktase (DHFR) und Pteridinreduktase 1 (PTR1) sind. Die Inhibition von DHFR wird

im Kontext von Krebsmedikation und anti-bakteriellen Wirkstoffen genutzt, schlug jedoch in Trypanoso-

matida fehl, da PTR1 die Möglichkeit zur Überbrückung der blockierten DHFR-Aktivität bietet. Die Beein-

flussung der Funktion des Folat- und Biopterinstoffwechsels von Trypanosomatida muss daher mehr als ein

einzelnes Zielprotein berücksichtigen. PTR1 kommt ausschließlich im Parasiten vor, während DHFR ein

homologes Enzym im Menschen besitzt, dessen unerwünschte Manipulation in der Wirkstoffentwicklung

vermieden werden muss. Unter Berücksichtigung von Sequenzen, Strukturdaten und physikochemischen

Eigenschaften der Bindetaschen, wurden für PTR1 und DHFR vergleichende Studien durchgeführt. Diese

computergestützte Kartierung enthüllte Gemeinsamkeiten zwischen unterschiedlichen Zielproteinen in Try-

panosomatida sowie Unterschiede zu den unerwünschten menschlichen Homologen, die zur Erstellung von

Richtlinien für die Optimierung spezifischer Inhibitoren parasitärer Zielproteine verwendet wurden.

Homologiemodellierung von zehn weiteren Enzymen des Folat- und Biopterinstoffwechsels von Leish-

mania major erweiterte die vergleichende Analyse um den nahezu vollständigen Satz an Bindetaschen im

Folatstoffwechsel und drei zusätzliche Biopterin-bindende Proteine. Dabei wurden Proteine identifiziert,

deren unerwünschte Beeinflussung von PTR1-spezifischen Inhibitoren verursacht werden könnte. Auch kon-

nten zusätzliche potentielle Zielproteine, wie die Methylentetrahydrofolatreduktase oder die Folylpolyglu-

tamat-Synthase gefunden werden. Auf Basis der Kartierung dieser Zielproteine wurden anschließend struk-

turbasiertes Wirkstoffdesign und weitere Optimierung von Wirkstoffen durchgeführt. Auf bereits bekannte

Thiadiazol-basierte Inhibitoren von Leishmania major PTR1 aufbauend, wurde die Ermittlung einer Struktur-

Aktivitätsbeziehung (SAR, von engl. structure-activity relationship) und die Entwicklung verbesserter Thia-

diazol- und Benzothiazol-basierter Trypanosoma brucei PTR1 Inhibitoren mittels computergestützten Do-

ckingsimulationen ermöglicht. Dockingsimulationen zeigten weiterhin die SAR von Flavonoid-basierten

Inhibitoren verschiedener PTR1-Varianten und regten somit Strategien zum Austausch der Wirkstoff-Grund-

struktur an. Neue Pteridin-basierte Inhibitoren erlaubten die Kombination einer Wirkung auf PTR1 mit pico-

molaren Bindeaffinitäten mit selektiver Wirkung auf parasitäres DHFR. Ihr Design und die Ermittlung einer

SAR wurden durch computergestützte Dockingvorhersagen geprägt. Weitere Anstrengungen, den in vitro-

Effekt auf den Parasiten mittels vorhergesagter physikochemischer Deskriptoren der untersuchten Stoffe

zu verbessern, unterstützten die Entwicklung von Wirkstoffen mit geringer mikromolarer in vitro-Aktivität
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gegen die im Blut eines Wirtes zu findende Form von T. brucei. Die so entwickelten SAR-Modelle und ihre

Anwendung in der Entwicklung verbesserter Inhibitoren wurden daher erfolgreich mit der vergleichenden

Kartierung von Proteinbindetaschen und rechnergestützten Optimierungsroutinen jenseits des Zielprotein-

Levels gekoppelt. Dieses computergestützte Rahmenwerk lässt sich für zukünftige Entwicklungen neuer

Wirkstoffe gegen Trypanosomatida mit unterschiedlichen chemischen Strukturen anwenden.
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1 General introduction to
neglected tropical diseases,
their cause and drug
development efforts

1.1 Neglected tropical diseases caused by kinetoplastids

Neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) encompass a broad variety of different medical conditions occurring

mostly in tropical and subtropical areas. Currently, the World Health Organization (WHO) considers 17

pathologies NTDs, which range from viral and bacterial infections to infestation by parasitic worms or

protozoan parasites.[1,2,3] The affected population adds up to more than 1 billion people and disease man-

agement presents a tremendous burden to developing economies. NTDs are largely associated with factors

like poverty, malnutrition, inadequate sanitation, poor housing and limited to no access to medical help.

Diseases are characterized as ’neglected’ when public health efforts barely focus on such maladies and thus,

prevention, diagnosis and treatment options are limited and discovery of new therapies is often restricted

to academic settings rather than big pharmaceutical companies.[3,4,5,6,7,8]

Several NTDs are transmitted by blood-feeding insect-vectors. Examples include Dengue fever, lymphatic

filariasis and three important infections by protozoan parasites: Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT, also

termed sleeping sickness), American Trypanosomiasis (or Chagas disease) and leishmaniasis.[9,10] More

specifically, the three latter diseases are caused by different unicellular flagellated protozoan parasites be-

longing to the order Kinetoplastida and the genuses Trypanosoma (HAT and Chagas disease) and Leishmania

(leishmaniasis).[10,11,12]

Kinetoplastid infections do not only play a role in the human diseases but also in domestic animal dis-

eases, since some parasitic species can similarly affect diverse mammals or even rely solely on animal

hosts.[13,14,15] Several aspects of the basic cellular architecture and biology are shared among all kineto-

plastids, for instance the possession of a single mitochondrion and a microtubule sheet adjacent to the cell

13



1 General introduction to neglected tropical diseases, their cause and drug development efforts

membrane, being capable of growing asexually by binary fission, and the presence of the ’kinetoplast’, a

region containing DNA located within the mitochondrion, which is the characteristic that lent the name

to the order.[10,11,16] Despite these and several other similarities and a huge pool of common orthologous

genes, different trypanosomatids require different vectors, vary in their host-pathogen interplay and cause

distinct clinical pictures.[6,13,16,17] Thus, in the following sections, the diverse types of kinetoplastid-inflicted

diseases caused by Trypanosoma and Leishmania will be reviewed in greater detail.

1.2 Human and Animal African Trypanosomiasis

Sleeping sickness or HAT, a lethal condition if left untreated, is caused by infection of a human host with the

Trypanosoma brucei parasite. More precisely, two morphologically indistinguishable subspecies of T. brucei,

T. brucei rhodesiense and T. brucei gambiense, are particularly relevant in the context of human diseases.

Transmission occurs during blood meals of the insect vector, the tsetse fly.[9,13,18] The vector and thus

African Trypanosomiasis can be mainly found in sub-Saharan Africa, as can be deduced from the world

map shown in Figure 1.1, depicting reported cases of the disease in 2017. T. brucei rhodesiense causes a

zoonotic infection relying on cattle and other, often wild, animals as its primary reservoir and can be found

predominantly in East and Southern Africa. Annually, it causes overall only a few cases of an acute (or fast-

progressing) form of the human disease.[13,18,19,20,21] T. brucei gambiense on the other hand relies on human-

to-human transmission, is mainly prevalent in West and Central Africa and results in several hundreds of

human infections with a chronic (or slowly progressing) disease variant (cf. also Figure 1.1).[13,18,19,20,21]

Although successes in the control of HAT allowed for significant drops in the reported infection rates per year

(for instance 1995: 300 000 infections/year vs. 2015 < 3 000 new cases) and a progression of this trend

suggests a full eradication of HAT by 2020, statistics are limited to officially recorded cases and estimates of

people at risk of contracting HAT remain in the range of 65-70 million.[22,23]

The unicellular flagellated parasite Trypanosoma brucei remains extracellular in blood or lymph during

infection and protects itself against host immune response and cell lysis by a dense cellular coating with gly-

coproteins.[13,20,25] Transmission to a host mainly occurs when an insect vector, a tsetse fly (genus Glossina)

which is carrying the parasite, takes a blood meal. With the fly’s saliva, the infective metacyclic trypo-

mastigotes are injected into the skin of the host, from where they migrate into the lymphatic system and the

bloodstream, as shown in the life cycle diagram in Figure 1.2.[6,13,16,18,21] Some alternative routes for trans-

mission are possible, for instance contaminated blood donations or the congenital route.[13] Once residing

in the blood of a host, transformation into bloodstream trypomastigotes occurs, which replicate by binary

fission and can be further distributed to other sites by body fluids.

When another tsetse fly takes a blood meal from the infected host, bloodstream trypomastigotes are taken

up and transform back into procyclic trypomastigotes in the fly’s midgut. The tsetse fly stages again multiply

14



1.2 Human and Animal African Trypanosomiasis

Figure 1.1: Global distribution of African trypanosomiasis caused by Trypanosoma brucei gambiense (blue)
and Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense (lavender). The color coding indicates the number of re-
ported T. brucei spp. infections per country in 2017 and additional endemic areas. Adapted from
WHO (2018).[24]

Figure 1.2: Ultrastructural organization of T. brucei parasites (A) and life cycle stages (B) in the tsetse fly
(insect vector, brown arrows) and human host or animal reservoirs (blue arrows). Adapted from
https://www.cdc.gov/dpdx/trypanosomiasisafrican/index.html (Accessed Nov. 2018).

by binary fission (see the life cycle diagram in Figure 1.2) and migrate to the salivary gland where they

transform into epimastigotes. Upon further division, the trypanosomes again become infective metacyclic

trypomastigotes, which can start another cycle of infection during the next blood meal.[6,13,16,18,21]

HAT has two distinct stages: During the first stage, when the parasites reside in the bloodstream or

the lymph, non-specific and flu-like symptoms such as fever, headache and joint pain occur.[13,16,20,26] If

parasites pass the blood-brain barrier to reach the central nervous system (CNS), the disease progresses into

the second stage, which is lethal without medication. This stage is associated with neurological symptoms

like confusion, loss of coordinative skills, disturbed senses and disruption of the normal sleeping cycle, which

gave HAT its trivial name ’sleeping sickness’. Eventually, mental prostration to an increasing degree results

in coma and death of the patient.[13,16,20,26,27]
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1 General introduction to neglected tropical diseases, their cause and drug development efforts

The progression rate of the emerging disease, as noted above, depends on the causing parasitic sub-

species: HAT can occur as an acute or a chronic infection when being caused by T. b. rhodesiense or T. b.

gambiense, respectively.[18,21] The rapidly progressing infection with T. b. rhodesiense is associated with a

high parasite load in patients’ blood and easily detectable by microscopic methods. In contrast, T. b. gambi-

ense infections evolve more slowly and low numbers or no parasites can be detected from blood, thus often

requiring more advanced diagnostic techniques. Since the disease stage has implications for the choice of

treatment, cerebrospinal fluid needs to be examined to determine potential CNS involvement.[18,21]

As there is no vaccine or prophylaxis available to date, treatment of HAT infections is solely based on

chemotherapy, employing five main drugs/drug combinations (for structures, see Figure 1.3):[18,20,28,29]

During the first stage of T. b. gambiense infections, pentamidine is primarily used for treatment, while

suramin presents the preferred choice for T. b. rhodesiense infections. However, both drugs need to be

injected by healthcare professionals and have potentially severe side effects. Furthermore, because of their

highly polar nature, the compounds do not cross the blood-brain barrier at sufficient levels, thus being in-

effective for second stage HAT.[20,29,30,31,32] For the CNS-stage, on the other hand, melarsoprol, eflornithine

and a combination of eflornithine with nifurtimox can be used (see structures in Figure 1.3).[33]

Figure 1.3: Structures and primary indications of commonly used drugs for HAT infections.

The application span of melarsoprol, the first second stage HAT treatment, covers almost 70 years both

for infections with T. b. rhodesiense and T. b. gambiense. However, this arsenic compound shows strong

and in part even fatal side effects in patients and melarsoprol resistance in Trypanosoma, emerging from

mutated drug transporter proteins, is increasingly common.[34,35,36]

With eflornithine, an irreversible suicide-inhibitor of the polyamine biosynthesis enzyme ornithine de-

carboxylase, a drug with considerably reduced side effects in comparison to melarsoprol was approved in
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2000.[28,29,37,38,39] However, this compound was ineffective against T. b. rhodesiense infections and required

a complex 14-day treatment with multiple daily parenteral administration cycles.[40] The combination with

the anti-Chagasic agent, nifurtimox, allowed a simplification of the treatment schedule and reduced side ef-

fects compared to an eflornithine monotherapy. Thus, nowadays, eflornithine and nifurtimox are standardly

used together for treating second stage T. b. gambiense infections.[41,42,43]

African trypanosomiasis can not only affect human hosts, but also occur in animals: Animal African

Trypanosomiasis (AAT) or Nagana is caused for instance by Trypanosoma vivax, Trypanosoma congolense or

Trypanosoma brucei evansi. The infection of domestic livestock, such as cattle or goats, has a tremendous

impact on farming, for instance by hampering meat and milk production or the use of cattle for traction,

thus presenting an additional burden for developing economies.[14,19] Moreover, both domestic and wild

animals can serve as reservoirs for the parasites causing human infection: The zoonotic infection with

T. b. rhodesiense relies strongly on cattle and other animal hosts, but even T. b. gambiense, for which

the primary hosts are humans, was detected in samples from both wild and domestic animals.[19,44,45,46]

Thus, successful control of AAT may represent an additional key factor for the eradication of HAT.[14,47]

Certain strains of another AAT-causing T. brucei subspecies, T. brucei brucei, are non-pathogenic to humans

and particularly well studied: These trypanosomes are commonly used model organisms to investigate,

for example, trypanosomal biology or, despite some genetic variance from the human pathogens, anti-

trypanosomal effects in assays during HAT drug development.[13,14,20]

A summary of the information about HAT described in this section together with information on the other

most important kinetoplastid-inflicted human diseases, can be found in Table 1.1 at the end of Section 1.4.

1.3 American Trypanosomiasis or Chagas disease

Chagas disease is a zoonotic infection caused by the Trypanosoma cruzi parasite, which is spread by contact

with the feces of an insect vector, a blood-feeding bug of the Triatominae subfamily (or kissing bug).[13,48,49]

Vector transmission occurs mostly in rural areas of South America with a particularly high prevalence in

Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, as shown from the reported cases on the world map in Figure 1.4. According

to estimates, about 6-8 million people are infected and numbers going beyond 100 million people are

reported to be at risk of contracting Chagas disease.[48,49,50] By accidental vector transmission and infections

imported by immigrants or travelers, instances of American Trypanosomiasis were also brought to North

America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Alternative means of transmission include the congenital route, blood

donations or organ transplants from infected donors and a potential risk may further arise from aliments

contaminated with the vector feces.[48,49,51]

Trypanosoma cruzi is a flagellated single-celled species comprising a number of distinct genetic lineages

with differing host specificities: While some mainly affect animal hosts, the different discrete typing units
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Figure 1.4: Global distribution of Chagas disease. The color coding indicates the estimated number of
T. cruzi infections from 2006 to 2009. Adapted from WHO (2010).[24] Cases reported outside
South America did not result from vector transmission.

predominantly responsible for human Chagas disease influence aspects such as the disease progression rate,

associated clinical symptoms and the response to therapy.[52,53,54,55]

During a blood meal of a Triatominae bug, infective metacyclic trypomastigotes of T. cruzi are released

near the bite site with the vector’s feces. When the droppings get into contact with the bite wound or mu-

cosal membranes, trypomastigotes can enter the bloodstream. Since T. cruzi, in contrast to T. brucei, is an

obligate intracellular parasite, it next invades host cells, such as fibroblasts, macrophages or epithelial cells

by different penetration mechanisms.[56,57] Following internalization and formation of the parasitophorous

vacuole (a vacuole containing the parasite after endocytosis), the trypomastigotes transform into an intra-

cellular amastigote form, as shown in the life cycle diagram in Figure 1.5.[13,49,56,57,58,59] Following the

transformation, the parasitophorous vacuole is lysed and amastigotes divide by binary fission.[56,58]

The intracellular amastigotes can differentiate back into trypomastigotes and get released into the cir-

culation. Next, invasion into other tissue cells and transformation into amastigotes takes place in repeated

cycles, ultimately leading to the manifestation of disease symptoms. If an insect vector takes a blood meal

from an infected host and ingests trypomastigotes, these transform into epimastigotes in the vector midgut,

multiply and differentiate back into the infective metacyclic trypomastigote stage, which can be released

with feces and start a new cycle of infection.[13,49,58,59]

Chagas disease has an acute and a chronic phase of the infection and can, without treatment, persist an

entire lifespan.[58] The initial acute phase, that lasts for a few weeks only, is often asymptomatic or asso-

ciated with non-specific symptoms such as fever, enlargement of inner organs like liver and spleen, as well

as lymph nodes, or swelling around the T. cruzi entry site (the so-called chagoma when inoculation took

place via the skin or, in case of entry via the mucous membrane of the eye, the Romaña’s sign - a swelling

of the eyelid).[13,48,49,52,60] During the acute phase, trypanosomes can often be detected in the patients’

blood.[58,61] However, since the symptoms typically decline without treatment, even mildly symptomatic in-
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Figure 1.5: Ultrastructural organization of T. cruzi parasites (A) and life cycle stages in the kissing bug
(insect vector, brown arrows) and human or animal host (blue arrows, B). Different lineages of
T. cruzi are associated with infections of domestic and wild animals (indicated by the dog and the
opossum, respectively), which in part present reservoirs for human-infective species. Adapted
from https://www.cdc.gov/dpdx/trypanosomiasisamerican/index.html (Accessed Nov. 2018).

fections often go fully unnoticed.[49,58] Only in rare cases, the acute phase resolves into severe inflammatory

reactions of the heart muscle or the brain, which are often lethal.[13,49,58]

Following the acute phase, most infected people enter the chronic indeterminate phase of infection, which

is likewise asymptomatic and typically lasts 10-30 years or in many cases even the patient’s lifespan without

ever leading to Chagas-related symptoms.[48,49,52,58] Since the parasite load in the blood is low, diagnosis

during this phase relies on detection of antibodies in the serum or, in case of emerging symptoms, also on

the clinical findings.[13,52,58,59] Manifestations of the chronic Chagas disease most frequently include cardiac

symptoms, such as potentially fatal changes to the heart rhythm or dilation of the heart and edema, which

can impair the blood-pumping function and result in sudden death.[49,52,60] Further, dilation of digestive

organs like esophagus or colon can occur and result in complications for food intake and excretion. The

incidence of the different manifestations thereby follows a regional distribution, which is possibly linked

to the diverse disease-causing typing units of T. cruzi.[13,52,55] A reactivation of the Chagas disease with

parasites released into the circulation can occur under conditions of immunosuppression, for instance due

to chemotherapy, medication after an organ transplant or in case of HIV-co-infection.[49,52,58,61]

For the treatment of Chagas disease, to date, only two drugs are in use: the nitrofuran nifurtimox and the

nitroimidazole benznidazole (for structures, see Figure 1.6).[61,62] The nitro-groups of both drugs initially

undergo metabolic activation by the parasitic nitroreductase enzymes, leading to the formation of reactive

metabolites and free radicals. While sensitivity to the emerging reactive oxygen species appears to be

the key mechanism behind the trypanocidal activity of nifurtimox, benznidazole may rather act by the

formation of covalent bonds to biological macromolecules and interfere with the thiol-based redox system

of T. cruzi.[63,64,65,66]
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Figure 1.6: Structures of the two available anti-Chagasic compounds nifurtimox and benznidazole.

Although the two nitro-compounds are in principle effective in both the acute and chronic phase of the

infection, chances of full cure are better, the earlier the disease is detected, as activity overall diminishes,

the longer a chronic infection persists.[50,67] Furthermore, possibly due to varying levels of target enzyme

expression in the diverse lineages of T. cruzi, the response to the drugs observed in different strains can be

highly distinct.[29,68] Side effects caused by nifurtimox treatment include irritations of the digestive system,

such as nausea and vomiting or neurological symptoms. Benznidazole treatment most frequently results

in dermatological reactions, such as rashes or skin lesions, but comparable effects to nifurtimox can also

occur. Furthermore, rarely, both drugs can result in severe toxic reactions on the nervous system.[29,61,62] In

particular during chronic Chagas infections, symptomatic treatment of the disease manifestations related to

heart or digestive organs may in addition be indicated.[29]

Beside their sometimes insufficient ability to cure a chronic infection, the major limitation for nifurtimox

and benznidazole treatment relates to resistance: both drugs have been in use for more than 45 years

and mutations of the nitroreductases appear to be common and rapidly established upon exposure to the

compounds in in vitro settings.[51,67,68,69] Importantly, cross-resistance for nifurtimox and benznidazole was

observed, stressing the need for alternative therapies.[69,70]

While treatment can in many cases fully cure Chagas disease, the lack of symptoms complicates aware-

ness of the possible infection and infected individuals can thus represent a disease reservoir largely involved

in maintaining the domestic life cycle of T. cruzi.[55] In addition to human hosts, some domestic animals such

as dogs, cats or guinea pigs can likewise represent reservoirs of infection.[71] In addition, T. cruzi typically

maintains a partially separated life cycle relying on wild animal hosts like opossums, rodents, armadillos,

skunks and raccoons.[62,71,72] The different lineages of T. cruzi associated with wildlife versus domestic in-

fections are partly distinct and while not all wild animals appear to carry potential human pathogens, a clear

line can not be drawn, thus making diverse animal hosts important reservoirs to consider in the combat of

Chagas disease.[55,71]

A summary of the information about Chagas disease described in this section can be found in Table 1.1

at the end of Section 1.4 together with details on HAT and leishmaniasis.
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1.4 Leishmaniasis

1.4 Leishmaniasis

The term leishmaniasis describes infections caused by different species of Leishmania parasites, which are

transmitted during blood meals of phlebotomine sand flies and result in a range of distinct clinical symp-

toms. Manifestations thereby range from self-healing skin lesions (cutaneous leishmaniasis, CL) to lethal

infections of inner organs (visceral leishmaniasis, VL).[29,73] Sand flies and thus leishmaniases can be found

in more than 90 countries throughout a range of climates in both North and South America, Africa, Asia

and Southern Europe, as can be seen from the global distribution of leishmaniases shown in Figure 1.7.

Annually, according to estimates, about 600 000 to more than 1 million new infections with CL and 50 000

to more than 100 000 cases of VL occur.[29,74,75]

Figure 1.7: Global distribution of cutaneous leishmaniasis (CL, orange) and visceral leishmaniasis (VL, yel-
low) caused by different species of Leishmania. The color coding indicates the number of re-
ported infections in 2016. Adapted from WHO (2018).[24]

Different subspecies and clinical manifestations of the leishmaniases are thereby associated with the Old

World (Asia, Middle East and Southern Europe) and the New World (Mexico, Central and South Amer-

ica). While in most settings, the infection with Leishmania is zoonotic and infected animals serve as disease

reservoirs, in some regions, infections are anthroponotic: a human host is mandatory for maintaining the

infectious cycle.[75,76,77,78] Leishmaniases are caused by more than 20 species and subspecies of the obligate

intracellular parasite Leishmania.[74] Human-infecting species include for example L. donovani and L. infan-

tum (also L. chagasi), mainly responsible for VL, and several largely CL-causing species, such as L. aethiopica,

L. amazonensis, L. major, L. mexicana, L. tropica and members of the subgenus Viannia (L. (V.) braziliensis,

L. (V.) guyanensis, L. (V.) panamensis and L. (V.) peruviana).[29,73,75,76]

When the insect vector, a female sand fly, takes a blood meal from a host, it injects infective metacyclic

Leishmania promastigotes into the bite wound. These get phagocyted by macrophages or other phago-

cytic cells, as indicated in the life cycle diagram in Figure 1.8.[75,79] Inside the macrophages, the parasite
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replicates by binary fission after transformation into the intracellular amastigote stage.[75,79,80] Complex in-

terplay with the host immune system and interference with immune-response regulatory pathways thereby

allows for the survival of the intracellular parasite.[79] Upon continuous division, the infected macrophages

can burst due to the growing parasite load and the released Leishmania cells infect other phagocytic cells

in the surrounding in repetitive cycles, which can eventually lead to the manifestation of disease symp-

toms.[75,79] When sand flies ingest host cells infected with amastigotes during another blood meal, the

parasite cells transform back into the promastigote form in the insect vector gut and multiply, before they

migrate to the vector proboscis and can be injected into another host.[75,78,79]

Figure 1.8: Ultrastructural organization of Leishmania parasites (A) and life cycle stages in the sand fly
(insect vector, brown arrows) and human host or animal reservoir (blue arrows, B). Adapted
from https://www.cdc.gov/dpdx/leishmaniasis/index.html (Accessed Nov. 2018).

The clinical manifestation of leishmaniasis is influenced by several factors, such as the causative parasitic

species and the genetic and immunological background of the host organism.[75,76,78,81,82,83,84] Often, the

infection with Leishmania spp. remains asymptomatic.[75,83] If symptoms arise, the disease outcome can

range from a cutaneous infection (CL) through mucocutaneous manifestations (also called espundia) to the

visceral form of the disease (VL or kala-azar: black fever in Hindi; a term used for cases of VL associated

with hyperpigmentation on the Indian subcontinent or synonymous for VL).[73,74,78,83,85]

CL is the most common form of leishmaniasis, caused for instance by L. major, L. tropica and L. aethiopica,

but also L. infantum, in the Old World, while L. amazonensis, L. mexicana and the subgenus Viannia are

examples for important causative agents in the New World.[74,75,76,78,85] CL is characterized by often severe

skin lesions and necrosis from infections of macrophages in the dermis, which develop within a few weeks or

months after the bite. With time, the lesions heal in principle without treatment but can result in scarification

or even disabilities and stigmatization of the affected patients.[29,75,76,78] Larger wet skin lesions also have

a high risk of becoming infected. Furthermore, especially some endemic parasitic species in Latin America

cause a form of CL which can transform into a mucocutaneous infection.[75,76]
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The mucocutaneous form is less common and manifests mostly in the facial region: mucous membranes

of mouth, throat and nose suffer from tissue damage and ulceration leading to severe deformation and

stigmatization of the affected patients. This form of leishmaniasis can arise from cases of CL, which were

not or only insufficiently treated and it often emerges several years after the skin infection.[75,76] Diagnosis

of both CL and the mucocutaneous variant is typically possible by microscopic detection of the Leishmania

parasites in patient tissue specimen, for instance from the lesions.[75,76]

Infections with L. donovani, L. infantum or L. chagasi typically result in the visceral form of leishmania-

sis, affecting inner organs like spleen, liver and bone marrow. Diagnosis can again be done by microscopic

techniques, for instance using tissue samples from biopsies, or rely on more advanced, serologic testing

for antibodies, which however often has limited sensitivity.[29,75] VL, in contrast to other forms of leish-

maniasis, is lethal if left untreated - either from the disease itself or complications like secondary bacterial

infections.[51,73,75,78,83,85] Symptoms of the disease include fever, weight loss, swelling of the infected or-

gans and notable drops in blood cell counts and anemia. The infection typically becomes evident within

weeks or months but can also stay asymptomatic for years.[29,75,83,85] Especially in the case of L. donovani

infections in East Africa or certain regions of Asia, patients develop an often chronic post kala-azar dermal

leishmaniasis during or after the VL therapy, resulting in rash-like skin lesions from which sand fly vectors

can obtain the parasite, thus presenting an important reservoir of infection.[51,74,83]

The high abundance of HIV-co-infections in leishmaniasis-patients presents a particular challenge for the

treatment and control of VL. Immunocompromised patients often suffer from atypical manifestations involv-

ing for example the digestive or respiratory tract and have a high risk of severe disease development and

poor outcome. Therapeutic intervention is further hindered by increased side effects. Likewise, immuno-

suppressive therapy following organ transplantation can result in the spontaneous activation of previously

asymptomatic infections and equally problematic manifestations.[85,86,87]

VL generally requires systemic treatment and often additional supportive therapy, for instance of mal-

nutrition, anemia or secondary infections and, in case of HIV-co-infection, antiretroviral therapy.[73,74,87]

For the treatment of VL, liposomal formulations of amphotericin B (see structure in Figure 1.9) or, as a

rescue therapy, the more toxic conventional amphotericin B deoxycholate are used.[83,88,89] Further, given

their high effectiveness in many settings, in spite of the severe toxic side effects, pentavalent antimonials

like sodium stibogluconate or meglumine antimoniate (see structures in Figure 1.9) are in use for infections

with various strains of Leishmania.[73,83,88,89]

A major drawback for the development of common therapeutic protocols is that the efficacy of virtually

all treatment options appears highly distinct in different regional settings.[29,83,88] Another drug compound

sometimes administered for VL, the aminoglycoside paromomycin (see Figure 1.9) is a particularly dramatic

example: while it succeeded in curing VL just as well as amphotericin B during clinical trials in India, it was

found insufficiently curative in trials undertaken in Africa, especially in Sudan.[90,91] Similar diverse region-

dependent responses to different therapeutic options have also been observed for pentavalent antimonials,
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amphotericin B and another treatment alternative in use, miltefosine (see structures in Figure 1.9).[73,83,88]

While pentavalent antimonials and amphotericin B require parenteral administration, the phospholipid

derivative miltefosine represents the only available oral treatment for VL. Drawbacks are a long required

duration of the drug therapy, potential teratogenicity and emerging parasite resistance.[29] Likewise, given

their long use as anti-leishmanial therapies, resistance presents a problem for pentavalent antimonials and

amphotericin B.[29,88,89] To combat the development of resistant parasite strains, reduce the often high costs

for the drugs and shorten the treatment schedules, the different available anti-leishmanial drugs have also

been explored in various combinations.[89]

Figure 1.9: Structures of commonly used anti-leishmanial drugs together with their main application do-
mains with CL: cutaneous leishmaniasis and VL: visceral leishmaniasis.

CL does not necessarily require treatment, but factors in favor of therapeutic intervention can involve the

causative species, the risk of developing into a mucosal infection or of relapse, and the morbidity in relation

to the lesion site.[73,75,76] Treatment can be carried out systemically, for instance by parenteral administra-

tion of pentavalent antimonials or lipid formulations of amphotericin B. For some causative species, a sys-

temic oral treatment with miltefosine presents another alternative.[29,73,76,83] Finally, for CL, local therapies

like cryo- or thermotherapy, intra-lesional administration of pentavalent antimonials or topical applications

of paromomycin and, depending on the causative species, some azole-based anti-fungal compounds (e.g.

fluconazole (see structure in Figure 1.18D), ketoconazole, itraconazole) can be considered.[73,75,76,77,83]

Leishmaniases are in most cases zoonotic infections and several wild animals can represent hosts for the

parasite, for instance rodents, opossums, armadillos and sloths.[78] A more critical factor however is canine

leishmaniasis: Infections of domestic dogs are frequent, often not treated and even with treatment, a full

cure of the canine parasitic disease is rarely achieved. This makes dogs a critical reservoir for the human
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pathogens and the veterinary control of canine leishmaniasis thus represents a potential key factor in the

combat of Leishmania infections in humans.[15,78,92]

The information presented in this section is summarized below in Table 1.1 together with details on HAT

and Chagas disease.

HAT Chagas disease Leishmaniasis

Causing parasite Trypanosoma brucei
gambiense, Trypanosoma
brucei rhodesiense

Trypanosoma cruzi Leishmania spp.

Vector Tsetse fly (genus Glossina) Kissing bug (subfamily
Triatominae)

Sand fly (genus Phlebotomus)

Reservoirs Human, domestic/wild ani-
mals (e.g. cattle, goats, pigs)

Human, domestic/wild ani-
mals (e.g. dogs, cats, opos-
sums, rodents)

Human, domestic/wild ani-
mals (e.g. dogs, rodents,
opossums)

Geographical
distribution

Sub-Saharan Africa Primarily South America America, Africa, Asia and
Southern Europe

Affected
population

<3 000 infections (2015) /
65-70 million at risk

6-8 million infections annu-
ally / > 100 million at risk

CL: 600 000 - > 1 million in-
fections annually; VL: 50 000
- > 100 000 infections annu-
ally

Disease stages/
clinical mani-
festations

Hemolymphatic stage (non-
specific, flu-like), CNS stage
(neurological symptoms)

Acute (non-specific, febrile)
and chronic (swelling of
heart and digestive organs,
heart rhythm abnormalities)

Cutaneous, mucocutaneous
and visceral manifestations

Available
drugs

Pentamidine, suramin,
melarsoprol, eflornithine (+
nifurtimox)

Benznidazole, nifurtimox Pentavalent antimonials,
amphotericin B, miltefosine,
paromomycin

Table 1.1: Summary of key aspects of the three most important kinetoplastid-inflicted human infections:
HAT, Chagas disease and leishmaniasis.

1.5 Challenges in and approaches to tackling trypanosomatidic
diseases

In spite of a large fraction of the world’s population being at risk of contracting NTDs (see also ’Affected

population’ in Table 1.1), these pathologies, spread mainly in rural areas of low to intermediate income

countries, remain disregarded in pharmaceutical development, research and other aspects. Not only are

such maladies often not well understood by the affected population, socially stigmatized and treatment is

hampered by limited trust in modern medicine, but suitable diagnostic methods and healthcare are also

frequently not readily accessible to the infected individuals, complicating the detection of the parasitic

diseases and timely therapeutic intervention.[2,4,7,51,84,93,94,95,96,97]
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Owing to asymptomatic, unrecognized infections and difficulties in appropriate diagnosis, a high num-

ber of unreported cases is estimated for NTDs. Their detrimental effects on the lives and productivity

of people in affected communities presents a substantial barrier to outgrow economic deficiencies. Fre-

quently, disease-endemic countries are also involved in political conflicts, which further augment the poverty.

Moreover, their limited financial resources make it difficult to afford sufficient access to the required,

but often expensive, medication, establish access to healthcare or fund disease control programs and re-

search.[7,19,51,93,96,98,99,100]

Between 1975 and 1999 less than 0.4% of the newly approved drugs had kinetoplastid-inflicted NTDs

as their indication with two of those five therapeutics representing reformulations of previously approved

drugs.[101] This illustrates the dramatic neglect of trypanosomatidic diseases in drug research and develop-

ment, partly associated with the low global political impact of economically weak countries. Moreover, the

poverty of the affected population drastically limits the selling market for drugs targeted at NTDs, thus lead-

ing to a lack of interest from the pharmaceutical industry in high income countries, which could afford the

required investment in drug discovery, but are not directly affected.[4,51,99,101] Efforts in drug development

and research around kinetoplastid diseases are therefore mainly driven by universities or research institutes,

which however often cannot cover funding of the entire development phase of a novel drug including the

progression into clinical trials.[101,102,103]

In the absence of approved vaccination or prophylactic measures, treatment for the three major try-

panosomatidic diseases HAT, Chagas disease and leishmaniasis, to date heavily relies on chemotherapy,

which is obstructed by high drug toxicity, limited patient compliance during long treatment schedules, the

requirement of hospitalization or appropriate medical care, high prices for the drugs and resistance devel-

opment in kinetoplastid parasites.[6,39,77,102]

Not only limited financial resources present a challenge to the discovery of novel anti-trypanosomal

drugs, but also the existence of substantial knowledge gaps in the understanding of basic trypanosomal

biology, the interplay with the host immune system, survival strategies and some of the mechanisms un-

derlying drug resistance. Likewise, the implications of results obtained on different in vitro and in vivo

models for the human infection are not always understood in full detail.[6,16,104] Finally, the identification

of new anti-trypanosomatidic agents is complicated by mechanisms dedicated to the defense and susten-

tation of the pathogens: multiple enzymatic pathways of overall similar function, cascades of enzymatic

bypass reactions and differing numbers of gene copies.[16,34,51,104] Another set of challenges stems from the

fact that disease-endemic areas are subject to change, with factors like immigration and global warming

allowing for the further spreading of NTDs. The parasites adapt to new vectors and new reservoirs, pre-

viously zoonotic infections become anthroponotic and vectors develop resistances against commonly used

insecticides.[97,98,105,106]

Measures to address all these challenges and contain the vector-borne infections include vector control

(e.g. the spraying of insecticides or the use of traps), improving the often poor housing and sanitation
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conditions, educating the affected population about the diseases to reduce the associated social stigma and

enhance patient compliance, aiming at efficient disease surveillance, early and more effective diagnosis

of parasitic species and potential drug resistance as well as ensuring access to the required medication.

Further, strategies to reduce the number of disease reservoirs, for example by detection of human T. b.

gambiense infection in large-scale population screening or enhanced treatment of domestic animal infec-

tions like AAT and canine leishmaniasis are employed. Another example, focused on prevention of vector-

independent means of transmission, is the routine infection screening of blood donors in Chagas-endemic

countries.[13,20,51,84,107,108,109] Data analysis and mathematical models help to identify promising key strate-

gies, for instance in highlighting the promise of vector control in support of the eradication of Chagas disease

or HAT - findings in line with some notable successes made throughout the past years.[19,107,110,111]

Health organizations, like the WHO, launched programs like the TDR, the Special Programme for Re-

search and Training in Tropical Diseases, to address some of the needs in NTD research, control and pre-

vention.[112,113] Endeavors for the development of novel, safe and cost-effective therapies, vaccines or di-

agnostic tools are further realized in disease control programs building on partnerships between public and

private institutions (public-private partnerships, PPPs).[93] These combine the expertise in basic research

from universities, private research institutions or public health organizations with the technology and expert

knowledge available to the pharmaceutical industry. Research centers, governmental agencies and private or

pharmaceutically oriented funding entities (e.g. the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi)[114,115],

the Foundation for Innovative Diagnostics (FIND)[116] or the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation[117]) work

together to reduce the global burden exerted by NTDs.[16,51,101,103,104] Furthermore, control programs for

NTDs have been supported by pharma companies, for instance with drug donations.[93]

Disease-endemic countries build regional cooperations for exchanging knowledge and expertise (e.g. the

INCOSUR - Southern Cone Initiative to Control/Eliminate Chagas Disease in South America) or form re-

search consortia with the support of other funding bodies: for instance the AfriKADIA consortium dedicated

to improved treatment and diagnosis of VL, which involves organizations in East Africa and is funded by the

European Union (EU).[93,111,118,119]

The European Commission furthermore recently funded a number of projects largely driven by insti-

tutions in the EU, focused on the development of new drugs against NTDs including trypanosomatidic

infections: A-ParaDDise (Anti-Parasitic Drug Discovery in Epigenetics), KINDRED (Kinetoplastid Drug De-

velopment), PDE4NPD (Parasite-specific cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase inhibitors to target Neglected

Parasitic Diseases) and NMTrypI (New Medicines for Trypanosomatidic Infections).[103,120,121]

Taken together, many efforts aim to support the fight against NTDs at various different levels from vector

control over improved diagnosis and development of new therapeutics to the coordination and funding of

clinical trials. Although several factors are insufficiently addressed and clear room for improvement remains,

successes and raised awareness may help to reshape the global landscape of the NTDs and the associated

burden.[106]
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1.6 Novel anti-kinetoplastid therapies in the clinical development phase

Some of the extensive efforts and funding programs mentioned above have resulted in new, promising

compounds for the different kinetoplastidic infections, which are currently in clinical evaluation.

Against HAT, in particular, two orally available candidate drugs, namely the imidazole-based fexinidazole

and the oxaborole acoziborole (SCYX-7158; see Figure 1.10 for structures) are in advanced clinical trials.

Both compounds were found to be particularly promising in preclinical evaluations.[122,123,124] Driven by

DNDi, fexinidazole entered phase II/III clinical studies in 2012, being assessed in different trials against

the two stages of HAT caused by T. b. gambiense, both in adults and children.[33,124,125,126] Furthermore,

additional assessments of the effectiveness of fexinidazole in special risk groups like pregnant women or

patients with other chronic infections as well as a comparison of the efficacy of fexinidazole treatment

in hospital settings versus patient treatment at home, are ongoing.[124] The so far promising results, as

the first trials were completed in 2016 and 2017, enabled DNDi to seek approval for fexinidazole from the

European Medicines Agency, who recommended fexinidazole as the first orally available compound effective

against both stages of T. b. gambiense HAT in 2018, whereupon the drug was approved for treatment in the

Democratic Republic of the Congo.[124,126,127,128,129]

Oxaborole-based compounds were found to be trypanocidal and lead-optimization yielded an orally avail-

able compound that proved, in preclinical evaluation, to be effective against both stages of HAT: acoziborole

(see Figure 1.10).[33,123,124,125] A particularly interesting property revealed in phase I clinical trials is the

long half-life of acoziborole, which may allow treatment of both disease stages with the oral administration

of only a single dose. Phase II/III clinical trials were initiated in 2016 with the support of DNDi, who plan

to seek approval for this potential single-dose cure by 2021, if the compound proves sufficiently safe and

effective.[124]

Figure 1.10: Structures of clinical drug candidates for HAT and Chagas disease.

Clinical studies for new anti-Chagas agents were recently focused on two triazole compounds known for

their anti-fungal activities, namely posaconazole and E1224 (or fosravuconazole), a water-soluble prodrug

of ravuconazole (see structures in Figures 1.18C and 1.10).[6,67,130] Although both compounds had shown

highly promising anti-Chagasic potential in vitro and in vivo in animal models, the clinical outcome was

unsatisfactory, frequently resulting in treatment failure and only transiently clearing the parasites from
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patients’ blood.[67,130,131,132] E1224, in combination with the already used benznidazole (see structure in

Figure 1.6) and alternative treatment schedules for benznidazole monotherapy thus present the focus of the

current clinical evaluations of anti-Chagasic agents. Moreover, a possible use of the novel HAT treatment,

fexinidazole, during the chronic indeterminate phase of Chagas disease is being explored.[133]

For leishmaniasis, no novel compounds are currently in the advanced clinical development phase, but

several combinations of the existing drugs amphotericin B, miltefosine and paromomycin (see structures

in Figure 1.9) have been evaluated to improve the treatment of VL.[134,135,136] For some causative species

responsible for CL in the New World, recent clinical trials suggested the HAT-treatment pentamidine (see

structure in Figure 1.3) as an alternative therapeutic option.[137] Some novel compounds and vaccines

are however in the early phases of clinical development, providing potential for further advances in anti-

leishmanial therapy in the future.[138]

While with acoziborole and fexinidazole, two new orally available drug candidates may revolutionize the

chemotherapy for both stages of HAT, the advanced clinical developments for Chagas disease and leishma-

niasis are more limited and the requirement for further therapeutic alternatives remains an unmet need.

Thus, anti-trypanosomatidic drug discovery is an active field of research and development, with new drug

candidates entering the drug development pipeline. Furthermore, research consortia, governmental bod-

ies, PPPs and funding agencies seek to maintain efforts to progress promising compounds from preclinical

development into the clinical phase.[115]

1.7 Drug design strategies for tackling trypanosomatidic infections

1.7.1 Drug development stages and general approaches to drug discovery

In the search for new effective therapies against kinetoplastid-inflicted NTDs, different strategies, such as

classical compound-centered approaches (or ligand-based drug design), phenotypic screening campaigns

and target-based drug discovery (or structure-based drug discovery, SBDD) programs are employed.[104]

One of the clinical candidates for HAT, acoziborole, for example, evolved from a phenotypic screening hit,

that was subsequently optimized in medicinal chemistry efforts.[139]

Resources for the discovery of new anti-trypanosomatidic agents can be drawn from a variety of syn-

thetic scaffolds, natural products or be inspired by already used drugs for the same or entirely different

applications in so-called repurposing approaches. Often, such initial compounds or ’hits’ show only modest

activity and serve as starting points for medicinal chemistry approaches, modifying the compound structure

or performing scaffold replacement during the hit-to-lead phase.[140,141,142] Once the biological effect has

been improved such that a compound may be of interest for therapeutic purposes, it can be considered

a lead compound. Leads typically require further optimization: improvement of the biological effect, the
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selectivity for the parasite and reduced host cell toxicity, as well as pharmacokinetic properties. The latter

involve aspects such as absorption or distribution of the compound in the host or the parasitic organism,

its metabolism and excretion of the final metabolic product (in short summarized as ADME properties).

Moreover, appropriate means of administration as well as a suitable formulation need to be developed, be-

fore the leads turn into potential drug candidates and can progress through the pipeline towards clinical

development, as summarized in Figure 1.11.[103,142]

Figure 1.11: Basic terminology and development stages during a drug discovery project from initial hit com-
pounds to the final drug - including a rough estimate of the required time for the key phases.
Adapted from Pierce et al.[103] and Hughes et al.[142].

Phenotypic screening, often in high throughput, has become popular, since it can directly provide com-

pounds showing activity on the parasite cell level for either extracellular or intracellular stages of the kine-

toplastids. While the approach circumvents certain optimization problems faced in rational, target-based

design, such as ensuring sufficient drug uptake and small efflux levels, challenges relate to the choice of

an appropriate model system and the deconvolution of the often multiple affected targets.[143] Screening

campaigns further do not only make use of pure compounds, but can be carried out with extracts of nat-

ural products, thus adding to the complexity of identifying active ingredients from, for example, plant or

microbial resources.[144,145] To overcome certain limitations associated with phenotypic screening in its

target-independent manner, combinations of phenotypic with target-based screening approaches can be ad-

vantageous.[145]

When basing design around a target, for instance a metabolic enzyme, compounds are tested against the

target and optimized for affinity and selectivity, again typically by medicinal chemistry-based compound op-

timization. Further aspects, such as cellular activity and pharmacokinetic properties, need to be considered

in addition. A major short-coming of this approach is, that to date, only few drug targets have been ge-

netically and/or chemically validated in trypanosomatidic parasites. Often, also the druggability of selected

targets is limited or the likelihood of resistance development due to multiple gene copies is not considered

during early compound development.[104,146,147,148]

An exemplary overview of the techniques involved in a typical target-based drug discovery project can

be found in Figure 1.12. In SBDD, a variety of experimental techniques for structure determination, for

instance X-ray crystallography, the activity assessment by biochemical measurements of enzyme inhibition

and a range of computational methods are used to facilitate the process of compound library design and

iterative improvement. Computational methods can likewise be supportive of drug development from the
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ligand perspective or in the identification of potential targets for phenotypic screening hits. A more in-

depth review on computational techniques employed in drug discovery, in particular for trypanosomatidic

infections, is presented in the following section.

Figure 1.12: Overview of the typical components of a target-based drug discovery project, starting from a
screening hit or a lead compound and iteratively optimizing the compound series with the help
of the displayed techniques. Adapted from Di Pisa et al.[149]

1.7.2 Computational approaches to anti-trypanosomatid drug development by
targeting key molecular pathways‡

Brief description of computational methods employed in anti-trypanosomatidic drug design

NTD drug discovery programs frequently face limited resources, making computational techniques an at-

tractive aid in the identification of hits and subsequent design and development of lead compounds and

advanced drug candidates.[151,152] With the decoding of the trypanosomatidic genome, several bioinformat-

ics approaches have been applied to support the selection, prioritization or establishment of new ther-

apeutic targets for target-based drug design approaches.[17,51,153,154] The trypanosomatid genome was,

for example, searched for protein sequences without direct human homologs, enzymes were prioritized

for being druggable and having associated binding assays readily available or specific targets, established

for other diseases, were investigated for differences between the trypanosomatid variant and proteins of

the human host.[155,156] Some results of such studies have been compiled in the TDR targets database

(www.tdrtargets.org) as a research resource for SBDD against NTDs.[153,154]

‡The review work on SBDD presented herein was part of my book chapter contribution to Calogeropoulou, T.; Magoulas, G. E.;
Pöhner, I.; Panecka-Hofman, J.; Linciano, P.; Ferrari, S.; Santarem, N.; Jiménez-Antón, M. D.; Oĺıas-Molero, A. I.; Alunda, J. M.;
Cordeiro da Silva, A.; Wade, R. C. & Costi, M. P. Chapter 10. Hits and Lead Discovery in the Identification of New Drugs against
the Trypanosomatidic Infections. In: Medicinal Chemistry of Neglected and Tropical Diseases. Jayaprakash, V.; Castagnolo, D.
& Özkay, Y. (Eds.) Taylor & Francis, 2019, 185-231. [150]
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When aiming at studying specific targets, computational methods often make use of already available ex-

perimentally determined target structures - for instance obtained by X-ray crystallography. Otherwise, when

the structure of the target is not yet known, in silico methods can be employed to investigate structural

motifs on basis of the linear sequence or to infer the target structure by homology to proteins with a known

3D structure. For such homology or comparative modeling approaches, as also schematically illustrated in

Figure 1.13, a database search aims to find a sequence or a set of sequences associated with an established

protein structure and a high similarity to the sequence of interest. Taking sequence alignments and often ad-

ditional aspects, such as secondary structure prediction, into account, the alterations in the target sequence

are mapped onto the 3D structure of the template and a structural model is thus constructed.[157]

Figure 1.13: Exemplary overview of building a homology model of a protein: A database of sequences with
associated 3D structures is queried for homologs of the known linear sequence to be modeled.
Then, the sequences of a chosen template and the query are aligned and the query sequence
can be modeled onto the 3D structure of the template to yield a final homology model. Adapted
from Cavasotto and Phatak[157].

With a target structure at hand, in silico methods are widely used to find potential hits as starting points

for a drug development project or to select a set of compounds for experimental screening. Virtual screening

(VS) approaches perform the docking of large compound databases into a target structure of interest, as

illustrated in Figure 1.14.[158,159] The considered databases often contain diverse chemical libraries, natural

products or established drug molecules with the latter allowing for potential drug repurposing. Further,

it is possible to screen fragment databases rather than standard-sized drug-like compounds to construct

larger molecules from initial fragment hits and their combinations in fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD)

settings.

A variety of different docking algorithms exist, that allow for probing how ligand molecules adapt to a

receptor of interest. In state-of-the-art approaches, ligands are typically treated as internally flexible and

can rotate or translate to find their most favorable conformation in the binding site of their receptor. These

movements are usually modeled by molecular mechanics (MM), being based on the functional description

of mechanics in classical physics (a more detailed introduction to MM and docking algorithms is presented
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Figure 1.14: Exemplary overview of a VS or docking study: For each compound in a collection of ligands, a
conformation fitting in the binding pocket of the receptor protein is searched and evaluated by a
scoring function. The function provides an estimate of the strength of the interactions between
a ligand and its receptor and allows for the ranking and comparison of different conformations
and/or different ligands.

in Chapter 2).[159,160] Docking a variety of compounds into a macromolecular target is followed by the

subsequent ranking of the solutions by an estimate of the binding affinity with the help of a scoring function.

Thus, probable binders can be selected and the approach thereby helps to limit the number of necessary

experiments during hit discovery.

A comprehensive overview on the assembly of in silico compound libraries for the screening in context of

NTDs can be found from the work of Brenk et al.[161] Often, in silico screening campaigns to putative target

crystal structures are performed on a large scale - considering not only multiple ligands but also a variety of

different possible target receptors.[162,163] However, such studies frequently lack an experimental validation

of their results.

A noteworthy example of a large VS campaign followed by partial experimental validation utilized the

World Community Grid (https://www.worldcommunitygrid.org/) to screen a database of 600 000 drug-like

molecules against around 2000 conformations of different proteins unique to Leishmania to provide starting

points for experimental anti-leishmanial drug development pipelines. Four key targets, namely tyrosyl-tRNA

synthetase, UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase, a class I phosphodiesterase and dihydroorotate dehydrogenase,

were identified. For the latter, a set of predicted strong inhibitors was validated in vitro and shown to be

active against Leishmania panamensis intracellular amastigotes.[164]

Docking methods are applied to various stages of compound library design and their iterative improve-

ment: The prediction of compound binding modes prior to their synthesis can help to prioritize the most

promising scaffolds. When initial hits are found, insights into the mode of binding and the strength of in-

teractions drawn from docking can be supportive of the complementarity enhancement between a ligand

series and a specific target binding pocket.[160] Furthermore, in support of the deduction of a structure-

activity relationship (SAR), docking studies, often in conjunction with a limited number of crystallographic

complexes, are widely employed. Finally, docking studies to potential off-targets can highlight suitable

modification sites to simplify selectivity enhancement.
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The more flexible groups that need to be considered during a docking study, the more potential con-

formations exist and the search for the best bound orientation thus gets increasingly complicated. For this

reason, many docking studies consider the receptor protein rigid or take only a limited number of receptor

amino acids into account as being flexible and able to adapt in response to the ligand positioning. Investiga-

tions of the dynamical behavior of a protein receptor can, for example, be drawn from molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations, which allow for the monitoring of protein or receptor-ligand complex movement in a

time-resolved manner, as indicated in Figure 1.15. Studying the behavior of a ligand compound in complex

with its target receptor over time can provide further insight into the stability of the binding mode and in

addition allow for the prediction of the ligand’s binding free energy.[159,165]

Moreover, even in the absence of target information, in cases like the anti-leishmanial compound miltefo-

sine (see Figure 1.9), computational techniques like MD simulations can provide interesting insights: Since

the composition-dependent perturbation of membranes was proposed to contribute to the mechanism-of-

action (MoA) of miltefosine, de Sá et al.[166] performed MD simulations with different types of lipid bilayers

and different levels of cholesterol to study the membrane permeation of miltefosine in different settings.

Figure 1.15: General concept of the computational consideration of flexibility, for example, during MD simu-
lations: Parts of the protein or the entire protein are allowed to move and changes over time are
recorded, thus enabling the study of the dynamic behavior of a system and providing insights
into the flexibility of hot spots or the opening and closing of subpockets.

In basic research to investigate, for example, details of an enzyme mechanism, more advanced theoret-

ical methods based on quantum mechanics (QM) are required: In contrast to the MM theory commonly

underlying MD or docking approaches, QM can model aspects such as the breaking of bonds. Given that

these techniques are computationally more expensive than MM approaches, the system sizes that can be

studied by QM methods are limited. However, combinations of QM with classical MM theory in QM/MM

approaches can be applied to investigate large systems like enzyme-substrate complexes.[167,168]

An alternative route to the discovery of novel compounds can involve the development of a pharma-

cophore: A collection of features common to a set of active molecules, for instance aromatic systems, hy-

drogen bond donors and acceptors and their relative placement in 3D space, as indicated in Figure 1.16A.

Such information can be used to screen databases for alternative compound scaffolds with similar molecular

properties in appropriate spatial orientation. Pharmacophores can thereby consider receptor information, if
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it is known, or be entirely based on the ligand structures.[169,170]

If the target receptor is known and information on the binding site exists, molecular interaction fields

(MIFs) can likewise be used to develop a pharmacophoric hypothesis from the receptor point of view or to

generally support the optimization of a ligand molecule. Thereby, as indicated in Figure 1.16B, small probes

representing certain molecular features, for instance hydrophobicity or hydrogen bond donating groups, are

placed in the receptor site of interest. Then, evaluation of how favorable the placement of the corresponding

feature in a certain orientation is, follows. This provides information about the hot spots of interactions and

indicates which chemical properties of a putative ligand would complement the receptor best in which area.

Figure 1.16: General concept of pharmacophore models (A) and the calculation of molecular interaction
fields with small chemical probes (B). (A) Features present in a set of molecules such as aro-
matic or hydrophobic components and hydrogen bond donors/acceptors are abstracted to a
consensus pharmacophore - represented, by way of example, on a selected ligand with match-
ing features highlighted: aromatic (brown tori), hydrophobic (green sphere), hydrogen bond
donor (blue spheres and arrows) and hydrogen bond acceptor (red spheres and arrows) fea-
tures and their relative placement in space. (B) MIF calculation illustrated for a methyl probe
as a representative of a hydrophobic probe.

Further, such techniques can support the identification of putative binding sites and their druggability

by evaluating whether the set of features associated with a certain region of the receptor may allow for the

design of a matching small molecule. Finally, MIF calculations can suggest suitable molecular features to

improve compounds for their match with a target protein or, on the other hand, to improve selectivity by

introducing alterations that are not in agreement with the interaction hot spots in an off-target.

Knowledge of compound activities can further allow for the establishment of a quantitative SAR (QSAR):

The development of a regression model can enable the prediction how much certain changes to a molec-

ular scaffold will affect the compound’s activity - relating a structural description of a training data set of

compounds to determined activities and later predicting the activity values for other structural modifica-

tions. This can be done using only structural features of ligands in 2D or 3D in ligand-based drug design

approaches and does not require knowledge of a target or MoA. 2-dimensional QSAR thereby takes the basic

features of a ligand 2D-structure into account, whereas 3D-QSAR includes possible different ligand confor-

mations. While conformational aspects can be critical for activity, thus representing a limit for 2D-QSAR

studies, a key problem to successful 3D-QSAR approaches is the correct alignment of the ligand groups in
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3D space. Thus, the implementation of constraints from the known binding site of a receptor can be helpful

for the development of 3D-QSAR models.[171]

Often, when hits are identified in phenotypic screens, no information on the target(s) or MoA is avail-

able. Bioinformatics and chemoinformatics approaches to fish for putative targets are thus used to develop

hypotheses and move towards a target-based optimization strategy. Databases of known complexes can be

searched for similar ligands. Alternatively, when genetic or biochemical experiments point to an affected

pathway or protein, but no direct assay for measuring the inhibition of the possible target is established,

computational methods like docking can support investigation of the target hypothesis.

The MoA of benzoxaboroles, like the clinical candidate acoziborole (see structure in Figure 1.10), is cur-

rently not known. Several genomic, screening and overexpression experiments indicate that benzoxaboroles

affect the trypanosomal mRNA processing, putatively by targeting the Cleavage and Polyadenylation Speci-

ficity Factor 3 (CPSF3) of T. brucei.[172,173]‡ Homology modeling and docking approaches were used to

computationally support this target hypothesis.[172,173] The homologous protein in Plasmodium falciparum

was previously established as a likely target of anti-plasmodial benzoxaboroles and resistance mutations

were characterized.[174] Several residues affected by these mutations already differ in the trypanosomatidic

protein variant and trypanosomes show natural resistance to an anti-plasmodial benzoxaborole. However,

since not all amino acid differences between plasmodial and trypanosomal CPSF3 were in the predicted

benzoxaborole binding site, further investigation of the conformational dynamics by elastic network normal

mode analysis was performed on a homology model of TbCPSF3.[172] Resistance mutations were found to

occur largely in the cleft between the protein domains, which carry out a rotational breathing motion alter-

ing the accessibility of the pocket region. Alterations of the domain-lining residues may thus influence these

movements, which demonstrates how hypotheses about putative mechanisms of resistance development can

be built by computational investigations, exploring, for example, protein dynamics.

Phenotypic assays performed in high-throughput often enable the compilation of large and diverse com-

pound libraries showing anti-parasitic activity. A noteworthy example of ’Big Data’ allowing for the assem-

bly of such compound collections is represented by the GlaxoSmithKline kinetoboxes - compound sets made

available as a resource for lead finding and optimization against HAT, Chagas disease and leishmaniasis.[175]

For some, but not all compounds, the putative MoA was already investigated and features target families

like kinases, proteases or cytochromes. Combining docking studies with subsequent experimental confir-

mation, Ilari et al.[176] for instance used compounds of the ’LeishBox’ to find new, specific inhibitors of the

Leishmania trypanothione reductase.

Given that enzymes typically act as part of complex networks, understanding of the actual impact on a

pathway which results from the inhibition of a specific enzyme target is often a non-trivial task. To gain

improved understanding of the interplay between different enzymes along a certain pathway and the effect

‡The following descriptions are based on my computational work contributing to Begolo, D.; Vincent, I. M.; Giordani, F.; Pöhner, I.;
Witty, M. J.; Rowan, T. G.; Bengaly, Z.; Gillingwater, K.; Freund, Y.; Wade, R. C.; Barrett, M. P. & Clayton, C. The trypanocidal
benzoxaborole AN7973 inhibits trypanosome mRNA processing. PLoS Pathog 2018 14, e1007315. [172]
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of enzyme inhibition on the biochemical processes, simulations of the pathway fluxes and a perturbation

of the pathway can be of value. This can be achieved with the development of mathematical pathway

models, for instance by describing the underlying kinetic properties of the participating enzymes by means

of ordinary differential equations. As a result, not only improved understanding of the pathway is possible,

but also the prioritization of targets along pathways of interest can be guided by their exerted metabolic

control.

In summary, computational methods have been applied to various aspects of anti-trypanosomatidic drug

discovery, ranging from supporting ligand-based drug design programs through analysis and use of phe-

notypic screening data to numerous applications in structure-based approaches, as summarized in Fig-

ure 1.17.[159,167,171,177] Notably, in studies centered around a specific target, a particularly broad variety

of techniques is commonly applied. Several metabolic pathways and enzymes have received substantial

interest for anti-trypanosomatidic drug discovery and were thus also extensively explored in computational

target-guided approaches. Some key efforts focusing on the trypanosomal ergosterol biosynthesis, phospho-

diesterases of T. brucei, the trypanothione redox system, cysteine proteases and folate pathway proteins, are

reviewed below in greater detail.[5,51,77,104,125,178,179]

Figure 1.17: Summarizing Venn diagram of computational techniques recently applied to anti-
trypanosomatidic drug discovery.

Computational studies of the trypanosomal ergosterol biosynthesis

Several computational studies have focused on the lanosterol 14α-demethylase (or Cytochrome P450, Fam-

ily 51: CYP51), a key enzyme of the trypanosomal ergosterol biosynthesis. This heme-containing cy-

tochrome P450 enzyme family member, shown in Figure 1.18A, contributes to the creation of membrane

components and regulatory molecules such as hormones.[180,181,182] CYP51 is the macromolecular target of
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anti-fungal azoles like posaconazole 1 and fluconazole 2 (see Figure 1.18CD), which, given the similarity be-

tween the trypanosomal and fungal ergosterol pathway, were possible starting scaffolds for the development

of anti-kinetoplastidic compounds.[183,184,185]

Figure 1.18: Trypanosomal CYP51 in complex with anti-fungal azoles: (A) T. brucei CYP51 (TbCYP51) with
bound posaconazole 1 (CYP51: semi-transparent surface and green cartoon, based on PDB-ID
2x2n[186]; posaconazole/heme group shown as sticks with magenta and gray carbons, respec-
tively). The opening of the substrate access channel towards the protein surface is marked. (B)
Like (A), but omitting the protein for clarity. An elongated portion of posaconazole binds in
the access channel, while additional interactions take place in the depth of the pocket. (C,D):
Schematic representation of interactions of posaconazole 1 in TbCYP51 (C, based on PDB-
ID 2x2n) and fluconazole 2 in T. cruzi CYP51 (D, based on PDB-ID 2wuz).[186] Surrounding
residues within a distance of up to 4 Å from the ligand are shown and highlighted by type:
green: nonpolar, cyan: polar, blue: basic and gray: heme. An illustration of the pocket shape
is shown and accordingly colored by property. Hydrogen bonds are denoted as black arrows,
π-π interactions are indicated by gray dotted lines and the coordination bond between a ligand
nitrogen and the ferric heme iron is shown as a black dashed line ending with a circle.
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A number of docking studies to different variants of CYP51, in part assisted by crystallographic structure

determination, were employed to provide a rationale for the observed anti-parasitic effect of azole-based

compounds: The arylsubstituted imidazoles 3 (see Figure 1.19) described by Rojas Vargas et al.[187] showed

broad in vitro activities against T. brucei Squib-427 bloodstream forms, intracellular T. cruzi Tulahuen, L. in-

fantum amastigotes and T. b. rhodesiense bloodstream forms (best compounds with IC50s around 1-2 µM).

Friggeri et al.[188] described imidazoles 4 (see Figure 1.19) with nanomolar inhibition of T. cruzi Tulahuen

amastigotes in vitro and showed that S -enantiomers of their compounds were up to 60-fold more potent

than the corresponding R -enantiomers. A similar approach was carried out by De Vita et al.[189], with

their most active compound, 5 (see Figure 1.19), showing an IC50 of 40 nM against T. cruzi Tulahuen

amastigotes in vitro. All of these studies made use of docking to demonstrate CYP51 as a potential target

and explain the compound SAR. Likewise, pyrazolo-[3,4-e][1,4]thiazepin-based inhibitors described by Fer-

reira de Almeida Fiuza et al.[190] were studied by docking and also experimentally assessed: Compound

6 (see Figure 1.19) inhibited T. cruzi CYP51 with an IC50 of 0.1 µM and showed in vitro activity against

intracellular T. cruzi Tulahuen and T. cruzi Y strain bloodstream forms with EC50 values of 3.86 µM and

4.00 µM, respectively.

Figure 1.19: Putative CYP51 inhibitors: Series of arylsubstituted imidazoles 3[187] and imidazole derivatives
4[188], the imidazole-based compound 5[189] and the pyrazolo-[3,4-e][1,4]thiazepin-based
compound 6[190].

Gunatilleke et al.[191] used chemoinformatics-based approaches to detect features common between

CYP51 inhibitors and inhibitors of other enzymes, mostly members of the same family, as potential resources

of additional lead compounds. Comparative MD simulations studying ligand egress routes and dynamics

of T. brucei CYP51 and the human enzyme variant highlighted parasite-specific features, which could be

employed for selectivity enhancement in the future CYP51 inhibitor design efforts.[192,193]

Computational studies of phosphodiesterases

Differences between human and trypanosomal signal transduction pathways made a specific T. brucei phos-

phodiesterase (PDE) isoform, TbPDEB1, a potential target of interest for compound development against

HAT. The enzyme cleaves phosphodiester bonds in cyclic adenosine monophosphate, a regulator of the cel-

lular signal transduction.[194] Structurally, trypanosomal phosphodiesterases differ from the human variant

by the existence of the P-pocket: a subpocket found solely in the parasitic protein, as shown in Figure 1.20.
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Figure 1.20: Structure of the TbPDEB1 enzyme (semi-transparent surface and cartoon) in complex with
the P-pocket targeting compound 7 (sticks, black carbons; based on PDB-ID 5l8c;[195] see also
Figure 1.22). The location of the parasite-specific P-pocket is indicated and in (B), where the
protein surface was omitted for clarity, the residues of the P-pocket are instead shown as a
surface with residues highlighted according to Blaazer et al.[195].

Applying homology modeling and subsequent docking to improve catechol pyrazolinone-based inhibitors

for targeting the P-pocket, as carried out by Orrling et al.[196], resulted in an inhibitor 8 (see Figure 1.21)

with an IC50 of 49 nM against TbPDEB1, which however still lacked selectivity for the parasite enzyme. On

the other hand, the compound also showed IC50 values of 60 nM and 520 nM against T. b. rhodesiense and

T. b. brucei trypomastigotes in vitro, thus underlining the potential of PDE inhibition.

Figure 1.21: Structure of 8, a P-pocket-targeting inhibitor of the TbPDEB1 enzyme.[196]

Aiming at the detection of novel chemical entities targeting TbPDEB1, Jansen et al.[197] performed a VS

of the ZINC database.[198] Using docking simulations and employing ligand-receptor interaction fingerprints

as part of the scoring process enabled the discovery of six new TbPDEB1 inhibitors of different chemotypes

with micromolar inhibition levels (IC50 values 10-80 µM). Further, none of these compounds, that were

predicted to target the P-pocket, showed stronger inhibition of the human PDE isoforms. Making use of a

combination of crystallographic and computational studies, Blaazer et al.[195] succeeded in the development

of selective 4a,5,8,8a-tetrahydrophthalazinone-based TbPDEB1 inhibitors likewise targeting the P-pocket.
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MD simulations allowed the investigation of the dynamics of complexes between TbPDEB1 and the bound

compounds, which supported the design of the final inhibitors with Ki values of 100 nM against TbPDEB1.

These compounds, 9 and 7, shown in the interaction diagrams in Figure 1.22, were 10- to 19-fold weaker

inhibitors of the human enzymes and resulted in micromolar IC50 values against T. brucei (5.5 µM and

6.7µM, respectively), thus serving as suitable starting points for further compound optimization.

Figure 1.22: Schematically represented ligand interactions of 9 (A, based on PDB-ID 5g2b) and 7 (B, based
on PDB-ID 5l8c, see also Figure 1.20) in TbPDEB1. Surrounding residues within a distance of
up to 4 Å from the ligand are shown and highlighted by type: green: nonpolar, cyan: polar,
blue: basic and red: acidic. A schematic illustration of the pocket shape is shown and accord-
ingly colored by property. Hydrogen bonds are denoted as black arrows and π-π interactions
are indicated by gray dotted lines with filled circles.[195]

Computational studies of the trypanothione redox system

While humans employ the dithiol glutathione as part of their redox system, trypanosomatids make use of try-

panothione (N1,N8-bis(glutathionyl)spermidine; see also Figure 1.23). Enzymes involved in the correspond-

ing pathway are frequently considered targets for the development of anti-trypanosomal therapies.[199,200] A

particularly well-studied and validated target is the enzyme trypanothione reductase (TrypR, shown in Fig-

ure 1.23A), which reduces trypanothione disulfide (T(SH)2) and has an opposite net charge of the binding

site compared to the corresponding human enzyme variant glutathione reductase.[200,201,202]

Frequently, docking studies were used to predict TrypR as the relevant target for known anti-T. cruzi

or anti-leishmanial actives: Masood et al.[205] described 1,2,3-triazole amino acid hybrids 10 (see Fig-

ure 1.24), with the best compounds inhibiting L. donovani promastigotes at IC50 values in the range of

around 90-100 µM. Docking studies to L. infantum TrypR, being a close homolog of the L. donovani protein,

rationalized the enzyme as a potential molecular target. Further, mesoionic 1,3,4-thiadiazolium-2-aminide

derivatives with anti-parasitic activity as presented by Rodrigues et al.[206] (11, Figure 1.24) were stud-

ied for inhibitory effects on T. cruzi TrypR (TcTrypR) and L. infantum TrypR. One compound was found to

be a non-competitive inhibitor of the latter enzyme and further evaluated in docking studies - suggesting

compound binding to be feasible both in the substrate binding site and the NADPH/FAD binding regions
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Figure 1.23: Structure of T. brucei TrypR (A, semi-transparent surface and cartoon, based on PDB-ID
2wow[203], chains A and B, ligand state A) with the bound oxidized form of the substrate
trypanothione (TS2) and the NADPH and FAD cofactors (black carbons; shown in sticks when
facing the reader and as spheres, when located at the opposite side of the enzyme complex).
In the view on the left, the substrate binding site with TS2 is at the front; the right-hand view
is rotated by approx. 180° with the substrate binding site pointing into the paper plane. (B)
Excerpt of the trypanothione metabolism adapted from Olin-Sandoval et al.[204], showing key
enzymes discussed herein with: γECS: γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase; GS: glutathione syn-
thetase; TrypS: trypanothione synthetase; TrypR: trypanothione reductase; TXN: tryparedoxin,
ox: oxidized and red: reduced; γEC: γ-glutamylcysteine; GSH: glutathione; Spd: spermidine
and T(SH)2: reduced form of trypanothione.

(cf. also Figure 1.23A). A series of 5-nitrofurans 12 (see Figure 1.24) described by Arias et al.[207] was

found to inhibit the growth of T. cruzi epimastigotes with IC50 values up to 1.1±0.1 µM. The compounds

showed reversible uncompetitive inhibition of TcTrypR with Ki values of the three best inhibitors ranging

from 61-118 µM and were predicted to bind to the enzyme in presence of the substrate TS2 by docking

studies. Several quinoxaline-7-carboxylate 1,4-di-N-oxides 13 (see Figure 1.24) were reported by Chacón-

Vargas et al.[208] to inhibit T. cruzi INC-5 epimastigotes in vitro with IC50s in the range of 2-8 µM. The best

compound further showed an LC50 of 59.9±7.9 µM and 73.1±12.4 µM on T. cruzi trypomastigotes of the NI-

NOA and the INC-5 strains, respectively. Docking evaluation and biochemical validation confirmed that the

compound was a non-competitive inhibitor of TcTrypR, showing a Ki of 35 µM. In silico screening methods,

docking and QSAR studies further proposed TrypR as the target of natural products or their derivatives, for

instance alkaloids or neolignan-based molecules.[209,210] In addition, receptor-dependent four-dimensional

quantitative structure-activity relationship models (RD-4D-QSAR, taking multiple conformations and the

receptor into account) were applied to the detection of specific targetable TrypR subsites for peptide-based

inhibitors.[211,212]
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Figure 1.24: Inhibitors of trypanosomal TrypR: Series of anti-leishmanial 1,2,3-triazole amino acid hybrids
10[205], mesoionic 1,3,4-thiadiazolium-2-aminides 11[206], as well as T. cruzi-inhibiting 5-
nitrofurans 12[207] and quinoxaline-7-carboxylate 1,4-di-N-oxides 13[208].

Persch et al.[213] developed a series of 1-[1-(benzo[b]thien-2-yl)cyclohexyl]piperidine-based competitive

inhibitors of T. brucei and T. cruzi TrypR, which they validated experimentally by mutation and crystallo-

graphic studies. One compound, 14, shown in Figure 1.25, displayed a Kic (competitive inhibitory constant)

of 12±2 µM against T. brucei TrypR (TbTrypR) and 4±0.5 µM against TcTrypR and showed anti-parasitic

activity in vitro. It displayed an IC50 value of 3.5 µM against T. b. rhodesiense bloodstream forms and an

about 8-fold selectivity for the parasitic over human L6 cells. Furthermore, it inhibited T. cruzi trypomastig-

otes in vitro at an IC50 of 19.0 µM. However, the lack of direct correlation between TrypR inhibition and

anti-parasitic effect suggested potential additional targets for the compounds.

Several examples of the successful application of mathematical models to the selection of targets in the

trypanothione redox pathway of T. cruzi can be found: A pathway model suggested, for instance, dual

inhibition of γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase and trypanothione synthetase (cf. also Figure 1.23B) to have

an exceptional control over the pathway, and screening and docking experiments in search for suitable in-

hibitors of these targets have been undertaken.[214,215] This strategy was suggested to be potentially superior

to inhibition of the more popular target TrypR, which has less metabolic control.[204] VS, docking studies

and MD simulations supported the discovery of inhibitors of L. donovani γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase.[216]

Likewise, tryparedoxin (see Figure 1.23B) was identified as a potential alternative target protein with limited

efficiency in catalysis combined with large control over pathway fluxes.[217]

Computational studies of cysteine proteases

Structural relatives of the human cysteine protease cathepsin L, namely rhodesain of T. brucei rhodesiense and

cruzain of T. cruzi (shown in Figure 1.26), have triggered interest for the development of new trypanocidal

agents.[218] Initial ligand scaffolds were often inspired by inhibitors of cathepsin L and typically peptide-

based covalent binders - for example dipeptidyl nitrile ligands as shown in Figure 1.26.[219]

A number of VS approaches allowed for the identification of potential non-peptidic and non-covalent

trypanosome protease inhibitors, for instance considering FDA-approved drugs.[221] Further, by means of

combined ligand- and receptor-based in silico methods, Wiggers et al.[222] identified 2-acetamidothiophene-

3-carboxamide-containing non-covalent and non-peptidic inhibitors of cruzain from the ZINC database and

confirmed their binding mode by X-ray crystallography, as shown for compound 15 in Figure 1.27A.
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Figure 1.25: Ligand interactions of 14 with TbTrypR (top, two possible binding modes, based on PDB-ID
4nev) and TcTrypR (bottom, based on PDB-ID 4new) represented schematically. Surrounding
residues within a distance of up to 4 Å from the ligand are shown and highlighted by type:
green: nonpolar, cyan: polar, blue: basic and red: acidic. An illustration of the pocket shape is
shown and accordingly colored by property. π-π interactions are indicated by gray dotted lines
with filled circles and cation-π-interactions by gray dotted lines ended with white circles.[213]

Figure 1.26: Structure of the T. cruzi cysteine protease cruzain (semi-transparent surface and cartoon, based
on PDB-ID 4qh6)[219] with a covalently bound dipeptidyl nitrile ligand (sticks, brown carbons)
attached to Cys25. Subsites were assigned on basis of de Souza et al.[220] On the right, the
view is rotated by approx. 90° and the surface is omitted for clarity.

Ferreira et al.[223] combined VS with experimental high-throughput screening and prioritized overlap-

ping hits, finally leading to the identification of five novel cruzain inhibitors with Kis ranging between 6 µM
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and 65 nM. One of these hits was subjected to further design and resulted in a quinoline-based cruzain in-

hibitor with an IC50 of 15 µM and good synthetic accessibility.[224] This compound was extensively studied

in silico by Martins et al.[225], who employed docking studies, MD simulations and methods for estimation of

energetic contributions to binding to support its further lead optimization. Another compound, behaving as

a false-negative in the initial docking studies by Ferreira et al.[223], the benzimidazole 16 (see Figure 1.27B),

was crystallized with cruzain. Pauli et al.[226] established 3D-QSAR models around compound 16 and other

benzimidazole derivatives to support their optimization towards improved potency against cruzain.

Figure 1.27: Ligand interactions of non-covalent cruzain inhibitors 15 (A, based on PDB-ID 4klb)[222] and
16 (B, based on PDB-ID 3kku)[223] represented schematically. Surrounding residues within a
distance of up to 4 Å from the ligand are shown and highlighted by type: green: nonpolar, cyan:
polar, blue: basic and red: acidic. An illustration of the pocket shape is shown and accordingly
colored by property. Hydrogen bonds are denoted as black arrows.

Covalent docking studies to cruzain provided a rationale for a series of benzenesulfonylhydrazones and N-

propionyl benzenesulfonylhydrazones 17 (see Figure 1.28) with in vitro activity against T. cruzi NINOA and

INC-5, with the best compound showing an LC50 value below 30 µM against both strains.[227] Some com-

pounds of a series of thiophen-2-iminothiazolidines 18 (see Figure 1.28), reported by Silva-Júnior et al.[228]

showed IC50s against intracellular amastigotes of T. cruzi CA-I/72 in the range of 6-10 µM. Enzymatic evalu-

ation against cruzain together with binding mode elucidation by docking studies were performed to support

their further development.

Figure 1.28: Compounds with activity against T. cruzi, which putatively is explained by covalent cruzain in-
hibition: benzenesulfonylhydrazones and N-propionyl benzenesulfonylhydrazones 17[227] and
thiophen-2-iminothiazolidines 18a and 18b.[228].
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Silva et al.[229] combined docking studies with hologram QSAR (with the hologram representing an

extended molecular fingerprint) and a shape-based overlay of chemical structures to propose optimized

dipeptidyl nitrile-based cruzain inhibitors. 2D-QSAR and 3D-QSAR methodologies have also been applied

to non-covalent oxadiazole-based inhibitors of cruzain.[220]

To determine previously uncharacterized subsites potentially accessible to cruzain ligands, Durrant et al.[230]

made use of MD simulations in conjunction with sequence analyses of other members of the same protein

family. The rarely targeted S3 subsite (see also Figure 1.26), was subject to a MD-based study of reversible

covalent dipeptidyl nitrile-based cruzain inhibitors.[231] Given the acidic physiological cellular environment

of cruzain, MD studies with and without bound ligands have moreover been performed in acidic pH.[232]

Finally, to investigate the MoA of peptidyl-epoxyketone- or peptidyl-halomethyl-ketone-based cruzain in-

hibitors, QM/MM methodologies were applied.[233,234]

Computational methods were also utilized for targeting other trypanosomal cysteine proteases: Aiming at

repurposing, the SAR of human cathepsin L-targeting dipeptide nitriles for rhodesain binding was elucidated

by Schirmeister et al.[235] with the help of covalent docking studies. Likewise, the cathepsin-L like cysteine

protease of Leishmania mexicana, LmCPB2.8, differing from cruzain in the S2 subpocket (see Figure 1.26)

was studied as a target of aziridine-2,3-dicarboxylates by homology modeling and docking simulations.[236]

Computational studies of the folate pathway

A folate pathway enzyme responsible for the reduction of folate, the dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), is

a known anti-bacterial and anti-malarial drug target.[237,238] Its inhibition was however ineffective in try-

panosomatid parasites due to the presence of a metabolic bypass via the enzyme pteridine reductase 1

(PTR1, see Figure 1.29).[239,240] The main function of PTR1 is the reduction of biopterin and related pterins,

but it can likewise reduce folates. Under conditions of DHFR inhibition, upregulation of PTR1 allows for

generating the required reduced folates that are linked to the production of essential educts for DNA syn-

thesis, thus ensuring parasite survival.[241,242] Targeting of the trypanosomatid folate pathway therefore

requires the consideration of PTR1, which furthermore was validated as a potential drug target by gene

knockdown in RNA interference studies in T. brucei.[240,243]

The anti-cancer compound methotrexate (MTX, cf. Figure 1.29) is an inhibitor of DHFR derived from

the substrate folate, which inhibits trypanosomal DHFR at subnanomolar level, but also was found to affect

PTR1 in the submicromolar range.[241,246,247,248] Several inhibitors, which were not related to the substrate,

for example 2-aminothiadiazoles as inhibitors of L. major PTR1 (LmPTR1) or flavonoid-based compounds

inhibiting T. brucei PTR1 (TbPTR1) were discovered initially by VS approaches.[249,250] The further design

of these scaffolds was supported by computational techniques, such as docking studies and MIF calculations.

As in part presented in greater detail in Chapter 4.1 of this thesis, docking in conjunction with X-ray crys-

tallography aided in the optimization of the 2-aminothiadiazole scaffold for TbPTR1 and the later design of

an improved series of benzothiazoles.[251,252] Likewise, docking investigations and determination of crys-
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Figure 1.29: Monomer of the homotetrameric T. brucei PTR1 (semi-transparent surface and cartoon rep-
resentation, based on PDB-ID 2c7v)[241] in complex with methotrexate (MTX, sticks, cyan
carbons) binding in the π-sandwich between the nicotinamide of the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor
and Phe97 in the substrate binding pocket. On the right, the pocket is indicated by a semi-
transparent surface, while the protein was omitted for clarity and only the π-sandwich-forming
residues are shown together with three different ligands: MTX (from PDB-ID 2c7v)[241], folate
(teal carbons, from PDB-ID 3bmc)[244] and compound 19, binding in a non-classical orientation
adjacent to the primary binding pocket (green carbons, from PDB-ID 3gn2)[245].

tallographic complexes supported the investigation of the SAR of flavonol- and flavanone-based inhibitors

of LmPTR1 and TbPTR1, as covered in Chapter 4.2.[149,250] Example binding modes of the thiadiazole T4c

and the flavonol F7 in TbPTR1 are shown in Figure 1.30. Other inhibitory scaffolds were likewise identified

by VS approaches, for instance by Dube et al.[253], who employed screening of the ZINC database followed

by docking and pharmacophore modeling for predicting activities against TbPTR1. However, the proposed

inhibitors found in this study were not validated experimentally.

While the majority of PTR1 ligands bind deep in the substrate binding pocket, a 2-aminobenzimidazole-

based compound, 19 (see Figure 1.29), instead binding in an adjacent subpocket of TbPTR1, was identified

from VS of fragments followed by X-ray crystallographic studies.[245] One derivative with this non-classical

binding mode was a nanomolar TbPTR1 inhibitor with an EC50 of 10 µM against the bloodstream form of

T. brucei brucei and further scaffold enhancement was attempted, but did not significantly improve the anti-

trypanosomal activity.[254] The developed 2-aminobenzimidazoles were further used by Jedwabny et al.[255]

in an effort to employ QM-based methodologies to the prediction of fragment binding affinities in subsites

of the TbPTR1 pocket for supporting the future optimization of these non-classical binders.[245,254]

To date, the majority of PTR1-targeting compounds were developed for T. brucei or L. major PTR1 and

many crystallographic complexes exist for both proteins. Although structural data also exists for a close

homolog of the T. cruzi enzyme variant (TcPTR2)[256], drug design projects rarely consider this protein. An
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Figure 1.30: Ligand interactions of thiadiazole T4c (based on PDB-ID 5izc)[251] and flavonol F7 (based on
PDB-ID 5jcj)[250] in TbPTR1 represented schematically. Surrounding residues within a distance
of up to 4 Å from the ligand are shown and highlighted by type: green: nonpolar, cyan: polar,
blue: basic, red: acidic and gray: NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (NAP). An illustration of the pocket
shape is shown and accordingly colored by property. Hydrogen bonds are denoted as black
arrows and π-π interactions are indicated by gray dotted lines with filled circles.

exception was the work of Mendoza-Mart́ınez et al.[257], who performed docking studies against TcPTR2

and TcDHFR for a set of quinazoline derivatives. In particular, compounds 20-22 (see Figure 1.31) were

found superior to the reference drugs benznidazole and nifurtimox against bloodstream trypomastigotes of

two T. cruzi strains and docking suggested the folate pathway proteins as potential targets.

Figure 1.31: Quinazoline derivatives 20-22 proposed to target TcPTR2 and TcDHFR.[257]

Compounds capable of such dual target inhibition, affecting both parasitic PTR1 and DHFR, may be

of particular interest for the trypanosomatidic folate pathway of species other than T. brucei, where PTR1

does not represent a validated target of its own. A challenge of a polypharmacology approach is that

two different target proteins need to be simultaneously considered, while the close human homolog of

parasitic DHFR should not be affected. A comparative analysis to provide guidelines for the design of specific

dual inhibitors was performed by Panecka-Hofman et al.[258], considering sequence data and available

crystallographic complexes, homology modeling, folate pathway protein conformational variability patterns

and the mapping of the different binding sites of on- and off-targets along the trypanosomatidic folate

pathway, as further described in greater detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

In addition, 3D-QSAR models were employed to tackle the selectivity optimization problem for TcDHFR

inhibitors.[259] A follow-up design project involving crystallographic and docking studies focused on specific
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amino acid differences in the pocket entrance of TcDHFR and its human homolog, for instance Met49 of

TcDHFR being replaced with phenylalanine (Phe32) in the human variant.[260] However, the compounds

remained only about 7- to 8-fold selective for TcDHFR over human DHFR in terms of Ki values. Making use

of crystallographic data to analyze the conformational variability of TcDHFR further identified a transient

subpocket close to Met49 of TcDHFR. Finally, mining databases of known mutations likewise points to the

potential effect of residues in this position on inhibitor binding: A mutation of Phe32 in the human enzyme

is known to affect the binding of MTX.[261]

While most efforts to develop new inhibitors for folate pathway proteins focused on the targets PTR1/PTR2

and DHFR, Eadsforth et al.[262] used X-ray crystallography in conjunction with docking studies to design

compounds targeting another folate pathway enzyme, the N5,N10-methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydroge-

nase/cyclohydrolase of T. brucei on the basis of inhibitors of the human and bacterial homologs. An overview

of drug design efforts and potential additional targets of interest in the folate pathway of T. brucei can also

be found in Cullia et al.[263] and more detailed descriptions of the Leishmania folate pathway are covered

in Chapter 3 of this work.

1.7.3 Perspectives and limitations of computational target-based drug design

The reported examples demonstrate that computational methods are often successfully employed to support

compound design and the elucidation of binding modes to macromolecular targets. Different stages in the

drug design pipeline were covered: from early hits to advanced leads with the activities against the targets

ranging over several orders of magnitude. Further, a common limitation to SBDD approaches can be noticed

- namely that activity on the target does not always directly correlate with the anti-parasitic effect of a

compound. Thus, target selection and validation of a target’s control over the selected pathway present

important key factors for deciding on the potential of a target-based drug design strategy. Besides genetic or

chemical target validation, mathematical modeling of kinetoplastid pathways of interest can be supportive

of the choice of a suitable target on the basis of exerted flux control, provided sufficient biochemical data

characterizing the key players in the pathway exist.

A clear advantage of structure-based methods is that guidelines for compound optimization and SARs can

be intuitively inferred from the 3D structure of a target. Likewise, when considering for instance sequence

or structural information of off-targets, similar techniques can support scaffold selectivity optimization. Es-

pecially computational methods can go beyond static structural information and consideration of target flex-

ibility patterns can further complement considerations informing the compound design. Modeling dynamics

on different scales can provide deeper mechanistic understanding of the target itself or its interactions, for

instance with small molecules or other macromolecules.

Computational methods for structure-based drug design are continuously further developed and support,

as outlined in this overview, selection of initial hit compounds for medicinal chemistry optimization, the
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progression towards the lead phase and the development of selective and specific scaffolds. A particularly

promising approach also lies in the combination of target-based methods with phenotypic screening to

ensure sufficient effect on the parasite cells in early stages of the compound design process.

1.7.4 Scope of this thesis

This thesis is focused on the computational investigation of proteins along the trypanosomatidic folate and

biopterin pathway and the use of the findings for structure-based drug design approaches. This work was

carried out in part within the NMTrypI project.[120,121] In Chapter 2, a brief theoretical introduction to

computational approaches and docking methodologies will be given. Chapter 3 provides a more detailed in-

troduction to the folate and biopterin pathway of trypanosomatidic parasites in comparison with the human

pathways and results of comparative computational investigations will be presented. The final Chapter 4

covers three examples of applied structure-based drug design based on different chemical scaffolds: thiadi-

azoles (Section 4.1), flavonoids (Section 4.2) and pteridines (Section 4.3), all targeting the proteins of the

parasitic folate and biopterin pathway.
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2 Theoretical introduction to
selected computational
methods

In the following chapters, I primarily make use of three key computational techniques: docking simula-

tions, comparative modeling approaches and calculation of molecular interaction fields (MIFs). This chapter

briefly covers the underlying basic principles of these techniques and provides a rationale for the methods

chosen. Specific principles used by the individual selected programs will also be covered in brief.

2.1 Computational representation of proteins and small molecules

2.1.1 Molecular mechanics force fields

The definition of a 3-dimensional configuration of a molecule in a computer requires some information on

the preferred, energetically most favorable, orientations of all involved atoms relative to one another. Such

information can be obtained by geometry optimization and energy minimization processes making use of

molecular mechanics force fields.[264] Such force fields are comprised of equations to calculate the potential

energy of a given system, describing bonded as well as non-bonded interactions between atoms based on

principles from classical mechanics. Further, a force field includes a large collection of parameters defining

the properties of different atom types, such as atomic radii, geometric characteristics, bond orders, charges,

and their potential interactions.

Force fields are empirical and include several major simplifications allowing for reduced computational

cost while also reducing accuracy. Since the calculated energies, therefore, cannot fully capture the system’s

energetic state, the deduction of favorable geometries is usually based on energetic differences between two

states rather than absolute values to cancel out some of these inaccuracies. The parameters of a force field

are chosen to maximize the agreement with experimental data or higher-level calculations and typically

focus on certain types of molecules, which makes them not fully generalizable.[265,266,267]
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In contrast to quantum mechanics, where electrons are considered when calculating energies of discrete

quantum chemical states, molecular mechanics (MM) assumes continuous energy and makes use of the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation to determine a system’s energy only on the basis of the atomic nuclei po-

sitions.[266] In MM force fields, atoms are represented as spherical Lennard-Jones particles, which can show

partial overlap with one another and have, for example, a defined radius and net charge. The interactions

between different atom particles are modeled as springs: Processes such as bond stretching, changing of

bond angles or rotations of atoms around a certain bond are described by classical potentials derived from

the mathematical formulations of oscillating springs.[265,266,268]

In general, force fields allow for the calculation of the potential energy Etotal of a system as a function of

the atomic positions in the given configuration (~R), as shown in an example in equation 2.1.[265,266,268] Dif-

ferent energetic contributions are taken into account, arising from bonded (bond stretching, angle bending,

torsions) as well as nonbonded interactions (van-der-Waals and electrostatic attraction/repulsion).[265,266,268]

Etotal(~R) =Ebonded(~R) + Enonbonded(~R)

with

Ebonded(~R) =Estretch + Ebend + Etorsion + Eimproper

Enonbonded(~R) = Eelec + EvdW

(2.1)

Etotal: total potential energy of a considered molecule; Ebonded: energetic contribution from bonded inter-

actions; Enonbonded: energetic contribution from nonbonded interactions; Estretch: energy component from

bond stretching; Ebend: energy component from angle bending; Etorsion: torsional energy contribution;

Eimproper: energy component from improper torsions; Eelec: electrostatic energy contribution and EvdW:

energetic contribution from van-der-Waals interactions.

Functionally, for example, harmonic potentials based on Hooke’s law are used to model the energies of

bond stretching, bond angle bending and improper torsions (see equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 in Figure 2.1AB

and D). Energies arising from the bonded interactions, Ebonded, commonly are determined relative to an

equilibrium or reference value. The energy from bond stretching contributions, for instance, depends on

the reference bond length l0, which defines the ideal length of the bond without any strain, depending on

the involved atom types (see equation 2.2 in Figure 2.1).[265,268] The force constant kl of this harmonic po-

tential determines how large the energetic penalty arising from deviations from this reference bond lengths

by stretching or contraction is, and again is defined based on the involved atom types. The collection of all

these reference parameters and force constants together with the function to compute the potential energy

of a molecule is what is termed a force field.[265,268] The individual terms of a typical MM force field are

discussed below in greater detail.
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The example of the harmonic potential employed to model bond stretching energy components highlights

one limitation arising from this functional form: Once a certain bond length is exceeded, the potential should

deviate from the parabolic functional form presented in Figure 2.1A and ultimately, bond breaking should

occur.[265,266,267,268] While the actual bond breaking is usually not modeled in MM force fields, a better

approximation of the energies, in particular distant from the equilibrium, can be achieved by the use of

other functional forms that are sometimes applied in more advanced force fields.[265,268]

While energetic contributions from angle bending (equation 2.3 in Figure 2.1) are also commonly de-

scribed by a harmonic potential, energy changes arising from bond rotation in groups of four linearly con-

nected atoms, resulting in altered dihedral angles, are modeled by a periodic cosine series expansion (see

equation 2.4 in Figure 2.1C).[265,266,268] The periodicity n thereby corresponds to the number of minima of

the torsional potential energy in a complete cycle.[268] Typically, a cis-conformation of the dihedral angle is

defined to correspond to a torsion angle of 0°.[266]

Some combinations of atoms which are not linearly connected prefer planar arrangements, although the

consideration of classical torsional potentials modeled as described in equation 2.4 in Figure 2.1 would

cause the group to assume a different, nonplanar geometry. This, for example, can involve groups with lone

pairs or become crucial when not all hydrogen atoms are explicitly modeled, for instance when nonpolar

hydrogens are merged into single particles with their bound carbons to limit the number of atoms that have

to be explicitly considered during the energy evaluation. Often, the resulting improper torsional angles are

modeled by an additional harmonic potential as shown in equation 2.5 in Figure 2.1, which helps to ensure

that any out-of-plane bending motion results in a penalty for nonplanar arrangements of such groups of

atoms.[265,266]

In addition to the presented terms describing bonded interaction energies, there are also energetic con-

tributions from nonbonded interactions, Enonbonded, covering long-range electrostatic interactions and van-

der-Waals interactions, modeled, for example, by a Coulombic potential and a Lennard-Jones potential as

presented in equations 2.6 and 2.7 in Figure 2.1EF, respectively.[265,268]

The Coulombic interactions allow for the description of electrostatic attractive and repulsive interactions

between two non-bonded atomic partial charges qi and qj separated by the distance rij . εr corresponds to

the relative permittivity (or relative dielectric constant), which is often chosen to be constant or distance-

dependent in the force fields applied, for example, in docking simulations and allows for a rough approxi-

mation of solvent effects in the absence of explicit water molecules.[265,266,268]

Attractive and repulsive interactions further play a role even in neutral atoms, where dipoles can be in-

duced when electron fluctuations around an atomic nucleus of one atom are influenced by another atom in

close spatial proximity. This phenomenon can be modeled by the Lennard-Jones potential shown in equa-

tion 2.7 in Figure 2.1F. The equation describes the van-der-Waals attraction and repulsion for any atoms i

and j, which are interacting, but separated by at least three bonds.[265,266,268] While electrostatic interactions
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Bond stretching Angle bending Torsions

Estretch (l) = kl (l − l0)2 (2.2)

with l: bond length, l0: reference
bond length and kl: bond stretching

force constant.

Ebend (θ) = kθ (θ − θ0)2 (2.3)

with θ: bond angle, θ0: reference
bond angle and kθ: angle bending

force constant.

Etorsion (φ) = kφ [1 + cos (nφ−φ0)]
(2.4)

with φ: torsion angle, φ0: reference
torsion angle, n: periodicity and kφ:

torsional barrier.

Improper torsions Coulombic interactions Van-der-Waals interactions

Eimproper (ω) = kω (ω − ω0)2

(2.5)
with ω: improper torsion angle, ω0:
reference for improper torsion and
kω: out-of-plane bending force

constant.

Eelec (rij) = qiqj
4πεr

(2.6)

with qi and qj: atomic partial
charges of atoms i and j, εr:

relative dielectric coefficient.

EvdW (rij) = Aij
r12
ij

− Bij
r6
ij

(2.7)

with rij: distance between atoms i
and j, Aij: coefficient of repulsive
term, Bij: coefficient of attractive

term.

Figure 2.1: Examples of functional forms used to model different interaction types in a force field-based
energy calculation: energetic components from (A) shortening and stretching of bonds, (B)
fluctuations of bond angles, (C) changes of torsional angles, (D) improper torsions and non-
bonded interactions with (E) electrostatics, modeled by a Coulombic potential, and (F) van-der-
Waals attraction and repulsion. Adapted from illustrations in Leach[265] and Steinbach[266].

act on a long-range, van-der-Waals interactions mainly play a role at short distances, for instance leading to

a very strong core repulsion when two atoms get very close (∝ 1
r12 ). Coefficients of the repulsive and attrac-

tive terms again represent force field parameters that are predefined and depend on the interacting atom

types.[265,266,268] Several variations of the functional form used for modeling van-der-Waals interactions in

addition to the presented function are used in force fields.[265,268]

The presented harmonic potential for out-of-plane bending motions (see equation 2.5) is one example of

a term not embedded in every force field. Other additional and more complex terms are sometimes used

to achieve an even better description of the potential energy of a molecule. An overview of the functional
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forms and many differences of a variety of state-of-the-art MM force fields can, for example, be found from

the reviews by Riniker[269] and Dauber-Osguthorpe and Hagler[270].[265,266,268] Importantly, parameter sets

of force fields have been defined on the basis of different sets of molecules, for example small organic

compounds or big biological macromolecules. As a consequence, not every force field is applicable to each

molecular system, force fields are not fully generalizable and the existence of parameters for each atom type

present in the molecule to be modeled is vital for obtaining a reasonable estimate of the molecule’s potential

energy in the given force field.[265,266,268]

2.1.2 The key force field employed in the current work: OPLS_2005

The work presented in this thesis was largely performed with different tools of Schrödinger, which allowed

the use of a common force field for many of the employed calculations: The OPLS 2005 force field, based

on the initial implementation OPLS-AA (Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations-All Atom), shown in

equation 2.8, models all atoms explicitly, is suitable for both small organic compounds and big biological

macromolecules and overlaps with the general force field description presented above by many of its terms

(compare equation 2.1 with the underlying formula of OPLS-AA in equation 2.8).[271,272,273]

Etotal =Estretch + Ebend + Etorsion + Enonbonded

=
∑

bonds

kl (l − l0)2 +
∑

angles

kθ (θ − θ0)2+

∑
i

V i
1
2 [1 + cos(φi + fi1)] + V i

2
2 [1− cos(2φi + fi2)] + V i

3
2 [1 + cos(3φi + fi3)]+

∑
i

∑
j

[qiqje
2

rij
+ 4εij(

σ12
ij

r12
ij

−
σ6
ij

r6
ij

)]fij

(2.8)

The bond stretching and angle bending terms are similar to those presented above (compare equa-

tions 2.2 and 2.3 in Figure 2.1). In the Fourier series to model the torsional energy component, three

components of the series are summed up to determine the total torsional energy and V1, V2 and V3 repre-

sent the individual coefficients and fi1, fi2 and fi3 correspond to the different phase angles.[271] Nonbonded

interactions are mainly modified by a scaling factor: When nonbonded interactions are evaluated between

two different molecules, no scaling is used, while the evaluation of nonbonded 1,4-interactions in the same

molecule is scaled to avoid overestimation and allow for the use of the same parameter set for intramolecular

and intermolecular nonbonded energy contributions.[271]
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2.1.3 The force field in action: Geometry optimization and energy minimization

If small molecules are constructed from 2D representations, their initial 3D geometry is often not energet-

ically favorable. However, even when experimental 3D structures are used, effects such as crystal packing

can translate into small strains in the structure and optimization in the force field can relax such issues.[268]

The process of energy minimization often relies on derivatives of the force field energy function to al-

low the detection of energetic minima.[268,274] Several different algorithmic approaches exist, that either

rely on the first-order derivatives or gradients of the function (e.g. Steepest Descent, Conjugate Gradi-

ent) or the second-order derivatives, considering the gradient together with the Hessian (e.g. Newton-

Raphson).[268,274]

In ’Steepest Descent’, the potential energy associated with the initial configuration is determined and

next, one atom after the other is moved and the energy is re-evaluated.[268,274] The gradient helps to decide

in which direction to proceed and atoms are moved such, that the energy progressively gets lower.[268,274]

When drawing the vectors of subsequent movement steps, these will always be at right angles relative to one

another.[274] Thus, this computationally comparatively inexpensive method is particularly efficient to move

towards a minimum in fast steps when starting far from it, but finding a minimum becomes increasingly

challenging for the method when close to the minimum.[268,274]

The ’Conjugate Gradient’ method is often used after ’Steepest Descent’ since it is particularly efficient

when already being rather close to a local minimum.[268,274] In this case, information about a preceding

step is considered to avoid moving back and forth in two subsequent iterations, and in contrast to ’Steepest

Descent’, vectors of the movement direction of two consecutive steps do not have to be perpendicular to one

another.[268,274]

The Newton-Raphson method takes not only the gradient but also the Hessian into account when aiming

at the detection of minima.[268,274] The second-order derivative or Hessian thereby corresponds to the func-

tion curvature and indicates in which direction to proceed.[268,274] The Hessian enables a prediction of the

function root, which allows an estimate of where the minima of the function might be.[268,274]

A hybrid method between the first- and second-order derivative algorithms is the ’Truncated Newton’,

which calculates the direction as described for the Newton-Raphson method, however not using a complete

solution of the equation system, but only a truncated variant. The resulting direction lies between the

direction of ’Steepest Descent’ and the direction determined by the ’Newton-Raphson’ method.[275]

Generally, all minimization algorithms are repeated until convergence criteria are reached, usually de-

fined as a change of energy between two iterations falling below a certain threshold. There are many other

approaches to energy minimization, some of which will, together with the applications of techniques covered

in this section, be discussed below.
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2.1.4 Additional considerations in protein and ligand preparation

Preparation steps involve the assignment of atom types, bond orders, and formal charges, that will determine

which force field parameters get chosen for the molecule. Thus, care needs to be taken that these initial

assignments are accurate as the force field can otherwise not correctly determine a 3D geometry.

When preparing small molecules in a force field, special care also needs to be taken for different protona-

tion and tautomeric states. Different tautomeric compound isomers easily interconvert at room temperature

and docking simulations or other calculations using the compound structures should thus consider more

than a single isomer.[276,277]

Likewise, compound protonation can be assigned for a specific target pH, but given that protonation is

typically not varied during a docking simulation and that protein binding pockets may induce local pH shifts

causing, for example, a more acidic environment for a compound, thus facilitating its protonation, again

suggests that a target pH should be generously chosen to consider multiple possible states of the compound.

For proteins, another important optimization step involves the determination of possible intramolecular

or, for example if the protein has a bound cofactor, intermolecular hydrogen bonds and the optimization

of participating species to ensure the best possible geometry for hydrogen bonding. The hydrogen bond-

ing network is optimized by rotating hydrogen-bearing groups, flipping functional groups of asparagine or

glutamine residues or modifying the protonation of histidine imidazole ring nitrogens.[278]

To ensure that all parameters like atom types, charges and bond orders are correctly interpreted during

different calculations like docking or MIF determination, it is helpful if preparation steps can be carried out

with the same force field used by those techniques. Otherwise, the correctness of the molecular representa-

tion has to be ensured anew for every change of the underlying force field.

2.2 Docking

In brief, docking can be viewed as a process that seeks to find an orientation and conformation of a ligand,

for instance a small drug-like molecule, in the binding site/region of a chosen receptor, for example an

enzyme. This process can be further split into two key steps: Conformational sampling and scoring. During

the conformational sampling step, different possible ligand conformations and bound positions need to be

generated. Next, to select the most likely complex of receptor and ligand, the feasibility and the estimated

strength of the interactions of any created ligand conformation with the receptor needs to be examined dur-

ing the scoring step.[160,279] Different subroutines of docking, for instance related to energy minimization,

again employ MM force fields.

The current work made use of Schrödinger Glide for the docking studies, as initial evaluations against

alternative docking tools suggested Glide to be particularly well-capable of producing ligand orientations
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close to a crystallographic reference even for challenging compounds with large numbers of rotatable bonds

(data not shown).[280,281,282] Moreover, the use of Glide had the added benefit that all protein and ligand

preparation steps can be carried out with other routines of Schrödinger to avoid issues arising from transfer-

ring results from one force field into another. Below, the key steps of a docking simulation will be reviewed

in general, followed by descriptions of the specific methodology underlying Glide docking.

2.2.1 Conformational sampling

Docking aims to find energetically favorable orientations of a ligand in complex with its protein receptor.

Thus, a first step prior to the energy evaluation of such a complex involves finding a number of possible

ligand orientations to fit the steric requirements of the receptor binding pocket. This conformational search,

dedicated to sampling the ligand conformational space, needs to ensure that a sufficient number of possi-

ble ligand conformations and orientations will be visited. The true binding mode is typically assumed to

correspond to an energy minimum in the energy landscape of the protein-ligand complex. Even when con-

sidering the receptor fully rigid, a ligand is typically treated as flexible and can assume three translational

(x-, y- and z-direction), three rotational (rotation around these axes) and several internal degrees of free-

dom - the latter stemming from the rotatable bonds of the ligand. The more flexible a ligand is, the more

challenging sampling of its energy landscape and detection of such possible local or global minima becomes.

This outlines that the conformational search needs to tackle an optimization problem with a dimension of

at least 6+(torsional degrees of freedom).

The different search algorithms to solve this difficult task can be grouped by their underlying key con-

cepts, for instance shape matching, stochastic algorithms, systematic search or simulation-based meth-

ods.[160,279,283]

Stochastic optimization approaches, also termed ’random search methods’, randomly modify the ligand.

Algorithmic examples are, for example, the genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization or Monte Carlo

methods.[284,285,286]

Systematic search methods attempt to sample all ligand degrees of freedom, which, given the vast number

of resulting possible combinations of conformations, can easily become extremely computation-intensive,

in particular for highly flexible ligands.[160] Often, rather than creating an entire ligand configuration and

fitting it into the receptor binding cavity thereafter, ligands are decomposed into fragments or into rigid

core moieties and flexible attachments, which are docked and rejoined subsequently.[160,279] Alternatively,

pre-generated conformational ensembles can be used and fit into the receptor in a rigid-body docking ap-

proach.[160,279]

Simulation-based methods include approaches for energy minimization, which focus on the detection of

local energy minima.[160] While seldom used alone, such approaches can be combined with other methods

for conformational sampling to optimize a conformation locally before the next evaluation step, as for
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example implemented as part of the Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm of AutoDock.[287,288]

Conformational sampling in Glide

Glide represents an example of a tool seeking to use a near exhaustive systematic conformational search,

relying on a series of hierarchical filters for the conformation generation.[280] In this approach, Coulombic

and van-der-Waals potentials of the receptor are represented as pre-calculated grids, and ligands, as is

often the case in systematic search methods, get subdivided in a core region and one or several rotamer

groups. These groups are connected to the core via rotatable bonds, while not themselves containing any,

as indicated by way of example for the thiadiazole TII in Figure 2.2.[273,280]

Conformational ensembles of core and rotamer group conformations are built separately and each ro-

tamer orientation is joined with each core for the subsequent evaluation. In a multistep process, compat-

ibility of the ligand core size and the receptor pocket shape is evaluated based on a grid-representation

of the active site, followed by the first scoring with a simplified version of the OPLS-AA force field terms,

limited optimization of the best pose by translation, and rescoring.[271,273,280] This procedure is followed by

a grid-based energy minimization with the OPLS 2005 force field and a Monte Carlo sampling procedure to

determine energetic minima of torsions, before the final scoring phase with the Glide docking score, which

will be described in detail in the following section, finalizes the docking procedure.[271,273,280] Monte Carlo

sampling thereby relies on the repeated random alteration of torsional configurations followed by energy

calculations.[289]

Figure 2.2: Overview of the hierarchical filter-based systematic search performed by Glide. The decomposi-
tion of ligands into core and rotamer group(s) is schematically illustrated for the thiadiazole TII

by way of example. Adapted from Friesner et al.[280]

Glide can be used in two different docking protocols: Standard Precision (SP) and eXtra Precision (XP),

which both have implications for the conformational sampling routine and the scoring function employed.

While this general outline covered the conformational sampling when using the SP protocol, modifications

apply in XP docking: An initial docking step is carried out with the SP protocol and a wide range of well-
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scoring docked poses are collected and split into anchoring cores and attached rotamer groups, similar

to those presented for the thiadiazole TII in Figure 2.2.[273,281] Different docked positions of the anchoring

groups are clustered and, starting from each anchor group in its docked position, rotameric groups are again

attached to the molecule and sampled step-by-step, before another round of scoring with the simplified force

field term, energy minimization and the ranking and final scoring with the XP scoring function, that will be

described below, is carried out.[273,281]

In most cases, Glide was used to perform rigid-body docking to a rigid receptor protein. Given that

docking of a ligand into a receptor conformation that was not adapted to this specific ligand, as is typical

in cross-docking situations, may be associated with suboptimal close contacts, in particular for fully rigid

protein receptors, Glide allows for a scaling of the van-der-Waals radii of nonpolar ligand and receptor

atoms, that can reduce such clashes and allow for a mild ’induced fit’ of the receptor.[280,281] An option to

consider receptor flexibility in Glide beyond the scaling approach involves the use of an Induced Fit (IF)

protocol, which combines a standard Glide docking with stronger van-der-Waals radii scaling with a protein

side chain optimization by Schrödinger Prime, as described below for comparative modeling, followed by

the docking into the optimized receptor structure.[290,291,292,293,294]

2.2.2 The scoring phase

General introduction to scoring

The scoring phase describes the process of the evaluation of the contacts and interactions of a ligand config-

uration with the receptor binding site. This serves two purposes: Scoring functions are designed to provide

an estimate of the biological activity of a ligand and will also be used to rank different ligand configurations

against one another and for a comparison of different potential ligands in terms of their match to the recep-

tor interaction patterns. Generally, scoring functions can be divided into three groups: (i) force-field based,

(ii) knowledge-based or (iii) empirical.[160,295]

Force-field based scoring functions employ the functional form of MM force fields to compute the energy

of a given ligand configuration and the resulting ligand-receptor complex, which can be converted into an

estimate of the free energy of binding.[160,295] The ligand-receptor interaction energies are thereby often

solely described by the nonbonded energy terms, namely the electrostatic and the van-der-Waals energy

components.[160] A shortcoming of such functions is, that they typically neglect important mediators of

receptor-ligand recognition, such as the effects of solvation and entropy.[160,296] Force-field based scoring

functions are for example used by AutoDock and GOLD.[287,297,298]

Knowledge-based scoring functions are based on experimentally derived structural data and do by design,

in contrast to force-field based scoring functions, not primarily seek to estimate binding energies.[160] Their

construction relies on database-derived contact frequencies between specific atom pairs, which are trans-
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lated into pairwise potentials.[160,295] The biggest challenge for these scoring functions thereby lies in the

reference data to derive the scoring function.[295,299] Examples are DrugScore, SMoG or the ASP scoring

function of GOLD.[295,300,301,302,303]

Empirical scoring functions are, like knowledge-based functions, based on experimental data, however, in

this case, experimental measures of the binding affinity. A regression analysis performed on this activity data

enables the definition of the parameters for the empirical scoring function.[160] The underlying functions are

often less complex than in the case of the force-field based scoring functions and non-enthalpic contributions

to molecular recognition are more frequently considered.[160] The major limitation of empirical scoring

functions is their dependence on the set of initial activity data, as they cannot be generalized and may

fail to predict the binding affinity of compounds being different from those that were used to define the

function in the first place. Examples of empirical functions are ChemScore, GlideScore, ChemPLP and

PLP.[280,304,305,306,307,308,309]

The data sets knowledge-based and empirical scoring functions were derived from, underlying simpli-

fications and the neglect of effects related to solvation and entropy impact the predictive capability of the

scoring functions. While docking is often able to determine very accurate docked ligand configurations,

scoring functions frequently fail to identify those correct poses as the best, do not appropriately rank differ-

ent ligands against one another and do not provide accurate measures of binding affinity.[160,310,311] Thus, it

is not uncommon to combine more than one scoring function into a consensus scoring approach.[160,295,312]

Scoring in Glide

The GlideScore, an empirical scoring function and a modified version of ChemScore, is defined as shown

in equation 2.9.[280,304] Glide SP and XP both employ a rather similar functional form of the GlideScore,

however with different underlying parameters.[280,281] While GlideScore SP represents a more forgiving

scoring function to find probable binders, Glide XP comes with more severe penalties to better avoid false

positives among the proposed ligands.[280,281]

∆Gbind =Clipo−lipo
∑

f(rlr) + Chbond−neut−neut
∑

g(∆r)h(∆α)+

Chbond−neut−charged
∑

g(∆r)h(∆α) + Chbond−charged−charged
∑

g(∆r)h(∆α)+

Cmax−metal−ion
∑

f(rlm) + CrotbHrotb + Cpolar−phobVpolar−phob + CcoulEcoul+

CvdWEvdW + desolvation penalties + XP rewards + XP contact penalty

(2.9)

Lipophilic interactions (Clipo−lipo
∑
f(rlr)) cover the sum of all non-ionic halogens and nonpolar sulfur

and carbon atoms in ligand (l) and receptor (r) with a distance of rlr.[280,304]

All hydrogen-bonding terms of GlideScore adopt the general functional form used by ChemScore, Chbond∑
g(∆r)h(∆α), with ∆r and ∆α corresponding to deviations from the ideal hydrogen bond donor-acceptor
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bond length of 1.85 Å and the angle 180°, respectively, and g and h defining deviation-dependent weighting

factors.[280,304] Individual weights in GlideScore depend on the participating species in the hydrogen bond,

which were found to be of different importance for stabilization: Neutral hydrogen bond donors and accep-

tors (Chbond−neut−neut), hydrogen bonds with a charged donor or acceptor in contact with a neutral counter-

part (Chbond−neut−charged) and hydrogen bonds involving only charged species (Chbond−charged−charged) are

considered and weighted separately.[280]

Metal-ligand contacts Cmax−metal−ion are modeled by a simple contact-based function f(rlm) lend from

ChemScore with a distance rlm between an anionic acceptor group in the ligand and a metal ion, which

would be charged in the apo-form of the receptor.[280,304]

When rotatable bonds in a ligand become fixed by interactions with the receptor, their loss of rotational

flexibility causes entropic penalties Hrotb, as modeled by the term CrotbHrotb.[280,304] Cpolar−phobVpolar−phob

rewards polar atoms found in hydrophobic areas of the active site, when they do not form any hydrogen

bonds.[280]

Classical gas-phase Coulombic and van-der-Waals interaction energies between receptor and ligand atoms

are included (CcoulEcoul +CvdWEvdW ), but involved net charges and van-der-Waals interaction energies are

scaled down to better mimic the physiological state of the receptor-ligand complex.[280]

Finally, the scoring function includes a solvation model to effectuate desolvation penalties: When ligand

poses are energetically similar, explicit water molecules are docked into the liganded binding site of the

receptor to evaluate the exposure of ligand groups to water. This solvation information is mainly used in the

Glide XP protocol, where buried polar groups become strongly penalized, while such measures are heavily

reduced for Glide SP to avoid substantial penalties on suboptimal docked orientations, thus being one of the

main aspects defining the scope of application of the two scoring options.[273,280]

Additional rewards and penalties are specific to the XP scoring function (shown in blue in equation 2.9).

Special XP rewards are assigned for hydrophobic enclosure and specific hydrogen-bonding motifs. When

hydrophobic ligand moieties come to lie enclosed between two hydrophobic parts of the protein pocket

and, potentially, this interaction displaces water from an unfavorable hydrophobic environment, this can be

highly favorable for the binding of a compound.[281] From a technical point of view, this reward is achieved

by penalizing lipophilic groups that are not in contact with hydrophobic protein patches on two or at least

one side with penalties up to 4.5 kcal
mol . Special rewards of up to 1.5 kcal

mol are further assigned to isolated

neutral-neutral hydrogen bonds in an otherwise hydrophobic environment of the protein. This reward tries

to capture the unfavorable constraints arising for isolated water molecules in a binding pocket and the fact

that, depending on the ligand groups, ligand binding may satisfy the requirements of the pocket interaction

pattern better and allow for a release of a trapped water molecule into the bulk solvent.[281] Depending

on their protein environment, a range of rewards is similarly applied to specific hydrogen bonds of two

charged species. The XP contact penalty attempts to evaluate ligand strain imposed by the rigid receptor

conformation.[281] Given that suboptimal fit is an inherent problem of cross-docking situations, the penalty
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is only assigned in cases where severe clashes for heavy atom distances below 2.2 Å are found up to thrice

in a docked solution (for higher counts of close contacts, the pose will be rejected).[281] The function to

assign the penalty in such cases considers the extent of the unfavorable close contact and the molecular

surrounding to penalize the observed clash with respect to its severity.[281]

While the presented scoring functions are used to estimate binding affinity, Glide uses a different score of

model energies, ’Emodel’, to decide on the best docking solutions that will be reported for each compound.

This score takes not only the Glide scoring function as presented above in equation 2.9 into account, but also

considers internal strain energies and OPLS-AA-based energy evaluations as used during the conformational

sampling process.[280]

To summarize, three main scoring options are used in Glide docking: The Glide Emodel score, that is

used to rank different docked configurations of every compound against one another, but is typically not

suited for ranking different compound scaffolds, the Glide SP docking score, that is optimized to evaluate the

binding potential in a rather lenient scoring approach that will capture compounds with a certain probability

of binding and the Glide XP docking score, that employs additional rewards and severe penalties to allow for

a better estimate of experimental binding affinities in the considered specific receptor protein and to also

avoid false positives.

Validation of docking success by RMSD determination

For each ligand class, docking results were analyzed for their resemblance to corresponding experimentally

characterized orientations by calculating the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD). The RMSD between a

crystallographic orientation of compound C and its corresponding docked solution D was thereby calculated

as shown in equation 2.10 and can be defined as the square root of the average deviation observed between

all equivalent atom pairs in the two compound orientations on the basis of their xyz-coordinates:

RMSD (C,D) =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
i=1

((Cix −Dix)2 + (Ciy −Diy)2 + (Ciz −Diz)2) (2.10)

with Cix, Ciy, Ciz and Dix, Diy, Diz corresponding to the x-, y- and z-coordinates of each individual atom i

in molecules C and D, respectively. n represents the total number of considered atom pairs in molecules C

and D. Typically, only heavy atoms were considered in all RMSD determinations.

Relationship between predicted binding free energies and experimentally determined target

inhibition data

Docking scores typically try to estimate binding energies, which can be related to the experimentally de-

termined inhibition constant Ki. From the definition of the binding free energy or Gibbs’ free energy of a

molecule as given by equation 2.11, it is further evident that reaction enthalpy and entropy contribute to
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this energy, thus underlining the problem of scoring functions to correctly estimate binding free energies

when neglecting entropic contributions.[313]

∆G = ∆H − T∆S (2.11)

with ∆G representing the Gibbs’ free energy, ∆H: the reaction enthalpy, T the temperature and ∆S the

entropy.

A relationship between a scoring-based estimate of the binding energy ∆G and the inhibition constant Ki

follows from equation 2.12:[313]

dG = RT ln Ki (2.12)

with R, the ideal gas constant, being 1.99 × 10−3 kcal
K mol and T, the approximate room temperature in Kelvin,

298 K.

Activity data in the following structure-based drug design efforts reported in Chapter 4 were frequently

determined as IC50 values. These can be converted into Ki values to be related to the predicted free energies

from docking studies: The Cheng-Prussoff equation (equation 2.13) can be used to convert IC50 into Ki

values.[314]

Ki = IC50

(1 + [S]
Km

)
(2.13)

with Ki corresponding to the inhibition constant, [S] being the substrate concentration during the IC50

determination and Km corresponding to the Michaelis-Menten constant of the enzyme in the absence of an

inhibitor.

2.3 Water and its consideration in docking studies

2.3.1 Overview of options for the consideration of water in docking

Water plays a critical role in a multitude of biological processes with most biological macromolecules being

surrounded by water. When considering enzymes, two different key roles can be typically assumed by water:

It may be found oriented on the protein surface and in contact with hydrophilic and solvent-exposed protein

residues or instead occupy buried binding sites, where it can mediate interactions between proteins and

their ligands.[315,316,317] Such bridging active site waters are often involved in catalytic reactions, as was, for

instance, proposed for PTR1 (see Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3).[318,319] The presence of water in protein binding

pockets further has potential consequences for the modeling of protein-ligand complexes when performing

docking studies, where the consideration of water may allow for an improvement of docking success rates
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and therefore be an important factor that needs to be addressed in the context of drug design.[320,321,322]

The consideration of solvation effects in docking and related techniques is possible on different levels,

that vary in terms of their computational cost, ranging from distance-dependent dielectric constants or

continuum dielectric models for a crude estimation of the energetic effect of bulk water to the explicit

consideration of individual water molecules.[323]

The most common continuum solvent representations to assess electrostatic contributions to solvation

energies are for instance based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, or the generalized Born equation as

shown in equation 2.14.[268,324]

GGB = −(1− 1
ε

)
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

qiqj
rij
− 1

2(1− 1
ε

) (2.14)

with ε being the relative permittivity, qi and qj being charges of particles i and j, rij the distance between

the particles and ai the radius of particle i. Based on Leach[324], Molecular Modelling - Principles and

Applications (2001). Since energy estimations in force fields are typically computed in an artificial in vacuo

environment and bulk solvent affects the energy of solutes, models of solvation based on such equations can

help to overcome some restrictions of the force field-based energy estimation.[324]

When aiming at the prediction of specific energetically favorable, important water positions, that can be

explicitly taken into account, a variety of methods, roughly grouping into three classes, can be employed:

simulation-based prediction methods, grid-based methods or methods making use of prior experimental

knowledge.[325,326,327]

Both molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are often used in the identification

of water sites in proteins. For example, explicit solvent MD simulations form the basis of WaterMap and

SPAM[328,329,330] and JAWS (Just Add Water Molecules) uses a statistical thermodynamics approach involv-

ing MC simulations.[331] MC-based energy minimization in a grid-based sampling of water positions around

a ligand provides the basis of AquaBridge.[332] Another grid-based method, based on inhomogeneous sol-

vation theory (GIST), instead makes use of MD simulations to support the distinction between energetically

favorable and unfavorable water positions and was implemented in different docking tools, such as Dock

and AutoDock.[333,334,335] However, such simulation- and grid-based methods are typically comparatively

expensive in terms of computational cost.

A fast, docking based prediction routine, WaterDock, makes use of AutoDock Vina for water site predic-

tion by docking water into the protein active site and performing a cluster analysis on the results.[336,337]

Another strategy involving docking, that considers the problem of hydration instead from the ligand per-

spective, is a force field extension to AutoDock4: Forli and Olson[338] consider the potential hydration of

the ligand prior to docking and evaluate whether water should have been displaced or not on the basis of

the obtained docking results.

Finally, several methods make use of the analysis of existing experimental data, typically crystallographic
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structures. These methods again fall into two categories: Methods can aim to derive general rules from

the crystal structure analysis, that can then be applied to predict water positions. The tool AcquaAlta is for

instance based on ligand hydration propensities from the analysis of small molecule crystal structures in

conjunction with ab initio calculations.[339] Consolv was trained on a set of unrelated protein-ligand com-

plexes and combines a k-nearest-neighbors classifier with a genetic algorithm to predict conserved water

molecules.[340] Other methods instead require a sufficiently large set of crystal structures or, more specifi-

cally, protein-ligand complexes. Tools that make use of homologous protein structures, that are analyzed to

deduce important structural water sites by clustering water positions after structural alignment include, for

instance, WatCH, DRoP and ProBiS H2O.[341,342,343]

Application of the above tools as well as comparative studies have demonstrated, that often, depending

on tool and protein-ligand complexes, substantially improved docking or virtual screening results were ob-

tained when considering water.[249,344,345,346] Since a large number of crystallographic complexes of PTR1,

the key target in the current study, was available, the experimental structures were exploited to inform the

choice of conserved water molecules to be explicitly taken into account during the docking studies.

2.3.2 Definition of a water set on the basis of experimental structures and its use
in docking

Conserved water sites in TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 were identified by performing a WatCH (Waters Clustered

Hierarchically) clustering analysis on available crystallographic complexes.[341]: For TbPTR1, 99 chains of

high resolution receptors, and for LmPTR1, 18 chains of receptors with at least 2.4 Å resolution, were se-

lected as previously published in Borsari et al.[250] and summarized in Table A.1 in the Appendix. Following

the alignment of all selected structures, water oxygen positions were clustered with a distance criterion of

2.4 Å for considering the oxygen position identical. This cut-off distance was chosen similarly as applied

by Sanschagrin and Kuhn[341] to their data set of thrombin and trypsin structures, given the approximate

radius of a water molecule being around 1.6 Å and a distance between two water oxygens of 2.4 Å thus

being equivalent to a 50% overlap in terms of their radii.

The resolution cutoff for considered PTR1 crystal structures of 2.4 Å was chosen, since the definition

of water sites by the determined electron density becomes increasingly difficult with lower resolution, as

can be deduced from the three representative structures shown in Figure 2.3. While structures with high

resolution (below 2 Å, Figure 2.3AB) allow for fairly good identification of water positions, in complexes

of poorer resolution, water sites cannot be unambiguously identified or regions with more than one water

molecule would no longer allow for distinguishing individual waters.

The structural analysis resulted in water sets of 17 water molecules being conserved in at least 50% of

all considered chains of TbPTR1 and 11 conserved water molecules in LmPTR1, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Two different types of water sites were thereby identified: bridging water molecules that participate in
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Figure 2.3: Crystallographic definition of water sites in the TbPTR1 binding pocket illustrated for three
crystal structures of different resolution: (A) PDB-ID 2x9g, resolution 1.1 Å, (B) PDB-ID 3mcv,
resolution 1.7 Å and (C) PDB-ID 3bmc, resolution 2.6 Å. The 2Fo-Fc electron density maps
around water molecules in and around the active site of TbPTR1 are shown at the 1σ level in
blue, purple and red, respectively. Phe97 and the NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown
in sticks as a reference; TbPTR1 is shown as gray cartoon. The binding site region was defined
within a maximum distance of 10 Å from Cγ of Phe97.

interactions with residues in the active site, namely with Asp161 and Gly205 of TbPTR1 and with Asp181

and Gly225 of LmPTR1, and shielding water molecules. The latter participate in an extended water network

found in the proximity of the strongly charged NADPH/NADP+ cofactor. In docking, these waters may

thereby prevent ligands from interacting with the cleft formed by the cofactor by providing steric hindrance

and shielding the cofactor and its surroundings. Water molecules lining the pocket region may further allow

for bridging interactions, for instance, with cofactor phosphates.

Figure 2.4: Conserved water sites in TbPTR1 (A, gray cartoon) and LmPTR1 (B, pink cartoon). Some impor-
tant residues in the active site and the NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown in sticks for
reference. Water oxygen positions are indicated by spheres colored by the level of conservation
from 50% (green) to 100% (blue), as indicated by the color bar and numbered in the order from
lowest to highest conservation. The identified waters thereby comprise different types: A single
water molecule is bridging between Asp161 and Gly205 of TbPTR1 or Asp181 and Gly225 of
LmPTR1 (labeled as bridging water, interactions are indicated by dashed lines). The majority
of water molecules is participating in an extended water network clustered around the heav-
ily charged cofactor, shielding it from possible ligand interactions outside the primary binding
pocket.
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Since the explicit consideration of these water molecules as part of the receptor in Glide results in frozen

water positions, docking should always be considered with and without water and analyzed in comparison,

since water may rearrange in response to ligand binding and the water set may, albeit conserved, not be

equally suited for each ligand (class). Furthermore, the waters likely require different energy for their

displacement and it will depend on the groups present in a ligand whether or not it will be energetically

favorable to remove a water molecule from its position. Water was however generally found beneficial for

obtaining good docking results in PTR1 for many compounds when using Glide (data not shown), as had

also previously been suggested for a smaller set of conserved structural waters considered during GOLD

docking studies of thiadiazoles and benzothiazoles.[249]

2.4 Comparative or homology modeling approaches

For many parasitic folate and biopterin pathway proteins, sequence data is available, but the 3D structural

architecture was not characterized experimentally by crystallography to date. To allow for an investigation

of the substrate binding site composition in such cases, comparative or homology modeling approaches

were employed to infer a structural model based on a homologous protein structure. In a first step, a

database search aims to find potential homologous protein sequences with a known 3D structure for each

query sequence. To accomplish this task, underlying algorithms, like the BLAST (Basic Local Alignment

Search Tool) algorithm, are used to compare the query sequence with all sequences in the database by

constructing sequence alignments.[347] In BLAST, both query and database sequences are broken down

into small fragments, so-called words, which are locally aligned and scored. The computed score is an

indicator of the sequence identity and determined with the help of a substitution matrix, for instance the

BLOSUM62 (Blocks Substitution Matrix derived from sequences with no more than 62% sequence identity):

Such matrices encode information on how frequent substitutions of one specific amino acid into another

were found to occur in local alignments of related proteins.[348] Starting from word matches with a score

above a certain threshold, a stepwise extension is used to generate a complete alignment between every two

sequences. If gaps need to be introduced, these result in penalties on the score. The statistical significance

of each final scored pairwise alignment is expressed by its expectation value (E value), which indicates how

many alignments with similar scores can be expected to occur by chance in a database of the given size, and

the lower the E value, the more significant the match and the alignment. To inform the choice of a suitable

template sequence for modeling, all resulting pairwise alignments are ranked by their score, which reflects

factors like the sequence identity, gap count and E value.

The pairwise alignment between the query and one or several chosen sequence homologs will ultimately

define which template residue positions are transformed to yield the amino acid sequence of the query in

the homology model and inaccuracies in the alignment can therefore result in erroneous structural features.
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Thus, once a well-scoring initial alignment was selected as the modeling template, the final alignment is

often further refined: Additional information about globally conserved residues from multiple sequence

alignments of the query protein family across different organisms or conserved structural features suggested

by secondary structure prediction methods can be considered.[157,349,350,351,352,353] As a general rule, the

more conserved the amino acid sequence between query and template, the more likely the query shares

the 3D-structure of the template. With comparatively low identities (below 40%), consideration of addi-

tional features beyond the linear sequence becomes increasingly important to derive a meaningful pairwise

sequence alignment and a reasonable structural model.[157]

From the thus established connection between the sequences of query and template(s), high local se-

quence identities allow the definition of structurally conserved regions, for which the template protein

backbone coordinates are often directly adopted as a first step to building a structural model. Side chains

of conserved residues are likewise often taken from the template before any differing residues are attached

to the backbone. The latter process is often assisted by methods that are also applied in the conformational

sampling during docking, such as Monte Carlo methods or the genetic algorithm and followed by geometry

optimization and energy minimization in a MM force field as described above.[349,354] Regions with greater

diversity between query and template sequences, often found in more variable loop regions around the

protein surface, as well as accounting for insertions and deletions in the model, are frequently performed

last.[157,349] Structural models can be constructed either from a single template structure or rely on the

construction of a composite model based on multiple templates or the combination of smaller structural

fragments from multiple generated models in a mixing and matching approach.[157,349,355,356]

When using Schrödinger Prime for the modeling, a random rotamer of every amino acid side chain is at-

tached to the adopted backbone configuration and optimization and energy minimization of side chains rely

on the OPLS 2005 force field and an implicit solvent model, the Surface Generalized Born model.[292,357,358]

Different possible side chain conformations are considered with the help of a library of amino acid rotamers

defined based on a large set of protein structural data.[359] The conformations with the lowest energy are se-

lected and the energy is minimized with the help of a truncated Newton method.[292] When all side chains

were fully minimized separately, the procedure uses an energy minimization of the entire structure and

this complete process is performed multiple times to determine the best possible low energy structure.[292]

Loops with no more than 12 amino acid residues in length can either be built ab initio or be inferred from

databases of loop fragments derived from crystallographic reference structures.[360]

Every model constructed by those means should be validated in terms of its structural quality and geo-

metrical aspects. Properties of the model, such as the bond length and bond angle values adopted and the

packing quality should ideally be comparable to their common distribution in experimentally determined

reference structures of good quality.[349,350] Another particularly important criterion covers the distribution

of the torsional angles of the backbone (φ, ψ and ω, see Figure 2.5A) and side chains (χ1, χ2, Figure 2.5).

Such structural quality evaluations can for instance be done with PROCHECK and QMEAN.[361,362,363] A
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popular method to assess structural quality in terms of backbone angle distribution is the Ramachandran

plot, as shown in Figure 2.5B, which defines values of φ and ψ, which are in favored or at least allowed

regions. The more violations the backbone torsional angles have and the more often they are found in dis-

allowed regions, the more likely the structural model has flaws. Proline and glycine residues are however

special cases since these amino acids can be more frequently found to adopt different torsional angles and

are thus typically marked by other symbols or considered separately.

Figure 2.5: Amino acid torsion angles on the example of glutamic acid in a peptide chain (A) and Ra-
machandran plot (B). Typical values of backbone and side chain torsion angles are often used in
the quality assessment of protein structures. The Ramachandran plot reports favored (blue) and
(generously) allowed values (cyan) of φ and ψ in °. N indicates glycine and � proline residues,
whereas all other amino acids are indicated by •.

2.5 Molecular interaction field calculations

Grid-based descriptions of binding pocket interaction hot spots and their implications for drug design were

determined by molecular interaction field (MIF) calculations. The possible interaction hot spots for different

ligand groups present in a protein binding pocket can be investigated with the help of so-called molecular

interaction fields (MIFs): These techniques rely on a grid positioned in the binding site region and a small

probe, representing a specific chemical feature, such as hydrogen bond donor, hydrogen bond acceptor or

hydrophobic character.[268] The interaction energy between the probe and receptor groups in the binding

site is evaluated on each grid point to determine the most negative energies, which represent the most

attractive interactions between probe and receptor.[268]

One of the best-known earliest techniques to determine binding site properties with the help of vary-

ing chemical probes is based on the GRID algorithm and many different routines were developed on that

basis.[364] To ensure that the same prepared protein structures could be directly subjected to a MIF anal-
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ysis and used as docking receptors, however, preference was given to an implementation by Schrödinger:

SiteMap, a routine to identify and classify binding sites in terms of their properties, interaction preferences

and druggability.[365,366]

In SiteMap, identification of sites relies on a grid with a 1 Å-spacing the protein is placed on and the

detection of all points on this grid being outside the protein but surrounded by a sufficient fraction of protein

residues within 8 Å distance to ensure a pocket and placement in a region with a van-der-Waals interaction

energy greater than -1.1 kcal
mol .

[366] The resulting ’site points’ are grouped when more than 3 points show a

distance of 1.76 Å or less and different groups can be merged, if they are connected via a short exposed

stretch.[366] Next, the regions of such groups are characterized by a probe roughly mimicking water (1.6 Å

radius, Lennard-Jones potential well-depth 0.13 kcal
mol , dipole moment 2.3 Debye).[366]

The interaction energies computed with the water-like probe are used to define regions favorable for

interactions with hydrophobic moieties and hydrophilic regions, which are then separated into hydrogen-

bond donor favoring- and hydrogen-bond acceptor maps.[366] Sampling the surrounding of different site

points allows for the definition of the site exposure to solvent and its enclosure score[366]. In addition, from

the determined site points, the volume of the binding pocket can be computed.[366]

The druggability of a site is determined by the DScore as shown in equation 2.15.[366]

DScore = 0.094n
1
2 + 0.60 e− 0.324 p (2.15)

with n corresponding to the number of site points, e the determined enclosure and p the hydrophilic score.
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3 Structural investigations of
the parasitic folate and
biopterin metabolism ‡

3.1 Introduction to the folate and biopterin pathway

Folate and biopterin, two pterin-based molecules shown in Figure 3.1, are the key players in several im-

portant metabolic pathways. Conjugated pterins like folic acid and related derivatives (commonly termed

biological folates) play a key role in critical biological processes such as the synthesis of DNA and certain

amino acids as well as the one-carbon transfer (or C1-metabolism).[242,263,367,368,369,370] To date, less is

known about the role of biopterin and other unconjugated pterins in trypanosomatids. In mammals, a

reduced form, the tetrahydrobiopterin (THB) serves as the cofactor of aromatic amino acid hydroxylases

(AAAHs), nitric oxide synthases (NOS) and an ether lipid oxidase and is linked to anti-oxidant defense.[371]

While biopterin is an important growth factor for trypanosomatids, involved in the regulation of the par-

asitic virulence and differentiation, and a few of the known functions of biopterin in humans may equally

apply, some of the corresponding trypanosomal enzymes use a different cofactor and the details of the role

of biopterin in trypanosomal anti-oxidant defense are not well understood.[239,370,372,373,374]

Trypanosomatids are pterin auxotrophs and thus have to take up both unconjugated and conjugated

pterins from exogenous sources - typically their vector or host organism.[242] Both the vector and the mam-

malian host, on the other hand, can synthesize unconjugated pterins de novo, but remain dependent on the

acquisition of folates, for example, from aliments.[242,371,376]

Given their dependence on the uptake of pterins, trypanosomatid parasites rely on a large number of in

part functionally redundant transporters for folates and biopterins.[370] Leishmania, for example, have 14

members of the folate-biopterin transporter (FBT) family, some of which have been characterized as selective

folate or biopterin transporters.[378] Trypanosomes, in contrast, have fewer members of the FBT family: T.

‡The computational work presented in this chapter that I performed was in part published in the following article:
Panecka-Hofman, J.*; Pöhner, I.*; Spyrakis, F.; Zeppelin, T.; Di Pisa, F.; Dello Iacono, L.; Bonucci, A.; Quotadamo, A.; Venturelli,
A.; Mangani, S.; Costi, M. P. & Wade, R. C. Comparative mapping of on-targets and off-targets for the discovery of anti-
trypanosomatid folate pathway inhibitors. Biochim Biophys Acta, Gen Subj 2017 1861, 3215-3230 (*co-first authorship). [258]
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Figure 3.1: Structures of folate (left) and biopterin (right). Folate, also known as vitamin B9, is composed of
the pterin ring system fused to a para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) moiety and glutamate, making
it an example of a conjugated pterin.[242,370,375,376,377] Biopterin, in contrast, is an unconjugated
pterin, being mainly composed of the pterin core with only small additional substitutions.[375]

brucei, for instance, was found to rely only on 8 FBT genes - an effect of diverging evolution but potentially

also related to the different requirements emerging from an intracellular versus a solely bloodstream form

as the key life cycle stage.[378,379]

Following their uptake, folates are typically polyglutamylated in mammals, which aids their intracellular

retention and compartmentalization.[376,380,381,382] This reaction is carried out by the folylpolyglutamate

synthetase (FPGS), an enzyme that can likewise add glutamic acid portions to classical antifolates like

methotrexate (MTX).[383] Leishmania is capable of the polyglutamylation of folates, which was found to

potentially be an essential function for Leishmania survival.[242,370,384,385]

The next step for both conjugated and unconjugated pterins is their reduction, providing important cofac-

tors and donors of single carbon units for other downstream reactions in the folate and biopterin pathway,

as well as further associated metabolic routes. The reduction of folic acid is primarily carried out by dihy-

drofolate reductase (DHFR), which is not only one of the key molecular players of interest when targeting

the folate pathway for the design of anti-bacterial or anti-malarial agents, but also an anti-cancer target,

for which a range of inhibitors have been described.[237,238,247,386,386] Efforts to target the trypanosomatidic

DHFR with such known DHFR inhibitors were hampered by the presence of another enzyme, pteridine re-

ductase 1 (PTR1): This enzyme was initially identified as an enzymatic bypass responsible for the observed

resistance of a Leishmania strain to MTX, a known inhibitor of DHFR.[374,387] While it is predominantly

involved in the reduction of biopterin and other unconjugated pterins and plays only a minor role in the

reduction of folates under physiological conditions, upregulation of PTR1 upon inhibition of DHFR allows

the retention of the necessary pool of reduced folates to ensure parasite survival and thus, anti-kinetoplastid

drug discovery dedicated to targeting the folate pathway needs to consider not only DHFR, but also PTR1.

While the enzymes responsible for the pterin reduction, DHFR and PTR1, are present in all three major

trypanosomatids, Leishmania spp., T. brucei and T. cruzi, several of the key players involved in downstream

reactions of reduced pterins differ between the different kinetoplastid parasites.[388] The main focus of this
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chapter is the folate and biopterin pathway of Leishmania schematically summarized in Figure 3.2. Many of

the Leishmania folate and biopterin metabolic enzymes have been previously described and characterized,

but at the same time, the leishmanial folate and biopterin pathway appears to be the most complex among

the three trypanosomatids with a high level of redundancy in enzymatic functions and the presence of

several enzymes that cannot be found in Trypanosoma.[388]

Figure 3.2: Overview of folate and biopterin pathway enzymes in Leishmania. Folate and biopterin are first
transported into the parasite cell by FBT family members: FT1/FT5: folate transporter 1/5;
BT1: biopterin transporter 1. Polyglutamylation of folates can be carried out next by FPGS:
the folylpolyglutamate synthetase. Although this reaction is exemplarily shown for tetrahydro-
folate, the enzyme can add glutamic acid portions to a variety of different folate species and
antifolates as well. Once inside the cell, folates are reduced by DHFR: dihydrofolate reduc-
tase (in trypanosomatids covalently coupled to TS: thymidylate synthase, DHFR-TS) or PTR1:
pteridine reductase 1, which is otherwise mainly responsible for the reduction of biopterin. Fur-
ther metabolic reactions in the folate pathway empower DNA synthesis, protein biosynthesis
and amino acid synthesis via an array of folate pathway enzymes like SHMT: the serine hy-
droxymethyl transferase; GCS: the glycine cleavage system; DHCH: the methylene tetrahydro-
folate dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase; MTF: the methionyl tRNA formyltransferase; FTL: the
formyl tetrahydrofolate ligase or MTR: the methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase. PTR1 links
the folate pathway to the biopterin pathway with the synthesis of aromatic amino acids and
cofactor-recycling steps involving PAH: the phenylalanine 4 hydroxylase; PCD: the pterin-4α
carbinolamine dehydratase and QDPR: the quinoid-dihydropteridine reductase. Although the
pathway is schematically illustrated for a Leishmania promastigote cell, the presented enzymes
were largely shown to be expressed in all life cycle stages of Leishmania.

Following their reduction to tetrahydrofolate (THF), folates in Leishmania will largely enter the C1-

metabolism and be further converted to 5,10-methylene THF (5,10-CH2 THF), a key metabolite, which is

then distributed to different reactions leading to the synthesis of DNA, certain amino acids and protein

biosynthesis.[242] Leishmania can employ several routes for the formation of 5,10-CH2 THF, for instance,
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the redundant action of either serine hydroxymethyltransferase (SHMT) or the aminomethyl transferase

component of the glycine cleavage system (GCS, see Figure 3.2).[242] 5,10-CH2 THF is required by thymidy-

late synthase (TS) to synthesize deoxythymidine monophosphate (dTMP) as a DNA building block or un-

dergoes further chemical modification: Its conversion to 10-formyl THF by 5,10-methylene dehydroge-

nase/cyclohydrolase (DHCH) or the ATP-dependent formyl tetrahydrofolate ligase (FTL) enables the formy-

lation of methionyl tRNAMet for the mitochondrial protein biosynthesis. Alternatively, the 5,10-CH2 THF

can feed into the methionine synthesis route via conversion to 5-methyl THF (5-CH3 THF) by methylene

tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTR).[242]

PTR1, as a metabolic bypass of the DHFR function, links all the folate pathway reactions to the biopterin

pathway. The role of biopterins in the Leishmania metabolism is overall less well characterized compared to

its folate pathway and only limited knowledge is available about the enzymes of the biopterin metabolism

and functionalization. One exception involves the role of THB as the cofactor of the phenylalanine 4 hy-

droxylase (PAH). This enzyme, and the route to the restoration of THB via the conversion into quinoid-

dihydrobiopterin (qDHB) by pterin-4α carbinolamine dehydratase (PCD) and its following reduction to

THB by quinoid-dihydropteridine reductase (QDPR) are largely biochemically characterized. The key enzy-

matic players behind several other functions of biopterin, like its role in growth regulation and antioxidant

defense, remain unknown for the most part. Thus, further exploration of the trypanosomatidic biopterin

pathway may reveal several additional associated reactions and reaction networks.

The folate and biopterin metabolism of Leishmania, as summarized in Figure 3.2, is complex and its

involvement in DNA, amino acid and protein biosynthesis renders it a key player for organism survival.

The unique properties of the kinetoplastid pathways are particularly interesting for drug design efforts.[370]

Consequently, several members of the trypanosomatidic folate and biopterin metabolism, for instance PTR1,

DHFR and DHCH, have been previously explored as potential anti-parasitic targets.[241,245,248,249,250,251,252,254,260,262,263]

Human folate and biopterin metabolic enzymes share many important functions with the kinetoplastid vari-

ants and their perturbation is thus, not surprisingly, associated with a vast number of medical conditions,

such as cancer, renal diseases, neurological and mental disorders, certain forms of anemia and defects in

the fetal development.[247,375,376,377,381,389] On the one hand, chemical modulation of targets involved in

these human diseases has a long-standing tradition, for instance employing folate pathway inhibitors as

anti-cancer agents.[247,386,390,391,392] On the other hand, the critical impact of folate and biopterin pathway

enzymes on the human metabolism also suggests that any drug design for kinetoplastid enzymes needs to

carefully consider human homologs as undesired off-targets.

The parasitic pathway itself poses further challenges for the anti-kinetoplastid drug design: Success is

often hindered by the high level of redundancy among the enzymatic reactions, which moreover are carried

out by distinct enzyme families, for instance the folate reduction by DHFR and PTR1 or the conversion of

THF to 5,10-CH2 THF by SHMT or the GCS. Furthermore, in Leishmania, just like in the human host, the

folate pathway is compartmentalized and several of the enzymes have cytosolic and mitochondrial isoforms
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or redundant functions are distributed across the cytosol and the mitochondrion.[367,393,394] Mechanisms

of upregulation in response to inhibition of specific targets and exploitation of bypass mechanisms thus

often limit the efficacy of folate or biopterin pathway enzyme inhibitors, as was for example observed for

DHFR inhibition, with the limited kinetoplastid susceptibility linked to the presence and upregulation of

PTR1.[239,240,241,242] Taken together, for a compound to be efficient, it often needs to affect more than one

binding pocket along the pathway or multiple compounds need to be combined to effectively prohibit certain

metabolic functions. The fact that several of the folate and biopterin pathway enzymes share common

substrates and products however suggests that even if they are not closely related in structure, they still

show some overlap in terms of their binding site architecture and interaction pattern, giving rise to related

pockets that could be targeted with a single compound displaying multitarget inhibition.

To date, the knowledge about many trypanosomatidic folate and biopterin pathway enzymes is based

on genomic data and biochemical characterization and less is known about the different protein binding

pockets along the pathway. In order to map the complex pocketome of the Leishmania major folate and

biopterin pathway and assess the potential of different pockets to be targeted selectively in a drug design

approach without affecting possible related pockets in the human metabolism, this chapter makes use of

sequence analysis coupled with structural considerations to focus, particularly, on the relevant substrate

binding sites. When no structural data were available, but suitable templates from other organisms were

found, homology modeling was used to investigate the structure and architecture of protein binding pockets

along the pathway. Comparative analysis against the human homologs further highlighted potential targets

with a more distinct pocket architecture from human off-targets, but also those where selectivity would

be particularly challenging to achieve. Part of this analysis, with a primary focus on trypanosomatidic

PTR1 and T. cruzi DHFR-TS, including my work, was previously published and this chapter expands on the

published findings, focusing on L. major and considering several additional binding pockets of targets and

off-targets, ultimately providing an overview and guideline for target choice along the highly complex folate

and biopterin pathway of Leishmania from a structural perspective.

3.2 Methodology used for the pocketome comparison

3.2.1 Analyzed protein sequences and sequence alignments

The sequences considered for trypanosomatidic folate and biopterin pathway enzymes, human homologs,

if available, and other homologs relevant to the homology modeling approaches used, were retrieved from

UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org).[395] Their identifiers and Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers are listed

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the folate and biopterin pathway members, respectively.
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Enzyme EC
number

Species UniProt-ID Enzyme EC
number

Species UniProt-ID

DHFR- 1.5.1.3, L. major P07382 DHFR 1.5.1.3 H. sapiens P00374
TS 2.1.1.45 L. donovani E9B8U9 TS 2.1.1.45 H. sapiens P04818

L. infantum Q8MQV3
L. tropica Q8MXB8
T. cruzi Q27793
T. b. brucei Q27783

mSHMT 2.1.2.1 L. major Q4Q828 mSHMT 2.1.2.1 H. sapiens P34897
L. donovani Q86LS9
L. infantum A4I3W7

cSHMT 2.1.2.1 L. major Q4QFK2 cSHMT 2.1.2.1 H. sapiens P34896
T. cruzi Q4DSP9 cSHMT O. cuniculus P07511

GCS-T 2.1.2.10 L. major Q4Q135 GCS-T 2.1.2.10 H. sapiens P48728
protein L. donovani A0A504XJI0 protein R. norvegicus Q5XI85

L. infantum A4ID15
T. cruzi Q4D100
T. b. brucei Q383W2

cDHCH 1.5.1.5, L. major Q4Q9F9 cDHCH- 1.5.1.5, H. sapiens P11586
3.5.4.9 L. donovani B8Y658 FTL 3.5.4.9,

L. infantum A4I1W8 6.3.4.3
T. cruzi Q4DVK9 mDHCH 1.5.1.15, H. sapiens P13995
T. b. brucei Q57WP0 3.5.4.9

FTL 6.3.4.3 L. major Q4Q735 mFTL 6.3.4.3 H. sapiens Q6UB35
L. donovani A0A504XBE1 FTL 6.3.4.3 M. thermoacetica A0A0S6UAW6
L. infantum A4I5T5
T. cruzi A0A2V2X445

MTF 2.1.2.9 L. major Q4Q551 MTF 2.1.2.9 H. sapiens Q96DP5
L. donovani E9BNZ0 H. influenzae P44787
L. infantum A4I847
T. cruzi Q4D0E1
T. b. brucei Q381N8

MTR 1.5.1.20 L. major Q4Q0B9 MTR 1.5.1.20 H. sapiens P42898
L. infantum A4IC95 T. thermophilus Q5SLG6

E. coli P0AEZ1

FPGS 6.3.2.17 L. major Q4Q1G0 FPGS 6.3.2.17 H. sapiens Q05932
L. donovani E9BTY3 L. casei A0A0H0YQ41
L. infantum A4ICG7
T. cruzi Q4DZU5
T. b. brucei Q38AL2

Table 3.1: UniProt identifiers for the folate pathway protein sequences considered in the study: DHFR: di-
hydrofolate reductase; TS: thymidylate synthase; SHMT: serine hydroxymethyl transferase with
c: cytosolic and m: mitochondrial (for Leishmania typically termed S for short and L for long,
respectively, to reflect the presence of an N-terminal leader peptide); GCS: glycine cleavage sys-
tem; DHCH: methylene tetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase; FTL: formyl tetrahydro-
folate ligase; MTF: methionyl tRNA formyltransferase; MTR: methylene tetrahydrofolate reduc-
tase; FPGS: folylpolyglutamate synthetase. All trypanosomatidic enzymes are shown on the left
and sequences of human homologs or those from other organisms which served as structural tem-
plates in the homology modeling approaches are reported on the right. H. sapiens: human (Homo
sapiens), O. cuniculus: rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus), R. norvegicus: rat (Rattus norvegicus), M.
thermoacetica: Moorella thermoacetica, H. influenzae: Haemophilus influenzae, T. thermophilus:
Thermus thermophilus, E. coli: Escherichia coli and L. casei: Lactobacillus casei.
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Enzyme EC
number

Species UniProt-ID Enzyme EC
number

Species UniProt-ID

PTR1 1.5.1.33 L. major Q01782
L. donovani Q6QDB5
L. infantum A4I067
L. tropica Q2PPA2
L. tarentolae P42556
T. cruzi O44029
T. b. brucei O76290

PTR2 T. cruzi Q8I814

PAH 1.14.16.1 L. major Q6WRI4 PAH 1.14.16.1 H. sapiens P00439
L. donovani E9BJL0 D. discoideum Q54XS1
L. infantum A4I3K7

PCD 4.2.1.96 L. major Q4QH58 PCD 4.2.1.96 H. sapiens P61457
L. donovani E9BAL0 R. norvegicus P61459
L. infantum A4HUT4 T. gondii Q2Q449
T. cruzi Q4D5E2
T. b. brucei Q384W7

QDPR 1.5.1.34 L. major Q4Q290 DPR 1.6.99.7 H. sapiens P09417
L. infantum A4IAL5 R. norvegicus P11348
T. cruzi A0A3R7Q1U8

Table 3.2: UniProt identifiers for the biopterin pathway protein sequences considered in the study: PTR1:
pteridine reductase 1; PTR2: pteridine reductase 2; PAH: phenylalanine 4 hydroxylase; PCD:
pterin-4α carbinolamine dehydratase; QDPR: quinoid-dihydropteridine reductase; DPR: dihy-
dropteridine reductase. All trypanosomatidic enzymes are shown on the left and sequences of
human homologs or those from other organisms which served as structural templates in the ho-
mology modeling approaches are reported on the right. H. sapiens: human (Homo sapiens), D.
discoideum: Dictyostelium discoideum, R. norvegicus: rat (Rattus norvegicus) and T. gondii: Toxo-
plasma gondii.

Multiple sequence alignments for the investigated trypanosomatidic, human and diverse model sequences

were performed with the help of Clustal Omega (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/).[396] Pairwise

sequence alignments to determine sequence identities and similarities were carried out with EMBOSS Nee-

dle (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss needle/).[397]

3.2.2 Homology modeling and model validation

When no crystal structure of a trypanosomatidic folate or biopterin pathway member was available, the

protein structure for the L. major enzyme was inferred by homology modeling using the modeling tools in

Schrödinger Maestro, the Swissmodel interactive workspace (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/interactive/)

and the Phyre2 webserver (http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/).[352,353,398] For all tools, a search for suit-

able homologs was initiated using the FASTA sequence as obtained from UniProt (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2).

Given that most of the selected final models were produced with the help of Schrödinger Maestro, this

modeling approach will be described in greater detail, followed by some notes on the differences in the

approaches of the other modeling tools used.
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

First, to find homologs on the basis of the chosen sequence, a BLAST search as implemented in Prime was

performed, making use of the non-redundant PDB database.[292,293,347,360,399] The BLOSUM62 similarity

matrix, an expectation value threshold no higher than 10 and gap costs of 11 for creating and of 1 for ex-

tending gaps in the alignment were used. Alignments were initiated with a word length of 3. When residues

were globally conserved in the entire protein family, their positioning and orientation in the template can

directly inform how the residue is oriented in the homology model. Thus, such globally conserved residues

were detected by first identifying the query family via the Pfam database (http://pfam.xfam.org/) and build-

ing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) from a multiple sequence alignment to detect invariant residues.[400]

The selection of templates was carried out on the basis of (i) low expectation values, (ii) high identities

and similarities to the query sequence, (iii) a good crystallographic resolution, (iv) a low number of gaps in

the alignment, (v) a low number of missing residues and atoms, and (vi) the presence of cofactors and/or

ligands of interest in the template PDB file.[258]

Next, the alignment between the sequence of the crystallographic template structure and the query se-

quence was refined, either by applying the purely sequence based ClustalW[401] (for sequence identities

>80% according to the initial BLAST alignment), or Prime STA, which takes secondary structure prediction

by SSpro as implemented in Prime and a position-specific substitution matrix into account and typically

yielded better alignments for lower sequence identities.[292,293]

During model building, coordinates of the backbone and conserved residues were adopted from the tem-

plate, modeled side chain positions were optimized and any non-template residues were subjected to energy

minimization. Lastly, insertions and deletions in the alignment were modeled into the structure. When-

ever possible, cofactors and drug-like ligands crystallized with the template were included in the homology

model. Gaps in the template exceeding 20 residues were not considered for the initial model building.

Three models were created using the knowledge-based modeling approach, which builds any insertions or

deletions on the basis of segments from known structures and the final models were typically used without

further loop refinement, as they provided successful validation by confirmatory substrate/product docking,

given that larger missing loops were typically not in the binding site area.

The general approach was rather similar when using Swissmodel or Phyre2. The search for sequence

homologs of the query sequence in Swissmodel was however not only carried out by BLAST, but in addition

was informed by HHblits, a method optimized to deal with lower sequence identities, and Phyre2 even relied

solely on HHblits for finding the initial homologous sequences.[347,352,353,399,402] In Swissmodel, a single

model was built with the ProMod3 modeling engine for each chosen template.[353] Phyre2 used PSIPRED

to predict a secondary structure for the query sequence, which was combined into a HMM together with the

results of a multiple sequence alignment.[351,352] The query HMM was then compared against a fold library,

containing HMMs of known structures, to find suitable templates and the best-scoring resulting alignments

were then used for modeling the backbone, followed by loop modeling and inclusion of side chains in the

final step of the modeling procedure.[352]
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All models were investigated for their compliance with any structural insight found from the literature

and the ability to successfully serve as receptors for docking their substrates and/or products. Their global

and local structure quality was in addition evaluated by using PROCHECK and QMEAN validation results

in comparison with the template.[361,362,363] A full validation workflow supporting the selection of a final

model for further studies can be found in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Workflow illustrating the selection of final homology models: Models obtained by each of the
three modeling techniques, Schrödinger Maestro, Swissmodel and Phyre2, were first compared
with data from the literature, if available, assessing e.g. the integrity of the catalytic site or
the reasonable placement of residues known to compose the binding pocket.[352,353,398] Models
that were not in agreement with such data were discarded and all other models were analyzed
for their global (PROCHECK, QMEAN) and local quality (local QMEAN score in the binding site
region) in comparison with their template structure.[361,362,363] Finally, docking studies of sub-
strates and/or products were used to confirm the suitability of the model to study the binding
site composure, discarding models for which no successful substrate/product docking was pos-
sible, since their predicted binding site was likely erroneous. Every model that passed all checks
entered the final selection and the overall best-scoring model among those validated candidates
was chosen for all further analyses.

A summary of all final selected models and their template structures can be found in Table 3.3. Detailed

model validation results obtained with PROCHECK and QMEAN can be found in the Appendix with the

individual references to the corresponding Tables and Figures reported in Table 3.3 for each model.

The best structural model of the Leishmania donovani PTR1 monomer was built with Schrödinger Maestro

on the basis of the LmPTR1 complex 1e92 with 91% sequence identity and 2.2 Å resolution.[258] Given

the high percentage of identity, ClustalW was chosen as the alignment method. The tripeptide from the

neighboring subunit, including the arginine pointing into the active site, was adopted from the template

structure after structural alignment.
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

The top homology models of L. major and L. donovani DHFR were modeled with Schrödinger Maestro and

based on the DHFR domain of the TcDHFR-TS crystal structure 3inv (2.4 Å resolution), which shares 57%

and 58% identity with LmDHFR and LdDHFR, respectively, when only the DHFR domain is considered.[258]

Since the sequence identity was lower in this case, alignments were performed with Prime STA, which was

found to yield better models than ClustalW-based alignments for lower sequence identities.[258] The best

model of L. major TS likewise was created with Schrödinger Maestro and based on the TS domain of the

TcDHFR-TS crystal structure 3inv, which has 78% sequence identity with LmTS for the TS-domain. As for

the DHFR domain, Prime STA was chosen as the alignment method.

Two homology models built with Schrödinger Maestro were selected for the final consideration in the

case of L. major SHMT. One was based on the human SHMT structure 1bj4 (55% sequence identity, 2.7 Å

resolution) in complex with a pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) cofactor, and one based on the rabbit SHMT

structure 1ls3 (53% sequence identity, 2.7 Å resolution) in complex with PLP and a poly-glutamylated

formyl-THF. In both cases, again, Prime STA was chosen for performing the alignment. The model based on

1bj4 was generally better in terms of the global validation results, but the 1ls3-based model with the included

folate-based ligand was superior in the local assessment and the docking studies and thus, both were further

considered. Models of the full homotetramer were created by alignment of the modeled monomer with

different subunits of the template structures.

For the LmGCS-T protein, the final selected model was created with Swissmodel on the basis of a human

GCS T-protein (PDB-ID 1wsv, 2.6 Å resolution) with 41% sequence identity and a bound 5-CH3 THF ligand.

The final model of LmFTL was also obtained with Swissmodel and based on a template structure from

Moorella thermoacetica (PDB-ID 4iom) with bound folate at 3.0 Å resolution and 49% sequence identity.

For LmMTR, two final models were chosen: The first was created by Swissmodel on basis of an E. coli

MTR template structure, PDB-ID 1zp4, with 28% sequence identity, 1.8 Å resolution and 5-CH3 THF as

a bound ligand. The second model was obtained with Phyre2 on the basis of a human MTR template

structure, PDB-ID 6fcx, with 18% sequence identity, 2.5 Å resolution and bound S-adenosyl homocysteine.

Both structures in addition contained the flavin-adenine dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor.

The final model of L. major PAH was created with Swissmodel based on Dictyostelium discoideum PAH

(PDB-ID 5jk5, 2.1 Å resolution) with 41% sequence identity and bound dihydrobiopterin (DHB) and Fe3+.

Two final models were kept for LmPCD, both obtained with Schrödinger Maestro: One was based on a

rat PCD, PDB-ID 1dcp, with 38% sequence identity, 2.3 Å resolution and bound DHB and a second model

was based on an apo-structure of Toxoplasma gondii PCD, PDB-ID 2v6u, with 40% sequence identity and

1.6 Å resolution. Since a related structure with much lower resolution (3.1 Å, PDB-ID 2v6t) with bound

DHB was available, the ligand was taken from this complex prior to final model preparation in the second

case. The alignments were both performed with Prime STA.

The final homology model of L. major QDPR was obtained with Schrödinger Maestro and based on a

crystal structure of rat dihydropteridine reductase (DPR; PDB-ID 1dhr, resolution 2.3 Å) with 42% sequence
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identity and complexed with a nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) cofactor. The alignment was per-

formed with Prime STA.

The final model of L. major FPGS was obtained with Swissmodel on the basis of a crystal structure of

Lactobacillus casei FPGS with 20% sequence identity, 1.9 Å resolution and a bound non-hydrolyzable ATP

derivative, adenosine-5’-[β,γ-methylene]tetraphosphate, and 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic acid, although of the

latter ligand, only the core and PABA moiety were resolved in the crystallographic complex.

Protein Sequence Tool Template Validation

Ident.
[%]

Sim.
[%]

PDB-ID:
chain

Res.
[Å]

Ligands Organism Table Figure

LdPTR1 91 94 Maestro 1e92:A 2.2 NAP,
DHB

L. major A.2 A.1

LmDHFRF 57 68 Maestro 3inv:A 2.4 NAP T. cruzi A.3 A.2
LdDHFRF 58 68 Maestro 3inv:A 2.4 NAP T. cruzi A.3 A.2
LmTSF 78 87 Maestro 3inv:A 2.4 UMP T. cruzi A.4 A.3
LmSHMT 55 70 Maestro 1bj4:A 2.7 PLP Homo sapiens A.5 A.4

53 69 Maestro 1ls3:B 2.7 PLP, TGF Oryctolagus
cuniculus

A.5 A.4

LmGCS-T 41 56 Swissmodel 1wsv:A 2.6 C2F Homo sapiens A.6 A.5
LmFTL 49 65 Swissmodel 4iom:A 3.0 FOL Moorella

thermoacetica
A.7 A.6

LmMTR 28 46 Swissmodel 1zp4:A 1.8 FAD, C2F Escherichia coli A.8 A.7
18 27 Phyre2 6fcx:A 2.5 FAD,

SAH
Homo sapiens A.8 A.7

LmPAH 41 58 Swissmodel 5jk5:A 2.1 DHB,
Fe3+

Dictyostelium
discoideum

A.9 A.8

LmPCD 38 60 Maestro 1dcp:A 2.3 DHB Rattus norvegicus A.10 A.9
40 61 Maestro 2v6u:A 1.6 - Toxoplasma

gondii
A.10 A.9

LmQDPR 42 59 Maestro 1dhr:A 2.3 NAD Rattus norvegicus A.11 A.10
LmFPGS 20 34 Swissmodel 1jbw:A 1.9 ACQ,

TMF
Lactobacillus
casei

A.12 A.11

Table 3.3: Summary of selected homology models obtained with the three different tools Schrödinger
Maestro, Swissmodel or Phyre2 and the corresponding template information with Res.: res-
olution.[352,353,398] Sequence identities (Ident.) and similarities (Sim.) as well as references
to the Tables and Figures presenting the model validation results in the Appendix are given
as well. Models were for the following organisms: Lm: Leishmania major or Ld: Leishma-
nia donovani. The covered proteins were: PTR1: pteridine reductase 1; DHFR: dihydrofolate
reductase; TS: thymidylate synthase; SHMT: serine hydroxymethyl transferase; GCS: glycine
cleavage system; FTL formyl tetrahydrofolate ligase; MTR: methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase;
PAH: phenylalanine 4 hydroxylase; PCD: pterin-4α carbinolamine dehydratase; QDPR: quinoid-
dihydropteridine reductase and FPGS: folylpolyglutamate synthase. Template-derived ligands
covered: NAP: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+/NADPH); DHB: dihydro-
biopterin; UMP: deoxyuridine monophosphate; PLP: pyridoxal phosphate; TGF: tri-Glu-5-formyl-
THF; C2F: 5-CH2 THF; ADP: adenosine diphosphate, XPO: formyl phosphate, FOL: folate, FAD:
flavin-adenine dinucleotide; SAH: S-adenosyl homocysteine; NAD: nicotinamide adenine din-
ucleotide; ACQ: adenosine-5’-[β,γ-methylene]tetraphosphate, a non-hydrolyzable derivative of
ATP; TMF: 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic acid. F Kinetoplastid DHFR-TS is a bifunctional protein, but
given that the focus of this study was primarily on the binding site of either DHFR or TS, the two
domains were modeled separately and reported sequence identities and similarities are for the
respective domain only.
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3.2.3 Protein preparation and docking studies for validation

The protein preparation for SiteMap analysis and confirmatory substrate/product docking studies was car-

ried out with the Schrödinger Protein Preparation Wizard.[278,293,398,403,404] When crystal structures were

used for the analysis, any crystallographic water molecules, ions and crystallization cosolvents were re-

moved from the structures. For PTR1 analysis, single monomers were prepared together with a C-terminal

tripeptide from a neighboring subunit, which points into the active site of the subunit of interest. In the case

of the LmPTR1 crystallographic complex with MTX (PDB-ID 1e7w), no complete tetramer was resolved and

the tripeptide was adopted from the structure of LmPTR1 in complex with DHB (PDB-ID 1e92). A cysteine

residue in the active site of many TbPTR1 crystal structures, Cys168, was oxidatively modified. Such mod-

ifications were removed and Cys168 was converted back into a standard cysteine residue prior to further

preparation. The Leishmania DHCH protein (PDB-ID 4a26) was crystallized in apo-form and thus lacked

the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor. For this protein, the cofactor was adopted from the T. brucei DHCH structure

(PDB-ID 4cjx) following structural alignment. All other protein structures and homology models were used

without further special preparation steps.

Next, hydrogens, if already present, were removed and then added to all structures and bond orders

were assigned. To assign protonation states, all cofactors and present ligands were titrated with a target pH

of 7.0±0.5 using Epik and amino acid protonation states were chosen using PROPKA.[405,406,407,408] Then,

a restrained energy minimization was carried out with the OPLS 2005 force field, keeping all heavy atoms

fixed, but allowing flexible movement of hydrogens atoms.[271]

Grid generation for validation docking runs with Glide was performed with the OPLS 2005 force field in

Schrödinger Maestro, using inner grids of 10 Å and outer grids of 30 Å extent in the x-, y- and z-directions,

suitable for docking ligands spanning a length of up to 20 Å.[282,398] Grid centers were set to the centroids

of the following residues: for LdPTR1: Phe113; for LmDHFR and LdDHFR: Phe56; for LmTS: Met518; for

LmSHMT: Gly145; for LmGCS-T: Val115; for LmDHCH: Asp123; for LmFTL: Trp474; for LmMTR: Tyr289;

for LmPAH: Phe264; for LmPCD: His66; for LmQDPR: Tyr138 and for LmFPGS: Phe517.

During docking with Schrödinger Glide, scaling of the van-der-Waals radii of the non-polar ligand atoms

was performed with a scaling factor of 0.80 and a partial atomic charge cutoff of 0.15 e, ligands were

treated as flexible, nitrogen inversions and ring conformations were sampled and a nonplanar conformation

of amides was penalized. Epik state penalties were added to the docking score, intramolecular hydrogen

bonds rewarded and the planarity of conjugated pi groups enhanced. OPLS 2005 was again chosen as the

force field. Docking was performed at standard precision (SP) and a total of 10 best scoring poses per ligand

were collected and minimized after the docking run to obtain the final results.[271,280,282,409] All docking

solutions were checked against the initial placement of ligands from the homology modeling templates and

compared with other available crystallographic structures of complexes, where applicable.
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Ligands for docking validation were prepared with Schrödinger LigPrep using the OPLS 2005 force field

and computing a low-energy ring conformation, up to eight stereoisomers, tautomers and ligand ioniza-

tion states for pH 7.0±0.5.[405,406,407,410] The following substrates, cofactors or reaction products of the

folate and biopterin pathway enzymes were considered: biopterin (BIO), dihydrobiopterin (DHB), tetrahy-

drobiopterin (THB), quinoid-dihydrobiopterin (qDHB), folate (FOL), dihydrofolate (DHF), tetrahydrofolate

(THF), 5,10-CH2 THF and 10-formyl THF. In addition, MTX was docked to MTR. For FPGS docking only, in

addition to THF, derivatives with 1-2 additional tail glutamylations were considered.

3.2.4 Molecular interaction fields and druggability calculations

In order to compare the pocket properties and druggability of the folate and biopterin pathway proteins,

various pocket descriptors, such as volume, hydrophobic and hydrophilic contributions to the pocket re-

gion, enclosure, exposure and a druggability classifier, the DScore, were computed using Schrödinger

SiteMap.[365,366,411] The DScore, which indicates a more druggable pocket when its value is more posi-

tive, considers factors like pocket size, enclosure and the hydrophilic components of the binding site for

ranking pocket druggability.

All studied pockets were defined as regions within 5 Å of a selected ligand. Sites were required to include

no less than 15 site points and the studied pocket regions were cropped at a distance of 4 Å from the nearest

site point.[258] In the case of all analyzed PTR1 and DHFR structures, MTX was chosen as the ligand: for

PTR1 from PDB-ID 1mxf, and for DHFR from PDB-ID 1u72.[258] The bound ligands in all other analyzed

structures were removed and replaced by MTX following structural alignment. For a comparison of the PTR1

and QDPR binding sites, instead, docked orientations of THB were selected to define the pocket, whereas

all other settings were applied accordingly.

3.2.5 Topology prediction for folate/biopterin transporter proteins

The sequences of putative folate/biopterin transporters of Leishmania major were collected from UniProt.[395]

Prediction of the transmembrane helices and the overall topology was performed for the putative FT1 of L.

major (UniProt-ID Q4QHH9) making use of the Phobius webserver (http://phobius.sbc.su.se/index.html),

which showed the best agreement with the expected topology of the FBT family members, with 12 trans-

membrane helices and intracellular N- and C-termini.[412,413]
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Characteristics of PTR1 in different trypanosomatidic species

Pteridine reductase 1 (PTR1, EC 1.5.1.33) is a homotetrameric enzyme of the short-chain dehydroge-

nase/reductase (SDR) family, which is primarily involved in the NADPH-dependent reduction of uncon-

jugated pterins.[319,414] Structurally, each enzyme subunit is comprised of two α-helical regions flanking a

seven-stranded parallel β-sheet, as can be seen in Figure 3.4B.[319] The NADPH/NADP+ cofactor is bound in

an elongated conformation stabilized by a large number of direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonds. The

cofactor nicotinamide, together with an active site phenylalanine residue (e.g. Phe113 in LmPTR1), forms

a π-sandwich in which ligands typically anchor with aromatic portions, as shown in Figure 3.4C for the sub-

strate dihydrobiopterin (DHB). The extent of the binding pocket is confined by a residue belonging to the

diagonally opposite enzyme subunit (e.g. denoted Arg287’ of LmPTR1 in Figure 3.4C). The flank of the ac-

tive site is formed by the rather flexible substrate loop, which often interacts with bound ligands.[149,250,251]

Figure 3.4: Structural characteristics of PTR1: (A) A full homotetramer of LmPTR1 (PDB-ID 1e92) with
the individual subunits colored differently, each in complex with the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor
(sticks, black carbons) and the natural substrate dihydrobiopterin (DHB) to indicate the location
of the active site (cyan spheres). Note that only the active sites of subunits A and D are visible
to the reader, while those of B and C face into the paper. Parts of the diagonally opposite
subunits (e.g. for A: D) can be seen to point towards DHB and thus the active site region. In
(B), a single subunit is shown in semi-transparent surface and cartoon representation, the latter
colored according to the secondary structure with α-helices in aquamarine, β-sheets in red and
loops in rose. The substrate loop region, lining the pocket on one side and discussed further in
the text, is marked in blue. The substrate DHB is shown in sticks with cyan carbons. (C) shows a
close-up view of (B) focusing on the binding site region indicated by a semi-transparent surface.
Phe113, which forms the π-sandwich together with the cofactor nicotinamide, as well as residues
involved in the catalytic mechanism (see Figure 3.5) and a residue from the neighboring subunit,
Arg287’, are all shown in sticks.

As part of the biopterin metabolism, for instance involved in providing cofactors for aromatic amino acid

hydroxylases and oxidative stress defense, PTR1 is predominantly responsible for the two-step reduction of

biopterin to tetrahydrobiopterin, as shown in Figure 3.5. More specifically, PTR1 catalyzes the reduction
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of a C=N double bond by transferring a hydride from NADPH to an electrophilic carbon of the substrate

(see Figure 3.5).[319] Proton transfer during the first reduction step involves a catalytic triad composed

of Asp181, Tyr194 and Lys198 in LmPTR1, which also stabilizes the transition state.[319,415,416,417] Since

Asp181, as shown in Figure 3.5, needs to be in its acidic form to serve as the proton source, the pH optimum

of PTR1 is found in the acidic range.[319,415] During the second reduction, the proton presumably stems

from a water molecule and the transition state is stabilized by Arg17 and the cofactor phosphates during

this catalytic step.[319]

Figure 3.5: Reduction of biopterin to tetrahydrobiopterin via dihydrobiopterin in two reduction steps, as
catalyzed by PTR1. Gray numbers indicate the ring atom nomenclature of the substrate. Involved
parts of PTR1 (amino acids and cofactor) are shown in purple. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by
black dotted lines. The hydride is donated from the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor. A water molecule
participating in the second reaction step is shown in red. Adapted from Gourley et al.[319]

The presence of the cofactor appears a prerequisite for the presented architecture of the binding pocket:

When a structure of LdPTR1 (PDB-ID 2xox) was crystallized in absence of the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor, the

active site was found to be disordered.[418] Thus, the pocket geometry is stabilized by the bound cofactor

and ligand binding follows the cofactor binding in order - in line with the proposed ordered sequential

mechanism of ligand binding in PTR1. The bound reaction product (or inhibitor), which is typically in-

teracting with the cofactor, is likewise required to leave the active site before the oxidized cofactor can

follow.[319,415,418]

In line with the required protonation of Asp181, the Km values of PTR1 show a pH dependence, which

is in itself dependent on the substrate molecule and the specific PTR1 variant, as summarized in Table 3.4.

Further, possibly as a consequence of allosteric effects from neighboring subunits in the tetramer, PTR1

catalysis is affected by substrate inhibition, as demonstrated by the Ki values for the substrates dihydro-

biopterin and folate reported in Table 3.5.[319,372,415] Besides a variety of other unconjugated pterins being

its possible substrates, PTR1 is, under physiological conditions, also involved in the reduction of folic acid to

tetrahydrofolate, albeit affecting less than 10% of the cellular folate pool, while the bulk folate reduction is
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carried out by DHFR.[372] However, when DHFR is inhibited, PTR1 genes are upregulated and the enzyme

provides the required reduced folates for parasite survival.[370,374] Indeed, the initial characterization of

PTR1 involved a parasitic strain resistant to a DHFR inhibitor and PTR1 was described as the primary cause

for this antifolate resistance observed in Leishmania.[239,372,374]

Species Substrate Km [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

L. major BIO 10.1±1.4 - 12.2±1.6 4.7 Nare et al. [372] 56451, 56479
BIO 19.8±2.5 6.0 Nare et al. [372] 56452
BIO 39.9±5.9 7.0 Nare et al. [372] 56453
qDHB 7.6±2.8 4.7 Nare et al. [372] 56457
qDHB 5.6±1.7 6.0 Nare et al. [372] 56458
qDHB 5.4±2.3 7.0 Nare et al. [372] 56459
DHB 3.3±0.5† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56512
FOL 1.0±0.2† 7.0 Luba et al. [415] 56812

L. donovani BIO 35.0 4.8 Chandrasekaran et al. [419] 57082
L. tarentolae BIO 10.9±2.5 4.7 Nare et al. [372] 56484

BIO 3.5±0.3 6.0 Wang et al. [420], Chang et al. [416],
Leblanc et al. [417]

56518,
59874, 56523

DHB 3.3±2.9 - 33.0±2.9 6.0 Chang et al. [416], Wang et al. [420] 59875, 56520
qDHB 8.5±2.4 4.7 Nare et al. [372] 56485
FOL 12.0±7.0 6.0 Chang et al. [416] 59876

T. b. brucei qDHB 0.03±0.01 - 0.17±0.54† 6.0 Shanks et al. [421] 56734, 56735
DHB 0.03±0.01† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56509

Table 3.4: Km values for different substrates of PTR1 measured at the given pH values summarized for
different trypanosomatid species. BIO: biopterin, qDHB: 6,7-dihydrobiopterin (or quinoid-
dihydrobiopterin), DHB: 7,8-dihydrobiopterin, FOL: folate. †: Kapp

m . The reported kinetic data
and further information can be found via Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the given
ID.[422]

Species Inhibitor Ki [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

L. major qDHB 14.5±0.9 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56457
qDHB 21.2±3.5 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56458
qDHB 18.2±2.7 7.0 Nare et al.[372] 56459
DHB 0.15±0.022 7.4 Ong et al.[243] 56512

L. tarentolae qDHB 21.1±2.7 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56485
FOL 1.3±0.1 6.0 Chang et al.[416] 59877

T. b. brucei qDHB 0.04±0.01 - 0.44±0.14 6.0 Shanks et al.[421] 56734,
56735

DHB 1.16±0.27 7.4 Ong et al.[243] 56509

Table 3.5: Ki values of selected PTR1 substrates showing substrate inhibition summarized for different
species. qDHB: 6,7-dihydrobiopterin (or quinoid-dihydrobiopterin), DHB: 7,8-dihydrobiopterin,
FOL: folate. The reported inhibitor data and further information can be found via Sabio-RK
(http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the given ID.[422]

Both DHFR and PTR1 are expressed in all lifecycle stages of Leishmania, but in contrast to DHFR, the

PTR1 enzyme does not have a human homolog - thus having interesting properties for the consideration as

a potential anti-parasitic target.[423] The overall level of sequence conservation among PTR1s of different

trypanosomatid species is however modest: For instance, LmPTR1 and TbPTR1 share only 47% and TcPTR1
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and TbPTR1 56% sequence identity. Notably, even binding pocket sequences are not fully conserved in the

considered species, as can be seen in Figure 3.6. In particular, T. cruzi and T. brucei brucei PTR1 share

only about one third of their binding site residues with the Leishmania variants. These differences are also

noticeable when comparing physico-chemical properties of the different protein pockets computed with

Schrödinger SiteMap, as summarized in Table 3.6.[365,366,411]

Protein PDB-
ID

Co-crystallized
ligand type
(Thesis-ID)

Vol
[Å3]

DScore Exp. Encl. Phob Phil Balance D/A

LmPTR1 3h4v Antifolate (PII) 308 1.04 0.48 0.78 0.86 1.14 0.76 1.22
2qhx Antifolate (PI) 313 0.99 0.49 0.81 0.94 1.15 0.82 0.62
5l42 Flavanone (F7a) 304 0.95 0.48 0.83 0.83 1.25 0.67 0.71
1e7w Antifolate (MTX) 238 1.05 0.47 0.80 0.92 1.13 0.81 0.78
1e92 Dihydrobiopterin

(DHB)
291 1.03 0.45 0.82 1.10 1.17 0.94 0.63

LdPTR1 1e92 Dihydrobiopterin
(DHB)

277 1.05 0.45 0.83 1.03 1.10 0.93 0.61

TcPTR1 1mxh Folic Acid (FOL) 374 1.03 0.44 0.82 0.95 1.23 0.77 0.54

TbPTR1 2x9g Antifolate (LYA) 301 1.09 0.48 0.84 1.24 1.09 1.14 1.13
2c7v Antifolate (MTX) 293 1.14 0.49 0.83 1.49 0.91 1.63 0.93
2wd8 Benzimidazole

derivative (VGF)
408 1.15 0.46 0.86 1.75 0.95 1.85 1.44

Table 3.6: Physico-chemical descriptors of PTR1 binding pockets computed with SiteMap. DScore: drugga-
bility score; Exp.: degree of exposure to solvent; Encl.: degree of enclosure by protein; Phob:
hydrophobic nature of the site; Phil: hydrophilic nature of the site; Balance: Phob/Phil; D/A:
ratio of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.[365] Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the sites
are normalized such that 1.0 corresponds to the average value of a tight ligand binding site.[365]

PDB-IDs reported in italics indicate that a homology model based on the given PDB structure was
used for the calculation. The co-crystallized ligand types are only reported for reference and their
ID in later sections of the thesis is given, where applicable (see for instance the sections 4.2 for
details on F7a and 4.3 for PI and PII). All presented data were calculated for a pocket defined on
the basis of the MTX ligand of the TcPTR2 structure 1mxf aligned to all reported structures.[258]

The pockets of LmPTR1 and LdPTR1 typically showed lower volumes than TbPTR1 or TcPTR1 (238-

313 Å3 vs. 293-408 Å, see also Table 3.6). The enlarged pocket volume is one contributing factor to the

higher druggability of TbPTR1 and TcPTR1 in comparison to the leishmanial variants (1.03-1.15 vs. 0.95-

1.05), suggesting that targeting of PTR1 in Leishmania may be more challenging. LmPTR1, LdPTR1 and

TcPTR1 are furthermore more hydrophilic than TbPTR1 (1.10-1.25 vs. 0.91-1.09). Finally, TbPTR1 has a

more enclosed pocket compared to LmPTR1, LdPTR1 and TcPTR1 (0.83-0.86 vs. 0.78-0.83) and displays

a distinctly more hydrophobic nature (1.24-1.75 vs. 0.95 for TcPTR1; 0.83-1.10 for LmPTR1 and 1.03

for LdPTR1). Taken together, these factors explain why TbPTR1 is overall the most druggable among the

considered PTR1 proteins.

One key influence to separate TbPTR1 from other trypanosomatidic variants can be related to a histidine

residue replacing arginine Arg287’ of L. major PTR1, which is pointing into the active site of a neighboring

subunit in the tetramer (see Figure 3.4). This significantly affects the pocket size and properties: While
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druggability, hydrophobicity or volume differ clearly between Leishmania PTR1 variants and TbPTR1, the

binding pockets in the former enzyme can be rendered more similar to the TbPTR1 pocket by in silico muta-

tion of the respective arginine to histidine.[258] This and other variations of the binding pocket composition

likely contribute to the different substrate specificities and affinities of PTR1 enzymes from different try-

panosomatidic species. As an example, the Km value for dihydrobiopterin in TbPTR1 is about 2 orders of

magnitude lower than that of the Leishmania enzyme variant (compare also Table 3.4).

A more detailed classification of PTR1 pocket similarities and differences was achieved by defining four

distinct subpockets and a gating region near the pocket entrance with the help of common ligand binding

motifs, as summarized in Figure 3.6.[258] Despite notable sequence variations within the active site, residues

proposed to belong to the catalytic triad, namely Asp181, Tyr194 and Lys198 of LmPTR1 (compare also

Figure 3.5) and several of the surrounding residues in subpockets A and B are conserved.[258,319] One of

the main differences affecting the biopterin pocket or subpocket A can be found in the flexible substrate

loop (compare also Figure 3.4BC): Valine 230 of LmPTR1 is replaced by alanine in most other leishmanial

enzymes with the exception of L. tarentolae, which, similar to T. brucei and T. cruzi PTR1, has a proline

residue (see Figure 3.6A).

Subpocket B is overall also well conserved among different trypanosomatidic species. Thus, residues of

subpockets A and B are of particular interest when aiming at designing PTR1 inhibitors with activity against

multiple enzyme variants. The extent and accessibility of subpocket B clearly discriminates Leishmania PTR1

enzymes and TcPTR1 from TbPTR1, given the aforementioned difference of the residue from the neighboring

subunit: Arg287’ in LmPTR1 and His267’ in TbPTR1 (compare also Figure 3.6CD). A second contributing

factor is the larger Leu188 of LmPTR1, being replaced by Cys168 in TbPTR1. Buried deeper in subpocket

B and thus likely not being readily accessible for a ligand and exploitation in a drug design strategy, a final

difference can be found: Thr184 of LmPTR1 is replaced by the nonpolar valine 164 in TbPTR1.

The two other subpockets, C and D, as well as the pocket entrance region show more crucial differences.

Subpocket C is distinctly more enclosed in TbPTR1, since His241 of LmPTR1 is replaced by the bigger

tryptophan. Further, while Arg287’ renders subpocket C rather shallow in LmPTR1 and all other PTR1

variants, the smaller His267’ of TbPTR1 opens up room for a deeper pocket. Also, while His241 is specific

for LmPTR1, other Leishmania PTR1 variants and TcPTR1 share a tyrosine residue, which is still clearly

less bulky than the tryptophan of TbPTR1. The Leishmania enzymes further commonly include a tyrosine

corresponding to Tyr283 of LmPTR1, which, in trypanosomal PTR1, is replaced by a leucine residue.

The entrance region and subpocket D are the most variable in sequence, as can be seen in Figures 3.6A

and 3.7. Pocket size and hydrogen bond donor/acceptor patterns are affected by variations of aromatic

residues corresponding to Phe113 and His241 of LmPTR1 in the different PTR1 variants. Moreover, the

subpocket D is lined by smaller residues in TbPTR1: In addition to the aforementioned replacement of

Leu188 of LmPTR1 by Cys168 of TbPTR1, a valine replaces the leucine corresponding to Leu226 of LmPTR1,

shared by all other considered enzymes. Finally, the substrate loop of TcPTR1 differs by the presence of a
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A
Lm R S F DAMT QPL Y YT K PGLSVLV M H KV D Y TRA
Li . . . .... ... . .. . ......a . y .. . . ...
Ld . . . .... ... . .. . ......a . y .. . . ...
Ltr . . . .... ... . .. . ......a . y .. . . ...
Lta . . . .... ... . .. . ......p . y .. . . ...
Tc . . y .... l.. f .. . ....lfp . y .. . l a..
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A • • • • • ••••••
B • •••• •• • •• • •••
C •• • • • • •• • • •••
D • • • • •• • • •

B

Figure 3.6: The classification of the four subpockets forming the PTR1 binding site in different trypanoso-
mal enzyme variants. (A) Aligned PTR1 binding site sequences of selected trypanosomatidic
parasites. The sequence numbering corresponds to L. major (Lm, black, top) and T. brucei brucei
PTR1 (Tbb, gray, bottom). LmPTR1 is considered as the reference sequence shown in uppercase
letters. Similar residues are indicated by dots, while differing amino acid residues are denoted
by lowercase letters. Important sequence differences between the different species are high-
lighted in pink. Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Ltr: L. tropica, Lta: L. tarentolae and Tc: T.
cruzi. Residues were assigned to four different subpockets A-D on the basis of ligand fragments,
as indicated by the differently colored dots below the alignment. Pale dots denote residues fur-
ther than 5.5 Å away from the defining fragment as visualized in 2D and 3D in parts (B-D).[258]

(B) Ligands used to define the subpockets in PTR1 colored according to the dot notation for
pocket residues in part A: Amino-benzimidazole VGF from PDB-ID 2wd8 and pyrrolo-pyrimidine
FDB from PDB-ID 4clr. (C) Overview of the LmPTR1 pocket with bound methotrexate colored
according to occupied subpockets (from PDB-ID 1e7w). The LmPTR1 protein is shown as pink
cartoon with important residues in sticks representation. Arg287’ from a neighboring subunit
(adopted from PDB-ID 1e92) and the NADP+ cofactor are shown with magenta and black car-
bons, respectively. (D) The binding pocket of TbPTR1 for comparison: Like (C), except with
TbPTR1 (PDB-ID 2wd8) shown in gray cartoon and His267’ from the neighboring subunit in
lavender. The ligands VGF from PDB-ID 2wd8 and FDB from PDB-ID 4clr are shows as sticks
and colored according to the subpocket definition. The presented analysis was adapted from
Panecka-Hofman et al.[258]

phenylalanine residue corresponding to Leu229 of LmPTR1 (see Figure 3.6A). The gating region frames the

two sides of the pocket entrance and may thus influence binding of bigger ligands. The differences distinctly

affect the charge distribution around the pocket opening: Asp232 of LmPTR1 is for instance replaced by

alanine in all Trypanosoma variants and Gly240 of LmPTR1 is aspartate or glutamate in other Leishmania

PTR1s and T. cruzi PTR1, while TbPTR1 has a lysine residue (see Figure 3.7). These differences, affecting
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particularly subpockets C, D and the entrance region to the PTR1 pocket, thus represent examples of variant-

specific interaction points, that can be of interest for drug design efforts focused on a particular kinetoplastid

PTR1 enzyme.

A

Lm YP LG DD P V G
Ld .. .. .. . . d
Li .. .. .. . . d
Ltr .. .. .. . . d
Lta .. .. .. . . d
Tc .. p. pa . t e
Tbb .. ma va g e k

B

Figure 3.7: PTR1 pocket entrance region in the different trypanosomatidic variants: (A) Sequence alignment
of residues lining the entrance to the binding pocket and not having been assigned to any of
the four subpockets (see Figure 3.6).[258] The sequence numbering corresponds to L. major (Lm,
black, top) and T. brucei brucei PTR1 (Tbb, gray, bottom). LmPTR1 is considered as the reference
sequence shown in uppercase letters. Similar residues are indicated by dots, while differing
amino acid residues are denoted by lowercase letters. Important highly variable residues are
highlighted in pink. Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Ltr: L. tropica, Lta: L. tarentolae, Tc:
T. cruzi. (B) Corresponding residues highlighted in a structure of LmPTR1 (pink cartoon and
residues from neighboring subunit in magenta, PDB-ID 1e92): Residues of the gating region
are shown as sticks with lime carbons. For orientation, the π-sandwich-forming Phe113 and
the NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown together with MTX (cyan carbons, from PDB-ID
1e7w), whose glutamic acid tail portion is exposed and locates between the gating residues. The
presented analysis was adapted from Panecka-Hofman et al.[258]

3.3.2 Important aspects for drug design aimed at the PTR1 binding pocket

When considering PTR1 as a drug target, the differing level of conservation between the different subpockets

infers a design strategy depending on the attempted coverage of parasitic species: If targeting of PTR1 from

different Trypanosomatids is intended by means of a single compound, subpockets A and B with their higher

conservation should be primarily exploited.[258] This, however, clearly constrains the possible size of a

compound. The strong overall conservation of subpockets A and B can also be deduced from a comparison

of molecular interaction fields (MIFs) in terms of hydrophobic and hydrophilic interaction hot spots in the

different PTR1 variants, as shown in Figure 3.8.

As can be seen, the π-sandwich forms a large hydrophobic interaction hot spot in all PTR1s and all vari-

ants further share a large region favorable for interacting with hydrogen bond donors in the proximity of

the cofactor phosphates and a second, smaller, region in the back of the pocket - addressed by the two

amino groups of MTX (see Figure 3.8). However, the MIFs also demonstrate that aromatic ring systems in
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Figure 3.8: Molecular interaction fields as determined with SiteMap for different variants of PTR1, all shown
with MTX from PDB-ID 1mxf (sticks, cyan carbons):[411] (A) LmPTR1 (pink, PDB-ID 1e92), (B)
LdPTR1 (light blue, homology model based on PDB-ID 1e92), (C) TcPTR1 (light orange, pub-
lished homology model based on PDB-ID 1mxh)[258] and (D) TbPTR1 (gray, PDB-ID 2wd8).
Proteins are shown in cartoon representation with important residues discussed in the text in
sticks. The NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) and residues from the neighboring subunits, includ-
ing Arg287’ (LmPTR1, LdPTR1, in magenta and blue, respectively), Arg275’ (TcPTR1, in orange)
and His267’ (TbPTR1, in lavender) are shown as sticks. Yellow isocontours in the upper panel
indicate hydrophobic regions at -0.7 kcal

mol . In the lower panel, hydrophilic regions are shown at
±11.0 kcal

mol for areas favorably interacting with hydrogen bond donors (in blue) and hydrogen
bond acceptors (in red).

inhibitory compounds crystallized to date, often sharing some similarity with MTX, are not fully matching

the distribution of interaction hot spots in the PTR1 binding pocket: For example, the MTX pteridine orien-

tation does not entirely overlap with the hydrophobic interaction hot spot and one amino-group, which is

not interacting with the cofactor, lacks a comparable extended donor-favoring region to interact with.

As a consequence, frequently, more than a single mode of binding can be observed. While biopterin

and folate share a similar binding mode in the biopterin pocket (see Figure 3.4C), the replacement of the

carbonyl in the 2-amino-4-oxo-pteridine system by an amino group, to form the 2,4-diaminopteridine core

of MTX, leads to a flipped compound orientation (see Figure 3.9). The crystallographic complex of LmPTR1

with another 2,4-diaminopteridine-based inhibitor, PI, sharing also the N10 methylation of MTX, shows that

the compound adopts both a folate-like and an MTX-like orientation at similar occupancy (see Figure 3.9

and also Section 4.3 for details on PI and further derivatives).[248] Likewise, such observations were made

for 2,4-diaminopyrrolopyrimidine-based compounds (for the general scaffold, compare Figure 3.6BD).[424]

While the two orientations are both overall well stabilized by several hydrogen bonds, the orientation

of the MTX pteridine system in the binding pocket of PTR1, as shown in Figure 3.9A, does agree less well

with the distribution of the hydrophobic hot spots than the substrate-like orientation (compare Figure 3.8

and 3.9). In conclusion, ring systems favorably interacting with the subpockets A and B could be fur-
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the two crystallographic orientations of compound PI (cyan sticks) in LmPTR1
(PDB-ID 2qhx, pink cartoon with tripeptide from neighboring subunit in magenta). Important
interacting residues and the NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown as sticks. In (A), an
inhibitor- or MTX-like orientation is shown together with MTX as a reference (thin sticks, lime
carbons, from PDB-ID 1e7w). In (B), the substrate-like orientation is shown with FOL as a
reference (from the TbPTR1 complex with PDB-ID 3bmc). Both presented orientations of PI

were resolved to 50% occupancy in the crystallographic complex. Hydrogen bonds are indicated
by gray dotted lines. An important conserved water molecule discussed in detail later in the text
and interacting with the ligand in the MTX-like orientation is shown as a red sphere.

ther optimized with respect to, for example, 2,4-diaminopteridines or 2,4-diaminopyrrolopyrimidines.[258]

Moreover, bicyclic ring systems like those present in MTX and its derivatives do not fill the pocket com-

pletely from a spatial perspective and could thus be exchanged by bulkier scaffolds. Support for this

comes for example from virtual and experimental screening hits active against TbPTR1, belonging to the

anthraquinone- or sterol-classes[250] or from the results of a scaffold hopping study identifying 5-amino-

1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-1,3-dione as a potential alternative compound core suited for TbPTR1 bind-

ing (see Section 4.2.6).

Given the stronger variability in sequence observed in subpockets C and D, a single, larger, compound

targeting all variants with similar efficiency may be more challenging to develop.[258] The binding mode

of MTX however demonstrates a particularly useful interaction pattern for targeting multiple PTR1 variants

(see Figures 3.8 and 3.9): The pteridine core of MTX binds in the stacking orientation in the biopterin

pocket, while the PABA moiety forms edge-to-face π-π-interactions with aromatic rings in the more variable

entrance region (compare for instance Figure 3.9 and residues Phe113 and His241 in Figure 3.8).[258] The

glutamic acid tail portion remains largely flexible and exposed, and forms only transient, water-mediated

interactions in PTR1 (for a definition of PABA and glutamic acid portions on the example of folate, see also

Figure 3.1).[258] This is, for example, indicated by high tail B-factors in the crystallographic complex of

LmPTR1 and MTX with PDB-ID 1e7w or evident from the different binding modes and their varying tail

orientations shown in Figure 3.9.[258,319]

While the presented considerations already give a good overview of design implications for targeting

PTR1 with inhibitory scaffolds, PTR1 is only considered a drug target in its own right in Trypanosoma brucei.
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In Leishmania, however, it is commonly considered a requirement to take not only PTR1, but also DHFR into

account when aiming at the development of folate pathway inhibitors.[239,240,241,242,243] Another critical

aspect affecting the choice of PTR1 as a potential drug target relates to its expression: PTR1 is expressed in

the bloodstream trypomastigote form of T. brucei parasites and was also found to be expressed during the

entire life cycle of the intracellular parasite Leishmania.[240,423] However, in T. cruzi, PTR1 expression was

solely observed in the epimastigote stage, but not in trypomastigote or amastigote stages, thus suggesting

that PTR1 may not represent an ideal choice as a potential drug target in T. cruzi.[423,425]

3.3.3 The bifunctional dihydrofolate reductase-thymidylate synthase

The second key enzyme involved in the kinetoplastid folate metabolism is the bifunctional heterodimeric

dihydrofolate reductase-thymidylate synthase (DHFR-TS, EC 1.5.1.3 and 2.1.1.45). DHFR-TS is responsible

for the NADPH-dependent reduction of conjugated pterins like folic acid (DHFR domain) and the conversion

of 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate and deoxyuridine monophosphate (dUMP) to dihydrofolate and deoxythymi-

dine monophosphate (dTMP, TS domain).[426,427] The DHFR and the TS domain are covalently coupled by

a two-residue long linker and are further held together by the approx. 25 residue-long N-terminal extension

of the DHFR domain, interacting with the TS domain surface, as can be seen in Figure 3.10.[428] Both the

DHFR and the TS proteins have human homologs, which, in contrast to the parasitic enzymes, do not engage

in a covalent complex.

Figure 3.10: Structural characteristics of DHFR-TS: (A) A homodimer of a parasitic DHFR-TS (PDB-ID 5t7o,
from T. cruzi) with the individual domains colored differently: DHFR in purple and TS in
light blue; each in complex with the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (sticks, black carbons) and the
natural product tetrahydrofolate (cyan spheres) to indicate the location of the DHFR active
site. The active site of the TS-domain faces away from the reader. The DHFR domain bears
an N-terminal extension interacting with the TS domain and further is covalently linked to TS
by a two-residue linker, both highlighted in lime. In (B), an isolated DHFR domain, rotated
by roughly 90°, is shown as a semi-transparent surface and a cartoon representation colored
according to the secondary structure with α-helices in aquamarine, β-sheets in red and loops
in purple. Tetrahydrofolate is shown in sticks with cyan carbons. (C) shows a close-up view
of (B) focusing on the binding site region indicated by the displayed semi-transparent surface.
Important residues involved in the catalytic reaction (see also Figure 3.11) and two important
binding site residues differing between parasitic and human DHFR variants (Met53 and Phe91,
LmDHFR numbering) are shown as sticks.
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

The fold of the DHFR domain, including a twisted β-sheet of eight strands connected through α-helices

(see Figure 3.10B) is conserved.[258,429] Like PTR1, the DHFR catalysis relies on hydride transfer from an

NADPH/NADP+ cofactor, primarily to reduce folic acid to tetrahydrofolate via dihydrofolate as shown in

Figure 3.11. The mechanistic details and, in particular, proton sources, have been subject to investigation

by various techniques, which suggest, for instance, that N5 protonation is mediated by bulk water.[430]

Nonetheless, even in the particularly well-studied model system E. coli, the exact tautomers and protein

residues involved, as well as the sequence of protonation events, are still subject to debate and different

models have been proposed.[430,431,432]

Figure 3.11: Reduction of folate to tetrahydrofolate via dihydrofolate in two reduction steps, as catalyzed
by DHFR. Gray numbers indicate the ring atom nomenclature of the substrate. PABA marks the
attachment point of the p-aminobenzoic acid moiety and the glutamic acid tail, as indicated
in Figure 3.1. Involved parts of DHFR (amino acids and cofactor) are shown in purple, water
molecules and protons involved in the reaction steps or stabilizing the substrate are shown in
red. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines. The hydride is donated from the
NADPH/NADP+ cofactor. The mechanism is adapted from the mechanism of E. coli DHFR as
presented by Cummins and Gready[431]

As can be deduced from the Km of different DHFR variants, the DHFR reaction is not as strongly influ-

enced by the pH as the reaction of PTR1 (compare Tables 3.4 and 3.7). Surprisingly, L. major PTR1 is about

as active towards FOL as DHFR and, in L. tarentolae, PTR1 is an even more efficient agent of FOL reduction

at pH 6 than the corresponding DHFR variant (Km 12 µM vs. 85 µM, respectively). DHFR is inactive towards

unconjugated pterins and thus, in contrast to PTR1, folate binding is not affected by competition with un-

conjugated substrates. Given that under physiological conditions, 90% of the folate reduction is carried out

by DHFR, and the fact that DHFR inhibition triggers the overexpression of PTR1, one may, considering their

comparable efficiency, hypothesize that protein levels are typically distinct and a lot more DHFR protein is

present in the parasite cells.[370,372,374] DHFR is, similarly to PTR1, affected by substrate inhibition, as can

be seen from Table 3.8.

The human variant of DHFR only shows sequence identities of about 32-35% with the DHFR domains of

parasitic variants. As can be seen in the alignment in Figure 3.12, several residues differ between parasitic

and human DHFR, thus suggesting that parasitic DHFR could selectively be inhibited in the context of

drug design. A large number of the differences are challenging to exploit, with different aliphatic amino

acids being interchanged (e.g. leucine, isoleucine and valine residues in positions 45, 87, 156 and 182
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Species Substrate Km [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

H. sapiens DHF 2.70±0.5 7.4 Cody et al.[433] 37008
DHF 0.032 - 0.11 7.5 Huang et al.[434], Jarabak and

Bachur[435]
21452,
49947

L. major FOL 1.6±0.3 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56454
FOL 4.10±2.60 5.0 Nare et al.[372] 56496
FOL 1.9±0.3 - 2.6±0.4 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56455,

56480,
56486

FOL 8.5±3.4 7.0 Nare et al.[372] 56456
DHF 6.1±1.0 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56460
DHF 3.4±0.2 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56461
DHF 5.4±1.2 7.0 Nare et al.[372] 56462
DHF 1.30±0.3 7.4 Arrebola et al.[436] 56529
DHF <1‡ 7.4 Yu et al.[437] 56450

L. tropicaF DHF 1.0±0.2-1.50±0.1† 7.0 Meek et al.[438] 39433,
39440

L. tarentolae FOL 85.0±7.6 6.0 Wang et al.[420] 56521
DHF 6.7±1.6 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56487

T.cruzi DHF 0.75±0.06 - 1.20±0.1 7.0 Reche et al.[439] 57333,
57816

T. b. brucei DHF 7.3±1.5† 7.4 Shanks et al.[421] 56740

Table 3.7: Km values for different substrates of DHFR/DHFR-TS measured at the given pH values, summa-
rized for different trypanosomatid species and the human homolog. FOL: folic acid/folate, DHF:
dihydrofolate. F The L. tropica strain in the study was resistant to MTX. †: Kapp

m ; ‡: Measurements
carried out on a mutant variant of DHFR-TS, expressing only the DHFR-domain. The reported
kinetic data and further information can be found via Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the
given ID.[422]

Species Inhibitor Ki [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

H. sapiens FOL 0.026 7.5 Jarabak and Bachur[435] 21459
L. major DHF 13.1±1.3 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56460

13.5±0.9 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56461
11.2±2.5 7.0 Nare et al.[372] 56462

L. tarentolae DHF 21.5±3.2 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56487

Table 3.8: Ki values of selected DHFR substrates leading to substrate inhibition, summarized for different
species. FOL: folic acid/folate, DHF: dihydrofolate. The reported inhibitory data and further
information can be found via Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the given ID.[422]

of LmDHFR and the corresponding position in other DHFR variants, highlighted in pink in Figure 3.12).

Several variations affecting the amino acid type can also be found at larger distances from a bound ligand

or towards the pocket opening (compare residues shaded in gray in Figure 3.12). Of key interest for drug

design efforts are five pocket residues, which are mostly conserved in all trypanosomatidic DHFR variants

and differ, partly even in type, from the corresponding amino acid in hDHFR: Val30 and Asp52 of LmDHFR

are replaced by Ile8 and Glu31 in hDHFR and the polar Ser44 (which is threonine in T. brucei DHFR),

apolar Met53 and aromatic Phe91 of LmDHFR have the acidic Asp22, aromatic Phe32 and polar Asn65
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

as their counterparts in hDHFR (see Figure 3.12, residues shaded in magenta). Especially the latter three

residues, involving a change of the underlying amino acid type, are particularly suitable for exploitation,

when selective targeting of a parasitic DHFR variant is desired.

Lm IVVAL I ESI W V-PEDMTFFKNQTT VVM KTWESVPVKFRPLKGR N YCVGG Y YLTRI I
Ld ..... . ... . .-....a...d... ... ................ . ..... . ..... .
Li ..... . ... . .-....a...d... ... ................ . ..... . ..... .
Ltr ..... . ... . .-....a...d... ... ................ . ..... . ..... .
Tc l...v . r.. . .-....k..rdl.. ... ...d.i.p.....p.. . ..i.. . .r.t. f
Tbb v...s . gt. . i-....qy.rrv.. ... ...d.l.p.....sn. . f.i.. . hr.vv f
Hs ci..v . gdl . plrnefry.qrm.. .i. ...f.i.e.n...... . wi... . fv... f

Figure 3.12: Binding site alignment for the DHFR domains of parasitic bifunctional DHFR-TS enzymes and
monofunctional human DHFR. Residue numbering corresponds to LmDHFR (Lm, black, top)
and hDHFR (Hs, green, bottom). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Ltr: L. tropica, Tc: T. cruzi
and Tbb: T. brucei brucei. The DHFR-binding site was inferred from all residues within 8 Å of
the bound MTX ligand in the human DHFR structure with PDB-ID 1u72.[258] Residues of key
interest for enhancing the selectivity between parasitic and human DHFR are highlighted in
magenta or, for less important residue differences or residues located distant from the ligand,
in pink. Residues located around the pocket opening or at larger distance from bound ligands
are shaded in gray.

On the basis of 3D-QSAR models for hDHFR and TcDHFR, Schormann et al.[259] aimed at targeting

TcDHFR selectively. Their subsequent design efforts for TcDHFR inhibitors were focused on primarily ex-

ploiting the difference of hDHFR having Phe32 instead of the parasitic variant’s methionine by introducing

an ethylbutanoate group in their compounds.[260] This group, as also confirmed by a crystallographic com-

plex (PDB-ID 3kjs), forms hydrophobic contacts with the methionine, however only yielding a selectivity

of 7.4-fold for TcDHFR over human DHFR in terms of Ki values.[260] This can nonetheless be seen as a

proof-of-concept, demonstrating that the altered composition of the binding pocket can be exploited in drug

design.

Comparing the computed pocket properties for hDHFR and different parasitic variants, the latter often

have an at least slightly more hydrophobic pocket (hDHFR 1.22-1.44; parasitic DHFR 1.01-1.58, see Ta-

ble 3.9). Notable differences can also be found in the ratio between hydrogen bond donors and acceptors:

In hDHFR this ranges from 0.69-0.76, whereas in the parasitic DHFR variants it lies between 0.97-1.95, thus

typically involving more hydrogen bond donors than in the human counterpart. It is however evident, that

the calculated global descriptors of the pocket properties as listed in Table 3.9 are highly dependent on the

ligands in the respective crystal structures, suggesting that the DHFR binding pockets are quite adaptive to

ligands and thus, local alterations may be more important to consider than such global differences.

The hot spots of hydrophobic interactions, as shown in Figure 3.13, do show some differences between

parasitic and human DHFR. While TbDHFR shows a more hDHFR-like stabilization of the entire compound

including the tail, small differences can be observed, which are likely related to the aforementioned swap

of hDHFR Phe32 by Met55 in TbDHFR and Asn65 of hDHFR being replaced by Phe94 of TbDHFR (see
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Protein PDB-
ID

Co-crystallized
ligand type

Vol
[Å3]

DScore Exp. Encl. Phob Phil Balance D/A

LmDHFR 3inv 1,3,5-triazine-
2,4-diamine

384 1.14 0.50 0.79 1.58 0.84 1.89 1.50

LdDHFR 3inv 1,3,5-triazine-
2,4-diamine

373 1.13 0.49 0.76 1.29 0.84 1.55 1.68

TcDHFR 3inv 1,3,5-triazine-
2,4-diamine

346 1.14 0.47 0.79 1.32 0.85 1.56 1.95

3cl9 Antifolate (MTX) 329 1.16 0.51 0.73 1.52 0.67 2.27 1.34

TbDHFR 3rg9 1,3,5-triazine-
2,4-diamine

353 1.11 0.50 0.79 1.40 0.92 1.52 0.97

3qfx 2,4-diamine
(Pyrimethamine)

432 1.07 0.50 0.75 1.01 0.98 1.03 1.06

hDHFR 1kmv Antifolate
(Pyrido[2,3-d]-
pyrimidine)

305 1.11 0.49 0.74 1.22 0.84 1.46 0.76

1u72 Antifolate (MTX) 347 1.07 0.45 0.82 1.44 1.12 1.28 0.69

Table 3.9: Physico-chemical descriptors of DHFR binding pockets computed with SiteMap.[411] DScore:
druggability score; Exp.: degree of exposure to solvent; Encl.: degree of enclosure by protein;
Phob: hydrophobic nature of the site; Phil: hydrophilic nature of the site; Balance: Phob/Phil;
D/A: ratio of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.[365] Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the
sites are normalized such that 1.0 corresponds to the average value of a tight binding site.[365]

PDB-IDs reported in italics indicate that a homology model based on the given structure was used
for the calculation. The co-crystallized ligands are only reported for reference. All presented data
were calculated for a pocket defined on the basis of the MTX ligand in the hDHFR complex 1u72
aligned to all reported structures. Adapted from Panecka-Hofman et al.[258]

Figure 3.13DE). It is however also notable, that LmDHFR, LdDHFR and TcDHFR mainly show hydrophobic

hot spots in the region of the MTX core. The presented TcDHFR was the template for the Leishmania DHFR

models and thus, the differences between those three variants and TbDHFR can likely all be attributed to

the differing conformation of the methionine and phenylalanine residues. Thus, as was previously indi-

cated by the global pocket descriptors, the DHFR pocket appears quite variable and adaptive. This may

further explain why targeting the substitution of Phe32 in hDHFR to the parasitic methionine by means of

non-directional hydrophobic interactions, as attempted by Schormann et al.[260] did only result in limited

selectivity for the parasitic enzyme. Thus, another strategy leading to a more restrained interaction geom-

etry as compared to solely van-der-Waals interaction based strategies, may involve halogen atoms, which

can either target the sulfur of methionine (replacing Phe32 of hDHFR)[440] or likewise be considered for

targeting aromatic residues like the phenylalanine replacing Asn65 of hDHFR.[441,442]

Another difference that may be considered for selectivity optimization involves the serine/threonine

residues replacing Asp of hDHFR and their influence on the hot spots for interactions with hydrogen bond

donors/acceptors. While in hDHFR, the region close to Asp22 mainly is favorable for interactions with

hydrogen bond donors (Figure 3.14E, blue isocontour encircled in black; the small region in red thereby

stemming from the cofactor ribose hydroxyl group), TbDHFR has an additional region favorably interacting

with hydrogen bond acceptors close to Thr46 (see Figure 3.14D, region encircled in black). However, these
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Figure 3.13: Molecular interaction fields as determined with SiteMap for different variants of DHFR, all
shown with MTX from PDB-ID 1u72 (sticks, cyan carbons): (A-D) parasitic variants and (E)
hDHFR. The NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) and important residues differing between the
different variants (see also Figure 3.12) are shown as sticks. (A, B) LmDHFR and LdDHFR
(homology models based on TcDHFR-TS structure 3inv[258]; purple and blue carbons, respec-
tively), (C) TcDHFR (PDB-ID 3inv, brown carbons), (D) TbDHFR (PDB-ID 3rg9, dark gray car-
bons) and (E) hDHFR (PDB-ID 1u72, green carbons). Yellow isocontours indicate hydrophobic
regions at -0.7 kcal

mol .

residues are located in the pocket opening and close to the surface and were not in contact with any in-

hibitory compound crystallized with any considered variant of DHFR so far. Further, the conformation of the

serines adopted throughout LmDHFR, LdDHFR and TcDHFR suggests the flexibility of the loop including the

residues in question, as it points away from the pocket in these structures. While it may be possible to, for ex-

ample, introduce a negatively charged ligand moiety to contact Ser/Thr in parasitic DHFR but be disfavored

in hDHFR due to electrostatic repulsion with Asp, the flexibility of the loop region may limit the promises

of such an approach. Generally, especially in the binding region of the MTX tail, further differences can be

noted, mainly involving larger regions favorable for interaction with hydrogen bond donors/acceptors in

hDHFR, which, however, likewise are further away from the pocket and therefore challenging to target by

an average-sized drug-like molecule.

The electrostatic potential of DHFR on the other hand again underlines the differences between try-

panosomatidic DHFR and human variants: On the basis of the electrostatic properties of the folate binding

pocket analyzed in 20 different DHFRs from a variety of species, a conservation of the electrostatics, reflect-

ing the phylogenetic relationship of the enzyme variants, can be observed.[443] In this study, two variants

of trypanosomatidic DHFR were considered, namely DHFR from Leishmania major and Crithidia fasciculata

(a, for humans, non-pathogenic kinetoplastid), both being distinct from hDHFR. This is further in line with

the observation that the Km values for dihydrofolate can differ by more than 10-fold between human and

parasitic variants (see also Table 3.7).[435,436,444,445]

Overall, the enzymes still display a high similarity and thus, achieving selectivity for parasitic DHFR

remains a challenging problem, but some previous approaches already demonstrated that different binding

site properties and specific residue alterations can be exploited.[246,259,260] Alternatively, given that DHFR is

part of a bifunctional enzyme in the parasite, but not in humans, a strategy that opens up more potential for

selectivity could involve targeting the interface between the parasitic DHFR and TS domain. For instance,
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Figure 3.14: Molecular interaction fields as determined with SiteMap for different variants of DHFR, all
shown with MTX from PDB-ID 1u72 (sticks, cyan carbons): (A-D) parasitic variants and (E)
hDHFR. The NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) and important residues differing between the
different variants (see also Figure 3.12) are shown as sticks. (A, B) LmDHFR and LdDHFR
(homology models based on TcDHFR-TS structure 3inv[258]; purple and blue carbons, respec-
tively), (C) TcDHFR (PDB-ID 3inv, brown carbons), (D) TbDHFR (PDB-ID 3rg9, dark gray
carbons) and (E) hDHFR (PDB-ID 1u72, green carbons). Isocontours indicate hydrophilic re-
gions at ±11.0 kcal

mol for areas favorably interacting with hydrogen bond donors (in blue) and
hydrogen bond acceptors (in red). An important region discussed in the text is encircled in
black in (D) and (E).

eosin B was proposed by Atreya et al.[446] as an inhibitor of Leishmania major DHFR-TS, which does not

bind in the active site, but rather in a groove region between the DHFR and TS domains.

The TS domain has a conserved fold composed of β-sheets, surrounded by α-helical regions and inter-

connected by extended loops, as can be seen in Figure 3.15A.[429] TS relies on a dUMP cofactor for catalyz-

ing the restoring of the dihydrofolate pools by conversion of 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate, thereby adding a

methyl-group to the cofactor to form dTMP, as shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.15: Structural characteristics of TS: (A) The TS domain of L. major DHFR-TS (homology model
based on TcDHFR-TS, PDB-ID 3inv) in complex with dUMP (sticks, black carbons). The cartoon
representation is colored according to the secondary structure with α-helices in aquamarine,
β-sheets in red and loops in pale lavender. (B) Surface representation of hTS (green, PDB-ID
5k66) in complex with dUMP and MTX (sticks, cyan carbons). Residues colored in gray and
lilac differ between human and parasitic TS, with gray residues being further away from the
MTX binding region and thus more challenging to exploit in a drug design effort (compare also
the sequence alignment in Figure 3.17). (C) shows hTS in the same orientation as in (B) with
the protein as cartoon and selected residues stabilizing the bound MTX represented as sticks.
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Figure 3.16: Restoring of the dihydrofolate pool by conversion of 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate to dihydrofolate
and methylation of the dUMP cofactor to form dTMP, as catalyzed by TS.

In contrast to the bifunctional parasitic enzyme, where the DHFR domain is covalently attached to TS

via a short linking region and an N-terminal appendage of DHFR interacts with the TS surface (compare

Figure 3.10), the human variant is a monofunctional homodimer and does not show covalent association

with DHFR.[428,429,447] Such interdomain interactions and the covalent domain linkage are likely to affect

the dynamics of the entire system differently as compared to the association mechanism proposed for the

human enzymes, which, albeit also involving strong interactions, is not of covalent nature.[448,449] Precise

details of the dynamics relevant for catalysis have not been fully elucidated for the parasitic DHFR-TS, but

examples from bacterial TS show that differing dynamics compared to the human variants can be utilized

for the design of selective inhibitors.[450] In-depth investigation of the mechanism of the dynamic interplay

between the domains and its functional relevance for channeling substrates from one active site to the other

could present a route to the design of inhibitors showing selectivity for parasitic TS.

Evidence for communication between the domains also comes from the observation that binding of in-

hibitors to the DHFR active site shows an influence on binding events in the TS active site.[451] Based on

kinetic studies and Brownian dynamics simulations, it was hypothesized that a channeling of the substrates

between the two active sites, relying on electrostatic interactions, occurs in the bifunctional enzymes of L.

major and L. tropica.[438,447,451,452]

A comparison of the trypanosomatidic TS domain sequences with the human enzyme reveals a particu-

larly high level of conservation (close to 100%), as can also be inferred from the binding site composition

shown in Figure 3.17. Most differences affecting the binding site region occur in the periphery of the ac-

tive site at residues that are pointing towards the protein surface (compare also Figure 3.15B). Further,

most substitutions do not affect the amino acid type with one notable exception: Ala111 of the human TS

variant, which is glycine in most trypanosomatids and aspartate in T. cruzi TS. In line with that, TcTS was

previously found to have an active site electrostatic potential more distinct from hTS than that of other

trypanosomatidic species.[453] However, in this comparative analysis of the TS-active site electrostatic po-

tential in 110 different organisms, the strong overall conservation was also evident, albeit pointing to some

potential differences in the five trypanosomatidic TS variants analyzed. This observation of differences be-

tween trypanosomatidic and other TS variants is further underlined when comparing the kinetic parameters,

since generally, the bifunctional enzyme shows a Km value for 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate about one order of
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magnitude higher than in the case of the human TS, as summarized in Table 3.10.

Lm DRT V T RVFWRGV E DIHIW GN L CH Q SCDMGLGVPFN S H Y H A MEMAV
Ld ... . . ....... . ..... .. . .. . ........... . . . . p .....
Li ... . . ....... . ..... .. . .. . ........... . . . . p .....
Ltr ... . . ....... . ..... .. . .. . ........... . . . . p ....l
Tc ... . . ....... . gv... d. . .. . ........... . . . . p .k...
Tbb ... . . ....... . g.... .. . .. . ........... . . . . v .....
Hs ... t . ....k.. . gvk.. a. . .. . .g......... . . . . t .....

Figure 3.17: Binding site alignment for the TS domains of parasitic bifunctional DHFR-TS enzymes and
monofunctional human TS. The numbering corresponds to LmDHFR-TS (Lm, top, black) and
hTS (Hs, bottom, green). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Ltr: L. tropica, Tc: T. cruzi and Tbb:
T. brucei brucei. The TS-binding site was inferred from all residues within 8 Å of the bound
MTX ligand in the human TS structure with PDB-ID 5x66. The purple highlighting marks the
key amino acid residue of TcTS, the aspartate in the position of Gly316 of LmTS, which differs
in amino acid type from the human TS variant. Residues highlighted in gray were more distant
from a bound ligand and often retained a similar type in comparison to the human protein.
Adapted from Panecka-Hofman et al.[258]

Species Substrate Km [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

H. sapiens 5,10-CH2 THF 8.0±0.3 7.4 Davisson et al.[454] 48759
H. sapiens 5,10-CH2 THF 10.1±0.7 - 31.0±8.3 7.5 Dolnick and

Cheng[390], Sergeeva
et al.[455]

48767, 5050

L. major 5,10-CH2 THF 79.0±5.0 7.4 Arrebola et al.[436] -
L. tropicaF 5,10-CH2 THF 35.0±4.0 7.8 Meek et al.[438] 39436
L. tropicaF 5,10-CH2 THF 65.0±8.0† 7.8 Meek et al.[438] 39437
T. cruzi 5,10-CH2 THF 58.0±5.0 7.8 Reche et al.[439] 57817

Table 3.10: Km values for the 5,10-CH2 THF substrate of TS/DHFR-TS measured at the given pH values, sum-
marized for different trypanosomatid species and the human homolog. F The L. tropica strain
in the study was resistant to MTX. †: Kapp

m . The reported kinetic data and further information
can be found via Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the given ID, where applicable.[422]

TS catalysis depends of the formation of a ternary complex with the 5,10-CH2 THF as well as the de-

oxyuridate. Mutation studies indicated that some residues rather distant from the active site can influence

this critical step, thus suggesting that for drug design against the parasitic TS, it may also be possible to

consider regions which do not lie directly in the highly conserved active site.[447,456]

Despite the binding sites strongly resembling one another, inhibitory compounds can moreover be found

to display distinct activities for parasitic and human TS variants: In a study of pteridine-based inhibitors

by Cavazzuti et al.[248], the compounds were assessed for their activities against human and L. major TS.

Some compounds solely presented activities against hTS (for example compounds 9j with a Ki of 13 µM

and 55 with a Ki of 3 µM) or were stronger inhibitors of hTS than of LmTS (for example compound 9m

with a Ki of 12 µM for hTS and 85 µM for LmTS). These differences could, for instance, be attributed to the

aforementioned aspects like altered protein dynamics or electrostatics on a more long-range scale.
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To conclude, means of selectively targeting parasitic TS may exist, but exploiting, in particular, the sub-

strate binding region, may prove difficult. The same holds true for the DHFR domain, although several

residues distinguish the parasitic variants from the human enzyme and selective targeting of the DHFR do-

main may thus still be a less challenging task than is the exploitation of TS. Finally, some first studies indicate

that a particularly interesting strategy could involve non-active site inhibitors targeted at the bifunctional

enzyme’s interdomain cleft, which could overcome the problem of selectivity. It is however important to

bear in mind that DHFR-TS inhibition still likely requires complementation by a PTR1 inhibitor.

3.3.4 Implications of the structural properties of DHFR-TS for the design of PTR1
inhibitors

As discussed, it is possible to selectively target parasitic DHFR and potentially also parasitic TS specifically.

However, when considering DHFR, PTR1 provides a metabolic bypass and thus needs to be simultaneously

considered, in particular in Leishmania.[423] Given that both enzymes are capable of binding the same

substrates, it is thus conceivable to consider targeting DHFR binding pockets with PTR1 inhibitors and vice

versa. On the other hand, the two different enzymes are structurally very diverse and do not show major

overlap in their binding site residues. PTR1 thereby seems to present an overall even more challenging and

restrictive target compared to parasitic DHFR as indicated by its lower averaged druggability score (PTR1

1.05±0.06 vs. parasitic DHFR 1.13±0.03, cf. also Tables 3.6 and 3.9). This score is in particular influenced

by the reduced volume and hydrophobicity of the PTR1 binding pocket when compared to DHFR.[258]

The substrate 2-amino-4-oxo-pteridine binding mode in PTR1 and DHFR clearly demonstrates a certain

degree of overlap between the formed interactions, even though different amino acids are involved in bind-

ing (compare surrounding residues in Figures 3.4C and 3.10C). As an example, the diphosphate of PTR1

fills in for an active site aspartate/glutamate of DHFR.[319,457] Further evidence, that a common inhibitory

scaffold for PTR1 and DHFR can be found, comes from the fact that the 2,4-diaminopteridine-based MTX

displays inhibition of both proteins (and, in addition, TS), albeit at different activity levels (see Table 3.11).

In the MTX pteridine core, both ring nitrogen N1 and the amino group in position 2 show hydrogen bonds

to the above mentioned negatively charged moieties, the phosphate groups of the NADP+ cofactor in PTR1

and an aspartate residue in parasitic DHFR (for instance Asp52 of LmDHFR; compare the alignments in Fig-

ure 3.12 and Figure 3.18). An additional confirmation that the key targets of MTX in T. brucei are DHFR-TS

and PTR1 was provided by pulldown assays performed with different antifolate beads, in which those with

MTX primarily were found to bind these two members of the folate pathway.[458]

On the other hand, the residues in the proximity of the pteridine core often show rather limited overlap

between the two parasitic targets, as can be seen from Figure 3.18B, and the core of MTX is still inspired

by the substrate, which should not show tight binding to its metabolizing enzyme. Consequently, it may be

difficult to find alternative scaffolds that would allow for tight binding in the depth of both protein pockets.
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PTR1

Species Ki [nM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

L. major 26.3±4.7 - 58.3±15.0 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56467, 56470,
56481

88.0±20.0 - 102.0±25.0 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56468, 56471
8.0 - 342.0±110.0 7.0 Bello et al.[239], Nare

et al.[372]
56469, 56472,
56789

L. donovani 1126.0 4.8 Chandrasekaran
et al.[419]

57083

L. tarentolae 28.3±8.0 - 62.3±22.0 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56492, 56493
30.0±1.0 6.0 Chang et al.[416] 59879

T. b. brucei 3.6 - 4.1 6.0 Shanks et al.[421] 56737, 56738
7.1±1.0 - 11.1±2.1† 6.0 Shanks et al.[421] 56737, 56738

DHFR

L. major 176.0±37.0 - 200.0±23.0 4.7 Nare et al.[372] 56473, 56476
191.0±50.0 - 265.0±28.0 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56474, 56477
509.0±185.0 - 801.0±172.0 7.0 Nare et al.[372] 56475, 56478
0.2 7.4 Arrebola et al.[436] 56533

L. tropicaF 0.13±0.04 7.0 Meek et al.[438] 39438
L. tarentolae 210.0±29.0 - 248.0±26.0 6.0 Nare et al.[372] 56494, 56495
T. cruzi‡ 0.005 - 0.009 7.0 Reche et al.[459] 57339, 57340
T. b. brucei 0.15 7.4 Shanks et al.[421] 56741

0.24±0.14† 7.4 Shanks et al.[421] 56741

H. sapiens 0.006 - 0.093±0.021 7.4-7.5 Jarabak and
Bachur[435], Cody
et al.[433]

21453, 37032

TS

L. major 600 - Cavazzuti et al.[248] -

H. sapiens 30000-54000 7.5 Dolnick and
Cheng[390]

48773

Table 3.11: Ki values of MTX against PTR1, DHFR and TS of different species. †: Ki values represent Kapp
i .

‡: The marked measurements were made on a mutant DHFR-TS with only the DHFR-domain
expressed. F The L. tropica strain in the study was MTX-resistant. The reported inhibitor data
and further information can be found via Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the given ID,
where applicable.[422]

Several groups in the MTX core however display no, indirect or only weak, interactions with PTR1 and

DHFR and could thus be fine-tuned to improve the binding to both targets. The proximity of ring nitrogen

position N5, which is only interacting with PTR1 via a bridging water molecule (see Figure 3.18A), includes

hydrophobic residues in both targets, for example Phe113 of LmPTR1 or Ile45 and Phe56 in LmDHFR

(Figure 3.18B), as well as the corresponding residues in other variants of PTR1 and DHFR (see sequence

alignments in Figures 3.6 and 3.12). Reduction of the ring system polarity could hence present a strategy to

improve complementarity with both binding pockets.

Inhibition potency for both PTR1 and parasitic DHFR can also be modulated by substitutions to N10:
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Figure 3.18: Comparison of MTX interaction patterns in the targets LmPTR1 and LmDHFR and the off-
target hDHFR (A) and comparison of residues in LmPTR1 and LmDHFR that could be targeted
by substitutions of a MTX-like scaffold to improve dual target inhibition (B), adapted from
Panecka-Hofman et al.[258] Residues within up to 5 Å of the atoms of MTX highlighted in gray
are covered, based on the LmPTR1 crystal structure with PDB-ID 1e7w and a docked pose of
MTX in a homology model of LmDHFR based on TcDHFR 3inv and the resemblance of the core
orientation to the TcDHFR-MTX complex 3cl9. Only heavy atoms were considered.
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LmDHFR has a number of nonpolar residues in the proximity of the nitrogen in MTX, for example Ile45,

Met53 and Val87. Similarly, LmPTR1 residues in the surrounding of N10 would include Phe113, Leu226,

Leu229 and Met233, thus suggesting that hydrophobic substitutions to the nitrogen may be beneficial for

both PTR1 and DHFR targeting. Further, the amide group in the tail of MTX does not directly interact with

either of the targets, as can be seen in Figure 3.18A. Since, as shown in Figure 3.18B, this portion is equally

surrounded by nonpolar or aromatic residues like Leu188, Tyr191, Met233 and His241 in LmPTR1 and

Met53, Val87, Phe91 and Leu94 in LmDHFR, a replacement by a group with reduced polarity compared to

the amide is another potentially favorable option for compounds targeting both targets simultaneously. A

drawback of the latter option is that the residues surrounding this moiety in PTR1 are somewhat species-

dependent, as can also be seen from the sequence alignment in Figure 3.6A. In particular, TbPTR1 has

cysteine instead of Leu188, Trypanosoma PTR1 variants have phenylalanine replacing Tyr191 and His241

corresponds to tryptophan in T. brucei and tyrosine in T. cruzi and other leishmanial PTR1 variants. Thus,

the degree of polarity differs between different PTR1s and optimization of the linkage should be performed

in the light of the specific target species sequence.

It is notable that parasitic DHFR variants do not have polar residues in the surrounding region of the

amide linkage and polar interactions could thus only be targeted at the protein backbone (see Figure 3.18B).

Hence, an increased hydrophobicity of groups in the tail region may particularly improve the complemen-

tation of the DHFR binding site. A way to introduce directional interactions with both targets could for

instance involve targeting the sulfur of methionines Met233 of LmPTR1 and Met53 of LmDHFR, which show

quite similar orientation relative to the tail of MTX in both targets, as indicated in Figure 3.19. Met233 of

LmPTR1 shows an overall slightly greater distance from MTX, but is part of a flexible loop region in PTR1

and thus more adaptive than Met53 of LmDHFR, being part of a helical region. Thus, a sufficiently flexible

substituent, for instance including halogens, could be developed to target both methionine residues.[440]

Similar considerations apply to the surrounding of the glutamic acid tail portion of MTX. The carboxylic

groups in the tail are exposed to the solvent and thus not directly interacting in PTR1 (see Figure 3.18A),

but do form hydrogen-bonds with backbone atoms or salt-bridges with positively charged arginines in DHFR

variants. However, PTR1 offers a number of nonpolar residues in the proximity of the tail portion, for

instance Pro115 and Tyr191 in LmPTR1 (see Figure 3.18B). Likewise, LmDHFR has residues such as Phe91,

Leu94 or the aliphatic side chain portions of lysine residues like Lys57 or Lys95 in the surrounding of the

glutamic acid tail of MTX. Thus, a less polar tail would agree well with the potential contact points of both

protein targets. However, given the polar hydroxyl group of the Tyr191 side chain in LmPTR1 also being in

the proximity of the tail, it may likewise be feasible to optimize the tail to specifically interact with polar

PTR1 residues. Their differences in different variants however again require the specific consideration of

the species of interest.
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Figure 3.19: Orientation of a conserved methionine residue in LmPTR1 (A) and LmDHFR (B) relative to the
tail of MTX. LmPTR1 (pink cartoon, PDB-ID 1e92) and LmDHFR (purple cartoon, published
homology model[258] based on PDB-ID 3inv) in complex with MTX (for LmPTR1, adapted
from TcPTR2, PDB-ID 1mxf and for LmDHFR from TcDHFR-TS PDB-ID 3cl9, sticks with cyan
carbons) and the NADP+ cofactor (sticks, black carbons). A methionine residue in roughly
similar orientation from the perspective of the MTX tail region is shown in sticks and distances
from some atoms in the MTX PABA and glutamic acid tail fragment are indicated by green
dashed lines and labeled in Å. Adapted from Panecka-Hofman et al.[258].

3.3.5 Dual inhibitors and their selectivity for parasitic proteins over human
off-targets

While PTR1 does not have a human homolog per se, the human variant of DHFR is an important off-

target that needs to be considered when aiming at the dual inhibition of PTR1 and parasitic DHFR variants.

Substrates like folate or folate-derived compounds and MTX-like inhibitors show fairly similar bound ori-

entations in all these proteins and also human TS.[258] This, in part, can be attributed to a rather flexible

connection between the compound pteridine-core and the PABA portion. The inhibition data of MTX, as

presented in Table 3.11, demonstrates that the most critical off-target is hDHFR with Ki values in the sub-

nanomolar range, while hTS is only affected at much lower levels (medium micromolar Ki).

Compounds of similar scaffold and size to folate or MTX, which bind to both parasitic DHFR and PTR1,

further have a high likelihood of fitting into the binding cavity of hDHFR as well, given that its average

pocket volume of 326±30 Å3 (see Table 3.9) lies between that of PTR1 and the parasitic variant (311±48 Å3

and 370±36 Å3, respectively; see Tables 3.6 and 3.9). In terms of the ratio of hydrogen bond donors and

acceptors, hDHFR, with a ratio of 0.73±0.05, is overall more similar to PTR1 (0.86±0.31), while para-

sitic DHFR has a distinctly higher ratio (1.42±0.37; see again Tables 3.6 and 3.9). The close structural

resemblance between parasitic and human DHFR and the fact that the hDHFR pocket properties appear as

intermediates between the two parasitic proteins or are more in line with PTR1, underline the challenging

factors involved in dual inhibitor design.[258] When optimizing inhibitors to simultaneously target the sub-

strate binding sites of PTR1 and parasitic DHFR, but avoid targeting hDHFR, consideration of individual

steric requirements and hydrogen bonding patterns or other directional interactions is required.[258]

The pteridine ring system of MTX complements the hydrogen bond acceptor pattern of hDHFR better
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than that of PTR1, specifically in the tail region (compare MIFs in Figures 3.8 and 3.14), which is consistent

with the interaction between MTX and hDHFR being stronger, as can be seen from the summarized Ki

data in Table 3.11. On the other hand, the core also plays a critical role: Schormann et al.[260] estimated

the binding affinity of a set of 2,4-diaminoquinazolines computationally and found that the compound

core, which largely resembles the pteridine of MTX, contributed 60-70% to the total binding energy. As a

consequence, optimization of a core to match with the hydrogen bond acceptor pattern of PTR1 would likely

impair interactions with hDHFR, however at the cost of simultaneously reducing ligand binding to parasitic

DHFR variants, since these show major overlap with the hydrogen bond donor/acceptor distribution of the

human counterpart in the depth of the binding pocket.

As discussed before, the MTX ligand is further well stabilized by hydrophobic interactions in hDHFR, as

can also be seen from the MIF calculation results in Figure 3.13. In PTR1, on the other hand, particularly the

core orientation of MTX agrees less well with the distribution of hydrophobic hot spots in the binding pocket,

as shown in Figure 3.8: PTR1 interactions are complemented better by the altered ring system of folate or

biopterin.[258] Further, as is for example evident from the mechanism of the two enzymes, PTR1 includes a

hydrogen bond-donating arginine, Arg17 in LmPTR1, interacting with the carbonyl in the substrate 2-amino-

4-oxo-pteridine ring, while the group only forms water-mediated interactions in DHFR (see Figures 3.5 and

3.11). Ring systems sharing the properties of folates may therefore allow for better binding to PTR1 and

lower the affinity towards DHFR.

On the other hand, a highly substrate-like compound may suffer limitations, since an enzyme is not de-

signed to strongly and permanently bind its substrate and other, undesired, but folate- or biopterin-binding

proteins may get affected as well. Overall, an anchoring compound core should feature modest interactions

with PTR1, parasitic and human DHFR while, due to the strong conservation, avoiding that binding is driven

by strong interactions with the DHFR binding site. Selective targeting of parasitic proteins and improved

ligand potencies can be modulated by alterations in the compound tail portion, which interacts with the

pocket entrance of DHFR, where some residues vary between human and parasitic protein variants.

Even residues buried deeper in the binding pocket, in particular in the surrounding of N10 of MTX

or folate-like scaffolds, can be exploited. For example, the secondary amine of folate is not forming any

hydrogen bonds in PTR1, but rather creates an intramolecular hydrogen bond with the nitrogen in position

five. In DHFR variants, on the other hand, it involves in interactions via bridging water molecules.[258] This

indicates, that substitutions at N10, which exploit differences in pocket shape or interacting residues can

improve the selectivity for PTR1 over the hDHFR off-target. However, this approach may again negatively

affect the affinity for parasitic DHFR variants, if a dual inhibition approach is desired.

Several examples for substituent variations on N10 can be found in the literature, for instance in the

context of anti-cancer compound design, when the goal was the inverse - optimizing compounds for higher

affinities to hDHFR, as achieved for MTX with a methyl substitution and several other derivatives, which

were also modified on N10.[391,392] In order to improve the selectivity for the T. cruzi DHFR variant, similarly,
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N10 substitutions allowed Zuccotto et al.[246] to reach an about 18-fold lower Ki for TcDHFR than hDHFR.

Using a comparable approach for optimization of PTR1 selectivity may be feasible equally: Particularly

charged and polar groups located in the rather conserved subpockets A and B (cf. also Figure 3.6) could be

targeted by corresponding polar groups on N10 with appropriate linkage length and flexibility, as supported

by the work of Corona et al.[460], presenting a series of selective LmPTR1-inhibiting 2,4-diaminopteridine

derivatives with differing N10 substitutions.

Tail portions of MTX-like compounds do not form stabilizing interactions in PTR1, since they are solvent

exposed and thus, there are few residues accessible for the tail fragment, as can be seen in Figure 3.20A and

the summary of surrounding residues in Figure 3.18B. This is strikingly different in all variants of DHFR, as

indicated also by the representative LmDHFR with MTX in Figure 3.20B: The glutamic acid tail is involved

in a number of hydrogen bonds and salt links with positively charged residues located around the pocket

entrance (see also Figure 3.18). This notion suggests another strategy to improve binding to PTR1 while

reducing the affinity for hDHFR: In agreement with the size of its primary substrate biopterin, a ligand with a

smaller tail region would be enclosed by the PTR1 pocket and overall better stabilized, whereas a part of the

DHFR pocket would remain unoccupied. However, this strategy similarly impairs interactions with parasitic

DHFR variants. Furthermore, evidence from crystallographic complexes points to the glutamic acid tail of

MTX largely retaining its flexibility when binding to PTR1, given several observed different conformations,

low occupancies and high temperature factors.[258] Thus, the tail flexibility likely translates into an entropic

contribution to the MTX binding in PTR1.

Figure 3.20: Methotrexate in complex with LmPTR1 (A) and LmDHFR (B). The proteins are shown in sur-
face representation (LmPTR1 in pink, PDB-ID 1e7w, and LmDHFR in purple, published homol-
ogy model[258] based on TcDHFR with PDB-ID 3inv) and MTX is shown in sticks with cyan
carbons (for LmDHFR, MTX from TcDHFR-TS PDB-ID 3cl9). In LmPTR1, the tail is largely
solvent-exposed (see the black arrow), whereas in LmDHFR, the tail region is enclosed by pro-
tein residues and thus not fully visible in part (B).

When aiming at the retention of the tail size, alternatively, one can aim at substituting the region such that
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sequence variations in the pocket entrance of hDHFR and parasitic DHFR can be exploited in conjunction

with residues or properties overlapping between parasitic DHFR and PTR1. Strategies to achieve that may

for instance involve Met53 or Phe91 of LmDHFR (being replaced by Phe32 and Asn65 in hDHFR). As already

indicated above (compare Figure 3.19), the sulfur of Met233 in LmPTR1 and Met53 in LmDHFR could be

targeted by a halogen substituent to the PABA ring system or the tail glutamic acid of MTX and similar

compounds, to achieve an interaction pattern beneficial for selectivity.

Likewise, the Phe→Asn difference between parasitic and human DHFR may allow for selectivity im-

provement by hydrophobic or aromatic substitutions around the amide linker and the glutamic acid tail:

In LmPTR1, residues like Phe113, Pro115, Leu188 and Tyr191 can be found located in the proximity of

the tail (see Figure 3.21A). A more hydrophobic or aromatic tail portion can thereby take advantage of the

rather similar placement of Phe91 in LmDHFR (see Figure 3.21B). It is however important to note that this

region is rather variable in sequence between different PTR1 variants, again requiring the consideration

of the specific composition of a species of interest during the design (compare the sequence alignment in

Figure 3.6A).

Figure 3.21: Orientation of hydrophobic and aromatic residues in LmPTR1 (A), which orient similarly to
Phe91 of LmDHFR (B) relative to the tail of MTX. LmPTR1 (pink cartoon, PDB-ID 1e92) and
LmDHFR (purple cartoon, published homology model[258] based on PDB-ID 3inv) in complex
with MTX (for LmPTR1 from TcPTR2 PDB-ID 1mxf, and for LmDHFR from TcDHFR-TS PDB-ID
3cl9, sticks with cyan carbons) and the NADP+ cofactor (sticks, black carbons). The hydropho-
bic and aromatic residues surrounding the MTX tail region in LmPTR1 and Phe91 of LmDHFR
are shown in sticks representation. Adapted from Panecka-Hofman et al.[258]

An example, where the Phe→Asn difference has been previously exploited to improve selectivity for Lm-

DHFR can be found in compound 6b (also termed PI in this thesis in Section 4.3) by Cavazzuti et al.[248]

In this compound, glutamic acid was converted into a piperidine ring, thus making the tail portion less

hydrophilic to impair interactions with Asn65 in hDHFR, and, on the other hand, improve interactions with

the phenylalanine of parasitic DHFR variants. As a result, 6b has an about 20-fold higher Ki for LmDHFR

than hDHFR (40 nM vs. 800 nM, respectively).[248] While MTX is significantly more active as an inhibitor

of different variants of parasitic DHFR (several reported Ki values ranging between 5 pM and 0.2 nM;
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see Table 3.11), its selectivity for parasitic DHFR is also much lower (for instance 4.5-fold for TcDHFR

over hDHFR; Zuccotto et al.[246]). The drop in activity for LmDHFR shown by 6b compared to MTX is

counterbalanced by a 5-fold lower Ki for LmPTR1 (6b Ki 37 nM vs. MTX Ki 180 nM, Cavazzuti et al.[248]).

This example shows that design of selective dual inhibitors of PTR1 and DHFR can be achieved, although

selectivity and potency improvement for targets need to be balanced and may at least partially be inversely

correlated, suggesting that dual inhibition might require a trade-off between selectivity and activity.

When a ligand binds to a protein, not only the spatial distribution of interacting portions, but also their

dynamic behavior, is relevant, since proteins and ligands adapt their conformations to one another. This can

occur on a very small scale, when amino acid side chains in the receptor reorient to improve interactions,

but also on a large and more global scale, for instance when loops open and close above a binding pocket,

allosteric regulations by larger structural reorganizations take place or whole domains move.

A particularly variable region in PTR1, which can be observed in crystallographic complexes of both

LmPTR1 and TbPTR1, is the substrate loop, which lines the binding pocket, as shown in Figure 3.4BC.[258]

Likewise, loop regions adjacent to the DHFR binding pocket have been observed to be conformationally vari-

able.[443] Such reorientations can result in the formation of transiently present subpockets or pocket regions

that are particularly variable. Importantly, analysis of the structural ensemble of crystallographic complexes

of TbPTR1, LmPTR1, TcDHFR and hDHFR demonstrated differing flexibility patterns in off-targets and tar-

gets for anti-folates.[258,261,461] An example of a transient pocket in TbPTR1 was observed around Trp221:

the residue, being part of subpocket D (see Figure 3.6D), allows for π-π interactions with aromatic moi-

eties in several ligands, which are mediated by its conformational adaptation to the ligand geometry, as

indicated in Figure 3.22. In detail, Trp221 orients differently in response to binding of folate, a medium

sized thiadiazole or a benzimidazole-based inhibitor, which binds into subpockets B, C and D, as can be seen

in Figure 3.22B-D.[241,245,251] As visible in the same Figure, another particularly flexible side chain can be

found in Cys168 of TbPTR1, which may however be influenced at least partially by the fact that this residue

is often oxidized in crystallographic complexes.[258] Generally, these flexibility patterns, in particular those

related to larger scale loop movements, are likely transferable to other PTR1 variants, although details will

differ, since for example Trp221 is replaced by histidine in LmPTR1 and tyrosine in other Leishmania PTR1

variants and TcPTR1 or Cys168 is leucine in all other PTR1s. The analysis of the fewer LmPTR1 complexes

however suggests that at least the overall pattern is comparable.[258]

Importantly, relative to common ligands like folate, conformationally adaptive regions are distributed

differently in the target TbPTR1 and the off-target hDHFR[258]: A particularly motile residue in hDHFR is

Phe32, which is located on the opposite side of the reference ligand, when aligning the proteins by the

ligand. Thus, when optimizing ligands for selectivity towards PTR1, flexible substitutions should be chosen

to face the more adaptive regions, while more rigid ligand portions should target the more rigid part of

the pocket.[258] This pattern would be favorable for binding to PTR1 from an entropic perspective, since

the binding would result in a smaller loss of entropy, but at the same time would be inconsistent with the
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Figure 3.22: Selected crystallographic complexes of TbPTR1 demonstrating the flexibility of the substrate
loop, as well as Cys168 and Trp221 as representative residues responsible for transient pockets
in TbPTR1.[258] (A) Structural overlay of crystallographic TbPTR1 complexes in cartoon repre-
sentation with different bound ligands shown as sticks. The following PDB-IDs are presented:
2vz0, 2wd8, 2x9n, 2yhi, 2yhu, 3bmc, 3jq6, 3jq7, 4cle and 4clo. The substrate loop is high-
lighted in blue. The important adapting residues Cys168 and Trp221 and the NADP+ cofactor
(black carbons) are shown as sticks. (B-D) Close-up view of selected complexes with differ-
ing ligand types and resulting amino acid residue orientations: (B) TbPTR1 with bound folate
(cyan carbons, PDB-ID 3bmc), (C) TbPTR1 with a bound thiadiazole (aquamarine carbons,
PDB-ID 2yhu) and (D) TbPTR1 with a bound benzimidazole in a non-classical binding mode
(green carbons, PDB-ID 2wd8). In (B) and (C) Cys168 bears an oxo-modification (marked by
*; this also affects further complexes in (A).

dynamic adaptation pattern of hDHFR.[258]

An entirely different strategy so far not exploited, may involve inhibitors of the interface of bifunctional

DHFR-TS like eosin B.[446] While the properties of the shallow binding groove would need to be carefully

mapped and explored, the respective region is specific to the parasitic protein variant. Given that eosin

B contains a core made up from three fused aromatic rings and the fact that the PTR1 pocket was found

sufficiently large for considering such bulkier core scaffolds, it could be an interesting approach to work

towards well-defined non-active site inhibitors of bifunctional DHFR-TS and consider their suitability for

simultaneous targeting of the PTR1 binding pocket.

Overall, the presented comparative analysis shows that both globally and at the level of specific residues,

overlap between different parasitic target proteins, as well as differences between parasitic targets and

human off-targets, can be found. Differing interaction hot spots and dynamics can support selectivity opti-

mization, when improving different regions in antifolate-like compounds, or in principle, any other type of

PTR1 and/or parasitic DHFR-TS inhibitor but many optimization strategies remain challenged by the close

relationship between human and trypanosomatidic DHFR.

3.3.6 Other proteins on the folate pathway

Both PTR1 and the DHFR domain of the bifunctional DHFR-TS can reduce folate species to form tetrahydro-

folate. The TS domain requires a modified variant, namely 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate, and then regenerates
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dihydrofolate during dTMP synthesis. In Leishmania, two enzymes are involved in linking the reactions

of DHFR-TS together by converting the DHFR reaction product tetrahydrofolate into the TS reaction educt

5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate, namely the serine hydroxymethyltransferase (SHMT) and a component of the

glycine cleavage system (GCS).[242,458] The 5,10-CH2 THF metabolite is further undergoing conversions to

5,10-methenyl- (5,10-CH=), 5-formyl- and 10-formyl-THF, catalyzed by a number of other folate pathway

enzymes and members of associated downstream pathways, leading, for example, to the methionine syn-

thesis and the mitochondrial protein biosynthesis.[242,458] While the implications for structure-based drug

design, targeted mainly at the folate-activating enzymes DHFR and PTR1, have already been covered, sev-

eral challenges, in particular associated with dual inhibition approaches were also discussed. It is thus

interesting to explore further proteins involved in the folate pathway for their suitability as alternative or

additional targets. Here, taking the folate pathway pocketome of Leishmania major into consideration, I

investigate their binding site composition, implications for drug design efforts and, in part, their property

overlap with the presented primary key targets to open up ways for further design strategies of parasitic

folate pathway inhibitors.

Conversion between THF and 5,10-CH2 THF: the serine hydroxymethyltransferase and the glycine

cleavage system

The Leishmania major serine hydroxymethyl transferase (SHMT, EC 2.1.2.1) is a homotetrameric enzyme

with a pyridoxal phosphate cofactor (PLP, also vitamin B6; see Figure 3.23). It catalyzes the reversible

conversion of tetrahydrofolate and 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate coupled with the transformation between L-

serine and glycine, as shown in Figure 3.24A.[462,463] In both humans and Leishmania, the folate pathway is

compartmentalized and Leishmania and humans both have a cytosolic (cSHMT) and a mitochondrial form

of SHMT (mSHMT).[367,394] This enzyme however represents one example for the diversity of the folate

pathway in different trypanosomatids: T. cruzi only has a single cytosolic SHMT isoform and the enzyme

appears to be fully absent in T. brucei.[394,464] In addition, in contrast to the homotetrameric SHMT of

Leishmania, the T. cruzi SHMT appears to be active as a monomer, suggesting further differences of the

different trypanosomatidic enzymes.[464]

Trypanosomatidic SHMT shares about 50-55% global sequence identity with the human enzyme variant.

However, in the THF binding pocket, only very few residues differ between human SHMT and mitochondrial

Leishmania SHMT, and even fewer between human SHMT and trypanosomatidic cytosolic SHMT variants:

Importantly, only one single pocket residue is different from its mammalian counterpart in all variants of

both Leishmania and T. cruzi, namely Ala143 of mitochondrial LmSHMT (see Figure 3.23D) and the corre-

sponding serine of cytosolic LmSHMT and TcSHMT, which is replaced by an aspartate in both mammalian

isoforms. In addition, the cytosolic isoform of L. major SHMT can be discriminated from the mammalian

enzyme by the presence of valine in the position of Leu158 of mitochondrial LmSHMT and methionine in

the position of Gln387, which correspond to isoleucine and leucine, respectively, in human SHMT (see Fig-
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Figure 3.23: Structural overview of the mitochondrial LmSHMT and sequence alignment of the SHMT
tetrahydrofolate binding site. (A, B) The homology model of mitochondrial LmSHMT based
on a rabbit SHMT structure, PDB-ID 1ls3, shown in surface representation (different subunits
colored differently and labeled as tight- or loose-binding) with bound poly-glutamylated 5-
formyl THF in sticks (adapted from 1ls3 chain B, cyan carbons). In (B), only a dimer of a
tight- and a loose-binding subunit is shown, rotated by about 90° relative to (A). The tail of
the THF derivative bound to the tight-binding subunit is in contact with residues in the loose-
binding subunit. In (C), LmSHMT is shown in cartoon representation with the PLP cofactor
(black carbons) covalently attached to Lys254 (see also the isolated PLP structure in part (E)).
Only residues interacting with the bound ligand or being conserved in Leishmania mSHMT, but
different from the mammalian SHMT residue composition, are shown as sticks (see sequence
alignment in (D)). The ligand tail portion is flexible and different orientations were observed
in the template crystal structure and related structures, suggesting alternative possible tail con-
formations. (D) Alignment of residues in the THF binding site of SHMT. Residue numbering
corresponds to mSHMT of L. major (Lm). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T. cruzi. All pre-
sented sequences are either for mitochondrial isoforms (prefix m for the species indicator) or
cytosolic isoforms (c). Mammalian SHMT isoforms are labeled in green with Oc: rabbit (Oryc-
tolagus cuniculus) and Hs: Homo sapiens. The binding site was inferred as all residues within
5 Å of the bound poly-glutamylated 5-formyl THF ligand (based on PDB-ID 1ls3, see A-C).
Ala143 of L. major mSHMT and the corresponding residues in other trypanosomatidic SHMTs
are marked in pale green and correspond to the only position where all parasitic SHMTs differ
from mammalian SHMTs. Residues highlighted in gray differ between leishmanial mitochon-
drial isoforms and mammalian SHMT. Green triangles below the alignment mark residues that
are in contact with bound ligands in a neighboring subunit in the tetramer (compare BC).

ure 3.23D). However, these residues are likely to be difficult to exploit for the design of specific parasite

SHMT inhibitors, since the differing residues are still apolar and located in likely flexible loop regions close

to the pocket entrance (see Figure 3.23C for residue positions).
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Figure 3.24: Reactions catalyzed by Leishmania major SHMT. (A) Primary, reversible reaction catalyzed by
SHMT, converting tetrahydrofolate into 5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate and L-serine into glycine.
(B) An alternative reaction product of leishmanial cytosolic SHMT: 5-formyl THF (also termed
folinic acid or leucovorin).

A small number of additional differences can however be observed in the mitochondrial SHMT isoforms

of Leishmania, which were thus further characterized by homology modeling. Importantly, although the

selected templates were cytosolic SHMT isoforms, which, generally, were available at higher resolution,

structurally, there is no difference between cytosolic and mitochondrial SHMT.[465] Cytosolic SHMT shows

another structural property, that, given the close structural relationship, may likewise apply to the mitochon-

drial enzyme: On the basis of crystallographic evidence for mouse cytosolic SHMT (90% sequence identity

with human cSHMT), two of the SHMT subunits were found to show tight binding of folate species, whereas

the neighboring subunits were loose-binding, together forming an asymmetric dimer of non-equivalent do-

mains (compare Figure 3.23B).[466] Ligand binding and catalytic activity may therefore mainly occur in two

of the four potential binding sites, namely in the tight-binding subunits, which was suggested to similarly

apply to the Leishmania enzyme.[466,467] Thus, while one of the LmSHMT homology models was built on

the basis of a human cSHMT apo-structure (PDB-ID 1bj4), a second model was based on the tight-binding

subunit of rabbit cSHMT (chain B of PDB-ID 1ls3). While the mitochondrial SHMT may show a different

binding behavior, tight- and loose-binding subunits are structurally highly similar (overall RMSD between

the tight- and loose-binding subunits of 1ls3 about 0.15 Å) and consequently, homology models based on

putative loose-binding subunits were not found to differ in structure from those based on tight-binding ones.

In mitochondrial SHMT, in addition to the aforementioned Ala143, Ser140, Gln142 and Gln387 of

LmSHMT and the equivalent residues of other mitochondrial Leishmania SHMT variants are differing in

amino acid type when compared to the corresponding aspartate, proline and leucine/isoleucine in the mam-

malian variants (and parasitic cytosolic SHMT). However, as can be seen in Figure 3.23C, these residues are

all rather distant from the bound ligand and again mostly in loop regions and in part solvent-exposed. While

the large, expanded tail region of the polyglutamylated 5-formyl THF can form potential contacts with some

of the exposed, polar residues, a more typical drug-like compound of limited size may not be suitable to

exploit the residues in the pocket entrance region.

A final difference, located on the other side of the ligand in a loop close to the interface with the neigh-

boring subunit, is Leu158, which may be more accessible to the ligand tail and conformationally more
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restrained by the adjacent interface with another domain, but since it corresponds to isoleucine in the mam-

malian variants, it has only minor steric implications. Taken together, these findings suggest that SHMT

represents a very challenging target from a structural perspective when considering the THF binding site.

The mitochondrial isoform of Leishmania SHMT has a few more interaction points differing from both hu-

man SHMT isoforms than the cytosolic variant and may therefore represent the more suitable choice for the

design of selective inhibitors, but it is hindered by its location inside the parasite mitochondrion.

The cytosolic variant of Leishmania SHMT, on the other hand, catalyzes a second reaction that may im-

pact the entire pathway by converting 5,10-CH2 THF to 5-formyl THF (also folinic acid or leucovorin, see

Figure 3.24C).[242,468,469] This folate metabolite represents an inhibitor of several enzymes associated with

the folate pathway, binding for instance DHFR, SHMT and DHCH and may serve regulatory purposes, al-

though its biological function in Leishmania is not fully elucidated to date.[242,468,469] 5-formyl THF binds

both cSHMT and mSHMT, although comparative studies of the zebrafish SHMT variants, being close ho-

mologs of the human enzyme, suggest that the inhibition differs for the two different SHMT isoforms.[470]

In anti-cancer therapy, 5-formyl THF is used as a rescue agent in combination with antifolates like MTX

or pyrimethamine, since it was proposed not to require the activation by DHFR, but to serve as a folate

metabolite to fuel other downstream enzymatic reactions - suggesting a potential contribution to alleviate

the effect of anti-folates in Leishmania.[242,468,471,472] Consistently, overexpression of the cytosolic SHMT of

L. major was found to affect MTX resistance, whereas overexpression of the mitochondrial isoform had no

notable effect.[394] The parasite can convert 5-formyl THF into 5,10-CH2 THF by an ATP-dependent 5-formyl

THF cycloligase and thereby allow its re-entry into the metabolic reactions of the folate pathway.[242]

While for trypanosomatids, mainly cytosolic enzymes have been kinetically characterized, data for human

SHMT variants suggest potential kinetic differences with the cytosolic enzyme being slightly more efficient

in terms of its Km for THF, as summarized in Table 3.12. In addition to 5-formyl THF, at least T. cruzi SHMT

was also observed to be affected by inhibition by a substrate-related molecule, with folate showing a Kapp
i of

about 40 µM on the enzyme (Table 3.12), suggesting another type of regulatory mechanism for the SHMT

activity dependent on the substrate pool.

Species Isoform Substrate Km [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

H. sapiens mitochondrial THF 23.0 7.2 Giardina et al.[465] 63356
H. sapiens cytosolic THF 5.2±0.6 - 7.0±1.0 7.0 Pinthong et al.[473] 65040, 65041
T. cruzi cytosolic THF 110.0 8.3 Capelluto et al.[464] 56781
L. donovani cytosolic THF 1400.0±60.0 7.4 Gandhi et al.[474] -

Species Isoform Substrate Ki [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

T. cruzi cytosolic FOL 36.0-40.0‡ 8.3 Capelluto et al.[464] 56779, 56780

Table 3.12: Km values for the THF substrate at the given pH values, summarized for different SHMT variants
in the trypanosomatidic species and humans and Ki value of the substrate-related T. cruzi SHMT
inhibitor, folate (FOL). ‡: Kapp

i . The reported data and further information can be found via
Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the given ID.[422]
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

The fact that SHMT in Leishmania can be found preferentially expressed in the intracellular amastigote

stage makes it interesting as a potential target.[394,467] However, the strong resemblance of the cytosolic

variant and the human enzymes will render targeting of the folate binding pocket highly challenging. Known

putative inhibitors of the human SHMT, that do not target the (entire) folate binding site, like the small

thiosemicarbazide or D-cycloserine, were found to be poorly active on Leishmania major promastigote cells,

possibly due to limitations in the compound transport rather than the effect on the enzyme itself.[394] If

SHMT can be exploited at all, it may nonetheless be more accessible to the targeting of alternative pocket

regions and further studies of structure and dynamics of the trypanosomatidic enzyme are warranted to

allow for mapping differences to the human enzyme variants. Moreover, improved understanding of the

role of 5-formyl THF in Leishmania may be important to assess whether the secondary catalytic function

of cytosolic SHMT presents an important influence on the effectiveness of antifolates designed to target

Leishmania folate pathway enzymes.

In addition to SHMT, Leishmania has a second way of converting THF: The glycine cleavage system (GCS)

constitutes a mitochondrial enzyme complex of multiples of the following four proteins: PLP-dependent P-

proteins performing a decarboxylation reaction (EC 1.4.4.2, for L. major UniProt-ID Q4Q9I8), THF-binding

aminomethyl transferase T-proteins converting THF into 5,10-CH2 THF (EC 2.1.2.10, for L. major UniProt-

ID Q4Q135), the H-proteins using the lipoyl cofactor to function as a methylamine carrier between P- and

T-proteins (for L. major UniProt-ID E9AFU9) and the dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenases or L-proteins.[242]

The GCS reaction is shown schematically in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.25: Reaction of the glycine cleavage system. (A) Schematic overview of the reactions performed
by the entire complex, with the T-protein performing the conversion of tetrahydrofolate to
5,10-CH2 tetrahydrofolate (gray box), the H-protein functioning as a carrier for the lipoyl co-
factor (shown in green) between all other proteins of the GCS, the L-protein acting as a di-
hydrolipoamide dehydrogenase and the P-protein performing a decarboxylation reaction. The
presented mechanism was adapted from Kikuchi et al.[475] and Scott et al.[476] and a summary
of the net GCS reaction is shown in (B).

Importantly, in contrast to SHMT, the GCS can be found in all three major trypanosomatids, including T.
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brucei. Thus, not only does the GCS provide functional redundancy of the THF ↔ 5,10-CH2 THF intercon-

version in Leishmania, but its T-protein may also be a highly important metabolic key player for T. brucei,

which lacks the SHMT.[242,476]

Among the proteins of the GCS, the folate-binding T-protein is the one with the most likely overlap of

binding site features with other folate pathway enzymes and was thus modeled and will be discussed at

greater detail. Trypanosomatidic GCS-T shares approximately 38-43% sequence identity with the human

enzyme variant - a lower identity than for SHMT. The binding site of trypanosomatidic GCS-T, shown in

the sequence alignment in Figure 3.26C, involves a number of interesting differences in comparison to its

human homolog: for example, Ala88 of LmGCS-T corresponds to threonine, Thr90 to serine, Cys103 to

leucine, Leu116 (isoleucine and valine in T. cruzi and T. brucei, respectively) to serine and Arg374 (Lys in T.

cruzi) to threonine in the human GCS-T protein. All mentioned residues differ from the human enzyme, are

at least conserved by type throughout all trypanosomatidic species and, in part, found in close proximity to

a bound THF-like ligand, as can be seen in Figure 3.26B.

Additional residues, that are non-conserved between the considered trypanosomatids, may also be suit-

able for selectivity optimization against a specific species: for instance, Val57 of LmGCS-T is shared with

T. cruzi, while T. brucei has a phenylalanine instead of the human methionine residue. Further, most try-

panosomatids except T. cruzi share a methionine in the position of LmGCS-T Met91, replacing the human

leucine, the Leishmania protein has Phe113 whereas the human variant has a tyrosine residue, while both

Trypanosoma proteins have aliphatic residues in the same position. In contrast to LmGCS-T and human

GCS-T, which share the residue type, T. brucei and T. cruzi in addition differ in the positions of Leu151,

Gly195 and Glu203 of LmGCS-T, having isoleucine and methionine, serine and aspartate, respectively. Most

trypanosomatids have an asparagine in the position of Asn241, with the exception of T. cruzi, which shares

the cysteine of the human variant. T. cruzi GCS-T moreover shares leucine with human GCS-T in the posi-

tion of Phe258 of LmGCS-T, which corresponds to phenylalanine in all Leishmania variants and cysteine in

T. brucei. Finally, in position Ala370, other Leishmania variants share the human threonine, but T. cruzi has

glutamine and T. brucei a proline residue. In conclusion, GCS-T as a potential target would offer a number

of differences that could be exploited to achieve selectivity for the parasitic protein variant over the human

GCS-T proteins.

However, as in the case of the more promising mitochondrial SHMT isoform in Leishmania, which shows

greater sequence diversity compared to the mammalian enzyme, GCS-T is a mitochondrial enzyme and

thus, any compound targeting the T-protein would have to first cross the mitochondrial membrane, suggest-

ing further limitations and complications to its suitability as a drug target alternative. It may thus be critical

to first investigate possibilities to specifically target a drug to the parasitic mitochondrion. For humans,

strategies to deliver compounds to mitochondria, for instance with peptide-derivatives, have been described

for instance in the context of anti-cancer drug design efforts.[477,478,479] The kinetoplastid mitochondrion is

further known to differ from its mammalian counterparts in various aspects, raising the question whether
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Figure 3.26: Structural overview of a homology model of the LmGCS T-protein based on the human GCS-
T structure with PDB-ID 1wsv (A, B) and alignment of the GCS-T binding site residues (C).
LmGCS-T (yellow surface (A) and cartoon (B)) with bound 5-CH3 THF (cyan sticks) adopted
from the template. In (B), selected interacting residues and residues differing between try-
panosomatidic and mammalian GCS-T are shown as sticks and hydrogen bonds were indicated
by dashed lines. (C) Alignment of residues in the THF binding site region of the GCS T-protein.
Residue numbering corresponds to LmGCS-T (Lm). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T.
cruzi and Tbb: T. brucei brucei. Human GCS-T (Hs) is marked in green. The GCS-T-binding
site was inferred from all residues within 5 Å of the bound 5-CH3 THF ligand from the human
GCS-T with PDB-ID 1wsv. Residues highlighted in yellow differ between trypanosomatidic and
mammalian enzyme variants and those highlighted in gray differ in type, but only between
some trypanosomatidic variants and the mammalian counterpart.

specific properties or transporters exclusive to the parasite could be exploited to make targets in the mito-

chondrion accessible.[480] Given the compartmentalized folate pathway of Leishmania, efficient transporters

to import folate species into the mitochondrion must exist and their characterization might open up further

perspectives for targeting the mitochondrial folate pathway enzymes.

Although more sensitive to MTX, L. major null mutants of the gene encoding the GCS-P protein were

found viable and retained some of their virulence.[476] This raises the question whether perturbing the GCS

reaction, in particular in trypanosomatids having SHMT as well, will be sufficient to affect the entire path-

way. The strong resemblance of human and parasite SHMT poses a major challenge for the exploitation of

SHMT as a secondary target choice, but interestingly, it was proposed that Leishmania may feature a mito-

chondrial isoform of DHFR and notable overlap between the interaction patterns of LmDHFR and LmGCS-T

with THF can be found, as shown in Figure 3.27A.[242]
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of THF interaction patterns in the mitochondrial DHFR, SHMT and GCS-T enzymes
of Leishmania major (A) and comparison of residues in LmDHFR and LmGCS-T that could
be targeted by substitutions of a substrate-like scaffold to achieve dual target inhibition (B).
Residues within up to 5 Å of the atoms of THF highlighted in gray are covered, based on docked
poses of THF in homology models of LmDHFR (based on TcDHFR 3inv) and LmGCS-T (based
on human GCS-T 1wsv) and the resemblance of the compound orientation to the TcDHFR-THF
complex 5t7o and the template complex of human GCS-T with 5-CH3 THF. Only heavy atoms
were considered.
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Thus, it was interesting to investigate the potential overlap of amino acid residues surrounding certain

substrate moieties in the two enzymes to determine whether alternative target combinations could be used

in a dual inhibition approach similar to what was described for PTR1 and DHFR.

As an example, in the proximity of N8, interacting only with the backbone in both LmDHFR and LmGCS-

T, both polar and hydrophobic contact points can be found (see Figure 3.27B). Of special interest are Cys103

and Leu116 of LmGCS-T, which correspond to leucine and serine, respectively, in human GCS-T (compare

the sequence alignment in Figure 3.26C). Both residues are close to one another in their 3D orientation (see

Figure 3.26B) and a substituent may be designed to complement the interaction pattern of LmGCS-T, thus

being poorly compatible with the human variant, where the two residue types are swapped. However, the

only difference between the human and the parasite DHFR close to N8 is Ile45 of LmDHFR corresponding to

leucine in the human variant, which would only result in minor sterical differences (compare the sequence

alignment in Figure 3.12). In the proximity of the non-interacting N5, on the other hand, in LmDHFR,

Met53, corresponding to a phenylalanine in the human enzyme, is found and may be exploited for selectivity.

No interactions with the amide linker were observed in any of the potential targets and both LmGCS-T and

LmDHFR share several nonpolar residues around the linkage, thus suggesting a benefit of a more nonpolar

linker. The tail region of substrates interacts with backbone, polar or basic residues in LmDHFR, LmGCS-T

and LmSHMT. In both LmDHFR and LmGCS-T, nonpolar residues surround the tail carboxyl groups, making

a tail with decreased polarity agree with the interaction pattern in both targets. This may also allow for

improved selectivity, with Phe91 of LmDHFR and Ala88 of LmGCS-T being replaced by the more polar

asparagine and threonine in the corresponding human enzyme variants. While the amino acids surrounding

a substrate-like scaffold in LmDHFR and LmGCS-T overall show some notable overlap, a compound being

designed to target both enzymes would be very challenging to be optimized for selectivity, as expressed

by the few examples of residues to be exploited for selectivity enhancement discussed above. If, however,

selective targeting of the kinetoplastid mitochondrion can be achieved, a compound could well be designed

such that it would affect both a mitochondrial form of DHFR and the GCS-T protein simultaneously to

maximize the impact of the compound on the parasitic folate pathway.

Methylene THF dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase and folate ligase

The N5,N10-methylene tetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase/cyclohydrolase (DHCH) or C-1-THF synthase of

Leishmania is a bifunctional cytosolic enzyme showing both methylene THF dehydrogenase (EC 1.5.1.5,

see Figure 3.28C) and cyclohydrolase activity (EC 3.5.4.9, Figure 3.28D), ultimately leading to the forma-

tion of 10-formyl THF.[388,481,482] Leishmania and T. cruzi, in addition, have a separate folate ligase (FTL,

EC 6.3.4.3) to synthesize 10-formyl THF directly from THF, another example of a folate pathway enzyme

that is present in the two major parasitic species with intracellular lifecycle stages, but not found in T.

brucei.[388,481,482] In the mammalian cytosolic enzyme, in contrast, FTL is part of a trifunctional DHCH,

whereas in the mammalian mitochondria a bifunctional DHCH and a separate FTL enzyme can be found,
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thus resembling the architecture of the cytosolic enzymes of Leishmania.[393,483,484,485,486] In most strains

of Leishmania and T. cruzi, the presence of a mitochondrial enzyme variant was proposed, whereas L. major

and T. brucei have no functional mitochondrial DHCH.[481,482,487]

Structurally, the dimeric cytosolic DHCH of L. major resembles the human enzyme variant and many of

the residues involved in ligand and cofactor interactions observed in a crystallographic complex of human

DHCH with a bound NADPH/NADP+ cofactor and an inhibitory 5,10-CH2 THF derivative are conserved

in the Leishmania enzyme variant.[481,488,489] An overview of the binding site architecture of the parasitic

enzyme is presented in Figure 3.28AB.

Figure 3.28: Structural overview of LmDHCH based on the crystal structure with PDB-ID 4a26, com-
bined with the NADP+ cofactor and a substrate-derived inhibitory compound (A, B) and
reactions catalyzed by DHCH: The NADP+-dependent methylene dehydrogenase reaction
(C, EC 1.5.1.5) and the cyclohydrolase reaction (D, EC 3.5.4.9). LmDHCH (blue sur-
face (A) and cartoon (B, rotated about 50° about the x-axis relative to (A))) with
bound (2S)-2-(4-[(6aR)-3-amino-1,9-dioxo-5,6,6a,7-tetrahydro-4H-imidazo [1,5-f]pteridin-8-
yl]benzoylamino)pentanedioic acid (cyan sticks) and an NADP+ cofactor (black carbons)
adopted from the human DHCH model with PDB-ID 6ecq. In (B), interacting residues are
shown as sticks and hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines.
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Kinetoplastid DHCH shares about 39-45% overall sequence identity with the DHCH domain of the human

cytosolic enzyme and about 36-37% with the human mitochondrial DHCH variant.[481] L. major and T. brucei

DHCH are overall about 58% identical in sequence. The binding site for folate species is however highly

conserved, as can be seen in the sequence alignment in Figure 3.29A. Most residues differing between

trypanosomatidic and human cytosolic enzyme variants are either valines, leucines or isoleucines, leading

to only minor variations in the spatial properties of the binding pocket. Only residue Thr238 of LmDHCH

may serve as a polar interaction point in the folate binding site of the trypanosomatidic enzyme, which

corresponds to a nonpolar isoleucine residue in the human protein variant. However, this residue is located

rather distantly from a bound substrate-like ligand, as can be seen in Figure 3.28B, and may thus also be

complicated to exploit for selectivity optimization. On the other hand, many of the aliphatic residues line

the binding site, so the spatial changes arising from interchanged aliphatic amino acids may allow for the

design of specific ligands with a better sterical fit to the trypanosomatidic enzyme binding pocket. Again,

the differing residues are largely distant from the substrate-like ligand, while the ligand-enclosing amino

acid residues are almost entirely conserved (compare Figure 3.28B and 3.29A). A few additional differences

can be found between human mitochondrial DHCH and both the human cytosolic and the trypanosomatidic

enzyme variant, but these equally are largely not in the immediate proximity of the ligand. Known inhibitors

of trypanosomatidic PTR1 and DHFR, for instance MTX, did not show an effect on L. major DHCH.[487]
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Figure 3.29: Alignment of residues in the folate-species binding site of the DHCH enzyme (A) and an in-
hibitor of T. brucei DHCH (B). (A) Residue numbering corresponds to LmDHCH (Lm). Ld: L.
donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T. cruzi, Tbb: T. brucei brucei. The human DHCH (Hs) is high-
lighted in green and the cytosolic (c) and mitochondrial (m) variant are shown. The binding
site was inferred from all residues within 5 Å of the 5,10-CH2 THF derivative being an in-
hibitor of human DHCH (from PDB-ID 6ecq; see Figure 3.28B), which was adopted into the
LmDHCH enzyme. For the human cytosolic DHCH, only the DHCH domain was considered
in the alignment (residues 1-301 of UniProt-ID P11586). All trypanosomatidic enzymes in
the alignment are cytosolic. Residue Thr238 of LmDHCH, marked in lilac, is the only residue
common to all trypanosomatids that differs in type from the corresponding residue in human
DHCH. Residues marked in gray differ between some or all trypanosomatidic and the human
enzyme variants, but are commonly aliphatic and thus mostly resulting in sterical variations
only. (B) The TbDHCH inhibitor 23 described by Eadsforth et al.[262]

Starting from inhibitors of human and bacterial DHCH, Eadsforth et al.[262] attempted the development

of compounds specifically targeting T. brucei DHCH, since the absence of FTL makes this trypanosomatid

more susceptible to the effect of DHCH inhibition.[488,490] The analysis of crystallographic data of a 2,5,6-
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triamino-4-hydroxypyrimidine scaffold (compare Figure 3.29B) informed the design of a set of derivatives

and resulted in Ki values against T. brucei DHCH in the range of 0.5±0.7 µM to 168.0±8.5 µM.[262] While the

newly designed compounds were all inactive against the parasite, the initial lead 23, shown in Figure 3.29B,

with a Ki of 1.1±0.8 µM against TbDHCH inhibited T. brucei bloodstream forms in vitro with an IC50 of

49.0±3.2 µM.[262] Importantly, although a different structure had initially been assigned to the inhibitor

of human DHCH, attempts at compound resynthesis and post-analysis of the crystallographic data later

suggested that compound 23 might have been previously tested against the human enzyme where it showed

a Ki of about 3 nM.[488,489,490] This almost three orders of magnitude stronger inhibition of the human

enzyme observed for 23 or a close derivative underlines the challenge in selectively targeting the parasitic

enzyme, given the highly conserved binding pocket. Moreover, 23, being the most selective compound in the

study of TbDHCH inhibitors, showed only a 4-fold selectivity for the parasite on the basis of the in vitro data

against T. brucei bloodstream forms and THP1-derived human macrophages.[262] Thus, it remains critical to

further optimize inhibitors on the target level, where, given the close relationship of the human and parasitic

enzyme variants, aspects beyond the differences in binding site residues may have to be considered, for

instance related to the enzyme dynamics.

While DHCH can be viewed as an interesting potential target in T. brucei, as it presents the only way for

the parasite to create 10-formyl THF, DHCH was also found to be essential in Leishmania major in spite of

the presence of FTL as a second metabolic route to 10-formyl THF production.[262,482,487] It was impossible

to obtain null mutants of the DHCH encoding gene unless additional FTL was expressed, suggesting that the

wildtype levels of FTL alone were insufficient to retain the required 10-formyl THF pools and consistently,

FTL itself is not directly essential to parasite survival nor does it affect parasite virulence or differentia-

tion.[482,487] FTL catalyzes the ATP-dependent direct addition of formate to THF, as shown in Figure 3.30C.

The ATP-binding site is found adjacent to the THF binding site, with the pteridine ring of THF and the

adenine of ATP overlapping, both forming π-π interactions with Phe444 and Trp474 of LmFTL, as is also

indicated in Figure 3.30A. Thus, the FTL reaction likely follows an ordered mechanism for the substrate

binding with ATP entering the pocket before THF.[491]

A number of differences in the pocket composition can be noticed between LmFTL and its human ho-

molog: For instance, Arg443 and Ser445 of LmFTL are conserved in Leishmania, T. cruzi has histidine and

alanine in the same positions, whereas the corresponding residues in the human cytosolic enzyme are ala-

nine and lysine, respectively (see Figure 3.31). Thus, in the human enzyme, the small, rather nonpolar

alanine takes the position of a basic residue (corresponding to Arg443 of LmFTL), while the basic lysine is

either swapped by the polar serine in Leishmania (Ser445 in LmFTL) or the nonpolar alanine in T. cruzi,

thereby inverting the interaction pattern in the immediate proximity of a bound folate ligand (compare

Figure 3.30B). Furthermore, the loop region with residues Val470, Thr471 and Asp472 of LmFTL, although

in part more distant from the ligand, may be of interest: With the exception of Asp472, which corresponds

to asparagine in T. cruzi, these residues are conserved in the trypanosomatidic enzyme variants, while the
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Figure 3.30: Structural overview of the LmFTL homology model based on the Moorella thermoacetica FTL
crystal structure with PDB-ID 4iom in complex with folate (A, B) and the reaction catalyzed by
FTL (C). LmFTL (blue surface (A) and cartoon (B)) is shown with a bound folate ligand (cyan
sticks). In (A), bound ADP from the related crystallographic complex 4iok is shown in addition
(ball-and-stick, black carbons) to indicate the position of the ATP-binding site adjacent to the
folate binding site, but with partial overlap. In (B), residues interacting with folate are shown
as sticks and a hydrogen bond is indicated by a dashed line.

human enzyme has an entirely different loop composed of lysine, cysteine and threonine, which may again

differentially affect the interaction pattern around the bound ligand (Figures 3.30B and 3.31). Finally, some

further differences specific to Leishmania or T. cruzi enzyme variants can be noted. Taken together, although

ligands are primarily anchored by aromatic interactions with Phe444 and Trp474 of LmFTL, the enzyme has,

compared to DHCH, more variation in its binding pocket that distinguish it from its human homolog. In spite

of the overlapping enzymatic products, the interaction pattern of FTL, with its anchoring π-π interactions is

clearly distinct from the more polar interactions in the DHCH binding pocket, where ligands are anchored

by multiple hydrogen bonds (compare Figure 3.28B and 3.30B) and consistently, substrate-based inhibitors

of DHCH did not affect FTL, suggesting that a dual inhibition strategy of DHCH and FTL is not feasible.[487]

Given the notable differences between human and trypanosomatidic FTL, it may however remain interesting

for consideration as a secondary on-target, which gains its effect from the combined action of a compound

against FTL and another player in the folate pathway of trypanosomatids.
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Figure 3.31: Alignment of residues in the folate binding site of the FTL enzyme. Residue numbering cor-
responds to LmFTL (Lm). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T. cruzi, Mt: Moorella ther-
moacetica. The human FTL enzymes (Hs) are highlighted in green and the cytosolic (c) and
mitochondrial (m) variants are shown. The folate-binding site was inferred from all residues
within 5 Å of the bound folate ligand in the LmFTL homology model, adopted from the Moorella
thermoacetica template structure with PDB-ID 4iom. Residues marked in blue differ between
different trypanosomatidic enzyme variants, but also differ from the human cytosolic enzyme,
while those marked in gray differ only between human cytosolic FTL and some trypanosoma-
tidic species.

Interestingly, although the trypanosomatidic cytosolic FTL is a monofunctional enzyme, the monofunc-

tional mitochondrial FTL isoform of humans differs more strongly in sequence than the FTL domain of the

trifunctional cytosolic FTL (see Figure 3.31). The same holds true for the bifunctional cytosolic L. major

DHCH in comparison with human cytosolic trifunctional and mitochondrial bifunctional DHCH (see Fig-

ure 3.29). Thus, although the human mitochondrial enzymes share the domain architecture of the parasitic

cytosolic variants, the kinetoplastid DHCH and FTL enzymes are more closely related to the human cytosolic

trifunctional enzyme. This may raise the question whether the kinetoplastid enzymes of Leishmania and T.

cruzi can form a transient trifunctional complex mimicking the human covalently coupled domain architec-

ture and whether the possible interplay between the two parasitic 10-formyl THF forming enzymes may be

of relevance to the pathway and represent an alternative targetable mechanism to the substrate binding site

exploitation.

In contrast to humans, where cytosolic 10-formyl THF can be used for the de novo purine synthesis, Leish-

mania is a purine auxotroph.[482,492] Thus, the essential key function of 10-formyl THF is its involvement

in the mitochondrial protein biosynthesis, where it is required to formylate methionyl tRNAMet inside the

mitochondrion.[388,482,493] The fact that both DHCH and FTL of trypanosomatids produce 10-formyl THF in

the cytosol suggests the existence of an efficient transport mechanism to move 10-formyl THF into the mi-

tochondrion.[482] If mitochondrial 10-formyl THF transporters of kinetoplastids can be characterized, these

may likewise offer interesting alternative targeting possibilities involved in the parasitic C1-metabolism.

3.3.7 Other folate-metabolic enzymes and their link to other pathways

The importance of 10-formyl THF was linked to its role in the formylation of methionyl tRNA, which is

essential in T. brucei for allowing the initiation of mitochondrial protein biosynthesis inside the kinetoplastid

mitochondrion.[482,493,494] This links another mitochondrial enzyme to the folate pathway, namely the me-
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thionyl tRNA formyltransferase (MTF, EC 2.1.2.9), which transfers the formyl group of 10-formyl THF to the

methionyl tRNA, as shown in Figure 3.32A, thereby restoring THF. The sequence proposed to correspond to

MTF of L. major had a total length of 967 amino acid residues, but parts of the protein were suggested to

be disordered (see UniProt-ID Q4Q551) and available template structures typically had no more than 20%

sequence identity and a coverage of 20% or less for the entire sequence.
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Figure 3.32: Reaction catalyzed by MTF (A) and alignment of potential catalytic and binding site residues
of trypanosomatidic MTF in comparison with homologs from Haemophilus influenzae (Hi) and
human (Hs, highlighted in green; B). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T. cruzi, Tbb: T. bru-
cei brucei. The N-formyl transferase domain of LmMTF spans over residues 192-273. Residues
highlighted in emerald, namely Asn219, His221 and Asp260 of LmMTF were proposed to con-
stitute the catalytic triad of the H. influenzae MTF and residues Asn219, His221 and the residue
in position of Ala75 of LmMTF (arginine in H. influenzae) further showed minor effect on 10-
formyl THF binding.[495] Additional residues, that differ in type between all trypanosomatidic
MTF variants and the human homolog are highlighted in gray.

The N-formyl transferase domain of the enzymes has only 82 amino acid residues, as was inferred on

the basis of homology to the formyl transferase Pfam family (PFAM accession code PF00551[400]; see also

UniProt-ID Q4Q551). To map a potential binding site, mutation studies of the Haemophilus influenzae MTF

homolog were considered, which indicated that the catalytic triad, responsible for the enzyme’s formyl

transferase activity, likely is formed by Asn219, His221 and Asp260 of LmMTF, which are all part of the

N-formyl transferase domain and fully conserved in trypanosomatids, H. influenzae and humans (see Fig-

ure 3.32B).[495]

Newton and Mangroo[495] further investigated the effect of different mutations on the dissociation con-

stant of 10-formyl THF to map its binding site. Minor changes were observed when the residues corre-

sponding to Ala75 (arginine in H. influenzae) as well as Asn219 and His221 of the catalytic triad of LmMTF

were mutated to alanine. Thus, residues of the catalytic triad may form part of the 10-formyl THF binding

site.[495] However, since the arginine residue corresponding to Ala75 of LmMTF was already alanine in the
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Leishmania enzyme variant and was part of a less well-conserved enzyme region outside the N-formyl trans-

ferase domain (compare Figure 3.32B), additional parts of the enzyme are likely to be involved in forming

the binding pocket for folate species.

While templates with up to approx. 40% sequence identity may allow for modeling the separate N-formyl

transferase domain, none of the methionyl-tRNA formyltransferase structures available had a bound folate-

like ligand. Thus, it remained unclear how much of the binding pocket for folates is covered by the catalytic

domain and therefore, no structural model was considered for this protein. Importantly, potential pocket

residues in the less well-conserved regions of the sequence may be well-suited for their consideration in a

drug design approach, since even the more conserved part of the protein features a number of residues in

the proximity of the catalytic triad, that differ in type between the trypanosomatidic MTF variants and the

human homolog (compare residues highlighted in gray in the sequence alignment in Figure 3.32B). Thus,

additional studies aiming at mapping the entire 10-formyl THF binding site may render this enzyme another

interesting target in the kinetoplastid mitochondrial folate metabolism.

As discussed above, 10-formyl THF and 5,10-CH= THF can be formed by the action of FTL and DHCH

from the key metabolite 5,10-CH2 THF. Another route for the same metabolite involves its conversion to

5-CH3 THF by the methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTR, EC 1.5.1.20) as shown in Figure 3.33C,

which feeds into the methionine synthesis and the production of S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), in turn in-

volved in several methyl-group transfer reactions and linked to the trypanothione metabolism.[200,242,496]

LmMTR, shown in Figure 3.33AB, as well as the methionine synthesizing enzymes, represent further ex-

amples of members of the Leishmania folate pathway and associated pathways, which are absent in Try-

panosoma.[242,496,497]

MTR catalyzes the reduction of 5,10-CH2 THF to 5-CH3 THF with the help of its FAD cofactor, as shown in

Figure 3.33C.[496,498] In mammalian MTR, NADPH allows for reducing the oxidized FAD in an irreversible

reaction.[499,500] The reaction product 5-CH3 THF can then be used by methionine synthases to create

methionine from homocysteine (see Figure 3.33C), in turn used for the synthesis of SAM, an inhibitor

of human MTR.[376] This regulatory feedback mechanism is required to balance the reduction of 5,10-

CH2 tetrahydrofolate by MTR to prevent the so-called methyl trap:[376,501,502] Under normal conditions, the

action of methionine synthases restores THF, but deficiencies of the cofactor of the methionine synthases can

lead to an accumulation of 5-CH3 THF, decreasing the available pools of 5,10-CH2 THF for other important

metabolic processes, such as dTMP synthesis by TS.[376,501,502] Bacterial MTR, on the other hand, depends

on NADH for the reduction of FAD, which enables the catalysis of the back-reaction to restore 5,10-CH2

THF.[496,498,503,504]

The ability of the Leishmania MTR enzyme to utilize both NADH and NADPH allows the parasite to

become independent of the regulatory mechanism of the human MTR, which has implications for the domain

architecture:[496] The overall sequence identity of the Leishmania MTR variants and the human homolog is

only about 18-19%, since the human enzyme has a large C-terminal regulatory domain for binding SAM,
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Figure 3.33: Structural overview of a homology model of LmMTR based on the Escherichia coli MTR struc-
ture with PDB-ID 1zp4 (A, B) and reaction catalyzed by MTR (C). MTR (yellow surface (A)
and cartoon (B)) with bound 5-CH3 THF (cyan sticks) and FAD (black sticks) adopted from
the template. In (B), interacting residues are shown as sticks and hydrogen bonds were in-
dicated by dashed lines. NAD(P)H and the folate ligands share a common binding site with
only few conformational changes associated with the binding of one of the two substrates:[498]

Crystallographic complexes of the E. coli MTR determined with 5-CH3 THF and NADH (PDB-ID
1zp4 and 1zpt, respectively) suggested that particularly the active site residues, corresponding
to Asp116 and Phe232 of LmMTR, adapt in response to the binding of folate derivatives or
NADH.[498] (C) The reaction of MTR leading to the formation of 5-CH3 THF makes use of the
FAD cofactor, which thereby gets oxidized. NAD(P)H allows the restoration of the reduced FAD.
The reaction mechanism was adapted from Pejchal et al.[498]. The product, 5-CH3 THF, can
be used by methionine synthases to convert homocysteine into methionine, thereby restoring
THF.[242,376]

which is absent in the LmMTR and LiMTR protein sequences, consistent with the lack of effect of SAM on

the parasitic enzymes.[496,505] Considering only the N-terminal, catalytic domain of human MTR (residues

1-305) increases the sequence identity with the MTR proteins of Leishmania to about 35-36%.[496] While

many of the residues in the immediate proximity of the bound folate metabolite are conserved and involved

in hydrogen bonds with the ligand, as shown in Figure 3.33B, even in the catalytic domain, consistent with

the limited identity, parasitic and human MTR differ notably in sequence (compare Figure 3.34).

For example, the Leishmania enzymes share isoleucine in the position of Ile163 and leucine in the position
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of Leu224 of LmMTR, which correspond to the small, polar glycine and the aromatic phenylalanine in human

MTR, respectively. Phe232 of LmMTR is replaced by the nonpolar aliphatic leucine, the basic Arg234 of

LmMTR corresponds to a polar glutamine residue and the polar asparagine in position 293 of LmMTR is

arginine in the human variant. While some of these residues, for instance Ile163, are further away from

the bound ligand, others are involved in interactions with its tail region, for example Leu224 and Asn293

(see Figure 3.33B for their placement), thus being particularly interesting when aiming at targeting the

parasite-specific properties of the binding pocket.
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Figure 3.34: Alignment of the folate-species binding site of L. major (Lm), L. infantum (Li), E. coli (Ec) and
human MTR enzymes (Hs, highlighted in green). Residue numbering corresponds to LmMTR.
The binding site was inferred from all residues within 5 Å of the bound 5-CH3 THF ligand,
adopted from the E. coli MTR template structure with PDB-ID 1zp4. Residues marked in yellow
are conserved in the two Leishmania sequences and differ in type from the human enzyme,
whereas residues in gray show a similar type in the human variant and are thus less interesting
for a drug design approach.

In spite of their ability to synthesize methionine from homocysteine with the help of 5-CH3 THF, Leishma-

nia are methionine auxotrophs and exploit salvage pathways to acquire the essential amino acid from their

host.[242,496,506,507] Consistently, L. major growth and survival were not dependent on MTR, unless the cells

were being deprived of methionine.[496] Studies in an in vivo mouse model of the L. major infection further

confirmed that null mutants of the MTR-expressing gene remained virulent, demonstrating that methionine

levels in the parasitophorous vacuole were sufficiently high to compensate for any effect of the absent MTR

reaction.[496] Thus, the enzyme does not represent a potential drug target in its own right, but may remain

interesting as a secondary target for dual or multi-target inhibition strategies, being backed by the fact that

5-CH3 THF and SAM were found to be involved in MTX resistance of L. major.[496,508]

Interestingly, in humans, a secondary function of MTR was proposed: With the help of 5-CH3 THF,

MTR can regenerate tetrahydrobiopterin from quinoid-dihydrobiopterin, which may represent another route

to circumvent the effects of the methyl-trap and links the folate pathway enzyme to the biopterin path-

way.[375,509] Although this function was not previously described in the kinetoplastid protein, docking stud-

ies suggested that LmMTR was able to bind THB and this additional bypass mechanism may explain the

observed conversion of biopterin from growth media into folate metabolites occurring in some Leishmania

species.[510] This raised the question of whether the MTR enzyme could represent an additional secondary

target for inhibitors of PTR1 and DHFR.

Previous analyses have indicated that several tested 2,4-diaminopyrimidine-, 2,4-diaminopteridine- and

quinazoline-based inhibitors of PTR1 and DHFR did not affect MTR.[387,496] However, these compound scaf-

folds resemble that of the MTX core, for which docking studies suggested a flipped compound orientation
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in LmMTR in comparison to the product 5-CH3 THF, as was also previously observed in PTR1 (compare

Figure 3.9). The predicted interaction patterns from docking THB and THF to MTR might indicate a better

agreement between the pocket properties and the 2-amino-4-oxo-pterin core of the substrate species, which

may explain the lack of activity of MTX-like compounds. Importantly, as discussed above, PTR1 was likewise

proposed to prefer a substrate-like core scaffold and its pocket was found to be sufficiently large to accom-

modate bulkier, fused ring systems.[258] Taking the large and fairly open pocket of LmMTR into account, it

appears likely that a more bulky, substrate-derived PTR1 inhibitor, that would not fit in the DHFR binding

site, might still be optimized for simultaneous targeting of MTR.

The ligand core of bound folate species in LmMTR shows π-π interactions with the flavin ring of the FAD

cofactor and both the 2-amino group, as well as the nitrogen in position 3, form hydrogen bonding interac-

tions with Asp116, reminiscent of the interaction of PTR1 ligands with the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor nicoti-

namide and its negatively charged phosphate groups, as indicated in Figure 3.35A (see also Figure 3.33B for

the location of Asp116 in the structure of LmMTR). Ring nitrogens in positions 1 and 8 likewise share polar

interactions in LmPTR1 and LmMTR. Although there is no experimental evidence of LmMTR binding THF,

it was successfully docked and chosen as a reference for the comparison, since a biopterin-like compound

would be comparatively small and further interactions in the extended pocket region may be required to

optimize a drug-like scaffold for selectivity against the parasitic MTR enzyme.

Ile163 of LmMTR, corresponding to a glycine in the human variant, might be one example of a residue

that could be exploited by interactions with such a more bulky ring system, since it is further away from

the ligand (see Figure 3.33B), but differs in type from the corresponding human residue, thus potentially

supporting selectivity optimization. Comparing the immediate surrounding of the different ligand moieties

in LmMTR and LmPTR1 shows notable overlap with several hydrophobic residues of both proteins clustering

around N10 and the PABA ring system of THF, as shown in Figure 3.35B. As had already been suggested

for dual inhibitors of PTR1 and DHFR, also in MTR, a less polar replacement of the amide linkage may

be beneficial. A particularly interesting strategy may involve substituents favorably interacting specifically

with aromatic residues, namely Tyr191 of LmPTR1 and Phe232 of LmMTR, with the latter being replaced

by the aliphatic leucine in the human MTR variant. The replacement of Gly231 of LmMTR with the slightly

bigger serine in human MTR, combined with other surrounding residues of LmMTR being all nonpolar,

may likewise translate into a selectivity improvement by a linking group with reduced polarity. Finally, the

specific targeting of Met233 of LmPTR1 by halogens might also agree with a targeting strategy for Met235

of LmMTR, which corresponds to leucine in humans.[440]

While several polar and hydrophobic contact points in the proximity of the THF glutamic acid tail can

be found in both LmPTR1 and LmMTR (see Figure 3.35B), residues like Thr228, Arg234 and Asn293 of

LmMTR are replaced by glycine, glutamine and arginine, respectively, in the human variant (compare also

Figure 3.34).
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Figure 3.35: Comparison of the THF interaction pattern in MTR and PTR1 enzymes of Leishmania major (A)
and comparison of residues in LmMTR and LmPTR1 that could be targeted by substitutions of
a substrate-like scaffold to achieve dual target inhibition or optimize known PTR1 inhibitors
towards LmMTR (B). Residues within up to 5 Å of the atoms of THF highlighted in gray are
covered, based on docked poses of THF in the crystal structure of LmPTR1 with PDB-ID 1e92
and a homology model of LmMTR (based on E. coli MTR 1zp4) and the agreement of the
docked orientation with available crystallographic evidence (for LmPTR1, the orientation of
bound folate in TbPTR1 with PDB-ID 3bmc, and for LmMTR, the orientation of 5-CH3 THF
adopted from the E. coli MTR template, as also shown in Figure 3.33B). Only heavy atoms
were considered.
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Generally, these differences suggest a different orientation of hydrogen bonding hot spots between the

two proteins, but given the wide pocket and the likely flexibility of the tail region, even a modified tail may

adapt to the altered interaction pattern of the human MTR variant.

Importantly, the available interaction partners, like Arg234 and Asn293 in LmMTR appear inverted in the

human homolog (glutamine and arginine, respectively, see Figure 3.34), thus suggesting that their specific

targeting may not improve the selectivity for the parasitic protein, but rather cause the ligand to bind to

the human MTR in a different orientation. Therefore, taking also the proposed ability of MTR to bind THB

into account, a dual inhibitor of LmPTR1 and LmMTR may be a smaller compound with a more bulky ring

system, but no extended tail region resembling that of MTX. This would improve the enclosure in PTR1,

as discussed above, and optimization can focus on the exploitation of the differences between human and

Leishmania MTR deeper in the MTR binding pocket.

It should be born in mind that it is unclear whether the simultaneous targeting of LmPTR1 and LmMTR

could provide any advantage over the sole inhibition of LmPTR1, which would require further studies related

to the importance of the THB metabolism and the role of MTR in interconversions between folate and

biopterin species. However, the overlap in pocket properties of these two proteins, being rather distant

in their metabolic relationship via the folate and biopterin pathway, demonstrates that on the one hand,

potential alternatives for dual targeting approaches may be found in proteins that do not catalyze a similar

reaction. On the other hand, this emphasizes that even targeting of PTR1, which is unique to the parasite,

might affect unexpected off-targets in the human folate pathway.

3.3.8 The parasitic biopterin pathway

In humans, the folate metabolism is clearly interconnected with the biopterin pathway and Leishmania

likewise has a number of interlinking points.[375] One example, that was already discussed in depth, is PTR1,

being capable of reducing both biopterin and folate species. A more direct link, that is a matter of some

dispute, is the ability to perform a direct interconversion between unconjugated and conjugated pterins,

as was described for some strains of Leishmania:[242,370] For example, wildtype L. donovani promastigotes

were found capable of transforming biopterin from growth media into 5-CH3 THF and 10-formyl THF in vitro

and can thereby overcome limitations in their supplementation with folic acid, which possibly relates to a

side reaction of MTR known from the human metabolism, as discussed above.[375,510] On the other hand,

an MTX-resistant line of L. donovani promastigotes deprived of folate could not be rescued by biopterin

supplementation.[242,511]

The trypanosomatidic biopterin metabolism itself is notably different from that of the insect vector

and host: In contrast to the pterin-auxotrophic parasites, vector and host species are capable of synthe-

sizing biopterin de novo from GTP.[242,371,512] Reduced biopterins play an important role in the human

metabolism in their function as cofactors of aromatic amino acid hydroxylases (AAAHs), glyceryl-ether
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lipid monooxygenases and nitric oxide synthases (NOS) and further directly contribute to the reactive

oxygen species (ROS) defense, by scavenging, for example, superoxide anion radicals and hydroxyl radi-

cals.[370,371,375,389,512,513,514] Several human diseases, often with neurological symptoms, can be associated

with disturbances in the biopterin metabolic pathway and it has known impact on cell survival and apoptosis

regulation.[371,389,512,515]

In trypanosomatids, one important key function of biopterin is its role as an essential growth factor,

supported by several lines of evidence showing that, for example, Leishmania parasites are dependent on

tetrahydrobiopterin (THB).[239,372,374,423,516] In addition, biopterin further impacts differentiation and viru-

lence of Leishmania: THB plays a role in the differentiation into the infective metacyclic promastigote stage

(see also Figure 1.8 in Chapter 1) and null mutants of genes involved in the biopterin metabolism were

found to show altered virulence.[370,373,423,517]

While a Leishmania AAAH, just like its human counterpart, makes use of THB as a cofactor, the parasitic

glyceryl-ether monooxygenase utilizes NADPH as its cofactor instead of THB.[518] A NOS has been purified

and characterized in L. donovani and appears to show some dependence on THB as a putative cofactor.[519]

Likewise, THB was found to be involved in the activation of the corresponding enzyme in T. cruzi.[520]

Controversially, at least in L. major, PTR1 overexpression and a thus enhanced production of THB did not

affect the susceptibility of the parasite to NO-related stress. Finally, biopterins in Leishmania appear to fulfill

a general role in the protection against oxidative stress (e.g., from H2O2, O−
2 ), which was, in contrast, found

to be affected by PTR1 overexpression.[521] An additional putative function relates to the proposed presence

of a molybdopterin synthase sulphurylase in Leishmania, which would be involved in the synthesis of a

molybdopterin cofactor. However, to date, no characterized enzymatic function was found to be dependent

on this modified biopterin cofactor.[370]

Taken together, the exact way by which biopterin influences the growth, the differentiation, the viru-

lence and the anti-oxidant defense of trypanosomatidic parasites is still only partially understood and the

metabolic enzymes discussed above appear insufficient to explain the essentiality of unconjugated pterins.

One comparatively well characterized aspect of the fate of biopterin, once taken up and reduced by PTR1 to

form THB, involves its role as the cofactor of an AAAH and the subsequent cycle for restoring THB. Below,

the enzymes involved in this part of the biopterin metabolism will be discussed in the context of their con-

servation and relationship to human homologs, their structural features and, importantly, their potential as

secondary targets alongside PTR1, when aiming at affecting the parasitic biopterin pathway.

The role of THB as the cofactor of phenylalanine 4 hydroxylase

One of the few well-described functions of THB in Leishmania, equivalent to its function in mammals, is

its role as the cofactor of the phenylalanine-specific phenylalanine 4 hydroxylase (PAH, EC 1.14.16.1), an

AAAH.[522,523] The PAH is responsible for the conversion of L-phenylalanine to L-tyrosine, as shown in

Figure 3.36C, with the help of THB and a catalytic iron (see also its active site structure in Figure 3.36B).
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Figure 3.36: Structural overview of the LmPAH homology model based on a Dictyostelium discoideum PAH
template with PDB-ID 5jk5 (A, B) and reaction catalyzed by PAH (C). LmPAH (orange surface
(A) and cartoon (B)) with bound THB (cyan sticks, docked orientation resembling that of DHB
in the template) and Fe2+ (brown sphere, adopted from the template Fe3+ position). In (B),
interacting residues are shown as sticks and hydrogen bonds and coordination bonds to the
iron were indicated by black and gray dashed lines, respectively.

Given that the Leishmania parasite is not only auxotrophic for pterins, but likewise for aromatic amino

acids like phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan and PAH is expressed during all stages of the parasite’s

lifecycle, this protein appears to have an important metabolic function.[507,522] However, in contrast to

the enzymes involved in restoring the THB cofactor, PAH is exclusively found in the Leishmania biopterin

pathway.[522] Furthermore, the active site is well-conserved, with only four residues differing between Leish-

mania PAH and the human enzyme, as also shown in the sequence alignment in Figure 3.37: Thr260 and

Phe387 of LmPAH and the other Leishmania variants correspond to serine and tyrosine in the human PAH,

thus being conserved in type, although more polar in case of the human enzyme. Thr141 and Thr256, on the

other hand, are replaced by isoleucine and alanine, respectively, in the human PAH, thus being slightly more

polar in the Leishmania PAH variants. However, all of these residues are, as can be seen in Figure 3.36B,

rather distant from the cofactor and thus challenging to address with a small, THB-like compound scaffold.
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Figure 3.37: Binding site alignment for PAH proteins of Leishmania, the template sequence from Dic-
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Ld: L. donovani and Li: L. infantum. The residue numbering corresponds to LmPAH. Residue
positions differing between Leishmania PAH and the human variant are highlighted in orange.
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However, what ultimately renders the enzyme an unsuitable choice as a side drug target, is the fact

that null mutants of the pah gene were found to be viable and virulent and PAH was thus not essential to

Leishmania or of influence on the parasite’s infectivity.[522]

Restoring of tetrahydrobiopterin

In Leishmania, once THB has been converted into 4α-hydroxy THB by the action of PAH, the cofactor will

be recycled by pterin-4α carbinolamine dehydratase (PCD, EC 4.2.1.96), responsible for converting 4α-

hydroxy THB into quinoid-DHB, followed by reduction of the quinoid-form of DHB to THB catalyzed by the

quinoid-dihydropteridine reductase (QDPR, EC 1.5.1.34).[517]

Comparatively little is known about the Leishmania PCD enzyme. Surprisingly, albeit lacking PAH, the

PCD can be found in all three major trypanosomatids including T. brucei, suggesting that other enzymes

making use of a THB cofactor in addition to PAH likely exist also in this trypanosome.[522] Parasitic PCD

shares about 30-33% sequence identity with the human variant. Human PCD, in contrast to the parasitic

protein, is a bifunctional enzyme, serving also as a dimerization factor of the transcription factor HNF1

(hepatocyte nuclear factor 1).[524,525]

The dehydration of the 4α-hydroxy THB, as shown in Figure 3.38D, is not only catalyzed by PCD, but

can likewise occur non-enzymatically.[526] The structural characterization of PCD from Toxoplasma gondii

further suggested that PCD was also capable of binding DHB (shown in Figure 3.38A-C) and converting

it to its quinoid-form, which can then be recycled by QDPR.[525] The crystallographic data indicated that

DHB binding thereby potentially occurred in the tautomeric form with a hydroxylation in position 4 of the

2-amino-4-oxo-pteridine system, which gives it a closer relationship to the physiological enzyme substrate.

While the residues forming the pterin-binding site, namely His66, His67, His84 and Asp94 of LmPCD (see

Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.38B), are conserved in the different PCD variants, other residues in the proximity

of the substrate binding site differ notably between the different enzymes. Several of these residues, for

instance Cys61, Thr82 and Gly87-Gln92 of LmPCD and the corresponding residues of other trypanosomal

PCDs, are conserved in the different kinetoplastid species or at least share the same residue type, while being

different from the mammalian counterparts. Nine additional residues in the pocket proximity, highlighted

in gray in the sequence alignment in Figure 3.39, differ by type from the mammalian PCD at least in some

of the trypanosomatidic enzymes, thus providing a notably different surrounding for the ligand. However,

as can be seen in Figure 3.38C, the differences are mostly further away from the bound DHB, often part

of loop regions and pointing towards the solvent, thus being challenging to address for drug design with a

compound roughly equivalent in size to the enzyme’s substrates.

Following the action of PCD or other reactions leading to the formation of the quinoid-form of DHB

(including the possible auto-oxidation of THB[523]), qDHB is reduced back to THB by the action of the L.

major QDPR (see Figure 3.40C). Like PTR1, the QDPR protein is a member of the short chain dehydro-

genase/reductase family, but uses an NADH/NAD+ cofactor in contrast to the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor of
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

Figure 3.38: Structural overview of a LmPCD homology model based on the Rattus norvegicus PCD structure
with PDB-ID 1dcp (A-C) and reaction catalyzed by PCD (D). LmPCD (brown surface (A) and
cartoon (BC)) with bound DHB (cyan sticks, docked position showing overlap with the complex
of Toxoplasma gondii PCD with DHB, PDB-ID 2v6t). In (B), only the main interacting residues
are shown as sticks and hydrogen bonds were indicated by dashed lines. (C) is like (B), rotated
by approx. 30° with all residues differing between trypanosomatidic and mammalian PCD
variants shown as sticks (compare the sequence alignment in Figure 3.39).
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Figure 3.39: Binding site alignment for the PCD proteins of trypanosomatids, the Toxoplasma gondii (Tg) and
rat (Rn) template sequences and the human homolog (Hs). Mammalian PCDs are highlighted
by green sequence identifiers. The residue numbering corresponds to LmPCD (Lm). Ld: L.
donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T. cruzi and Tbb: T. brucei brucei. Conserved residues or residue
types in trypanosomatidic PCD, which differ from the mammalian PCD variants, are highlighted
in tan, while residues differing only in some trypanosomatidic PCDs are highlighted in gray.

PTR1 (see Figure 3.40AB).[242,414,517] QDPR is another example for an enzyme shared by the intracellu-

lar parasites Leishmania and T. cruzi, while being absent in T. brucei, and shows about 39-40% sequence

identity with its human homolog.[242,517] A sequence alignment of the kinetoplastid QDPR proteins and its

mammalian homologs from rat and humans is shown in Figure 3.41.

The quinoid-forms of DHB can, in principle, also be reduced by LmPTR1, although LmQDPR is more

efficient, as expressed by its about 2.5-fold lower Km for qDHB (see Table 3.13, data for qDHB at pH 7.4).

LmPTR1 is on the other hand more efficient in reducing DHB than qDHB. Although the same holds true for
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3.3 Results

Figure 3.40: Structural overview of the LmQDPR homology model based on the rat dihydropteridine reduc-
tase with PDB-ID 1dhr (A, B) and general reaction catalyzed by QDPR (C). LmQDPR is shown
in salmon as a surface (A) or cartoon (B) representation with a docked orientation of THB
(sticks, cyan carbons) and the NADH/NAD+ cofactor adopted from the template (sticks, black
carbons). In (B), interacting residues are shown as sticks and hydrogen bonds were indicated
by dashed lines. (C) shows the NADH/NAD+-dependent restoring of THB from quinoid-forms
of dihydrobiopterin, for example the quinoid- 6,7-[8H]-dihydrobiopterin.
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Figure 3.41: Binding site alignment for QDPR proteins of the kinetoplastids L. major (Lm), L. infantum
(Li) and T. cruzi (Tc) and the mammalian homologs from rat (R. norvegicus, Rn) and humans
(H. sapiens, Hs; mammalian sequences highlighted in green). Residues Tyr138 and Lys142
were proposed to be involved in the hydride transfer, while Asn178 and Met182 putatively
interact with the substrate.[517] Residues highlighted in salmon are conserved in the considered
trypanosomatidic species and differ from the mammalian variant, whereas those highlighted in
gray differ only in some trypanosomatidic species.

TbPTR1, the trypanosomal enzyme at the same time has a comparable Km to LmQDPR for the quinoid-form

of the substrate, consistent with the fact that TbPTR1 is likely the main way of reducing quinoid-DHB in T.

brucei, given the absence of a QDPR enzyme.[242,243,517] Importantly, TbPTR1 was, in contrast to LmPTR1,

found to be essential for T. brucei, which may be linked to the presence of QDPR.[242] The ability of QDPR to

provide at least a partial metabolic bypass for the biopterin reduction catalyzed by PTR1, combined with the
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3 Structural investigations of the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism

fact that MTX and other, quinazoline- and 2,4-diaminopyrimidine-based inhibitors with notable impact on

LmPTR1 showed little effect on LmQDPR, make this enzyme a potentially important factor in the challenge

of affecting Leishmania cells by PTR1 inhibition.[387,517]

Protein Substrate Km [µM] pH Reference Sabio-RK ID

LmQDPR qDHB 4.1±0.4† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56516
LmPTR1 qDHB 7.6±2.8 4.7 Nare et al. [372] 56457

qDHB 5.6±1.7 6.0 Nare et al. [372] 56458
qDHB 5.4±2.3 7.0 Nare et al. [372] 56459
qDHB 10.3±1.5† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56514

TbPTR1 qDHB 0.03±0.01 - 0.17±0.54† 6.0 Shanks et al. [421] 56734, 56735
qDHB 3.4±0.7† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56511

human DPR qDHB 17.0 7.2 Firgaira et al. [527] 13125

LmPTR1 DHB 3.3±0.5† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56512
TbPTR1 DHB 0.03±0.01† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56509

LmQDPR DMPH2 22.8±3.0† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56515
DMPH2 36.5±7.1 7.2 Lye et al. [517] 56497

LmPTR1 DMPH2 21.0±4.3† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56513
TbPTR1 DMPH2 16.6±1.9† 7.4 Ong et al. [243] 56510
rat DPR DMPH2 27.0-38.0 6.8 Grimshaw et al. [528] 24400, 24404
human DPR A4H-DMPH2 36.0 7.2 Firgaira et al. [527] 13124

Table 3.13: Km values for quinoid-dihydrobiopterin, dihydrobiopterin and derivatives determined for
different QDPRs/DPRs and the related PTR1 proteins of L. major and T. brucei at the
given pH values. qDHB: 6,7-dihydrobiopterin (or quinoid-dihydrobiopterin); DHB: 7,8-
dihydrobiopterin; DMPH2: the substrate derivative 2-amino-6,7-dimethyl-7,8-dihydro-3H-
pteridin-4-one (quinonoid-2-amino-4-hydroxy-6,7-dimethyldihydropteridine) and the related
A4H-DMPH2: 2-amino-6,7-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-pteridin-4-one. †: Kapp

m . The reported ki-
netic data and further information can be found via Sabio-RK (http://sabio.h-its.org/) with the
given ID.[422]

Although substrate-derived inhibitors of PTR1 do not affect QDPR and no potent QDPR inhibitors are

known to date, both PTR1 and QDPR can bind common pterin species which suggests an overlap of their

binding sites, just like in the case of PTR1 and DHFR.[243,258,372,517] Potentially, such overlap could be

exploited to simultaneously target the two biopterin-species reducing enzymes of Leishmania. The LmQDPR

pocket properties however provide a hint why PTR1 inhibitors with classical MTX-like scaffolds fail to bind

the enzyme: LmQDPR has a distinctly lower pocket volume than LmPTR1 (157 vs. 298 Å3), a higher

exposure (0.64 vs. 0.39) and a reduced enclosure of ligands in the site (0.64 vs. 0.84, see Table 3.14). The

small, but comparatively open pocket of LmQDPR thereby allows for little more than interactions with the

pterin core (compare also Figure 3.40AB) and consistently, the pocket is also less druggable than that of

LmPTR1 (DScore 0.87 vs. 1.05, see Table 3.14).

A comparison of the interaction pattern of LmQDPR and LmPTR1 with the product THB further highlights

the limited overlap, in particular in terms of hydrogen bonding interactions (see Figure 3.42A). In LmQDPR,

the ligand core forms a π-π interaction with a tryptophan residue, comparable to that of Phe113 of LmPTR1,

and a small number of stabilizing hydrogen bonds can be observed, but the compound interactions are

otherwise dominated by hydrophobic contacts. In line with that, many of the LmQDPR residues found
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Protein PDB-
ID

Vol
[Å3]

DScore Exp. Encl. Phob Phil Balance D/A

LmQDPR 1dhr 157 0.87 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.98 0.66 0.62
LmPTR1 1e92 298 1.05 0.39 0.84 1.11 1.21 0.92 0.60

Table 3.14: Physico-chemical descriptors of the LmQDPR and LmPTR1 biopterin-binding pockets computed
with SiteMap.[411] DScore: druggability score; Exp.: degree of exposure to solvent; Encl.: de-
gree of enclosure by protein; Phob: hydrophobic nature of the site; Phil: hydrophilic nature
of the site; Balance: Phob/Phil; D/A: ratio of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.[365] Hy-
drophobicity and hydrophilicity of the sites are normalized such that 1.0 corresponds to the
average value of a tight ligand binding site.[365] PDB-IDs reported in italics indicate that a ho-
mology model based on the given PDB structure was used for the calculation. Presented data
were calculated for a pocket defined on the basis of a docked THB orientation. The orientation
of THB in complex with 1e92 was chosen to resemble the crystallographic orientation of the
original ligand DHB.

in the proximity of the bound THB are hydrophobic (see Figure 3.42B). Importantly, a certain degree of

overlap in terms of residue types can indeed be noted between QDPR and PTR1. Particularly around the

more exposed ligand hydroxyl groups, in both proteins, many nonpolar contact points can be found. A ring

system with a limited number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors and largely hydrophobic substituents

may be capable of binding to both proteins, but at the same time challenging to optimize for selectivity. This,

in general, is a problem for a putative QDPR inhibitor, since the binding cavity is shallow and only Thr171

and Ile172 in the direct proximity of the bound THB differ in comparison to the mammalian homolog of

QDPR, where they correspond to valine and threonine, respectively. These two residues sandwich THB

together with Trp78, as can be seen in Figure 3.40B, and while their swapped types will influence the

chemical environment of the core in the two protein variants, this difference will be difficult to exploit for

selectivity optimization in a drug design approach. Other differing residues are located further away from

the THB ligand and point towards the protein surface. Addressing those residues with a big, flexible tail

would result in its exposure, given the size of the QDPR pocket, and thus, despite the overlap between PTR1

and QDPR residues in their THB binding site, it appears unlikely that the two proteins could be targeted

simultaneously with a single selective compound.

3.3.9 Folate and biopterin uptake and folate polyglutamylation

Before folates or biopterins enter any of the described metabolic reactions, Leishmania, which is incapable

of synthesizing conjugated and unconjugated pterins de novo, has to rely on several folate and biopterin

transporters for the uptake of these essential molecules.[378,529] The numerous genes associated with folate

transport are distributed across multiple chromosomes and are, in part, differentially expressed in differ-

ent stages of the parasitic life cycle.[370] More specifically, with a total of 14 different members of the

folate/biopterin transporter (FBT) family, Leishmania has a large variety of transport proteins and only a

few have been characterized in terms of their transport specificities to date.[530]
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Figure 3.42: Comparison of THB interaction patterns in QDPR and PTR1 enzymes of Leishmania major (A)
and comparison of residues in LmQDPR and LmPTR1 that could be targeted by substitutions
of a substrate-like scaffold to achieve dual target inhibition or optimize inhibitors towards
LmQDPR (B). Residues within up to 5 Å of the atoms of THB highlighted in gray are covered,
based on docked poses of THB in the crystal structure of LmPTR1 with PDB-ID 1e92 and a
homology model of LmQDPR (based on rat DPR 1dhr) and the agreement of the docked orien-
tation with available crystallographic evidence (for LmPTR1, the original ligand pose of DHB in
1e92) or contact with proposed binding site residues.[517] Only heavy atoms were considered.

Importantly, the transport routes for folates and classical antifolates like MTX were suggested to be

similar, which has major implications for the susceptibility of Leishmania to anti-folates, with transporters

being involved in resistance mechanisms.[378,529,531] On the other hand, folate transport was proposed to be

interesting in terms of potential chemotherapeutic intervention, since the kinetic properties and substrate

specificities of the involved proteins in Leishmania were found to be notably different from their mammalian

counterparts.[531]

The FBT family belongs to the major facilitator superfamily, including a large variety of secondary carri-
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ers, all with strongly differing sequences but a closely related 3D structural architecture.[532] The majority of

the superfamily members has a topology with 12 transmembrane helices and both N- and C-termini pointing

into the cytoplasm.[532]

A member of the FBT family and the main folate transporter of Leishmania, is the plasma membrane

protein FT1. This high-affinity and high-capacity folate transporter presents an important MTX resistance

gene in Leishmania infantum.[529] To date, no structural data for any FBT family member of Leishmania is

available and sequence identities with putative templates for homology modeling were very low (maximal

identity about 15%). However, the topology of FT1 could be inferred from its sequence, as shown in

Figure 3.43.

Folates, being charged at physiological pH, require charged residues for their binding and transport in

human folate receptor/transporter proteins and the localization and conservation level of charged amino

acids in the parasitic FBT family members may thus be able to provide hints on the potential sites of folate

binding.[533,534] Consistently, a set of charged residues in FT1 of L. tarentolae had previously been neu-

tralized by site directed mutagenesis and resulted in a reduction or full loss of FT1 transport activity.[535]

Neutralizing Arg497 (in L. major, Arg501) for example led to an increase of the Km value of FT1, which

suggested the involvement of this arginine residue in binding folic acid.[535] Dridi et al.[535] had thereby

assumed a topology with 14 transmembrane (TM) helices and predicted two of the studied charged residues

inside a TM helix. The alternative predicted topology for the L. major FT1 with only 12 TMs, as shown in

Figure 3.43, indicates that in this topology, only a single charged residue that was considered in the muta-

tion studies of the L. tarentolae FT1 is found inside the membrane, while all others are fully extracellular,

fully cytosolic or in the interfaces with the membrane.

Furthermore, consistent with experimental findings, the predicted topology features an intracellular N-

and C-terminus and, in contrast to the earlier model, agrees with the predicted number of TM helices

for the related Synechocystis slr0642 protein.[535,536] The 12-TM helix model matches with the proposed

recognition of folate by an extracellular loop - in this case the loop between TM helices IX and X - backed

up by the observed change in affinity for FOL when mutating the corresponding residues to LmFT1 Asp533

and Asp541 in the L. tarentolae variant.[535] Charged intracellular residues with an effect on the FT1 activity

may be involved in the transport of FOL into the cytosol.[535] Altogether, for most of the studied residues,

although different in the TM helix count, both the topology proposed by Dridi et al.[535] and the one

presented in Figure 3.43 show good agreement.

A small subset of the charged amino acids was predicted to be located inside TM helices, either featuring

an acidic residue on one and a basic residue on the other side of the helix (TM II) or showing clusters of

polar or negatively charged and hydrophobic residues on different sides of the helices (TM IX and X, see

Figure 3.44). Such settings are often found in transmembrane helices involved in transport reactions of

polar molecules like FOL through a membrane lipid bilayer.[535]
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Figure 3.43: Representation of the predicted topology of FT1 with marked conservation levels among FBT
family members of L. major (top) and charged residues (bottom). Residue conservation in the
top representation is based on a multiple sequence alignment of the L. major FBT family mem-
bers listed in Table 3.15, indicating invariable positions (purple), conserved positions (identical
in at least 80% of the sequences, blue) and similar positions (similar residue types with more
than 50% conservation, magenta). In the bottom representation, charged residues are color
coded with blue: basic residues (Arg, His, Lys) and red: acidic residues (Asp, Glu). Residue
annotations are based on site-directed mutations of the residues to aliphatic leucine or valine
in the L. tarentolae FT1, which resulted either in a full loss of activity or reduced the trans-
port activity observed.[535] The topology prediction was obtained with the Phobius webserver
and found in agreement with the assignment of transmembrane (TM) domains for UniProt-
ID Q4QHH9 on uniprot.org (accessed Nov. 2019), based on a consensus of Phobius and an
additional TM-prediction method.[395,412,413]
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Mutations of the L. tarentolae equivalents of Asp183, Asp518 and Asp541, predicted to locate close to

TM II and TM X, were associated with a loss of function, which supports the importance of these helices and

their immediate surrounding as potential routes for FOL across the membrane.

Putative UniProt- % Identity
type ID FT1 FT5 ADOMET1

BT1 E9AFZ2 11 11 10
Putative FBT Q4QHI0 87 54 70
Putative FBT Q4QHI1 71 49 64
ADOMET1 Q4QHI2 73 55 85
FT1 Q4QHH9 93 54 67
Putative FBT Q4QHH8 86 53 66
FT5 Q4QHH7 55 78 57
Putative FBT Q4QDC4 47 54 47
Putative FBT Q4QJ48 39 42 40

Table 3.15: UniProt identifiers of Leishmania major folate/biopterin transporter sequences considered in this
study, with putative types assigned on the basis of their sequence identity with the corresponding
annotated receptors from other variants of Leishmania. Sequence identities were compared with:
FT1 from L. infantum (UniProt-ID Q6PUM2), FT5 from L. tarentolae (UniProt-ID Q8MTI4) and
a FBT family member responsible for the transport of S-adenosylmethionine from L. infantum
(ADOMET1, UniProt-ID A4HUE5). The most likely hit in L. major on the basis of sequence
identity is highlighted in bold face and was named accordingly.
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Figure 3.44: Helical wheel representation of TMs II, IX and X of the L. major FT1 (compare also Figure 3.43).
Acidic residues are shown in red, basic residues in blue, non-charged polar residues in yellow
and hydrophobic residues in green.

A second characterized folate transporter, FT5, was found involved in MTX resistance as was the case for

FT1 and similarly has high affinity for folate, but, in comparison to FT1, a low capacity.[537] Thus, while

FT5 does not normally serve as the primary folate transporter, it represents one of several fallback folate

transport strategies to ensure sufficient folate uptake for parasite survival.[537] The sequences of FT1 and

FT5 are rather distinct, as shown by their phylogenetic relationship in Figure 3.45. In addition to the to date

limited knowledge about the structure of the FBT family members in Leishmania, it is thus challenging to

evaluate whether the site of folate binding (and, for FT1 and FT5, likely also MTX) is equally distinct and
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whether the presence of different folate transporters would thus hinder their targeting by a potential drug

molecule. On the other hand, the charged residues of FT1, investigated in its L. tarentolae homolog, are

largely conserved in the majority of FBT members, as can be seen in Figure 3.43.

Figure 3.45: Phylogenetic Neighbor-joining tree representation of the relationship of different FBT fam-
ily members of Leishmania major as listed in Table 3.15 with UniProt-IDs shown in brackets.
Numbers on the right represent the distances between the sequences on the basis of a mul-
tiple sequence alignment obtained with the help of Clustal Omega.[396] FBT family members
highlighted in green were found primarily involved in folate transport, BT1 (blue) is the key
transporter of unconjugated pterins with a low affinity for folate, while ADOMET1 (yellow)
was found to be a high-affinity SAM transporter rather than responsible for folate/biopterin
uptake.[370,529,530,537,538]

For unconjugated pterins, a biopterin transporter of L. donovani, BT1, was characterized and shows low

affinity for folate, while being incapable of transporting antifolates like MTX, thereby making BT1 a player

in antifolate resistance.[370,538] This transport specificity of BT1 is in line with the lack of several residues

found to be fully conserved in folate transporters throughout different kingdoms.[539] BT1 is expressed in all

lifecycle stages of Leishmania and was so far considered for vaccine development rather than in the context

of drug design, since BT1 inactivation resulted in lowered infectivity in an in vivo mouse model of an L.

donovani infection.[540,541,542] However, while L. donovani null mutants of the BT1-coding gene were less

virulent, in L. major, in contrast, hypervirulence was observed.[373] Moreover, although to date no other

biopterin-specific transporters in Leishmania were characterized, the growth of null mutants of the BT1-

coding gene was still affected by biopterin levels present in the medium, which suggests additional entry

routes for unconjugated pterins.[542]

Biopterin and folate uptake are most critical for actively dividing parasites and reduce by several orders of

magnitude when parasites reach the stationary growth phase.[373,529,531] Surprisingly, expression levels for

several FBT family member genes are higher during the stationary phase, suggesting that substrates other

than folate and/or biopterin may be transported by these FBT proteins.[378,529,530,531] In line with that, one

of the FBT family members of Leishmania was classified as an S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) transporter and

cross-resistances between a SAM analog, sinefugin, and MTX were observed.[530] This demonstrates, that

albeit belonging to a common protein family, the substrate specificities of other FBT family members may

be independent of folate and biopterin, which agrees well with the in part low conservation of residues in

extracellular and intracellular domains (compare Figure 3.43). Characterization of substrate specificities

for the other different FBT proteins may support their potential exploitation to improve the uptake of drug-
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like molecules or narrow the number of transporters actually involved in folate/antifolate transport further

down. With a clear definition of those transporters that are relevant for folate uptake, mutation data and

modeling approaches may be able to feed into a model of the folate binding site that can be used for the

design of inhibitors of the parasitic folate transport.

In T. brucei, the situation is again less complex, with only eight genes belonging to the FBT family

described, of which four were proposed to be folate transporters. One transporter, FT1-3, was shown to

be critical for resistance to classical MTX-like antifolates.[379] Importantly, glutamylated PABA moieties in

excess were able to limit the transport capabilities of FT1-3, whereas biopterin showed no effect, suggesting

that the transport of folate-like molecules is dependent on the presence of the acidic tail portion.[379,543]

The presence of a glutamic acid moiety in the tail of different folate-species can influence not only the

transport, but also an important modification taking place inside the cells: Similar to mammals, in try-

panosomatids, the majority of folates, but also antifolates like MTX with a substrate-like glutamic acid

tail, become poly-glutamylated by the enzyme folylpolyglutamate synthetase (FPGS, EC 6.3.2.17), support-

ing their accumulation in the cell and compartmentalization.[242,382,383,384,385,544] In Leishmania, the gene

expressing FPGS was proposed to be essential and altered FPGS expression levels affected the MTX suscep-

tibility of L. tarentolae.[384,544] FPGS is a key regulator of the intracellular accumulation of folate species

and thus has an impact on any antifolate that binds competitively in the substrate binding pocket of a folate

pathway enzyme and the addition of a polyglutamylation to an antifolate may also affect its affinity for its

target.[383,485,545,546,547,548] Thus, FPGS was proposed to be an interesting secondary drug target, that may

allow for the boosting of antifolate activities.[544] The trypanosomatidic FPGS shares only about 26-30%

sequence identity with human FPGS. Consistently, the folate binding site involves a number of differences

varying between the different trypanosomatidic enzymes and the human variant, as shown in the sequence

alignment in Figure 3.46.

FPGS can bind a variety of different folate species with a range of tail fragments, bearing varying numbers

of glutamylations.[383] The FPGS reaction, shown in Figure 3.47C, is ATP-dependent and follows a sequential

mechanism of binding: the conjugated pterin species binds after ATP, but before L-glutamate and triggers a

conformational change in the enzyme.[545] The glutamic acid tail of a bound ligand, even in the case of a

single glutamylation, thereby remains highly flexible: It was not observed in the crystallographic complex of

L. casei FPGS with its substrate 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic acid (PDB-ID 1jbw, see also Figure 3.47) that served

as the template for homology modeling and consistently, multiple tail orientations were obtained during the

confirmatory docking studies for model validation.[545]

Given the varying interaction modes observed for the glutamylated tails of the enzyme’s substrates, con-

sideration of FPGS as a secondary target was focused mainly on the more well-defined core and PABA

binding region. Overall, the depth of the folate binding site of FPGS is rather conserved (compare the align-

ment in Figure 3.46 and the binding mode in Figure 3.47B). One exception involves Asn192 of LmFPGS

(corresponding to serine in Trypanosoma), which is replaced by proline in the human enzyme variant (see
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Figure 3.46: Binding site alignment for the FPGS proteins of trypanosomatids, the Lactobacillus casei (Lc)
template sequence and the human homolog (Hs, highlighted in green). The numbering corre-
sponds to LmFPGS (Lm). Ld: L. donovani, Li: L. infantum, Tc: T. cruzi and Tbb: T. brucei brucei.
Humans have a cytosolic and a mitochondrial enzyme variant, with the sequences being iden-
tical apart from an N-terminal peptide targeting the latter isoform to the mitochondria.[549]

The binding site was inferred from all residues within 5 Å of a bound fragment of 5,10-CH2 6-
hydrofolic acid in the L. casei template with PDB-ID 1jbw (see Figure 3.47B) and complemented
by docking results of THF with or without additional glutamylations against a homology model
of LmFPGS. Residues that are fully conserved or at least conserved by residue types in try-
panosomatidic FPGS, while being different from the human variant, are highlighted in red,
while those differing only between human FPGS and some trypanosomatidic FPGS variants are
highlighted in gray.

Figure 3.46). Also, Phe193 of LmFPGS, being conserved in all trypanosomatids and corresponding to the

more polar tyrosine in human FPGS may be exploitable for drug design. All trypanosomatids further share a

bulky basic residue facing the aromatic PABA benzene (see Figure 3.47B), for instance Arg439 in LmFPGS,

whereas the human variant has a valine in the corresponding position. Thus, a heteroaromatic replacement

in the PABA moiety may be more beneficial for the interaction with the parasitic enzyme.

There are additional differences that are not conserved throughout all parasitic FPGS proteins, but may

support the species-specific optimization of an FPGS-targeting scaffold: For instance, Glu71 of LmFPGS is

common to all variants of Leishmania and T. cruzi, but replaced by tyrosine in T. brucei. Humans have

asparagine in the same position, suggesting that, depending on the target species, the acidic or aromatic

functionality of the residues could be exploited to optimize compound selectivity. Likewise, the basic Arg76

of LmFPGS is shared with all other trypanosomatids with the exception of T. cruzi (glycine, compare Fig-

ure 3.46), again corresponding to a polar asparagine in the human FPGS variant. Arg80 of LmFPGS is

common to Leishmania FPGS, while Trypanosoma have polar serine or threonine residues and the human

enzyme includes an acidic aspartate in the same position. Exploiting these species-specific patterns of acidic

and basic, polar or aromatic residues may thus allow for further design strategies to optimize a compound

for selective targeting of parasitic FPGS. The majority of these more variable residues is however found

in the tail binding region of the enzyme and may therefore be more challenging to target, given the high

flexibility retained by a bound glutamylated tail.

Importantly, the diversity in the binding site suggests that selectively targeting trypanosomatidic FPGS

might be feasible. This raises the question of how far efforts for FPGS targeting would overlap with the

previously discussed drug design against the key folate pathway targets PTR1 and DHFR. Comparing the

interaction mode of an MTX-like core and PABA scaffold bound to the three enzymes of L. major, LmPTR1,
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Figure 3.47: Structural overview of the LmFPGS homology model based on L. casei FPGS with PDB-ID 1jbw
(A, B) and general reaction catalyzed by FPGS (C) on the example of the 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic
acid ligand shown in (A, B). LmFPGS is shown in red as a surface (A) or cartoon (B) repre-
sentation with a fragment of the 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic acid ligand (sticks, cyan carbons, only
the ligand core and the PABA moiety were resolved). In (A), a Mg2+ ion (green sphere) and a
non-hydrolyzable ATP derivative (ball-and-stick, both adopted from the template) are shown in
addition to indicate the buried ATP-binding pocket located behind the folate-like ligand bind-
ing site. Blue regions in (A) indicate basic residues (Arg, Lys or His) on the FPGS surface, that
were found in contact with the tail of THF with 0-2 additional glutamylations during validation
docking studies. In (B), residues interacting with the pteridine ligand are shown as sticks and
hydrogen bonds were indicated by dashed lines. THF was predicted to bind in overall simi-
lar orientation during docking and additional basic residues found to be in contact with the
glutamylations of THF are shown in addition. (C) presents an overview of the general glutamy-
lation reaction of FPGS, adding a glutamic acid portion per reaction cycle (highlighted in red)
to a variety of pteroyl-γ-glutamylated substrates.

LmDHFR and LmFPGS, as shown in Figure 3.48A, shows only minor overlap, in particular, with π-π interac-

tions being involved in the stabilization of the core binding mode in all three cases. However, a comparison

of the surrounding of ligand moieties proposed for modification to optimize a compound against PTR1 and

DHFR with surrounding residues of FPGS, as shown in Figure 3.48B, demonstrates some overlap in terms

of residue types, featuring for instance nonpolar residues in the proximity of N10 in all three enzymes.

In conclusion, several of the proposed strategies to improve PTR1 and DHFR-targeting compounds with
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an MTX-like scaffold may at the same time agree with the residue pattern in the depth of the folate binding

site of FPGS. It might thus be interesting to assess whether any alternative, non-glutamylated tail fragment

could affect FPGS and whether any known compounds with effects on PTR1 and DHFR also show activity

against FPGS. Potentially, such findings could be used to allow for an enhancement of the activity of an

inhibitor of the two folate-activating enzymes of Leishmania by considering FPGS as a secondary on-target.

An alternative inhibitory compound specifically designed for LmFPGS could likewise represent an interesting

indirect modulation strategy for boosting the antifolate activity in Leishmania.

In contrast to the structural considerations for FPGS, insight into the determinants of biopterin, folate

and antifolate transport by FBT family members, as discussed above, was gained largely on the basis of

sequence data, mutation studies and biochemical characterization. The diversity of the FBT family mem-

bers and existing knowledge gaps currently hinder the exploitation of the transport systems for drug-like

molecules or their consideration as secondary on-targets.[242] When aiming at improved compound uptake,

another strategy can involve host target transporters or channels, which are strongly expressed in compart-

ments where the parasitic infection occurs, for instance in the macrophages in the case of the intracellular

parasite Leishmania. This is in particular interesting when a disease condition is associated with the upreg-

ulation of certain genes involved in transport or drugs exist to chemically alter the available transporters,

for example triggering upregulation or cutting off important routes for the parasites’ nutrient supply. While

such strategies have been investigated and exploited in the context of Plasmodium infections, barely any

studies to date have focused on the potential use of such approaches for Leishmania infections.[258,550]

One example of a human folate receptor found on macrophages, in which intracellular Leishmania

amastigotes would reside, is the folate receptor β (FOLRβ), which can import not only folate, but also

MTX and certain other antifolates.[533] Available structural data for this receptor allowed a comparative

analysis of FOLRβ binding patterns against those observed for PTR1, highlighting the major differences in

the distribution of interaction hot spots between the antiparasitic target and the human macrophage folate

receptor.[258] In agreement with the observations for T. brucei FT1-3, interactions of the PABA and glutamic

acid portions of folates and antifolates were important for FOLRβ activation.[533] This has two implica-

tions: Firstly, a removal or major alteration of the tail of MTX-like scaffolds, albeit potentially beneficial

for PTR1 interactions and the reduction of off-target binding, may have a negative impact on the trans-

port of PTR1-targeting compounds.[258] Secondly, the overlap of transport-affecting compound properties

between unrelated trypanosomal and human folate transporters/receptors may suggest that the transport

in FBT family members of trypanosomatids follows a similar mechanism and findings for FOLRβ can inform

compound optimization strategies to some extent. A possible drawback for the use of FOLRβ in the context

of infections with Leishmania is its macrophage activation-dependent upregulation, since Leishmania is able

to suppress regulatory pathways leading to the activation of macrophages.[79,551]
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Figure 3.48: Comparison of the interaction patterns of the core and PABA fragment of MTX in PTR1, DHFR
and FPGS enzymes of Leishmania major (A) and comparison of residues in LmPTR1, LmDHFR
and LmFPGS that could be targeted by substitutions of an MTX-like scaffold to combine dual
target inhibition of PTR1 and DHFR with an effect on the secondary target FPGS (B). Residues
within up to 5 Å of the atoms of MTX highlighted in gray are covered, based on the crystal-
lographic orientation of MTX in LmPTR1 (PDB-ID 1e7w), a docked orientation of MTX in the
LmDHFR homology model with the orientation resembling that of MTX in the TcDHFR complex
3cl9 and a docked orientation of MTX in the homology model of LmFPGS in agreement with
the overall positioning of the 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic acid ligand from the L. casei FPGS template
with PDB-ID 1jbw. Only heavy atoms were considered.
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Thus, other host transporters may be better suited for the consideration of optimized compound uptake

in infections with leishmaniasis or ways to chemically stimulate macrophage activation may be considered in

conjunction with FOLRβ-mediated transport. Importantly, the comparison of FOLRβ and PTR1 can be seen

as a show case to demonstrate how structural data can inform strategies for mediating compound uptake

and can be adapted to other receptors and transporters of either the parasite or the human host.[258]

3.4 Concluding summary and discussion

The impact of the folate and biopterin pathway enzymes on critical metabolic functions like DNA and pro-

tein biosynthesis, coupled with the pterin-auxotrophy of the parasites and a great many differences between

the trypanosomatidic and human pathways shows promise for the design of anti-trypanosomatidic agents.

The most well-explored potential targets to date are PTR1 and DHFR, two enzymes involved in the reduc-

tive activation of unconjugated and conjugated pterins for their downstream metabolic function (see the

reactions in Table 3.16).[242,245,248,250,251,252,254,259,260,263,387]

PTR1 is present in the three major trypanosomatids Leishmania, T. cruzi and T. brucei, but lacks a direct

human homolog, rendering it a particularly interesting target.[239,243,425] As is frequently observed for most

folate and biopterin metabolizing enzymes which catalyze modifications of the pterin core, the depth of

the PTR1 binding pocket, where the substrate core anchors, is largely conserved between the different try-

panosomatidic variants.[258] Inhibitor design strategies tailored at affecting multiple PTR1 enzymes should

thus be driven by π-π and hydrogen bonding interactions in the substrate core binding region.[258] Highly

similar interaction patterns were however observed with different other folate and biopterin pathway mem-

bers, for example DHFR, MTR and QDPR, which all have human homologs (compare Figures 3.18, 3.35 and

3.42). Since variations of the amino acid residues between the different trypanosomatidic PTR1 enzymes

were more common towards the pocket opening, species-specific optimization, taking these more diverse

regions into account, may be beneficial to avoid off-target effects on the human variants of other, in part

loosely related, folate and biopterin pathway proteins.[258]

Targeting PTR1 however comes with a number of drawbacks in the different trypanosomatids: For exam-

ple, while PTR1 represents a potential drug target in its own right in T. brucei, it was not essential in Leish-

mania and likely requires the simultaneous consideration of secondary targets like DHFR.[239,240,241,242,243]

While both PTR1 and DHFR were expressed in all lifecycle stages of Leishmania, including the intracellu-

lar amastigotes found in human macrophages, in T. cruzi, PTR1 expression was solely associated with the

epimastigote stage present in the insect vector.[423,425]

Although DHFR, in contrast to PTR1, has a human homolog, the fact that the pocket residues of the

Leishmania variants shared about 52% identity and 73% similarity with their human counterpart placed

DHFR among the more accessible target candidates for gaining binding selectivity (see also the summary
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of pocket identities and similarities in Table 3.17). On the other hand, when DHFR was considered as a

secondary on-target alongside PTR1, this added to the complexity of the optimization task, since the pocket

properties of human DHFR were often found to be intermediate between those observed for PTR1 and for the

parasitic DHFR.[258] The exploitation of two key differences in the close proximity of the bound ligands may

hold the most promise for dual inhibitor design: the aromatic Phe32 and the polar Asn65 of human DHFR,

corresponding to the nonpolar methionine and the aromatic phenylalanine, respectively, in all parasite DHFR

variants.[258] As an example, a ligand containing a halogen substituent could specifically target Met53 of

LmDHFR and the similarly placed Met233 of LmPTR1 at the same time (see also Figure 3.19).[258,440]

Further overlap in the depth of the pocket and in the patterns of polar and nonpolar residues framing

the binding site region in both PTR1 and parasitic DHFR suggests substitutions of the N10 nitrogen, as

well as heteroaromatic replacements or substitutions of the PABA benzene moiety of a folate- or MTX-like

ligand, as a viable strategy to exploit differing residues between the on- and off-targets.[258] Likewise, a

nonpolar alternative to the amide coupling between the PABA and the glutamic acid moiety may improve

interactions in both PTR1 and DHFR.[258] Together with the consideration of the differing flexibility between

the targets and human DHFR, these procedures may translate into selective inhibitors for the two pterin-

reducing parasite enzymes.[258]

Several previously published PTR1 inhibitors were based on 2,4-diaminopyrimidine or 2,4-diaminopteri-

dine cores. These cores represented excellent matches of the interaction pattern in the pocket of DHFR,

but agreed less well with the distribution of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors in PTR1.[244,248,258,387]

Improved PTR1 inhibitors may arise from a closer mimicry of the substrate 2-amino-4-oxo pterin or alterna-

tive cores favoring the substrate-like over the MTX-like binding mode.[258] Furthermore, an increase in core

lipophilicity may enhance interactions with both PTR1 and the parasitic DHFR as a secondary target.[258] A

route to improve the enclosure in PTR1 and reduce the effect on the human DHFR off-target may involve the

elimination of the glutamic acid tail moiety of MTX-like ligands, which does not interact with PTR1, but its

loss likely comes at the cost of a reduced effect on parasitic DHFR and may impair compound transport.[258]

While the previously published work focused largely on PTR1 and DHFR-TS, this Chapter expanded the

analysis to the many additional metabolic nodes involved in the functionalization of the reduced conju-

gated and non-conjugated pterin species in L. major, as summarized in Table 3.16.[258] For some folate

and biopterin pathway proteins, such as TS, SHMT or PAH, the investigation of their substrate-binding sites

revealed extremely high conservation levels (see also Table 3.17), suggesting that selective targeting of the

Leishmania variants, at least in this pocket region of the protein, is unlikely to be achieved. Other proteins,

for instance MTR or FPGS, may represent a supplemental pool of secondary targets or interesting target

alternatives, given that they either shared parts of their binding site properties with PTR1, were found to be

essential to Leishmania or showed limited conservation of their substrate binding pocket residues in compar-

ison to the human homologs (see Table 3.17). While simultaneous consideration of PTR1 and DHFR posed

limitations on the size and properties of the ligand core, proteins like LmMTR matched the spatial extent
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and interaction pattern of the PTR1 pocket better, but had a human homolog. Thus, the pocketome analysis

enabled the identification of proteins that represent important potential off-targets of relevance even when

designing inhibitors to specifically target PTR1.

Present in:
Protein Reaction Lspp Tc Tb Human
PTR1 BIO→ DHB→ THB X X X X

FOL→ DHF→ THF
DHFRF FOL→ DHF→ THF X X X X
cSHMT THF + Gly→ 5,10-CH2 THF + Ser X X X X
mSHMT THF + Gly→ 5,10-CH2 THF + Ser X X X X
GCS-T THF + Gly→ 5,10-CH2 THF + CO2 + NH+

4 X X X X
TSF 5,10-CH2 THF + dUMP→ DHF + dTMP X X X X
DHCH 5,10-CH2 THF→ 5,10-CH= THF X X X X

5,10-CH= THF→ 10-formyl THF
FTL THF + ATP + formate→ 10-formyl THF + ADP + phosphate X X X X
MTF 10-formyl THF + L-Met tRNAMet → THF + N-formyl L-Met tRNAMet X X X X
MTR 5,10-CH2 THF→ 5-CH3 THF X X X X
PAH THB + Phe→ 4α-hydroxy THB + Tyr X X X X
PCD 4α-hydroxy THB→ qDHB X X X X
(Q)DPR qDHB→ THB X X X X
FPGS pteroyl-[γ-Glu]n + ATP + L-glutamate→ pteroyl-[γ-Glu]n+1 X X X X

Table 3.16: Summary of the reactions of proteins of the Leishmania folate and biopterin pathway and their
presence in Leishmania (Lspp), Trypanosoma cruzi (Tc), Trypanosoma brucei (Tb) and humans.
F DHFR and TS are separate proteins in humans and present in one bifunctional protein, DHFR-
TS, in trypanosomatids. BIO: biopterin; DHB: dihydrobiopterin; THB: tetrahydrobiopterin; FOL:
folate; DHF: dihydrofolate; THF: tetrahydrofolate; 5,10-CH2 THF: 5,10-methylene THF; dUMP:
deoxyuridine monophosphate; dTMP: deoxythymidine monophosphate; 5,10-CH= THF: 5,10-
methenyl THF; 5-CH3 THF: 5-methyl THF; qDHB: quinoid-dihydrobiopterin.

Both SHMT, responsible for synthesizing 5,10-CH2 THF and present in mitochondrial and cytosolic iso-

forms and TS, which uses the product of the SHMT reaction for dTMP synthesis and is covalently coupled

with DHFR in trypanosomatids, represent examples of enzymes with strongly conserved substrate binding

pockets (86-93% similarity of the pocket residues with the human homologs, see Table 3.17).[394,426,427]

Their utilization as potential anti-trypanosomatidic drug targets therefore likely requires the exploitation of

the often different domain architecture or varying dynamics of parasitic proteins and their human counter-

parts or the consideration of alternative pocket regions and allosteric sites.[258] Such strategies are feasible,

given their prior consideration or application in the context of anti-bacterial, anti-plasmodial or anti-cancer

design targeted at TS and SHMT.[450,473,552,552,553]

Antifolates binding to the human DHCH, another enzyme metabolizing the 5,10-CH2 THF product of

SHMT, are known and attempts at their repurposing and optimization to target TbDHCH have demon-

strated the challenge in selectively targeting a pocket with about 80% sequence identity to its human ho-

molog.[262,488] Since the human cytosolic enzyme is trifunctional and covalently coupled with FTL, while

the trypanosomatidic cytosolic enzymes share the domain architecture of the human mitochondrial variants

with a bifunctional DHCH and a monofunctional separate FTL, alternative approaches to exploit the differ-

ent architecture and, potentially, the affected enzyme dynamics for selective design might also be interesting
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Protein Global Pocket
Identity [%] Similarity [%] Identity [%] Similarity [%]

DHFRF 30 46 52 73
cSHMT 52 65 86 93
mSHMT 53-54 67-68 75 86
GCS-T 38-40 52-54 65-71 77-81
TSF 55 69-70 82 87
DHCH 44-45c 61c 79c 86c

FTL 60c 74-75c 50c 58c

MTR 35-36 52-54 48 62
PAH 37-38 53-54 78 89
PCD 32-33 49-51 37 63
(Q)DPR 39-40 54-55 71 74
FPGS 27 40 55 60

Table 3.17: Summary of the different proteins of the Leishmania folate and biopterin pathway and their
sequence similarities and identities in comparison to the human homologs for the entire protein
sequences (global) and the residues of folate/biopterin-species binding pockets only. If cytosolic
and mitochondrial isoforms of a protein were available, the higher identity is reported and
isoforms used in the comparison are annotated as: c: cytosolic and m: mitochondrial. For the
conservation analysis, only the three major Leishmania species considered in this work were
analyzed: L. major, L. donovani and L. infantum. F DHFR and TS are separate proteins in
humans and present in one bifunctional protein, DHFR-TS, in trypanosomatids. For DHFR-TS,
only the corresponding domain was compared with the human homolog for the global sequence
conservation analysis. Likewise, for comparison with DHCH and FTL, only the corresponding
domains of the human trifunctional enzyme were taken into account. Since PTR1 has no direct
human homolog and no binding pocket region could be defined for MTF, these proteins were
excluded from this Table.

for the future development of parasitic DHCH inhibitors.[482,483,485,487]

A second protein that, in addition to SHMT, is involved in the production of 5,10-CH2 THF, is the T-protein

of the GCS, which has a slightly less conserved pocket compared to SHMT, showing only 77-81% similarity

with the human homolog (see Table 3.17).[242] The absence of SHMT in T. brucei renders the protein

interesting as a potential target, though it should be born in mind that GCS-T is a mitochondrial protein.[242]

If, however, a mechanism was found to target drugs specifically to the kinetoplastid mitochondrion, the

overlap observed between the binding sites of GCS-T, mitochondrial SHMT and DHFR of L. major could

be exploited for the design of a triple inhibitor of the mitochondrial C1-metabolism. Another strategy may

be to target the mitochondrial protein biosynthesis: Although it was not possible to map the 10-formyl

THF binding site of MTF, several differences between the Leishmania variant and its human homolog in the

proximity of the catalytic site were observed, thus warranting further investigation of the protein to assess

its potential as a target of folate-like ligands.

FTL or MTR, not being essential, but showing limited pocket conservation between L. major and human

proteins (about 60% similarity, see Table 3.17), were examples of proteins that could be considered as

secondary on-targets, although their individual influence on the pathway when combined, for example, with

inhibitors of PTR1, is unclear. Given the pocket property overlap between PTR1 and MTR characterized here

and the fact that human MTR was suggested to be able to restore THB from qDHB with the help of 5,10-
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CH2 THF, thus linking the folate metabolism to the biopterin pathway, the assessment of the potential role

of MTR in the Leishmania folate-to-biopterin conversion may give rise to novel strategies for the chemical

modulation of the parasitic biopterin metabolism.[375]

PAH, the most conserved protein among the biopterin-pathway enzymes considered, with an active site

similarity of 89% to its human homolog, was not essential for Leishmania and has not been described as an

important drug target before.[522] The two proteins involved in the recycling of the THB cofactor, PCD and

(Q)DPR, on the other hand, differed more in their pocket regions from the respective human off-targets (63

and 74% similarity, see Table 3.17). The absence of QDPR was proposed to explain the essentiality of PTR1

in T. brucei, where PTR1 is also responsible for the reduction of the quinoid-forms of the substrates.[242,243]

Although an overlap of the THB-interaction pattern between LmPTR1 and LmQDPR was observed, the latter

enzyme would represent a challenging side target, given its low druggability and its small, shallow binding

pocket optimized to fit ligands with only the size of biopterin.

In this work, only PAH and the enzymes involved in restoring the THB cofactor were further considered,

given that these proteins were well-characterized in Leishmania. Since reduced biopterin may also functions

as a cofactor of NOS, additional secondary targets for PTR1 substrate-based inhibitors may be found in this

related pathway. However, the functions of biopterin known so far cannot explain its importance, and its

involvement in antioxidant defense, regulation of virulence and differentiation or growth stimulation is not

yet mechanistically understood.[370,373,374] Further investigation may open up additional ways to selectively

target the trypanosomatidic biopterin pathway.

Most of the previously described inhibitors targeting Leishmania PTR1 and DHFR generally showed only

limited anti-parasitic effects, in particular against intracellular amastigotes (see also the results for pteridine-

based compounds discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3, Table 4.27).[249,387,460,554] This may be attributed

to several factors: Not only the bypass via PTR1, but also the compartmentalization of the Leishmania

folate pathway and the proposed presence of a mitochondrial DHFR isoform may limit the efficacy of DHFR

targeting compounds.[242] Even if a compound is not required to enter the parasitic mitochondrion for its

effect, it still needs to cross several barriers, as schematically shown in Figure 3.49: The membrane of the

human macrophage, the parasitophorous vacuole and the Leishmania amastigote membrane. Furthermore,

fast adaptation to available nutrient levels by gene amplification can, depending on the Leishmania species

and strain, lead to the overexpression of enzymes like PTR1, thereby intensifying the metabolic bypass

reaction, or of transporters like BT1, which can counteract a compound’s inhibitory effect by altering the

intracellular substrate pools.[555] Since most inhibitors of PTR1 and DHFR described to date were targeted

at the substrate binding cavities, they commonly show a competitive inhibition mechanism and may thus

be influenced by altered pools of folates and biopterins present in the cell. Finally, the polyglutamylation of

substrates, but also classical antifolates with glutamic acid tail moieties, as mediated by FPGS, may influence

the affinities for the different targets and modulate the competition between substrates and inhibitors,

ultimately impacting antifolate resistance.[544]
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Figure 3.49: Schematic overview of folate and biopterin pathway target proteins in intracellular Leishmania
amastigotes and their corresponding homologs in the human macrophage. For proteins encir-
cled by a continuous line, crystallographic complexes were available. Dashed outlines mark
all homology models created as part of this work and proteins encircled by dotted lines were
discussed solely on the basis of sequence information without any structural data. Only trans-
porters discussed in the text are shown in this overview. Although each protein is only shown
once, many copies of each protein exist in the cells. Importantly, compounds targeting any
Leishmania protein can first affect the off-target (host) pocketome and need to cross several
membranes to reach their target in the intracellular parasite.

FPGS likely represents the most promising potential alternative target among the investigated folate and

biopterin pathway proteins for a number of reasons: The enzyme is essential for Leishmania, expressed

throughout the different lifecycle stages, and its pocket residues, showing 60% similarity with the human

variant, are less conserved than those of DHFR (see also Table 3.17).[384] Ligands of FPGS are primarily

anchored in the pocket by π-π interactions and many of the strategies proposed for optimization of inhibitors

towards PTR1 and DHFR were found to agree with the residue patterns present in the FPGS binding site. It

would thus be interesting to assess whether a compound with an alternative, non-glutamylated tail fragment

could affect FPGS or whether any of the known compounds with effects on PTR1 and DHFR already shows

activity towards FPGS. Its targeting, either alone or in combination with PTR1 and DHFR inhibition may

critically influence the folate pool maintenance of Leishmania and thereby potentially boost the activity of

inhibitors of the folate pathway proteins.

Modifications to the glutamic acid tail of classical antifolates were suggested to potentially interfere

with compound uptake, and indeed, any alteration of the glutamylation in a TbDHCH inhibitor studied by

Eadsforth et al.[262] led to a loss of activity against the T. brucei bloodstream forms. The parasite-specific

FBT family of transporters for folates, biopterins and classical antifolates may indeed depend on the charged

ligand moieties. In Leishmania, the presence of at least 14 genes belonging to the FBT family makes the

specific exploitation or even targeting of the diverse transporter proteins appear to be a daunting task and

structural insight is so far limited to topology predictions coupled with mutation studies.[535] These, together
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with a conservation analysis, however indicated that only a subset of the FBT family members appears to

be involved in folate transport. Another FBT family member was described as a specific transporter of

SAM, suggesting that the mapping of the FBT substrate specificities may hint at less variable potential target

clusters or open up ways for improved compound import by mimicking substrates other than folate.[530] Of

particular interest in the context of smaller, neutral compounds, for instance targeting PTR1, may be the

characterization of the sole specific biopterin transporter, BT1, which was also the most distinct in sequence

from all other FBT family members.

Another possibility to indirectly improve the anti-parasitic effect of PTR1 and DHFR inhibitors may in-

volve the consideration of human transporters, for example, to limit the parasite’s nutrient supply or increase

the amount of compound reaching the parasite. In our previously published work, the human macrophage

transporter FOLRβ was considered by way of example as a secondary target to improve compound up-

take.[258] Activation of this receptor requires the presence of the negatively charged tail, thus prohibiting

tail modifications and generally, little overlap in the interaction hot spots of PTR1 and FOLRβ was de-

tected.[258] Nonetheless, a similar explicit consideration of the structural data and the pocket composition

of other human receptor proteins may be implemented as part of a future design strategy.

As summarized in Figure 3.49, 11 proteins involved in the Leishmania major folate or biopterin pathway

have been characterized structurally and their substrate binding pockets were investigated in this work.

Only two, namely LmPTR1 and LmDHCH, have structures that have been determined crystallographically.

Mapping and analysis of the binding sites for the majority of the parasitic proteins involved homology mod-

eling and docking studies to facilitate future drug design efforts by allowing a near-complete consideration

of the folate pathway pocketome and some related biopterin pathway enzymes. The detected overlap in

ligand interaction patterns with the primary target PTR1 pointed to potential related human off-targets.

For the majority of potential human homologs, crystallographic data was available and only three potential

off-targets were discussed solely on the basis of their pocket sequence. A focus on pocket conservation levels

rather than global conservation often provided a much clearer picture of the relationship between the region

of interest in a potential target and its corresponding human off-target (compare also Table 3.17). Cullia

et al.[263] have, for instance, previously proposed FPGS and MTF as two examples of potential alternative

targets in T. brucei and the findings presented herein indeed support the suggestion that these proteins

may warrant further investigation and consideration as targets in Leishmania. A potential drawback of the

detailed pocket analysis is that the functional annotation of protein sequences in trypanosomatids is often

based on homology and not directly backed up by experimental data for the specific protein. Furthermore,

some of the analyzed sequence data were derived from shotgun sequencing approaches and may thus be

considered preliminary and require later correction of individual bases.

Taken together, the analysis of the folate- and biopterin-binding pocketome of Leishmania revealed that

most of the essential proteins are very well-conserved in parasites and humans and therefore, drug design

against those enzymes likely needs to be targeted at sites other than the substrate binding region. The only
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parasite-specific target, PTR1, and the moderately conserved DHFR pocket were found to show some over-

lap in spatial and interaction properties, which was translated into a set of guidelines to allow for the design

of specific dual inhibitory compounds that avoid affecting the human off-target.[258] Matching interaction

patterns in additional proteins revealed other potential side targets, but also human homologs that may have

to be considered as additional off-targets even for specific PTR1 inhibitors. The most interesting potential

alternative target may be represented by FPGS, which is essential and has an only modestly conserved bind-

ing pocket. Its overlap in binding site features with PTR1 and DHFR may further allow for its consideration

as a secondary on-target with potential to indirectly affect the activities of the other target proteins. The

application of the proposed design strategies, as will in part be covered in Chapter 4, Section 4.3, should

improve the potential of dual folate and biopterin pathway inhibitors. The future consideration of interest-

ing side targets, like FPGS, may translate into additional novel strategies to perturb the complex folate and

biopterin pathway of Leishmania in spite of its many redundant nodes.
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4 Target-based drug design
against proteins of the
parasitic folate & biopterin
pathway

4.1 Thiadiazole- and benzothiazole based inhibitors of pteridine
reductase 1 (PTR1)‡

4.1.1 Identification of 1,3,4-thiadiazoles as PTR1-inhibitory fragments

A common computational approach for finding new compounds or fragments with a probability of binding

to a target of interest is virtual screening (VS). Large libraries composed of structurally diverse compounds

from various sources are thereby docked into the target receptor and ranked by an estimate of their binding

affinity, the scoring function. Such collections of compounds are often assembled from natural products,

known drugs, hits from phenotypic screening or commercially available compounds. Libraries either include

compounds of drug-like molecular weight or smaller fragments, which need to be combined or enlarged by

addition of further chemical functionalities to form compounds with drug-like characteristics.

In 2011, Ferrari et al.[249] initiated the search for new inhibitory scaffolds targeting Leishmania major

PTR1 (LmPTR1) by performing a VS campaign using the Available Chemicals Directory (ACD) database as

‡My computational work presented in this Section was in part published in:

Linciano, P.; Dawson, A.; Pöhner, I.; Costa, D. M.; Sá, M. S.; Cordeiro-da-Silva, A.; Luciani, R.; Gul, S.; Witt, G.; Ellinger,
B.; Kuzikov, M.; Gribbon, P.; Reinshagen, J.; Wolf, M.; Behrens, B.; Hannaert, V.; Michels, P. A. M.; Nerini, E.; Pozzi, C.;
Di Pisa, F.; Landi, G.; Santarem, N.; Ferrari, S.; Saxena, P.; Lazzari, S.; Cannazza, G.; Freitas-Junior, L. H.; Moraes, C.
B.; Pascoalino, B. S.; Alcântara, L. M.; Bertolacini, C. P.; Fontana, V.; Wittig, U.; Müller, W.; Wade, R. C.; Hunter, W. N.;
Mangani, S.; Costantino, L. & Costi, M. P. Exploiting the 2-Amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole Scaffold To Inhibit Trypanosoma brucei
Pteridine Reductase in Support of Early-Stage Drug Discovery. ACS Omega 2017 2, 5666-5683. [251]

Linciano, P.; Pozzi, C.; dello Iacono, L.; di Pisa, F.; Landi, G.; Bonucci, A.; Gul, S.; Kuzikov, M.; Ellinger, B.; Witt, G.;
Santarem, N.; Baptista, C.; Franco, C.; Moraes, C. B.; Müller, W.; Wittig, U.; Luciani, R.; Sesenna, A.; Quotadamo, A.;
Ferrari, S.; Pöhner, I.; Cordeiro-da-Silva, A.; Mangani, S.; Costantino, L. & Costi, M. P. Enhancement of Benzothiazoles as
Pteridine Reductase-1 Inhibitors for the Treatment of Trypanosomatidic Infections. J Med Chem 2019, 62, 3989-4012. [252]
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a compound repository. The ACD is a collection of commercially available chemicals and includes a range

of small, fragment-like compounds, as well as scaffolds of higher molecular weight.

More than 20,000 initial docked complexes were obtained from the screening and the most promising hits

were chosen by applying a set of selection criteria: Preference was given to compounds adopting a substrate-

like binding mode in the biopterin pocket with an aromatic ligand moiety in stacking orientation between

the cofactor nicotinamide and a phenylalanine residue. Further, molecules were required to interact with

residues specific to PTR1, which were not conserved in the human dihydrofolate reductase (hDHFR), as the

main human off-target. This way, 53 molecules of interest were selected for experimental in vitro validation

against LmPTR1 and hDHFR. Among those, the 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole scaffold, shown in Figure 4.1, was

identified as a suitable starting point for a structure-based drug development effort. Further improvement

of the interactions with LmPTR1, while retaining the selectivity for the parasitic enzyme over the human

off-target hDHFR, were the main design objectives.

Figure 4.1: Structures of 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole (left) and 2-amino-1,3-benzothiazole (right).

Molecular interaction fields (MIFs) for LmPTR1 were employed to identify suitable growth strategies for

the small 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole fragment with the best possible complementarity to the binding pocket.

In addition, MIFs for hDHFR were considered to ensure a poor overlap of newly designed compounds with

the off-target binding pocket properties.

Further support for the design came from docking studies allowing for the prediction of binding modes

and identification of plausible sites for further modifications for the developed thiadiazole derivatives. As

part of these studies, in addition, a 2-amino-1,3-benzothiazole (see Figure 4.1) was found to complement

the LmPTR1 binding site particularly well. A second, benzothiazole-based set of compounds was therefore

developed. Using iterative rounds of docking-guided design, the study resulted in 18 selective non-folate

inhibitors of LmPTR1, based either on a thiadiazole or a benzothiazole scaffold.

Although the fact that thiadiazoles were not or poorly active against hDHFR was a desired aspect by de-

sign, the compounds were also inactive against the parasitic variant of DHFR. Thus, thiadiazole-based com-

pounds were only able to inhibit growth of Leishmania mexicana and Leishmania major in vitro when used

in combination with the known DHFR inhibitor pyrimethamine.[249] Since knockout studies and RNA inter-

ference were able to serve as a validation of Trypanosoma brucei PTR1 (TbPTR1) as a target on its own,[240]

the aim of the research presented here was to explore the potential of the 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole core

against this enzyme variant.

A combination of crystallographic and computational studies guided the design of several thiadiazole-

based compounds which were shown to have medium micromolar inhibition of TbPTR1 with compound

T4m being best with an IC50 of 16 µM. This thiadiazole was further able to lower the EC50 of a known DHFR
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inhibitor, methotrexate (MTX), against T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms by about 4-fold.[251] Finally, the

substituents to the thiadiazole core scaffold, which were optimized for interaction with the trypanosomal en-

zyme, were combined with a benzothiazole core, resulting in further improvement of the inhibitory activity

against TbPTR1.[252]

4.1.2 Methodology

Compound library preparation

The thiadiazole derivatives considered in the study were constructed from SMILES strings or two-dimensional

compound representations. Benzothiazoles were assembled from sketched fragments and combined man-

ually. Three-dimensional (3D) coordinates were generated using the OPLS 2005 force field in Schrödinger

LigPrep.[410] A single low-energy ring conformation and up to eight stereoisomers were created per com-

pound. Possible tautomers and ligand ionization states between pH 6.5-7.5 were determined using Epik.[405,406,407]

Protein preparation

Crystallographic complexes were prepared for MIF analysis and docking studies as PTR1 monomers from

chain A, together with a C-terminal tripeptide (Val266-His267-Ala268 in TbPTR1 and Thr286-Arg287-

Ala288 in LmPTR1) from a neighboring subunit including His267’ and Arg287’ of TbPTR1 and LmPTR1,

respectively, pointing into the active site of chain A.

Proteins considered for MIF analysis include the TbPTR1 complexes with PDB-ID 2yhi (with compound

TI), 2yhu (with compound TII), 4wcf (with compound TIII) and 4wcd (with compound TIV, see Figure 4.2

for compound structures), as well as the LmPTR1 structure with PDB-ID 1e92 (in complex with dihydro-

biopterin) for reference. The receptor for all docking studies was based on a high resolution crystal structure

of TbPTR1 with PDB-ID 2x9g (in complex with pemetrexed).

Crystallographic solvent molecules were eliminated from all protein structures. For the TbPTR1 dock-

ing receptor, a set of 17 conserved structural waters identified in a WatCH clustering approach was used

to replace crystallographically determined waters and explicitly considered during docking.[251,341] These

water molecules were positioned identically in at least 50% of the 99 selected chains stemming from high-

resolution crystal structures of TbPTR1 (as published by Linciano et al.[251] and listed in Table A.1 in the

Appendix). Similar water positions were defined by water oxygen-to-oxygen distances of 2.4 Å or less

following a structural alignment of the protein chains.

To demonstrate the critical impact of a non-conserved water molecule on the binding mode of compound

TI observed in the crystallographic complex, this water, HOH2065 in chain A of PDB-ID 2yhi, was added

to the set of conserved waters and explicitly considered during an additional cross-docking study to the

docking receptor with PDB-ID 2x9g.
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Addition of hydrogens to the structure and assignment of the respective bond orders was carried out

with the Protein Preparation Wizard of Schrödinger Maestro.[278,293,398,403,404] In TbPTR1 structures with a

modification on Cys168 (PDB-IDs 2yhu and 4wcf), the modified residues were mutated to standard cysteine

residues prior to further preparation.

The protonation states of the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor and ligands complexed in the respective crys-

tal structure were computed for pH 6.5-7.5 using Epik and protein amino acid protonation states were

determined with PROPKA for pH 7.0.[405,406,407,408] Optimization of the hydrogen-bonding network was

performed, followed by a restrained energy minimization of all hydrogen atoms using the OPLS 2005 force

field.[271]

Some flexible loop regions are often absent in crystal structures of TbPTR1, as is the case for residues

105-112 and 143-150 of the TbPTR1 docking receptor with PDB-ID 2x9g, chain A. Given that these missing

residues were distant from the binding pocket, the loops were not modeled. Instead, for the docking receptor

only, the N-terminus, as well as the N-terminal residues following the missing loops were capped with N-

acetyl groups, while the C-terminus and the C-terminal residues next to missing loops were capped by

N-methyl amide groups to ensure neutral termini in chain A.

SiteMap calculations

For the SiteMap analysis,[365,366,411] bound ligands were replaced with the thiadiazole core of compound TIII

(see Figure 4.2 for the compound structure) from PDB-ID 4wcf in the TbPTR1 complexes based on PDB-IDs

2yhi, 2yhu, 4wcd and 4wcf, as well as the LmPTR1 complex with PDB-ID 1e92. The site to be investigated

was defined by the core of TIII and an additional surrounding area of 3 Å around the thiadiazole fragment. A

minimum of ten site points was required for consideration of the respective region.[251] Site points thereby

correspond to points on a regular grid that the protein is placed on. For each point, the procedure classifies

whether the point is located inside or outside the protein. For non-overlapping points, van-der-Waals con-

tacts with the protein and enclosure are evaluated and sites are then defined by connecting well-enclosed

grid points with suitable contacts. Within identified sites, the analysis further provides information on the

hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the respective site region and the required properties for a ligand to

favorably interact with the site.[365,366] Investigated regions were cropped at a distance of 3 Å from the

nearest site point.

Docking studies

Docking studies were carried out with Schrödinger Glide in Standard Precision (SP) mode, employing a

20 Å3 grid centered on Phe97, thereby spanning over the active site of TbPTR1, and using the OPLS 2005

force field.[271,280,282,409] Receptor protein atoms were considered rigid during docking simulations with the

exception of Ser95, Cys168, Tyr174 and the cofactor ribose that carries the nicotinamide. In these residues,
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which all line the pocket and are well accessible for ligands, the hydroxyl or thiol groups were allowed to

rotate in order to adopt different hydrogen bonding patterns in response to ligand binding.

Since binding of a ligand very different from the crystallographic ligand of the receptor template used

may require some adaptation of receptor atoms, which is not modeled during the docking procedure, a

scaling factor of 0.8 for nonpolar ligand atom van-der-Waals radii was used. Atoms below the partial charge

cutoff of 0.15 e were considered nonpolar. This scaling procedure allows for decreasing penalties stemming

from close contacts between ligand and receptor, which may result from a suboptimal geometry of the

binding site for interactions with the respective ligand.

For each input ligand, a conformational ensemble is generated during the docking simulation, which

includes a variety of possible rotamers of the compound. Inversions of nitrogen atoms in a pyramidal

geometry and ring conformations were sampled. Sampling of amide torsions was biased towards favoring a

planar conformation of secondary amide functional groups: cis- and trans-configurations correspond to the

global minimum of the torsional potential and adoption of deviating torsional angles (local minima) was

penalized with 2.0 kcal
mol by a periodic penalty function applied to the docking score.

If a ligand tautomer or ionization state different from the state lowest in energy was docked, the energy

difference from the energetic minimum as obtained by Epik during ligand preparation was added to the

docking score as a penalty. Further, formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds was rewarded. Finally, an

increase of the torsional potential of atoms in conjugated π-systems was used to favor planar geometries

of, for instance, aromatic rings. For this, the coefficient V2 in the Fourier series (attributed to conjugation

or hyperconjugation, see also equation 2.8 in Chapter 2) was scaled by a factor of 5 for proper torsions,

improper torsions and improper bends involving planar atoms.

A maximum of 10 final docked poses was retained per ligand after subjecting the 20 top-scoring docking

results (ranked by Glide Emodel score) to a post-docking energy minimization. For the subsequent analysis,

docking scores were only considered to an accuracy of 1 decimal place and visual inspection and further

analysis was performed considering all poses within 1.0 kcal
mol of the top Glide docking score obtained for the

respective compound.

Analysis of physico-chemical descriptors using QikProp

A set of physico-chemical descriptors and properties for thiadiazoles and in silico designed benzothia-

zoles was computed using the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) prediction tool

QikProp with standard settings.[556]
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4.1.3 Guidance for the design of improved thiadiazole-based TbPTR1 inhibitors
from crystallographic and molecular interaction field analysis

Given that 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole-based compounds were previously demonstrated to inhibit LmPTR1,

in the first step, the effect of the scaffold on the closely related TbPTR1 was confirmed and complemented by

elucidation of the binding mode.[249,251] For this purpose, inhibition constants for nine LmPTR1-inhibiting

thiadiazoles were obtained by in vitro characterization against TbPTR1 as described by Dawson et al.[241].

In parallel, the same compounds were subjected to crystallographic analysis, resulting in four TbPTR1 com-

plexes with the thiadiazole-based compounds TI-TIV shown in Figure 4.2 together with their Ki values:

PDB-IDs 2yhi (TI), 2yhu (TII, 4wcf (TIII) and 4wcd (TIV).[251] The crystallographic binding modes of the

compounds are shown in Figure 4.3. With the exception of compound TI, which was successfully crystal-

lized despite being practically inactive against TbPTR1, the crystallized compounds were modest inhibitors

of TbPTR1 with Ki values of 48-88 µM.

Ki = NA Ki = 48±5 µM Ki = 53±6 µM Ki = 88±12 µM

Figure 4.2: Structures of crystallized thiadiazoles TI-TIV as published in Linciano et al.[251] with determined
inhibition constants against TbPTR1 (Ki± standard deviation). Ki values were only determined
for compounds with at least 10% inhibition of TbPTR1 at 50 µM compound concentration (Com-
pound TI has only 8% TbPTR1 inhibition at 100 µM concentration; thus no Ki was determined).

The crystallographic analysis, as shown in Figure 4.3, confirmed that in all cases an aromatic system

of the ligand bound in stacking orientation and was sandwiched between the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor

nicotinamide and Phe97 of TbPTR1, as was also previously observed by Ferrari et al.[249] in docking studies

to LmPTR1. Since a substrate-like binding mode was one criterion to filter promising hits in the initial VS,

the partial overlap of the ring nitrogens of compounds TII and TIII with those of the TbPTR1-bound folic

acid pteridine core, as illustrated in Figure 4.4, is hardly surprising.

However, the crystallographic binding modes illustrated in Figure 4.3 also demonstrate that the orien-

tation of the 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole moiety was not fully conserved between the different compounds.

In the case of compound TIV, the stacking position was even occupied by the more bulky benzotriazole

scaffold (see Figure 4.3D). The positioning of the benzotriazole moiety indicates, as predicted for benzoth-

iazoles in LmPTR1 before, that a larger ring system may be more favorable than a thiadiazole for anchoring

compounds in the biopterin pocket of PTR1.[249] Taking advantage of the more rapid and less complex

synthesis route of thiadiazole-based compounds in contrast to benzothiazoles/benzotriazoles, the further

design involved a 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole as the core scaffold. An important objective for the improve-

ment of compounds against TbPTR1 was therefore the reinforcement of the thiadiazole core binding mode
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Figure 4.3: Crystallographic complexes of TbPTR1 with compound TI (A, PDB-ID 2yhi), TII (B, PDB-ID
2yhu), TIII (C, PDB-ID 4wcf) and TIV (D, PDB-ID 4wcd). The thiadiazole-compounds (turquoise
carbons), important interacting residues in the TbPTR1 binding pocket (chain A of the pro-
tein shown as gray cartoon and C-terminal region with His267’ from the neighboring subunit in
lavender) and the NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown in sticks representation. Black dot-
ted lines indicate possible hydrogen bonding interactions or halogen-π contacts (A, compound
TI) of the ligand with TbPTR1. Cys168 is modified to S-oxocysteine in (B) and (C) (labeled
as Cys168X). Important water molecules discussed in the text are shown as red spheres. This
figure was adapted from Linciano et al.[251]

Figure 4.4: Overlay of the crystallographically determined binding modes of folic acid (from PDB-ID 3bmc,
dark gray sticks) with compounds TII (A, from PDB-ID 2yhu) and TIII (B, from PDB-ID 4wcf)
shown in turquoise sticks. The TbPTR1 protein is shown in cartoon representation with gray
carbons. The NADP+ cofactor (sticks, black carbons) and Phe97 (sticks, gray carbons) form
a π-sandwich around the ligands and are shown for reference. This figure was adapted from
Linciano et al.[251]

by optimization of the attached substituents.

The stacking orientation of the thiadiazole core (and the benzotriazole of TIV) was stabilized by hydrogen
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bonds with Ser95 and cofactor phosphate and ribose, as also indicated in Figure 4.3. The thiadiazole core

of the inactive compound TI was less deeply buried in the pocket, thereby showing two additional hydrogen

bonding interactions, namely with Tyr174 and a water molecule bridging between compound and Ser95 of

TbPTR1 (HOH2065 in Figure 4.3A). This water molecule was displaced by all other compounds with their

slightly increased size, as is evident from the crystallographic complexes in Figure 4.3. While some other

water positions were well-conserved in complexes of TbPTR1 with a variety of different ligand types, for

instance a structural water molecule bridging between Asp161 and Gly205 (HOH2086, HOH2056, HOH488

and HOH486 in Figure 4.3A-D, respectively), HOH2065 is non-conserved. Its presence in the complex with

compound TI may indicate that the inability to displace certain water molecules from the TbPTR1 binding

pocket weakens the interactions, thus explaining the apparent inactivity of compound TI against TbPTR1.

In the crystallized compounds, substituents to the stacking core are typically stabilized by hydropho-

bic interactions with residues lining the pocket, like Val206, Pro210, Met213 and Trp221. Compound TI

shows an interaction of the chloro-ethyl substituent with the π-system of Trp221. Ab initio calculations for

Cl-π-stacking and heteroaromatic π-π-stacking systems indicate that the respective interaction energies are

distance- and orientation-dependent.[557,558] Thus, a competition between optimal geometries for the Cl-π

interaction and stacking of the thiadiazole core in the π-sandwich between Phe97 and the cofactor nicoti-

namide may further destabilize the compound’s binding mode. Compounds TII and TIV, in contrast, are

of sufficient size to have an aryl form a T-shaped stacking interaction with Trp221 while another aromatic

moiety adopts the classical stacking binding mode.

To facilitate the design of improved inhibitors of TbPTR1, the crystallographic complexes with compounds

TI-TIV were subjected to a MIF analysis using SiteMap.[365,366,411] Detected favorable interaction sites for

hydrophobic or hydrophilic ligand groups were highly similar in all four complexes and show clear overlap

with the previously determined MIFs for LmPTR1.[249] Since the earlier analysis was performed with a

different tool, in addition, the LmPTR1 complex with PDB-ID 1e92 was analyzed with SiteMap for direct

comparison. The resulting MIFs are visualized in Figure 4.5A and B for LmPTR1 and the TbPTR1 complex

with compound TIII as a representative, respectively.

The biopterin pocket of TbPTR1 is largely governed by a spacious region favoring hydrophobic contacts,

emerging from the core-anchoring π-sandwich between Phe97 and the cofactor nicotinamide and expanding

along the substrate loop and towards the back of the pocket, lined by Cys168, Met213 and Trp221, as shown

in Figure 4.5B (o1, o2). While the hydrophobic core region o1 is highly similar between LmPTR1 and

TbPTR1 (see Figure 4.5, A and B), a clear difference can be seen for the expanded hydrophobic region o2:

In LmPTR1, it appears rather narrow and stretches towards His241 and the substrate loop. In contrast, o2

is larger in TbPTR1 and extends towards Cys168 at the reverse side of the pocket (see Figure 4.5AB, o2).

A number of favorable contact points for ligand hydrogen bond donors and acceptors surround the hy-

drophobic field. A large region advantageous for interacting with hydrogen bond donors, i1, is again virtu-

ally similar in LmPTR1 and TbPTR1 (cf. Figure 4.5AB) and spans around cofactor phosphates and the ribose
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Figure 4.5: Regions allowing for energetically favorable interactions in the LmPTR1 (A, PDB-ID 1e92) and
TbPTR1 (B, PDB-ID 4wcf) binding site as obtained by MIF analysis with SiteMap. Potential
contact regions for hydrophobic moieties are represented by yellow isocontours at -0.5 kcal

mol .
Interaction sites favorable for hydrogen bond donors and acceptors are shown as isocontours
at ±8 kcal

mol in blue and red, respectively. The key hydrophobic (o, yellow dashed lines) and
hydrophilic regions (i, blue dashed lines) are labeled following Ferrari et al.[249] Proteins are
shown as cartoons with key residues lining the pocket in stick representation: LmPTR1 in pink
with Arg287’ from a neighboring subunit in magenta and TbPTR1 in gray with the corresponding
His267’ in lavender. The NADP+ cofactor is shown with black carbons. For reference, a 2-
amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole fragment from the crystallographic complex with compound TIII, 4wcf,
is shown in ball-and-stick representation with turquoise carbons.

moiety bearing the nicotinamide, as well as Ser111 or Ser95 of LmPTR1 and TbPTR1, respectively. As can

be seen from the orientation of the thiadiazole core in Figure 4.5, hydrogen bonds anchor it in this region,

thus explaining the capability of the scaffold to interact with both variants of PTR1. An additional favorable

contact point for hydrogen bond donors is found close to Tyr194 of LmPTR1 and Tyr174 of TbPTR1. The lat-

ter residue was observed in hydrogen-bonding contact with the thiadiazole 2-amino group in the alternative

binding mode observed for compound TI in the crystallographic complex (cf. Figure 4.3A).

Larger differences between LmPTR1 and TbPTR1 can be seen for the other hydrophilic fields i2 and

i3 (see Figure 4.5). These regions are smaller in TbPTR1 and preferentially interact with hydrogen bond

donors, while in LmPTR1, both are mixed regions favoring hydrogen bond donor and acceptor contacts.

More precisely, for region i2, in both proteins, hydrogen bond donating ligand moieties can interact sim-

ilarly with Asp181 of LmPTR1 or Asp161 of TbPTR1. In LmPTR1, in addition, the larger Arg287’ from

the neighboring subunit provides a contact point for hydrogen bond acceptors, which is absent in TbPTR1.

Also, interactions with region i3 may be affected by differences in the substrate loop, for example Pro210

of TbPTR1 instead of Val230 in LmPTR1. Since proline restrains the loop flexibility, typically, it appears

more closed in TbPTR1, thus potentially limiting the interaction space i3 for hydrophilic contacts with the

cofactor. However, this phenomenon may as well be at least partially attributed to the crystallographic res-

olution, since TbPTR1 complexes can generally be resolved to a higher resolution than LmPTR1 and thus,

more residue positions of the flexible loop remain poorly defined in the Leishmania protein.
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Making use of these observations from the crystallographic and MIF analysis, four different series with

different substitutions at position 5 of a thiadiazole core were designed, as summarized in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: General structures of the designed thiadiazole-based compound series T1-T4 as published in
Linciano et al.[251]. The gray numbers shown for series T1 illustrate the ring nomenclature of
the thiadiazole core. Ar- corresponds to aryl moieties.

Aimed at the exploitation of the large regions favoring hydrophobic contacts (o1 and o2 in Figure 4.5)

and adopting the general structure of TIII, series T1 was centered around aryl-substitutions to position 5.

In order to further account for the extent and TbPTR1-specific shape of the hydrophobic region o2 (see

Figure 4.5), series T2 cores were substituted with different, in part kinked, biphenyl groups.

To allow for better adaptation of an aryl substituent to the shape of the hydrophobic interaction field, in

series T3, aryl substituents were linked to position 5 via a 1-3 carbon spacer. This way, the series followed the

general structure of compound TII, which was re-synthesized as an internal reference compound referred

to as compound T3k. To explore the possible replacement of aryl moieties with non-aromatic scaffolds,

compound T3i deviated from the rest of the series by a dimethylamine group replacing the aryl.

Series T4 was designed to mimic the nitrogen system of the substrate pteridine ring, as can be inferred

from the placement of the TII and TIII position 5 carbons in Figure 4.4. The second amino group may thereby

allow for the exploitation of the region favorable for hydrogen bond donors observed close to the cofactor

nicotinamide carbonyl (Region i3 in Figure 4.5B).

By their properties matching the requirements of the TbPTR1 binding site, compounds of series T1-T4

were expected to bind well to their target. To shed light on their exact modes of binding, computational

docking and further crystallographic studies were combined in parallel to compound synthesis and evalua-

tion of the TbPTR1 inhibition of the novel thiadiazole-based compounds.

4.1.4 Validation of the docking protocol

Prior to utilizing docking studies in a predictive manner to investigate possible binding modes of the novel

thiadiazoles, the existing crystallographic knowledge was used to confirm the ability of docking experiments

to reproduce correct binding modes in cross-docking studies. Schrödinger Glide was employed to predict

the mode of interaction for compounds TI, TII, TIII and TIV with the high-resolution TbPTR1 crystal structure

with PDB-ID 2x9g.[280,282,409,559] A crystallographic complex with one newly designed thiadiazole deriva-

tive, T4c (PDB-ID 5izc, cf. also Figure 4.8) was resolved and further considered as part of the docking

validation.
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With the exception of the results for compound TI, ligand poses within a root-mean-square deviation

(RMSD) below 1 Å in comparison to the crystallographic ligand pose were obtained in docking studies, as

summarized in Table 4.1.

Compound
ID

from
PDB-
ID

RMSD
from

crystal
pose [Å]

Glide
docking
score
[ kcal

mol ]

Pose
rank by
Glide
docking
score

RMSD from
top pose

Glide
docking

score [Å]

Glide
Emodel
score
[ kcal

mol ]

Pose
rank by
Glide
Emodel
score

RMSD from
top pose

Glide
Emodel

score [Å]

TI 2yhi 2.1 -5.7 4/10 1.7 -37.3 8/10 1.5
2.4 -6.0 1/10 - -44.5 2/10 0.7
2.5 -6.0 2/10 0.8 -44.6 1/10 -

TII 2yhu 0.7 -6.6 3/10 2.6 -50.5 8/10 1.2
1.4 -6.4 6/10 2.3 -57.1 1/10 -
2.5 -6.8 1/10 - -53.1 4/10 2.3

TIII 4wcf 0.6 -7.4 1/10 - -64.7 1/10 -

TIV 4wcd 0.6 -7.3 3/10 6.0 -63.3 2/10 6.0
6.0 -7.5 1/10 - -63.8 1/10 -

T4c.a] 5izc 0.8 -6.8 2/10 1.4 -55.8 3/10 1.4
1.2 -6.9 1/10 - -57.3 1/10 -

T4c.b] 0.4 -6.9 1/10 - -57.3 1/10 -

Table 4.1: Cross-docking results for compounds TI, TII, TIII, TIV and T4c to TbPTR1 receptor structure 2x9g.
RMSD values for comparison between docked and crystallographic orientations are computed
considering all heavy ligand atoms. Given the high similarity of poses in different chains of the
crystallographic complexes, with the exception of T4c (]: chain A, B), only chain A was considered
for RMSD measurement. For all compounds, the best-ranked docking solutions by Glide docking
score and Glide Emodel score, as well as the closest match with respect to the crystallographic
pose (highlighted in bold face) are reported. In addition, the rank of the pose amongst the ten
solutions obtained when sorted either by Glide docking or Emodel score, is given. RMSD values
for each compound are also reported relative to the top scoring solution as assessed by Glide
docking score and Glide Emodel score.

Both the Glide docking score and the Glide Emodel score were investigated for their ability to rank poses

with low RMSD compared to the crystallographic orientation best. Glide Emodel score is internally used to

rank the different obtained poses for a ligand against one another and considers the docking score together

with nonbonded interaction energies and internal energies of the docked ligand conformation. However, as

can be seen from Table 4.1, none of the scoring functions was able to consistently yield a high rank for the

closest match to the crystallographic orientation.

When ranking by Glide docking score, for compounds TII, TIII and TIV as well as both orientations of T4c,

docking results with 0.4-0.8 Å RMSD can be found amongst the top three poses, which, in their docking

score, deviate by no more than 0.2 kcal
mol from the top scoring solution. In the case of compound TI, the RMSD

between docked poses and crystallographic orientation exceeded 2 Å. In the docking studies, the orientation

of the thiadiazole moiety of compound TI is predicted to be similar to the crystallographic binding modes of

TII and TIII, thus resulting in a relatively large RMSD (see also Figure 4.3A-C and the thiadiazole core RMSD

reported for the complex with compound TII, 2yhu, in Table 4.2).
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In the crystallographic complex, compound TI was found less deeply buried in the pocket and interactions

with Ser95 were not formed directly but via a bridging water molecule (compare Figure 4.3A). Since this

water was not conserved, but displaced by larger compounds, we hypothesized that the inability to dislodge

the water molecule was key to the altered binding mode of compound TI. To test this, the respective water

(HOH2065 of PDB-ID 2yhi, chain A) was added to the set of waters explicitly considered during docking

and the cross-docking analysis was re-performed for compound TI. A comparison of the obtained results

with and without HOH2065 is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Superimposition of the crystallographic orientation of compound TI (turquoise sticks, from PDB-
ID 2yhi) with docked poses for the same compound using the standard docking approach (A) and
docking in presence of an additional bridging crystallographic water molecule, HOH2065 (B).
Docked poses (green carbons) and important interacting residues in the TbPTR1 pocket (protein
shown as gray cartoon) are highlighted as sticks. The NADP+ cofactor is shown as sticks with
black carbons. Black dotted lines indicate hydrogen bonding interactions and are shown only
for the docked orientations.

Indeed, as further summarized in Table 4.2, inclusion of the bridging water molecule yielded a docked

pose with an RMSD of 1.0 Å. The main deviation thereby stems from a differing orientation of the chloro-

ethyl substituent (cf. Figure 4.7B and the thiadiazole core RMSD reported in Table 4.2).

The fact that the Cl-π-interaction of this moiety with Trp221 is not correctly modeled in docking may

thereby be attributed to force field short-comings, since many state-of-the-art force fields used in docking

software do not or only insufficiently account for halogen bonding.[560] Nonetheless, the closest docked

match relative to the crystallographic orientation is in good agreement with the experimentally determined

binding mode and found within 0.3 kcal
mol of the top ranked pose by Glide docking score.

In conclusion, when ranking docked thiadiazole poses by the Glide docking score, a pose resembling

the experimental reference can be typically found within 0.2-0.3 kcal
mol deviation from the top scoring result.

For docking studies of the newly designed thiadiazoles, we therefore analyzed all poses with a docking

score within 1.0 kcal
mol of the top result to ensure that a likely near-native pose was captured. Pose selection

was further supported by visual inspection of the interaction pattern and comparison with crystallographic
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HOH2065 RMSD 2yhi
full

RMSD 2yhi
thiadiazole

RMSD 2yhu
thiadiazole

Glide docking score
[kcal

mol ]

without 2.4 2.6 0.4 -6.0
2.1 2.0 1.8 -5.7

with 1.8 2.1 2.8 -6.6
1.0 0.6 2.6 -6.3

Table 4.2: Comparison of the cross-docking results for compound TI to TbPTR1 receptor structure 2x9g in
absence and presence of the bridging water molecule HOH2065 of PDB-ID 2yhi, chain A. RMSD
values for comparison between docked and crystallographic orientations considering all heavy
ligand atoms are reported; in addition, RMSD values for all heavy atoms of the 2-amino-1,3-4-
thiadiazole core are reported comparing either to the crystallographic complex 2yhi (TI) or 2yhu
(TII). Only chain A was considered as the crystallographic reference for RMSD calculation. Results
are reported for the top scoring pose and the closest match to the crystallographic reference
(highlighted in bold face).

complexes of substrates (TbPTR1 in complex with folate, PDB-ID 3bmc) and thiadiazole-based compounds

(TI: 2yhi; TII: 2yhu; TIII: 4wcf; TIV: 4wcd and T4c: 5izc).

Given its displacement by ligands of a certain size, HOH2065 was not considered during further docking

studies, since the majority of investigated thiadiazole derivatives were of similar size or bigger than com-

pounds TII, TIII and T4c, which were all found able to push the bridging water out of the binding pocket

while anchoring in stacking position with their thiadiazole core moiety (see Figures 4.3BC and 4.8).

4.1.5 Structure-activity relationships and binding mode predictions for
TbPTR1-inhibiting thiadiazoles

The design of a total of 57 novel thiadiazole-based compounds in four different series (see Tables 4.3 to 4.8

for structures) was strongly guided by the crystallographic complexes of TbPTR1 with compounds TI-TIV

and the calculated MIFs, as described in Section 4.1.3.[251] Nonetheless, many substitution patterns did not

result in the expected improvement of TbPTR1 inhibition levels. A possible explanation for this may be that

the structural modifications led to changes in the predicted compound binding modes with respect to the

initial crystallographic complexes.

We employed computational docking simulations to predict bound orientations for all designed thiadiazole-

derivatives. Docking results together with additional crystallographic evidence from the TbPTR1 complex

with compound T4c (PDB-ID 5izc, cf. also Figure 4.8) provided insight into the relationship between ob-

served effects of structural variations and the activity of the compounds against TbPTR1.

As found previously, most inhibitors of TbPTR1 anchor with an aromatic moiety in the π-sandwich be-

tween Phe97 and the nicotinamide of the NADP+ cofactor. In the vast majority of docked poses, this classical

mode of interaction was found. Since the pocket dimensions by far exceed the size of the thiadiazole core,

docking studies predicted a number of different orientations stemming from slight rotations of the core and
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being stabilized by different hydrogen bonding interactions. These involve, for instance, Ser95, Asp161,

Tyr174, the cofactor ribose or the cofactor phosphate groups, as can be seen from exemplary docking poses

in Figure 4.9B-F. The same phenomenon was also observed in the different crystallographic complexes, as

is evident from the varying interaction patterns shown in Figures 4.3 (TI-TIII) and 4.8 (T4c).

The 5-aryl substituted thiadiazoles of series T1, as summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 were designed to

complement the hydrophobic core pocket of TbPTR1 (o1 in Figure 4.5). However, most compounds were too

small to fully fill the large adjacent region favoring non-polar contacts (o2 in Figure 4.5). Docking predicts

many compounds to bind with the thiadiazole core close to the cofactor, having the directly attached aryl

moiety compete with thiadiazole for the stacking position, as was also observed for compound TIII in the

crystallographic complex (see Figure 4.3C). Several thiadiazole derivatives were further not able to stabilize

their binding mode by additional hydrogen bonding interactions in the active site, since no hydrogen bond

donating moiety to address a hydrophilic region close to Asp161 (see Figure 4.5, i2) was present.

In line with this, as also summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, compounds of series T1 mostly did not exceed

30% TbPTR1 inhibition when tested at 50 µM compound concentration. Although the visual inspection of

the predicted poses provided hints as to why the compounds were poor TbPTR1 inhibitors, the resulting

docking scores, reported in the same tables, were not directly indicative of the low activities.

Solely the pyrogallol-substituted compound T1f (see compound structure in Table 4.3) was found to be

more active and yielded an IC50 of 41 µM. This may be explained by a predicted alternative binding mode

specific to T1f with the pyrogallol moiety lodging in the stacking position instead of the thiadiazole. Py-

rogallol can be stabilized well by forming hydrogen bonds with the cofactor phosphate, the ribose bearing

the nicotinamide moiety and Tyr174, as shown in Figure 4.9A. This binding mode places two of the hy-

droxylations of T1f in similar orientation as the ring nitrogens of the benzotriazole of compound TIV in the

crystallographic complex (see also Figure 4.9A). In case of TIV, similarly, the thiadiazole was displaced from

the stacking position by a bulkier aromatic system directly attached in position 5, thus supporting the possi-

bility of an alternative orientation. Since pyrogallol is also larger than thiadiazole, the classical thiadiazole

stacking mode would in addition place polar hydroxylations in unfavorably close contact to Trp221.

Neither the 5-biphenyl-substituted compounds of series T2 (see Table 4.5) nor the aryl-substituted com-

pounds with the aliphatic linkage of series T3 (see Table 4.6) exceeded 47% inhibition of TbPTR1 at 50 µM

compound concentration. Although the biphenyl-substituents were designed to better fill the hydrophobic

binding pocket (cf. Figure 4.5, o1, o2), the rather rigid elongated compound conformation was found to

misarrange in the active site, resulting in clashes or the placement of polar substituents close to hydrophobic

protein residues and vice versa.

The introduction of a flexible aliphatic spacer between thiadiazole and aryl substituents, as in series T3

(see Table 4.6), was designed to allow for improved adaptivity of the compounds to the interaction pattern

of the binding site. Smaller thiadiazoles with a short linkage (single methylene bridge in T3b-T3e or (CH2)2-

spacer of T3g) did however suffer from the same unfavorable effects as previously observed for series T1
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Compound ID Top Glide docking
score [ kcal

mol ]
Number of poses
within 1.0 kcal

mol

% Inhibition TbPTR1
at 50 µM (IC50 [µM])

T1a -7.5 2 25.3±1.2

T1b -8.0 6 7.7±0.6

T1c -7.6 8 9.4±0.3

T1d -8.0 7 16.7±1.0

T1e -7.2 6 13.5±0.4

T1f -8.0 8 44.9±0.9 (41.0)

T1g -7.5 1 14.1±1.2

T1h -7.5 4 24.1±1.0

T1i -7.4 5 34.2±1.5

T1j -8.1 1 27.0±0.4

T1k -7.7 4 15.6±1.1

T1l -7.8 5 15.6±0.7

T1m -6.9 8 9.1±0.5

T1n -7.0 6 25.6±0.7

T1o -5.5 10 23.4±0.1

T1p -7.7 6 5.3±0.9

Table 4.3: Docking results for 5-aryl substituted 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles T1a-T1p into the TbPTR1 re-
ceptor based on PDB-ID 2x9g and corresponding TbPTR1 inhibition data and, where determined,
IC50 values (in brackets) as published in Linciano et al.[251] The highest obtained docking score
as well as the number of poses within 1.0 kcal

mol of the top scoring pose are given.

with compounds being too small to fill the pocket and thus showing a variety of different binding modes.

Compounds with larger substituents or conformational restraints in the linkage region (T3f, T3h) showed
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Compound ID Top Glide docking
score [ kcal

mol ]
Number of poses
within 1.0 kcal

mol

% Inhibition TbPTR1
at 50 µM (IC50 [µM])

T1q -8.0 3 2.5±0.2

T1r -8.7 3 NI

T1s -6.9 4 9.0±0.8

T1t -4.9 10 8.3±1.8

Table 4.4: Continued from Table 4.3: Docking results for 5-aryl substituted 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles T1q-
T1t into the TbPTR1 receptor based on PDB-ID 2x9g and corresponding TbPTR1 inhibition data
as published in Linciano et al.[251] The highest obtained docking score as well as the number of
poses within 1.0 kcal

mol of the top scoring pose are given. NI: no inhibition.

Compound ID Top Glide docking
score [ kcal

mol ]
Number of poses
within 1.0 kcal

mol

% Inhibition TbPTR1
at 50 µM (IC50 [µM])

T2a -5.7 6 10.8±0.4

T2b -6.1 7 16.2±0.5

T2c -7.0 5 25.2±1.4

T2d -7.5 2 4.6±1.0

T2e -6.3 2 6.6±0.6

T2f -7.1 2 8.6±0.6

T2g -7.4 3 4.0±0.4

Table 4.5: Docking results for 5-biphenyl substituted 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles T2a-T2g into the TbPTR1
receptor based on PDB-ID 2x9g and corresponding TbPTR1 inhibition data as published in Lin-
ciano et al.[251] The highest obtained docking score as well as the number of poses within 1.0 kcal

mol
of the top scoring pose are given.

slightly improved inhibition compared to other members of the series. Ligands with a very high flexibility

generally suffer from a loss of entropy when binding to a receptor, as this will dramatically limit the con-

formational space accessible to the compound. In contrast, if a ligand already has certain conformational

restraints, this entropy loss during binding is reduced and may thus explain why a confinement of the
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Compound ID Top Glide docking
score [ kcal

mol ]
Number of poses
within 1.0 kcal

mol

% Inhibition TbPTR1
at 50 µM (IC50 [µM])

T3a -5.8 9 5.4±0.7

T3b -6.9 8 8.1±0.2

T3c -7.3 10 15.8±0.5

T3d -6.6 10 18.5±0.6

T3e -7.7 8 20.9±0.3

T3f -6.9 4 47.2±0.4

T3g -7.1 8 7.6±0.3

T3h -7.3 2 34.3±1.2

T3i -6.0 9 5.6±0.6

T3j -7.0 8 12.9±0.7

T3k -6.8 10 26.0±0.7

Table 4.6: Docking results for 5-aryl-aliphatic 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles T3a-T3k into the TbPTR1 recep-
tor based on PDB-ID 2x9g and corresponding TbPTR1 inhibition data as published in Linciano
et al.[251] The highest obtained docking score as well as the number of poses within 1.0 kcal

mol of
the top scoring pose are given.

compound flexibility was favorable for TbPTR1 inhibition.

The non-aromatic substituent of compound T3i was disfavored, since it was even less bulky and unlike

the aryl substituents unable to form stabilizing π-π contacts, for instance with Trp221. Even the 3-carbon

linkage of compounds T3j and T3k (or TII) did not allow for notable TbPTR1 inhibition, although, as can be

seen from the binding mode of compound TII in the crystallographic complex in Figure 4.3B, the aryl moiety

is stabilized by forming an edge-to-face stacking interaction with Trp221. The carbonyl group in the linkage

is however placed in an unfavorable hydrophobic environment and may thus weaken the interaction.

Again, for both series T2 and T3, while the docking scores obtained did not reflect the low activities,

the resulting docked poses were able to provide a qualitative explanation for the poor TbPTR1 inhibition
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observed (see Tables 4.5 and 4.6).

The final series, consisting of 19 2,5-diamino-1,3,4-thiadiazole derivatives (see Tables 4.7 and 4.8) was

designed to better anchor the thiadiazole core moiety in the TbPTR1 binding pocket by exploiting addi-

tional interactions with the small hydrophilic portion above the cofactor nicotinamide carbonyl (region i3 in

Figure 4.5). Indeed, this series appeared most promising, with nine representatives resulting in more than

30% TbPTR1 inhibition at 50 µM compound concentration and corresponding IC50 values ranging between

16-112 µM, as listed in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

Compound ID Top Glide docking
score [ kcal

mol ]
Number of poses
within 1.0 kcal

mol

% Inhibition TbPTR1
at 50 µM (IC50 [µM])

T4a -6.0 3 14.2±0.8

T4b -7.0 8 39.5±0.9

T4c -6.9 7 50.6±2.6 (112.0)

T4d -7.1 7 21.8±2.2

T4e -7.3 7 48.5±2.1 (31.0)

T4f -7.2 8 37.7±0.5 (48.0)

T4g -7.0 5 14.7±1.7

T4h -6.9 7 34.6±3.0 (70.0)

T4i -7.1 8 31.0±1.3 (56.0)

T4j -7.2 8 8.4±1.2

T4k -7.3 4 NI

T4l -6.2 9 18.6±0.8

T4m -7.1 4 73.0±1.1 (16.0)

T4n -7.6 5 36.7±2.0 (62.0)

Table 4.7: Docking results for 2,5-diamino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles T4a-T4n into the TbPTR1 receptor based on
PDB-ID 2x9g and corresponding TbPTR1 inhibition data and, where determined, IC50 values (in
brackets) as published in Linciano et al.[251] The highest obtained docking score as well as the
number of poses within 1.0 kcal

mol of the top scoring pose are given. NI: no inhibition.

Different from the expected interaction pattern, the crystallographic complex of compound T4c (PDB-
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Compound ID Top Glide docking
score [ kcal

mol ]
Number of poses
within 1.0 kcal

mol

% Inhibition TbPTR1
at 50 µM (IC50 [µM])

T4o -7.4 9 79.8±0.4 (25.0)

T4p -6.9 8 3.9±0.3

T4q -7.2 8 30.0±1.9 (57.0)

T4r -8.5 3 8.4±0.3

T4s -5.2 10 11.8±0.3

Table 4.8: Continued from Table 4.7: Docking results for 2,5-diamino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles T4o-T4s into the
TbPTR1 receptor based on PDB-ID 2x9g and corresponding TbPTR1 inhibition data and, where
determined, IC50 values (in brackets) as published in Linciano et al.[251] The highest obtained
docking score as well as the number of poses within 1.0 kcal

mol of the top scoring pose are given.

ID 5izc) revealed a reorientation of the thiadiazole ring, as shown in Figure 4.8. This causes the 5-amino

group to point towards Asp161 and thus, instead, interact with the hydrophilic region i2 (see Figure 4.5)

via a fully conserved bridging water molecule (compare Figure 4.8 and 4.9B-D). In line with this, docking

predicted a number of orientations and hydrogen bonding patterns involving the conserved water molecule

(Figure 4.9B-D). Further stabilizing hydrogen bonding interactions were found with cofactor phosphates,

the nicotinamide bearing ribose, Ser95 and Tyr174.

Figure 4.8: Crystallographic complex of compound T4c (PDB-ID 5izc) shown with differing thiophene ori-
entations from chains A and B (A, B, respectively). T4c (turquoise carbons) and important
interacting residues in the TbPTR1 pocket are represented as sticks. The protein is shown as
gray cartoon with a C-terminal tripeptide including His267’ from the neighboring subunit in
lavender. The NADP+ cofactor is shown as sticks with black carbons. Black dotted lines indicate
possible hydrogen bonding interactions of the ligand with TbPTR1. The modification of Cys168
present in the crystallographic complex was removed for clarity. An important conserved water
molecule is shown as a red sphere.
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In addition, as can be seen in Figure 4.9E and F, a slightly rotated orientation with the 5-amino group

pointing towards the substrate loop, as initially expected, was also obtained amongst the predicted ligand

binding poses. In this binding mode, while the 2-amino group and the thiadiazole ring nitrogens show

similar interactions as described before, the 5-amino group is not directly stabilized by hydrogen bonds.

Similar to series T3, the compounds have a spacer of 2-3 atoms between the thiadiazole core and their

aryl substituents, however including the second amino group in position 5. The additional interactions of

this amino-group seem to indeed improve the anchoring in the depth of the pocket, providing an advantage

to series T4 over T3. In line with this, the 2,5-diamino-thiadiazoles almost exclusively docked with their core

placed in the π-sandwich between cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97 and, in contrast to what was observed

for all other series, almost no alternative orientations with aryl substituents competing for the stacking

position were predicted.

Smaller compounds, like T4i, were preferentially observed in docked orientations highly similar to those

seen in the crystallographic complex of T4c, as can be seen in Figure 4.9B. Interestingly, larger compounds

adopted docked conformations resembling folic acid, with their aromatic substituent occupying the position

of the para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) ring stabilized between Phe97 and Trp221, as can also be seen

in Figures 4.9C-F. The linkage thereby provides the required flexibility to allow for larger substituents to

be straightened up and lodge in this folate-like orientation. Notably, such poses resembling the substrate

conformation were predominantly observed for compounds with higher levels of TbPTR1 inhibition, thus

suggesting that the capability of binding in a substrate-like mode was key to the observed improvement on

the effect against TbPTR1.

The most active compound based on IC50 values was T4m, bearing a biphenyl system bridged via the

amino-group in position 5 and an additional one-carbon spacer and showing an IC50 of 16 µM against

TbPTR1. As can be seen in Figure 4.9D, the compound orientation indeed resembles folic acid with the first

aromatic ring placed in the same orientation as PABA and the second aromatic system fixing the compound

in this conformation. Docking studies predicted hydrogen bonding interactions with Ser95, cofactor phos-

phate and the nicotinamide-bearing ribose. Further, hydrophobic and π-π interactions with Phe97, Met163,

Phe171, Tyr174, Met213 and Trp221 were found. Compounds T4o with an IC50 of 25 µM and T4e, with an

IC50 of 31 µM against TbPTR1 show similar interaction profiles, as shown in Figures 4.9F and C.

Compound T4n adopted a binding mode identical to T4o, but only yielded an IC50 of 62 µM. From the

predicted modes of interaction, as can be seen by a comparison of Figures 4.9E and F, it was not possible to

determine a clear structural reason for T4o being about 3 times more active. The slightly smaller size of the

thiophene ring of T4o may however require less structural reorganization of Trp221 to accommodate the

ligand. Further, the smaller ring system may be slightly better enclosed and shielded by the residues lining

the pocket, while the exposure of parts of the unsubstituted benzene ring was a bit less favorable.

Since the docking protocol was able to reproduce crystallographically defined binding modes correctly in

cross-docking studies, but no quantitative correlation between the obtained docking score and the measured
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Figure 4.9: Sample docking poses of compounds in the TbPTR1 receptor based on PDB-ID 2x9g. The protein
is shown in cartoon representation with important interacting residues in sticks with gray car-
bons and complexed with an NADP+ cofactor (stick representation, black carbons). (A) Docked
pose of compound T1f (sticks, yellow carbons) shown with the crystallographic orientation of
compound TIV (from PDB-ID 4wcd, pale turquoise carbons) for reference. (B) Docked pose of
compound T4i (sticks, rose carbons) shown with the crystallographic orientation of compound
T4c (from PDB-ID 5izc, pale turquoise carbons) for reference. (C-F) Sample docking poses of
compounds T4e (sticks, golden carbons), T4m (sticks, orange carbons), T4n (sticks, magenta
carbons) and T4o (sticks, brown carbons) with folate from PDB ID 3bmc (sticks, dark gray car-
bons) shown for reference. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines. A conserved
water molecule is shown in ball-and-stick representation. This figure was adapted from Linciano
et al.[251]
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IC50 values could be obtained, a qualitative correlation of the observed interactions with the effect on

TbPTR1 was primarily used and indicated that compounds able to adopt a substrate-like orientation did

result in the highest TbPTR1 inhibition levels amongst the studied thiadiazole-derivatives.

The effect of a non-conserved water molecule on the binding mode of compound TI and the notion that

compounds of series T3 with restraints on their linkage conformations tended to show better inhibition than

their fully flexible counterparts identifies solvation and entropic contributions as potential factors influencing

the activity, that are not modeled during the docking evaluation and thus may explain the lack of correlation

between docking results and measured IC50 values or percentage of TbPTR1 inhibition at 50 µM compound

concentration.

In general, docking studies suggested that most compounds were able to bind with thiadiazole in a

stacking orientation and stabilize the moiety by hydrogen bonding to surrounding residues. Overall, the

level of variation between different docked poses was higher for series T1-T3, suggesting that the second

amino group introduced in series T4 provides a clear advantage by stabilizing this desired mode of binding

and largely overcoming the competition of a second aryl moiety with thiadiazole for the position in the π-

sandwich. It thus appears likely that the observed activity stems from a conformational ensemble of ligand

orientations in the active site rather than a single binding mode. Compounds with higher inhibitory activity

however seemed to favor an orientation close to the experimentally determined mode of binding, suggesting

that preference of a certain conformation might be crucial for activity improvement.

4.1.6 Benzothiazole library design and docking studies

Ferrari et al.[249] had previously demonstrated that a series of benzothiazole-based compounds was superior

to thiadiazoles in inhibiting LmPTR1. Furthermore, Mpamhanga et al.[245] determined the activities of a

small series of 2-aminobenzothiazoles against TbPTR1. Optimization of the substituents to the 2-amino-

1,3,4-thiadiazole moiety had allowed for developing a set of improved thiadiazoles, showing IC50 values

between 16-112 µM against TbPTR1. Particularly, improved anchoring of the thiadiazole in the stacking

geometry by introduction of a second amino group was found favorable. In the next step of the design, we

sought to investigate whether a combination of a benzothiazole core with the most promising thiadiazole

substituents would result in further enhancement of the compounds’ inhibitory activity. Benzothiazole, in

contrast to thiadiazole, should be stabilized in the π-sandwich by forming more extended π-π-interactions

with cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97 and may be less dependent on additional hydrogen bonding groups

to fix the compounds in this orientation.

For connecting the 2-amino-benzothiazole core with the established substituent scaffolds of the thiadi-

azole library, three different chemical groups were possible: linkage via an ether bridge (series BT1); a

sulfonyl group (series BT2) or an amide portion (series BT3, see Figure 4.10).

The main aim of the in silico studies was to investigate if any of the possible linkers was favored by
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Figure 4.10: General structures of the benzothiazole cores and linkers for the series design with n corre-
sponding to a 1-3 carbon spacer. Ar- corresponds to aryl moieties. Compounds were named
by their core (BT1-BT3), the number of carbons in the spacer adjacent to the linker (n, 1-3)
and the compound-ID of the thiadiazole derivative from which the aryl tail was derived (see
Table 4.9).

TbPTR1 and whether the tail fragments were able to retain their predicted mode of interaction when fused

to a benzothiazole. The aryl tail fragments for the in silico benzothiazole library, listed in Table 4.9, were

chosen on the basis of the determined IC50 values of the corresponding thiadiazole derivatives against

TbPTR1.

from T4q T4i T4f T4h
IC50 TbPTR1 [µM] 57.0 56.0 48.0 70.0

from T4m T4e T1f T4o (T4c)
IC50 TbPTR1 [µM] 16.0 31.0 41.0 25.0 (112.0)

Table 4.9: Selected aryl-fragments from the given thiadiazole compounds with their corresponding IC50 val-
ues against TbPTR1.

Similar to what was observed for the thiadiazole portion before, the benzothiazole core was typically

predicted to dock in the π-sandwich between cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97 of TbPTR1. Importantly,

only a few different poses were obtained and the overall interaction pattern was mostly conserved across

all studied derivatives. This suggests that, as expected, the benzothiazole core was well-anchored in the

TbPTR1 binding pocket by its π− π-interactions. As can further be seen in Figure 4.11B, identical hydrogen

bonding interactions of the 2-amino group were possible for both observed main orientations of benzothia-

zole in the TbPTR1 binding pocket: one with sulfur pointing to the substrate loop or Arg14 and the other

with sulfur directed towards the back of the pocket with Ser95 and Tyr174.

Two sets of the in silico derivatives, consisting of each of the three cores fused with either the aryl of

thiadiazole T4e or T4q via an additional one-carbon spacer, were synthesized and evaluated against TbPTR1.

While T4e achieved an IC50 of 31.0 µM, compound BT1-1-4e resulted in an IC50 of 3.4 µM and BT3-1-4e

had an IC50 value of 5.4 µM against TbPTR1. This example shows that the combination of the established
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Figure 4.11: Sample docking poses of designed benzothiazoles in the TbPTR1 receptor based on PDB-ID
2x9g. The protein is shown in cartoon representation with important interacting residues in
sticks with gray carbons for chain A, the tripeptide with His267’ from the neighboring sub-
unit in lavender and the complexed NADP+ cofactor with black carbons. (A) Docked pose
of compound BT1-1-4e (sticks, raspberry carbons) shown with the docked orientation of the
thiadiazole compound T4e (sticks, golden carbons). (B) Docked poses of benzothiazole com-
pounds BT2-1-4e (sticks, purple carbons) and BT3-1-4e (sticks, yellow carbons). Hydrogen
bonds are indicated by black dotted lines and only displayed for benzothiazoles. A conserved
water molecule is shown in ball-and-stick representation for reference.

3,4-chlorophenyl tail fragment of T4e with a benzothiazole core improved the inhibition by about 6-9 fold.

BT2-1-4e, on the other hand, only showed 16.7% inhibition at 50 µM compound concentration.

In the case of the thiadiazole T4q, with an IC50 of 57.0 µM against TbPTR1, for two of the benzothiazole

derivatives, a 4-6 fold increase of inhibition was achieved: BT1-1-4q resulted in an IC50 of 13.4 µM and

BT3-1-4q of 10.0 µM. However, compound BT2-1-4q only yielded an IC50 of 57.6 µM and was thus not

improved relative to the thiadiazole. Thus, generally, the sulfonyl linkage of BT2 appears to be strongly

disfavored in TbPTR1.

Analyzing the compound characteristics and their docking modes, two aspects appear to be relevant

for the observed differences in levels of activity: the physico-chemical properties of the linking group in

conjunction with its placement in the protein binding site as well as the size of the linkage and its effect on

the final positioning of the aryl substituent.

As can be seen from Figure 4.11, the linkage type makes a notable difference to the placement of the aryl

substituent even when considering only compounds with a single methylene spacer adjacent to the linker

(n=1, see Figure 4.10): While the 3,4-chlorophenyl moiety of BT1-1-4e is only slightly shifted outwards

in comparison to the orientation predicted for thiadiazole T4e, the same moiety is pushed further into the

solvent by the more bulky or longer linking groups of compounds BT2-1-4e and BT3-1-4e.

The halogenated aryl fragment lodges in the pocket entrance region, where it is well stabilized by sur-

rounding hydrophobic residues like Phe97, Phe171, Met213 and Trp221 despite a partial solvent exposure

(see Figure 4.11). Highly similar orientations were also predicted for the phenyl substituent of T4q-derived

benzothiazoles. The predicted binding mode of the sulfonyl-bearing derivatives was however closely related,
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thus not providing an explanation for the drop in activity.

The linkage properties may represent another important factor: While no direct interaction was observed

for any of the linking groups, the linkers were placed in the middle of the rather hydrophobic TbPTR1

binding pocket (see also Figure 4.11), which may explain the slight advantage in inhibitory activity observed

for compounds BT1-1-4e and BT1-1-4q. Both compounds have an ether bridge and are the least hydrophilic

compared to the derivatives with a sulfonyl or amide linkage, as shown by the computed octanol-water

partition coefficient, logPo/w listed in Table 4.10.

In particular, the sulfonyl group, as a strong hydrogen bond accepting moiety, renders the whole com-

pound comparatively hydrophilic. TbPTR1 seems to clearly disfavor this level of hydrophilicity together

with an unstabilized polar group in the pocket and thus, the improvement otherwise observed by the imple-

mentation of the benzothiazole core appears to be canceled out for BT2-1-4q and in the case of BT2-1-4e,

even a drop in activity was observed.

Compound ID logPo/w HBAcc IC50 TbPTR1 [µM]

T4e 2.5 3.0 31.0
T4q 2.3 3.0 57.0

BT1-1-4e 4.1 2.7 3.4
BT2-1-4e 2.8 6.0 NA
BT3-1-4e 3.3 4.5 5.4

BT1-1-4q 3.2 2.7 13.4
BT2-1-4q 1.7 6.0 57.6
BT3-1-4q 2.4 4.5 10.0

Table 4.10: Computed octanol-water partition coefficient logPo/w (range -2.0 to 6.5) and estimated number
of hydrogen bonds that would be accepted by the respective compound when solvated in aque-
ous solution, HBAcc (range 2.0-20.0). The latter value is computed as the average over a set of
ligand conformations and can thus be non-integer. Data were computed with QikProp.[556] In
addition, the IC50 values against TbPTR1 are reported. Compound BT2-1-4e only showed 16.7%
inhibition at 50 µM compound concentration (NA: not available). The inhibitory activities for
the thiadiazoles were published by Linciano et al.[251] and activities for the benzothiazoles by
Linciano et al.[252]

The set of synthesized benzothiazoles nonetheless clearly demonstrated that the stabilization of the stack-

ing orientation by introduction of the more bulky core can improve the inhibitory activity. On the one hand,

given the largely hydrophobic pocket of TbPTR1, the polarity of the linkage may open up prospects for fur-

ther activity enhancement. On the other hand, largely hydrophobic compounds often suffer from solubility

issues and poor pharmacokinetic properties. Thus, the linker region may also be a way to fine-tune the

physico-chemical properties of the compounds without risking a major effect on the binding mode in the

TbPTR1 active site.

The tail fragments were typically interacting with residues lining the pocket entrance and thus at least to

some extent solvent exposed. Therefore, a redesign of linkage length and/or substituents to better fit into

the buried part of the pocket or to even specifically target subpockets found in TbPTR1 could be a sensible
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strategy for future design iterations, aiming at improving the activities beyond the micromolar range.

4.1.7 Concluding summary

This chapter presented the computational work involved in the validation and optimization of the 2-amino-

1,3,4-thiadiazole scaffold against TbPTR1 and the subsequent application of the obtained knowledge to the

design of novel 2-amino-1,3-benzothiazoles. The thiadiazole scaffold was initially identified by VS as an

inhibitory core of LmPTR1 and had been optimized by Ferrari et al.[249] in a structure-based drug design

effort making use of MIF calculations and docking analysis.

Optimization for TbPTR1 followed a similar strategy, however expanded by crystallographic studies. Four

crystal structures of one practically inactive compound and three modest micromolar thiadiazole-based in-

hibitors of TbPTR1 (Ki 48-88 µM) were obtained. Structural analysis identified several weak points of the

complexed compounds: Firstly, the binding mode of the thiadiazole core and its hydrogen bonding interac-

tions in the TbPTR1 binding pocket were not fully conserved between the different complexes. Secondly,

the inactive compound TI was found unable to displace a water molecule which was hydrogen-bonded to

the NADP+ cofactor. This water was not conserved in any other TbPTR1-ligand complex, thus indicating

that the ability to induce desolvation in certain regions of the binding pocket is a critical requirement for

active compounds. Docking studies with and without the non-displaced water further confirmed that the

special thiadiazole binding mode observed for compound TI was related to the presence of this molecule.

Finally, while thiadiazole was placed in the π-sandwich between cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97 in three

complexes, the more bulky benzotriazole of compound TIV was found to displace the thiadiazole core moiety

and allow for better anchoring in the TbPTR1 binding pocket.

The crystallographic complexes were further investigated by MIF analysis, which revealed that the TbPTR1

binding site did in part clearly differ from LmPTR1. Key features of the biopterin pocket were largely alike

in both PTR1 variants, thus explaining the capability of the thiadiazole scaffold to bind similarly to both

proteins. The TbPTR1 pocket was largely governed by a spacious region favoring hydrophobic contacts, that

was even broader than in LmPTR1. Further, TbPTR1 lacked favorable interaction sites for hydrogen bond

acceptors and the hydrophobic core region was only lined by few small regions favoring interactions with

hydrogen bond donors.

To fit the shape and specific properties of the TbPTR1 pocket, 57 thiadiazoles in four different series were

designed: 5-aryl- and 5-biphenyl-substituted compounds devised to fill the hydrophobic pocket; compounds

with a 5-aliphatic linkage to aryl substituents to allow for better adaptation to the pocket shape and a set of

2,5-diamino-thiadiazoles with the second amino group introduced to exploit the interaction sites identified

for hydrogen bond-donating moieties.

Schrödinger Glide in standard precision mode was used for docking simulations and validated with the

crystallographic TbPTR1-thiadiazole complexes. The approach successfully reproduced orientations with
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RMSD values below 1 Å in comparison to the crystallographic ligand poses in cross-docking studies. How-

ever, it was not possible to quantitatively correlate measured inhibitory activities with the obtained docking

scores. In particular, compounds with poor inhibition were overestimated according to their score. Since

an improvement of compound activity seemed to go in line with lower conformational diversity among the

resulting docked poses, it is conceivable that the measured activity stems from a variety of different compet-

ing orientations, thus explaining the difficulties in correctly ranking the compounds by their individual top

scoring results. Another factor, not accounted for in docking, is that the loss of entropy upon binding may

negatively influence particularly flexible compounds.

In addition, for most compounds, activity was only determined as the percentage of TbPTR1 inhibition

at 50 µM compound concentration. Notably, measured IC50 values, where available, showed a poor Pearson

correlation of 0.49 with the observed percentage of inhibition and therefore, an unambiguous ranking of

the different thiadiazoles was also not possible on the basis of the experimental results. Making use of

crystallographic knowledge in conjunction with the predicted poses, it was nonetheless possible to reach a

qualitative explanation of the observed activity patterns for the different compounds.

An important key factor for strong inhibition was the stability of the anchoring in the stacked orientation.

The first three series of thiadiazoles, T1-T3 showed a large diversity of different poses with various aryl

substituents competing with thiadiazole for the position in the π-sandwich. The interactions of the second

amino group introduced in series T4 stabilized the thiadiazole in stacking orientation and thereby improved

the activity. In addition, the best inhibitors in the series predominantly showed a compound orientation

resembling that of the natural ligand folic acid and yielded IC50 values of 16-112 µM against TbPTR1.

Previously, Ferrari et al.[249] had demonstrated that thiadiazoles needed to be combined with a known

inhibitor of DHFR to show activity against L. major and L. mexicana in vitro. Although it was hoped that

thiadiazoles would not suffer from this limitation in T. brucei, given that TbPTR1, in contrast to LmPTR1,

was validated as a target of its own, activity against the T. brucei brucei bloodstream form again could solely

be obtained when combining thiadiazoles with a DHFR inhibitor.[240,251] However, with an IC50 of 16 µM,

even the best thiadiazole, T4m, was still only modestly active against TbPTR1 and higher levels of activity

may be required to overcome the limitation.

Next, aryl substituents that resulted in activity against TbPTR1 when combined with a thiadiazole were

fused with a 2-amino-1,3-benzothiazole core and investigated in silico. The extended π-π interactions of

the designed benzothiazole derivatives thereby locked the compound core well between cofactor nicotin-

amide and Phe97. Some compounds were synthesized and, in line with previous observations suggesting

that stable compound stacking correlates with improved inhibition, showed a 4-9 fold increase in TbPTR1-

inhibitory activity relative to their thiadiazole counterparts and IC50 values ranging between 3.4-57.6 µM.

Since the benzothiazoles were linked to their thiadiazole-derived aryl tails via ether-, sulfonyl- or amide

groups and the linkers were placed in the middle of the hydrophobic binding pocket, optimization of the

bridging moiety may allow for further activity enhancement. Also, tail fragments were in many cases inter-
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acting with residues at the pocket entrance and partially exposed to solvent. Thus, in another iteration of

design, aryl tails could be optimized for enclosure in the pocket. Possibly, stronger inhibitors of TbPTR1 can

also overcome the dependence on a DHFR inhibitor and directly affect parasite growth at least in T. brucei.

If one were to optimize the compounds for other variants of PTR1, for example LmPTR1 or TcPTR1,

additional considerations in the design would be crucial, since Arg287’ (LmPTR1 numbering, compare Fig-

ure 4.5) from a neighboring subunit replaces His267’ of TbPTR1. This does not only affect the pocket shape

but also leads to a favorable interaction site for hydrogen bond acceptors in the entrance region of the pocket

rather than hydrophobic contact points as is the case in TbPTR1 (see Figure 4.5). Thus, compounds should

either have additional hydrogen bond acceptors in their tail portion to interact with the arginine or could

be shortened accordingly to enable burial in the binding pocket. The LmPTR1 and TcPTR1 pockets are how-

ever overall even smaller than the one of TbPTR1 and attempted enclosure of a ligand thus will constrain

the possible ligand size more than optimization for the TbPTR1 protein pocket did (see also Table 3.6 in

Section 3.3.1).

The presented design, starting from very weak TbPTR1 inhibitors and making use of crystal structure

analysis and computational methods like MIF calculations and docking simulations, did successfully identify

activity-limiting features and likely interaction patterns for 2-amino-1,3,4-thiadiazole-based compounds.

The implications of these findings informed the development of 2-amino-1,3-benzothiazole based derivatives

and led to improved activities. The adaptation of the benzothiazole core appears a promising starting point

to further enhancement of the compounds by optimizing their linkage and tail substituents in a structure-

based drug design effort, making use of similar computational approaches and the results presented herein.
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4.2 Flavonoid compounds as inhibitors of pteridine reductase 1‡

4.2.1 Flavonoids: PTR1-inhibitory scaffolds derived from natural products

The PTR1-inhibiting thiadiazoles were identified by screening a library of chemically diverse synthetic com-

pounds. An alternative route to the discovery of inhibitory scaffolds involves the screening of compounds

of natural origin. Extracts from marine organisms, microbes or plants have been widely investigated for hit

identification, for instance in anti-cancer, anti-infective or anti-kinetoplastid drug development. Employed

methods include phenotypic and target-based experimental, as well as virtual screening (VS) approaches

and combinations thereof.[125,144,145,561,562,563,564,565,566,567] In the context of neglected tropical diseases

(NTDs), medicinal plants with reported activities against kinetoplastid infections are used in traditional

medicine in many of the disease-endemic countries. The use of such established plant resources is thus

another popular starting point for natural product-based drug discovery in search of new anti-parasitic

agents.[563,568] While many natural-product derived hits and their optimized derivatives have contributed

to anti-kinetoplastid drug research, natural products are also associated with a set of specific challenges:

Examples are the time-consuming characterization and identification of an active ingredient from the often

highly complex compound mixture in an extract or the non-trivial scale up of the detected hits.[562,563,568]

A highly abundant class of secondary plant metabolites, that often are found among the screening hits for

various indications, are flavonoids.[566,567,568,569,570,571,572] Two representatives, the flavanone hesperetin

(NP13) and the flavonol datiscetin (NP29), are shown in Figure 4.12. As can be seen, flavonoids are

structurally characterized by a fused ring system composed of a benzene ring and a heterocycle (A and C-

rings) and a phenyl ring (B-ring). Largely on the basis of in vitro studies, compounds of the flavonoid class

have been associated with several pharmacological activities, such as anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-fungal,

anti-cancer and anti-inflammatory properties, and have thus also been considered as potential scaffolds for

compound design in a variety of drug discovery projects.[250,566,570,571,573,574,575,576]

As is suggested by their broad range of action, flavonoids affect multiple targets - with some being of

particular interest for anti-kinetoplastid drug research. Generally, compounds that affect multiple macro-

molecules are considered problematic due to their inherent non-specificity. However, polypharmacology in

‡ The computational work presented in this Section that I have performed was in part published in the following articles:

Borsari, C.*; Luciani, R.*; Pozzi, C.*; Poehner, I.*; Henrich, S.; Trande, M.; Cordeiro-da-Silva, A.; Santarem, N.; Baptista,
C.; Tait, A.; Di Pisa, F.; Dello Iacono, L.; Landi, G.; Gul, S.; Wolf, M.; Kuzikov, M.; Ellinger, B.; Reinshagen, J.; Witt, G.;
Gribbon, P.; Kohler, M.; Keminer, O.; Behrens, B.; Costantino, L.; Tejera Nevado, P.; Bifeld, E.; Eick, J.; Clos, J.; Torrado, J.;
Jiménez-Antón, M. D.; Corral, M. J.; Alunda, J. M.; Pellati, F.; Wade, R. C.; Ferrari, S.; Mangani, S. & Costi, M. P. Profiling of
Flavonol Derivatives for the Development of Antitrypanosomatidic Drugs. J Med Chem 2016 59, 7598-7616. [250] (*co-first
authorship)

Di Pisa, F.; Landi, G.; Dello Iacono, L.; Pozzi, C.; Borsari, C.; Ferrari, S.; Santucci, M.; Santarem, N.; Cordeiro-da-Silva, A.;
Moraes, C. B.; Alcantara, L. M.; Fontana, V.; Freitas-Junior, L. H.; Gul, S.; Kuzikov, M.; Behrens, B.; Pöhner, I.; Wade, R. C.;
Costi, M. P. & Mangani, S. Chroman-4-One Derivatives Targeting Pteridine Reductase 1 and Showing Anti-Parasitic Activity.
Molecules 2017 22, 426. [149]
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Figure 4.12: Structures of two natural flavonoids: the flavanone hesperetin (NP13, left) and the flavonol
datiscetin (NP29, right). The gray letters indicate the ring nomenclature of flavonoid scaffolds.

the context of NTDs can also be regarded as a desirable property with favorable consequences for resis-

tance development, when the disease-causing parasite is simultaneously inhibited by different mechanisms,

as outlined in a review by Scotti et al.[577] Different flavonoids are known to target enzymes like the try-

panosomatid glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, the trans-sialidase or the arginase.[572,578,579,580]

Many other anti-kinetoplastid targets have been suggested by VS approaches but, in part, lack experimental

validation.[162,581,582]

VS of a set of polyphenolic phytochemicals performed by Ogungbe et al.[162] suggested L. major PTR1

(LmPTR1) as the potential target of several flavonoids. Herrmann et al.[583] made use of a virtual database

screen and docking studies followed by in vitro validation to demonstrate the activity of further plant-derived

chemicals, including a set of flavonoids, against LmPTR1. Borsari et al.[250] subjected a library of 98 natural

products including, among others, flavanones, flavones, flavonols, dihydroflavonols and isoflavones, to a VS

study against T. brucei PTR1 (TbPTR1).

This chapter focuses on my computational studies of the resulting focused library of 38 selected com-

pounds mostly belonging to the flavonoid class.[250] The compounds were experimentally tested for the

inhibition of TbPTR1, thereby demonstrating the potential of flavonoids as inhibitors of different PTR1 vari-

ants and indicating natural flavonols to be the most promising class of TbPTR1-inhibitory compounds in

the studied set.[250] To gain further insight into the action of flavonol-based scaffolds against PTR1, the

identified natural flavonols motivated the design, synthesis and biological evaluation of a set of 16 synthetic

flavonols with differing hydroxylation and methoxylation patterns described in this thesis. Crystallographic

studies of natural products and synthetic flavonoids in conjunction with my docking studies enabled the de-

duction of a SAR. At 50 µM compound concentration, five of the novel synthetic flavonols showed TbPTR1

inhibition above 50%, while four exceeded 50% inhibition in LmPTR1. Notably, twelve compounds had

EC50 values lower than 10 µM against T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms, which was however found to be

largely independent of the observed PTR1-inhibitory effect.[250] Nonetheless, pharmacokinetic studies and

attempts to overcome the poor metabolic stability of the flavonoid scaffold by encapsulation in cyclodex-

trins or poly(lactic-co-glycolicacid) nanoparticles were performed for a particularly promising compounds,

F2. Moreover, flavonoid F13 was found to show synergy when being combined with MTX - allowing for an

almost 12-fold dose reduction.

In order to assess the interplay between flavonoid scaffolds and PTR1 in greater detail, additional
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flavanone-derivatives of flavonol-based PTR1 inhibitors have been studied by crystallography and computa-

tional docking experiments covered in this section.[149] Finally, in silico core hopping efforts were taken to

potentially overcome the problematic non-specific interactions observed for the chromenone/chromanone

scaffold by the identification of 13 alternative cores that could be considered for its replacement in the future

PTR1 inhibitor design.

4.2.2 Methodology

Compound structure preparation

The studied natural products, synthetic flavonoid derivatives and selected scaffolds for core hopping were

prepared from SMILES strings or 2D representations of the compounds, as described in Section 4.1.2 for

thiadiazoles. Schrödinger LigPrep with the OPLS 2005 force field was employed for 3D structure generation

including one low-energy ring conformation and up to eight stereoisomers.[410] Compound tautomers and

ionization states were determined with Epik at pH 6.5-7.5.[405,406,407]

Protein structure preparation

Receptors for docking were prepared as PTR1 monomers (chain A of the crystallographic complexes),

together with a C-terminal tripeptide (Val266-His267-Ala268 of TbPTR1 and Thr286-Arg287-Ala288 of

LmPTR1) from the neighboring subunit, as explained for computational studies of thiadiazoles in Sec-

tion 4.1.2. For docking studies of natural products and flavonoid compounds, in addition to the previously

used TbPTR1 crystal structure (PDB-ID 2x9g, with bound pemetrexed), the crystallographic complex with

PDB-ID 5jcj (with the bound flavonol F7) and the LmPTR1 crystal structure (PDB-ID 1e92, in complex with

dihydrobiopterin) were selected as receptors. The oxo-modification of Cys168 in the TbPTR1 crystal struc-

ture 5jcj was removed prior to further preparation. As is the case for 2x9g, in 5jcj, flexible loops spanning

over residues 104-112 and 143-151 were missing in the crystal structure. Given that the residues were not in

the direct proximity of the binding site, they were again capped: N-termini with N-acetyl and C-termini with

N-methyl amide groups. In the case of the LmPTR1 structure 1e92, the first five N-terminal residues and

loops with residues 74-80 and 123-130 were missing, which, however, likewise were not in the proximity of

the binding pocket and thus capped as described before.

Crystallographic solvent molecules were eliminated and, for TbPTR1, replaced with the previously de-

scribed set of 17 conserved water molecules identified by WatCH clustering.[251,341] In a similar fashion,

18 available chains of LmPTR1 crystal structures with at least 2.4 Å resolution (1e7w: chains A-B; 1e92:

chains A-D; 2bf7: chains A-D; 3h4v: chains A-H; see also Table A.1 in the Appendix for a list of all analyzed

TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 structures) were analyzed, resulting in 11 structural waters conserved in at least 50%

of all considered chains of LmPTR1 crystallographic complexes, when applying a maximal water oxygen-
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to-oxygen distance of 2.4 Å to determine identical water positions after structural alignment of the protein

chains.[250]

Protein hydrogens and bond orders were added using the Protein Preparation Wizard of Schrödinger

Maestro.[278,293,398,403,404] The protonation states of the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor and crystallographic lig-

ands for pH 6.5-7.5 and the amino acid residues for pH 7.0 were determined with Epik and PROPKA,

respectively.[405,406,407,408] The hydrogen-bonding network was optimized and all hydrogen positions were

minimized in a restrained energy minimization with the OPLS 2005 force field, as described above for the

thiadiazole receptors (see Section 4.1.2).[271]

For additional docking studies with a ligand-based constraint, protein preparation was carried out in

the presence of a bound ligand, namely (i) compound F7 (from PDB-ID 5jcj) for a substrate-like binding

mode; (ii) the natural flavonol datiscetin, NP29 (from PDB-ID 5jcx), for an inhibitor-like binding mode,

and (iii) the best-scoring docking solution of compound F4 as ranked by Glide docking score, taken from

an unconstrained docking run for an alternative binding mode, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. Following the

protein preparation steps, the ligands were split from the prepared structures and used to define reference

geometries.

Figure 4.13: Schematic illustration of key orientations of different flavonoids in the TbPTR1 binding pocket:
The substrate mode assumed by compound F7 (left, based on PDB-ID 5jcj), the inhibitor mode
with the chromenone core flipped by roughly 180° in comparison to the substrate mode, as
observed for NP29 (middle, based on PDB-ID 5jcx) and the alternative mode with an inverted
orientation of compound F4, placing ring B in the π-sandwich between the cofactor nicotin-
amide and Phe97 (docked solution from an unconstrained docking study, see also Figure 4.12
for the flavonoid ring nomenclature). π-contacts within the π-sandwich and with Trp221 are
indicated by green dashed lines. Additional key residues of the TbPTR1 binding pocket are
labeled for reference. The atoms considered for the core pattern comparison during the docking
studies are highlighted in yellow.

The crystallographic complexes with three flavanones, TbPTR1 with F2a (PDB-ID 5k6a), LmPTR1 with

F2a (PDB-ID 5l4n) and LmPTR1 with F7a (PDB-ID 5l42) were prepared using chain A and a tripeptide from

the neighboring subunit as described for the receptors for docking. Although a racemic mixture was used

for the crystallization trials, only a single compound enantiomer was observed in the PTR1 binding pocket

in all these complexes. To study the potential fit of the respective other stereoisomer, the ligands were kept

in place and the configuration of the chiral center was swapped in silico from R- to S-conformation.
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Docking studies

All docking studies were performed with Schrödinger Glide, largely as described for thiadiazoles and ben-

zothiazoles in Section 4.1.2. Docking calculations employed the OPLS 2005 force field and a 20 Å3 grid

centered on Phe97 of TbPTR1 or Phe113 of LmPTR1, respectively, and were performed in Standard Preci-

sion (SP) or eXtra Precision (XP) mode. In addition, the Induced Fit (IF) docking protocol, making use of

Glide and Prime, was applied.[271,280,281,282,290,291,292,293,294,360,409]

Receptor atoms were considered rigid during SP and XP docking studies, except for the hydroxyl groups

of the following residues: Ser95 and Tyr174 in TbPTR1 and Ser111, Thr184, Tyr191, Tyr194, Thr195 and

Tyr283 in LmPTR1, as well as the NADP+ cofactor ribose in direct proximity of the active site in both protein

variants. The van-der-Waals radii of nonpolar ligand atoms with partial charges below 0.15 e were again

scaled by a factor of 0.80 to reduce penalties arising from a receptor orientation suboptimal for binding the

ligand of interest. Sampling covered ring conformations and inversions at pyramidal nitrogens and planarity

enhancement for conjugated π-systems was performed. Non-planar amide groups and ligand tautomers

deviating from the energetic minimum, as determined with Epik, were penalized, while intramolecular

hydrogen bonds were rewarded.

For docking of the natural product library, the SP protocol was used with an extended sampling, subject-

ing the 200 best-scoring docking results as identified by the Glide Emodel score to an energy minimization

procedure after docking and retaining up to 50 final docked orientations. The synthetic flavonoids were

studied with the XP protocol and only considering 10 final docked poses following a post-docking minimiza-

tion of the 20 best results.

In addition, a core-constraint was employed for studying the synthetic flavonoids: As indicated in Fig-

ure 4.13, all heavy atoms of the chromen-4-one system (ring A and C), excluding only the hydroxylations,

were taken into account as core atoms. A maximum RMSD of the docked result from the core orientation of

up to 3 Å was allowed. All other settings were kept similar to the unconstrained XP docking. Core-pattern

comparison-based docking to LmPTR1 made use of the bound orientations in TbPTR1 after structural align-

ment of the receptors.

Docking analysis of the core hopping results was done using the TbPTR1 receptor based on PDB-ID 5jcj

with the SP protocol, keeping the settings as described above for the natural product library, but subjecting

only 30 poses to post-docking minimization and collecting 10 final docked orientations per ligand.

For the IF docking, the docking grid size was assigned automatically. In an initial docking step, the van-

der-Waals radii of the nonpolar atoms of both the ligand and the receptor were scaled by a factor of 0.5. This

strong softening of the potentials allows for docked ligand poses, which would normally clash with receptor

atoms. Next, residues within 5 Å of the docked ligand were refined with Prime to remove any clashes,

before a redocking step into the optimized receptor conformation with the XP protocol was carried out.

This second docking step was performed for all receptor structures within 30 kcal
mol of the energetically most
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favorable conformation or the top 20 structures overall (ranked by energy, in case their energy exceeded

the minimum energy + 30 kcal
mol ). Up to 20 final docked solutions of the modified receptor:ligand complexes

were collected.[290,291,292,293,294,360]

Core hopping and assessment of synthetic accessibility

Shape-based core hopping by isosteric matching was applied to the TbPTR1-binding conformation of com-

pound F2 (extracted from PDB-ID 5jdi, see the structure in Figure 4.16), aiming at the replacement of the

chromen-4-one core moiety.[584] In the initial run, members of the built-in Schrödinger core library with

86640 core fragments were connected to the B-ring of F2 to give novel derivatives, requiring a minimum

ShapeSim score of 0.30 to the initial compound. To determine the shape similarity between the chromen-4-

one of compound F2 and potential alternative cores, conformers of the core library members were aligned

to the query shape with atoms being considered as hard spheres and the overall shape similarity was com-

puted on basis of overlapping volumes of the latter. The conformer with the best overlap and its alignment

to the query was saved and reported by the ShapeSim score ranging from 0.00 for no overlap to 1.00 for

perfect overlap. Since the polar groups in the input core were to a large extent not interacting with the

PTR1 binding site, library building was only done by shape similarity, treating all atoms equivalently irre-

spective of their chemical nature. The low cutoff chosen for the ShapeSim score allowed for a variety of

different scaffolds to be explored, excluding mainly any core fragments that deviated strongly from a planar

orientation, since to date mainly flat and at least partially aromatic cores were observed to interact with

the π-sandwich between the cofactor nicotinamide and a phenylalanine residue in the active site of PTR1.

The newly generated compounds with substituted cores were in addition flexibly aligned to F2, followed by

evaluation in Glide docking studies.

In addition, an alternative core-library was developed from scaffolds defined by collaborating chemists:

Exemplary cores and possible substitution pattern information was provided and used during a structure

search in the PubChem database for compounds with at least 90% Tanimoto similarity to the proposed

core scaffolds.[585] The search results were then filtered for the predefined desired substitution patterns

and all compounds matching the core and showing appropriate substitutions were gathered as SMILES

strings. From those, molecules were prepared as described above, considering all possible variations of chiral

centers. The compounds were then used as an input to the corefinder routine of Schrödinger: a Python utility

aimed at the creation of a core database by detecting core scaffolds in more complex chemical entities.[584]

Next, the generated database was applied in another round of shape-based core hopping. In addition to a

run requiring a ShapeSim score of 0.30 as previously used, a second run with a minimum ShapeSim score

of only 0.10, together with the filtering of the core database by heavy atom count, was carried out. At

least 11 heavy atoms were required in order to give preference to fused ring systems composed of 5- and

6-membered or two 6-membered rings. Finally, the proposed alternative cores were also directly fused with

the phenolic B-ring of F2, prepared and subjected to docking studies.
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All derivatives of F2 with alternative cores were further evaluated for their synthetic accessibility as

predicted with Ambit SA from their SMILES code.[586]

4.2.3 Docking analysis of a natural product library

A library of 98 natural products had been previously investigated by VS against the targets TbPTR1 and

LmPTR1 and the off-targets human dihydrofolate reductase (hDHFR) and human thymidylate synthase

(hTS). On the basis of the docking results and structural diversity, 38 compounds were selected for experi-

mental testing against TbPTR1 and the off-targets, as well as the bloodstream form of T. brucei brucei.[250]

One drawback of the initial docking studies was that several highly distinct orientations were predicted

for many of the compounds, poses outside the primary binding pocket had been found and the results did

not allow for the deduction of a clear SAR. Thus, in a first step to support the further optimization of fu-

ture natural product-based derivatives, factors influencing the docking behavior were investigated and an

improvement of the docking protocol employed was attempted. Following several comparative docking ex-

periments, Schrödinger Glide was chosen for docking, employing the SP protocol and an extended sampling,

collecting up to 50 docked poses per ligand. Instead of the TbPTR1 receptor used in the initial VS, PDB-

ID 3jq9 with a bound pyrrolo-pyrimidine, the high resolution TbPTR1 receptor established for thiadiazole

docking (PDB-ID 2x9g with bound pemetrexed) and a docking receptor derived from a complex of TbPTR1

with a synthetic flavonoid (PDB-ID 5jcj in complex with F7) were chosen.[250] Conserved water sites, as

identified with the WatCH clustering approach, were in addition considered in both receptors. Using this

optimized protocol, the 38 experimentally tested natural products (NP1-NP38), composed of 12 phenolic

acids (10 derivatives of hydroxycinnamic acid and two derivatives of gallic acid), 5 flavanones, 9 flavones,

6 flavonols, two catechins, two glycyrrhetic acid derivatives and two anthraquinone derivatives were again

analyzed in docking studies. A summary of the scaffolds investigated is shown in Figure 4.14.

The phenolic acid derivatives were observed to show a similar behavior to the thiadiazoles: Given the

rather small compound size in comparison to the size of the TbPTR1 binding pocket, multiple varying bind-

ing modes were obtained and again largely associated with low or no TbPTR1-inhibitory activity (IC50 values

ranging between 70.6 and >4000 µM).[250] The more potent exceptions were characterized by additional

fused ring systems or extended bulky ring substituents.

Generally, enlarged, fused ring systems were observed to allow for better inhibitory effects - consistent

with their more stable interactions with the TbPTR1 binding pocket.[250] Aromatic systems usually occupied

the π-sandwich between the cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97. In many cases, additional π-π interactions

were observed with Trp221. Overall, the common chroman-4-one/chromen-4-one core structure of fla-

vanones, flavones and flavonols (see Figure 4.12, showing the chroman-4-one and chromen-4-one scaffold

of hesperetin and datiscetin, respectively) seemed to fit particularly well into the TbPTR1 binding pocket

and provided enough steric hindrance to lock the compounds in this primary orientation. However, typ-
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Figure 4.14: General scaffolds of the natural products studied for inhibitory activity against TbPTR1: Hy-
droxycinnamic acid (NP1-NP10) and gallic acid derivatives (NP11-NP12), flavanones (NP13-
NP17), flavones (NP18-NP26), flavonols (NP27-NP32), catechins (NP33-NP34), derivatives
of glycyrrhetic acid (NP35-NP36) and anthraquinone derivatives (NP37-NP38).[250]

ically the compounds displayed more than one probable mode of interaction: As shown in Figure 4.15,

three main clusters of binding modes were observed inside the pocket: (i) a substrate-like binding mode

with the carbonyl group of the chroman-4-one/chromen-4-one ring pointing towards the substrate loop and

interactions resembling those of substrates like folate and biopterin; (ii) an inhibitory binding mode with

the chromanone/chromenone flipped by approx. 180° and the carbonyl group of the fused ring pointing to-

wards Asp161 and Tyr174 in the back of the pocket, leading to an interaction pattern known from inhibitors

like MTX, and (iii) an inverted alternative binding mode where ring B occupies the stacking position and

the chromanone/chromenone ring system interacts with the hydrophobic pocket and Trp221.

Experimental evidence for binding modes (i) and (ii) stems from the crystallographic complexes of

TbPTR1 with compounds NP13 (PDB-ID 5jdc) and NP29 (PDB-ID 5jcx), respectively, while there is no

direct experimental proof of binding mode (iii). However, indirect evidence for the feasibility of such ori-

entations can be obtained from the fact that the direct fusion of thiadiazoles with aryl substituents resulted

in compounds being inactive towards PTR1 with a single exception: The thiadiazole compound T1f with

thiadiazole fused to pyrogallol was the only active compound in the class of 5-aryl-substituted 2-amino-

1,3,4-thiadiazoles and docking predicted its binding mode with pyrogallol in the stacking orientation (see

Figure 4.9A in Section 4.1). Thus, phenolic moieties with multiple hydroxylations like catechol or pyrogal-

lol can potentially compete with the fused ring systems for stacking in the π-sandwich. Importantly, as is

evident from the ligand interaction plots shown in Figure 4.15, all three binding modes allow for relatively

similar interactions to be formed with the TbPTR1 receptor.

With the available crystal structures at hand, the ability of the docking method to reproduce correct bound

orientations in TbPTR1 could be confirmed, as summarized in Table 4.11 for NP13 and NP29. Both com-
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Figure 4.15: Sample binding modes of flavonoids in TbPTR1 based on crystal structures (A, B) and docking
results (C): TbPTR1 (gray cartoon with important interacting amino acid residues shown as
sticks in the top panel) with compound NP13 (A, sticks, salmon carbons, from PDB-ID 5jdc),
compound NP29 (B, sticks, cyan carbons, from PDB-ID 5jcx) and compound NP21 (C, sticks,
green carbons, docked orientation in TbPTR1 docking receptor 5jcj). The NADP+ cofactor is
shown in sticks with black carbons and an important conserved water molecule is shown in
ball-and-stick representation. Schematic illustrations of these main binding modes as ligand
interaction plots are in addition shown below the 3D representation. Black dashed lines in the
top panel indicate hydrogen bonding interactions. In the ligand interaction plots, hydrogen
bonds are shown as black arrows and gray dashed lines indicate π-π-interactions. Residues are
color-coded according to their properties: green for hydrophobic, red for acidic, blue for basic
and cyan for polar. NADP+ is shown in gray (denoted as NAP). Positions of the ligand, which
are potentially solvent exposed and/or able to interact with bulk water in the corresponding
pose are further highlighted in cyan.

pounds were predicted to preferentially bind in the substrate mode when considering the best-ranked poses

by Glide docking score. This was in agreement with the crystallographic orientation for NP13. Although

a better match of the experimentally determined pose with an overall RMSD of 1.0 Å and a chromanone

core RMSD of 0.3 Å was obtained at a poorer scoring solution (-8.1 kcal
mol ), the top scoring solution (-9.9 kcal

mol )

showed a core RMSD of only 0.8 Å, thus presenting a reasonable prediction. The main deviation thereby

stems from ring B being buried deeper in the pocket in the crystallographic complex than in the docking

result due to sterical hindrance by a considered conserved water molecule, that was displaced according to

the crystallographic complex.

A different picture was obtained for NP29: While the crystallographic complex suggested an inhibitor-

like binding mode, docking also predicted the substrate mode as the top scoring result, thus leading to a

high RMSD. On the other hand, clustering the docking solutions by their binding mode and considering only

the solutions showing the inhibitory mode resulted in a good match of the crystallographic orientation with
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NP13S NP29
Crystallographic binding mode Substrate Inhibitor

Score of best docking solution [kcal
mol ] -9.9 -9.9

RMSD core [Å] 0.8 3.5
RMSD total [Å] 2.1 4.0
Docked mode Substrate Substrate

Score of best-scoring solution in Xray binding mode [kcal
mol ] -9.9 -8.8

RMSD core [Å] 0.8 0.9
RMSD total [Å] 2.1 1.9

Best match of Xray orientation [kcal
mol ] -8.1 -8.8

RMSD core [Å] 0.3 0.9
RMSD total [Å] 1.0 1.9

Table 4.11: Docking results for compounds NP13 (S -enantiomer) and NP29 obtained in the TbPTR1 re-
ceptor based on the flavonoid-complex with PDB-ID 5jcj in the presence of conserved water and
using extended sampling. The correct binding mode according to the crystallographic complexes
with PDB-IDs 5jdc and 5jcx for NP13 and NP29, respectively, is reported. The top scoring solu-
tion as ranked by the Glide docking score is given together with the predicted mode of binding.
RMSD values in comparison with the crystallographic orientations are reported, with RMSD to-
tal considering all heavy atoms in the ligand and RMSD core taking only heavy atoms of the
flavonoid core (see also Figure 4.13 for exemplary core assignments) into account. Further,
docking scores and RMSDs for the top scoring solution showing the crystallographic binding
mode, and the best match of the latter by RMSD, are reported.

a core RMSD of 0.9 Å and a total RMSD of 1.9 Å as the top scoring inhibitory binding mode. Thus, the

protocol is able to determine correct bound orientations, but cannot provide information on exactly which

of the different modes of binding will be preferred by the compound.

With the flavanones, flavones and flavonols screened, as summarized in Table 4.12, a variety of dif-

ferent hydroxylation and methoxylation patterns of chroman-4-one and chromen-4-one ring systems were

explored. Several of the lower scoring poses again suggested possible binding outside of the pocket, which

may be an intrinsic problem of large numbers of hydroxylations: Since hydroxyl groups can serve as hydro-

gen bond donors and acceptors, they can adapt to the placement of protein residues in the entrance region

of the pocket and form many stabilizing hydrogen bonds. Nonetheless, for all investigated flavonoid com-

pounds, results falling in two or three of the described binding orientations were obtained (see Table 4.12).

The majority of compounds seemed to preferentially bind in a substrate-like or alternative orientation, but

no direct correlation of binding mode preferences or scores with the observed activities was found, thus

allowing for only a qualitative analysis of the results.

A summary of the docking results for the selected flavanones, flavones and flavonols can be found in Ta-

ble 4.12 together with structures and TbPTR1 inhibition data. The flavanone NP14 (IC50 TbPTR1 185.2 µM)

was found to be less potent than the corresponding flavonol NP28 (IC50 TbPTR1 28.0 µM).[250] This may re-

late to the fact that the chromenone core of the flavonol can form more extended aromatic interactions with

the π-sandwich between Phe97 and NADP+ than the chromanone of the flavanone (compare Figure 4.15
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for the different interaction patterns).

The introduction of a hydroxylation on ring A in position R5 (NP19) or positions R5 and R7 (NP20)

reduced the activity of the flavones drastically (non-substituted NP18: IC50 TbPTR1 120.8 µM, NP19, NP20

IC50 > 2450 µM), whereas replacement of the R7 hydroxylation of NP20 with a methoxylation (NP23, IC50

83.3 µM) restored activity. A single methoxylation of R7 (NP22, IC50 32.3 µM) or methoxylations of both

R5 and R7 (NP24, IC50 59.5 µM) were even more favorable. Hydroxylations thereby seemed to lock the

chromenone ring in an orientation that brought the hydrophobic B-ring close to Asp161 and the conserved

water in its proximity, when assuming substrate- or inhibitor-like binding modes (compare Figure 4.15AB). A

flipped orientation of compounds NP18-NP20 in an alternative binding mode, on the other hand, would not

allow for stabilizing hydrogen bonds of ring B to residues in the depth of the pocket (compare Figure 4.15C).

In contrast, methoxylations may permit a reorientation of the core in the binding pocket, thus allowing

for possible nonpolar interactions of ring B with hydrophobic residues, for instance, Met213 and Trp221

(compare Figure 4.15) in the pocket entrance region, for compounds NP22-NP24.

The hydroxylation of R3, on the other hand, was strongly favored, as can be seen from a comparison of

the flavone NP18 with the flavonol NP27, with the latter being about 10 times more potent (IC50 TbPTR1

NP18: 120.8 µM, NP27: 12.8 µM). Further, the flavone NP25 (IC50 >490 µM) was about 35 times less

active than the corresponding flavonol NP31 (IC50 13.9 µM), again demonstrating the positive effect of

the R3-hydroxylated chromenone ring system. As can be deduced from Figure 4.15B, the R3 hydroxylation

can interact with the conserved water molecule close to Asp161 in the inhibitor-like binding mode. In

all other orientations, it is facing the solvent in a rather open portion of the pocket, thus likewise being

more favorable than an exposed non-substituted carbon. Different hydroxylations of ring B also seemed to

influence the activity towards TbPTR1, as can be deduced from comparing compounds NP28 (R4′ OH, IC50

28.0 µM) and NP29 (R2′ OH, IC50 76.9 µM).

It is puzzling that quercetin dihydrate (NP30, IC50 >4900 µM) has a low activity, while the corresponding

flavone, NP21, has an IC50 of 47.2 µM. During docking studies, only quercetin was considered and an

evaluation of the overall well-interacting observed binding modes suggests, that one might expect NP30 to

be more active. Thus, the poor inhibition of TbPTR1 may relate to the use of the dihydrate form in the assay

to determine the inhibitory activity.[250]

Further, several compounds had glycosylations.[250] While those with a single hexose addition were

still modestly active (glycosylated flavone NP26 IC50 125.0 µM; glycosylated anthraquinone NP38 IC50

111.1 µM), more than half of the compounds with more extended glycosylations were found to be practically

inactive towards TbPTR1. This may relate to the fact that the glycosylations were largely observed to form

extended interactions outside the primary binding pocket and thus, often, the pocket was not occupied.

Moreover, considering the possibility of future derivative design, the size and number of chiral centers made

these compounds rather poor starting points for medicinal chemistry optimization.
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ID R3 R5 R7 R2′ R3′ R4′ Number
of poses

Glide
docking score

[ kcal
mol ]

IC50
TbPTR1
[µM]

S I A ex S I A
NP13R H OH OH H OH OCH3 23 0 10 17 -

10.6
-8.3 104.2

NP13S H OH OH H OH OCH3 19 0 4 27 -9.4 -8.3 104.2
NP14R H OH OH H H OH 16 0 19 15 -9.2 -9.1 185.2
NP14S H OH OH H H OH 12 2 21 15 -9.4 -8.1 -8.8 185.2

ID R3 R5 R7 R2′ R3′ R4′ Number
of poses

Glide
docking score

[ kcal
mol ]

IC50
TbPTR1
[µM]

S I A ex S I A
NP18 H H H H H H 3 4 6 22 -8.5 -7.5 -8.3 120.8
NP19 H OH H H H H 5 3 9 23 -8.7 -8.2 -8.9 >2450
NP20 H OH OH H H H 11 3 12 21 -9.1 -8.2 -8.0 >2450
NP21 H OH OH H OH OH 21 0 28 0 -9.2 -9.0 47.2
NP22 H H OCH3 H H H 4 3 9 34 -7.7 -6.3 -8.2 32.3
NP23 H OH OCH3 H H H 7 0 11 29 -8.0 -8.2 83.3
NP24 H OCH3 OCH3 H H H 3 2 14 31 -7.2 -5.6 -8.0 59.5
NP25 H OH OH H OCH3 OH 31 0 16 3 -9.2 -8.4 >490
NP27 OH H H H H H 3 5 8 22 -7.9 -7.0 -7.8 12.8
NP27 O− H H H H H 2 3 6 23 -7.4 -6.5 -7.3 12.8
NP28 OH OH OH H H OH 17 0 33 0 -8.3 -8.9 28.0
NP29 OH OH OH OH H H 24 5 10 11 -9.9 -8.8 -9.0 76.9
NP30b OH OH OH H OH OH 26 0 22 2 -9.4 -9.2 >4900
NP31 OH OH OH H OCH3 OH 29 0 8 13 -9.1 -8.3 13.9

Table 4.12: Structures, docking results and inhibitory activities towards TbPTR1 for selected non-
glycosylated flavanones (NP13, NP14), flavones (NP18-NP25) and flavonols (NP27-NP31)
screened as part of the natural product library by Borsari et al.[250] For the flavanones, both
the R- and S-stereoisomers were considered; the star marks the chiral center in the structure. In
addition, a charged variant of 3-hydroxyflavone (NP27) was considered (OH in position 3, pKa
as predicted by Epik during preparation: 7.0). Docking results are presented for the TbPTR1
receptor based on PDB-ID 5jcj with included conserved water. Substrate mode (S), inhibitor-like
mode (I) and alternative mode (A) correspond to the orientations shown in Figure 4.15 A, B and
C, respectively. Poses summarized as ex did not fall in any of these categories but were found
outside the main binding pocket. The total number of poses in the different categories and the
Glide docking score of the best-ranked pose by Glide Emodel score are reported. Blank fields
indicate that no suitable pose was found in the respective category. In addition, the IC50 values
against TbPTR1 are shown.[250]
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The flavonol scaffold appeared most promising, with 3-hydroxyflavone (NP27, IC50 12.8 µM) and isorham-

netin (NP31, IC50 13.9 µM) showing the highest activities against TbPTR1 among the screened com-

pounds.[250] However, a clear relationship between the effects of different hydroxylation and methoxy-

lation patterns, especially on ring B, and the inhibitory effect on PTR1 could not be deduced. The dif-

ferent observed and predicted modes of binding may thereby complicate the analysis, since hydroxyla-

tion/methoxylation patterns are likely to affect the probability of adopting one or several of the three main

possible binding modes. For this reason, next, a synthetic congeneric series of compounds, systematically

exploring hydroxylations and methoxylations of particular positions in the flavonol scaffold was developed

to assess what determines the activity against PTR1 and allow for further optimization of flavonoids as

PTR1-inhibitory scaffolds.

4.2.4 SAR studies for synthetic flavonols

The synthetic flavonoid library consisted of 16 compounds with different patterns of hydroxylations and

methoxylations of positions R6 and R7 on ring A as well as R3′ , R4′ and R5′ on ring B, as can be seen from

the structures in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Structures of the synthetic flavonoids with differing hydroxylation (F1-F8) and corresponding
methoxylation patterns (F9-F16).[250] For reference, the nomenclature of the positions consid-
ered for hydroxylation/methoxylation is indicated by gray numbers in the structure of F1.
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Given that only two compounds, namely F2 and F7 were successfully crystallized in TbPTR1, as shown in

Figure 4.17, docking studies enabled the expansion of the SAR to all investigated substitution patterns, the

exploration of different binding modes and the investigation of flavonoid interactions with LmPTR1.[250]

Importantly, the crystallographic complexes showed an interaction between the core carbonyl and the ring

B hydroxylation of both F2 and F7 with structural water molecules. Both water positions were covered

with the conserved water set identified by WatCH clustering. The crystallographic complexes thus provided

evidence to explain why the consideration of conserved water had a beneficial impact on flavonoid docking,

since it allowed for interactions bridged by water to be taken into account during the docking studies.

Figure 4.17: Crystallographic binding modes of F2 (A, sticks, lavender carbons, PDB-ID 5jdi) and F7 (B,
sticks, yellow carbons, PDB-ID 5jcj) in TbPTR1 (gray cartoon with important interacting
residues highlighted as sticks). The NADP+ cofactor is shown as sticks with black carbons.
Important water molecules interacting with ring B hydroxylations or the carbonyl of ring C are
shown as red spheres and labeled according to the corresponding crystallographic complex.
Dotted lines indicate hydrogen bonding interactions. (C) shows the TbPTR1 protein as de-
scribed in (B) together with the conserved structural water set identified by WatCH clustering.
Conserved waters are represented by spheres colored according to their level of conservation
from green (50%) to blue (100%). Red spheres correspond to the water positions from the
two crystallographic complexes with flavonoids presented in (A, B). As marked by the dark
red dashed circle, a conserved water molecule is identified in both positions corresponding to
flavonoid-interacting crystallographic waters.

Initially, docking was performed as had been previously done for the natural product library and again,

similar clusters of different binding modes were found. However, as before, there was no clear correla-
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tion between predominantly observed binding modes and the compound activities and not all compounds

seemed to explore all three possible modes of binding with the amount of sampling performed. Therefore,

to systematically explore the three main orientations for each compound and compare the different possible

interactions, a constrained docking was carried out based on the experimentally observed template binding

modes for the substrate-like orientation (compound F7, PDB-ID 5jcj) and the inhibitory mode (compound

NP29, PDB-ID 5jcx). For the alternative binding mode, a previously obtained docking pose of F4 with the

pyrogallol in stacking orientation was used as the template, as also shown in Figure 4.13. The docking

results obtained by the constrained docking analysis in TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 are summarized in Table 4.13.

As noted previously, the different binding modes showed large overlap in the sense of contacts and

hydrogen bonding interactions. It is thus likely, that the ability to bind in several different, but contact-wise

closely related orientations provides an entropic advantage to the binding of flavonoid-like compounds.

Given the large number of hydroxylations and their inherent adaptive nature to hydrogen bond accepting

or donating environments, additional binding modes may also occur for compounds F1-F8 as a result of

further, water-mediated interactions.

Docking studies, as well as the crystallographic complexes (see Figures 4.15AB and 4.17), indicate that

the pattern of the hydroxylations on ring A has an impact on the orientation of the chromenone core in the

binding pocket of PTR1. Since the two crystallographic complexes of F2 and F7 suggested the substrate-

like binding mode for the synthetic flavonoids, the following analysis of docking results mainly focuses on

substrate-like orientations and how these were affected by the differing substitution patterns.

Among the synthetic compounds, ring A was either hydroxylated at the R6 or the R7 position, which did,

assuming the substrate-like binding mode to be predominant, affect the available hydrogen bonding part-

ners, as can be seen in Figure 4.18. Compounds with hydroxylations of R6 typically interact with the cofactor

β-phosphate and Ser95 of TbPTR1 (or Ser111 of LmPTR1), while R7 hydroxylations interact rather with the

cofactor ribose and Tyr174 of TbPTR1 (or Tyr194 of LmPTR1). The resulting core reorientation observed

between F2 and F3 prohibits some of the stabilizing hydrogen bonds and favorable hydrophobic contacts

and consistently, the R7-hydroxylated compound F3 was only about half as active as the corresponding

R6-hydroxylated F2 (47% vs. 96% inhibition of TbPTR1 at 50 µM compound concentration, respectively;

activity data are also summarized in Figure 4.21). Since an adoption of the inhibitor-like mode would in-

vert the main interaction partners available to the respective hydroxylations, this observation supports the

substrate mode as the key orientation of F2 and F3.

In contrast to the initial observations for the natural products, methoxylations of the synthetic flavonoids

were found to be generally unfavorable for PTR1 inhibition (compare Figure 4.21). The hydroxylated F2,

with 96% inhibition of TbPTR1 and 86% inhibition of LmPTR1 at 50 µM compound concentration was

among the most active compounds. In contrast, F10, with a methoxylation pattern equivalent to the F2-

hydroxylations, was virtually inactive (4% inhibition of TbPTR1 and no activity against LmPTR1 at 50 µM,

respectively). The bulkier methoxylation on ring A thereby pushes the chromenone ring out of its ideal
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TbPTR1

ID Docking score
[kcal

mol ]
Number
of poses

Hydrophobic
contacts

Hydrogen
bonds

π-π stacking
contacts

S I A S I A S I A S I A S I A

F1 -9.9 -9.5 -8.5 5 5 7 10 11 10 3 5 3 6 6 4
F2 -10.4 -10.4 -8.0 3 4 4 11 11 10 6 8 3 6 6 2
F3 -10.4 -8.3 -9.0 5 2 4 10 9 10 5 3 6 5 4 2
F4 -11.7 -10.2 -10.5 1 3 3 10 10 12 6 6 7 6 4 3
F5 -9.0 -9.1 -9.4 5 4 2 10 10 11 8 7 1 5 5 2
F6 -9.6 -9.7 -9.4 3 1 4 11 11 11 4 4 3 4 4 2
F7 -10.8 -11.0 -10.3 3 5 4 11 11 10 8 8 7 6 6 3
F8 -11.3 -9.3 -9.9 4 4 3 11 9 11 6 7 10 5 4 2
F9 -8.3 -8.0 -7.6 6 8 7 12 12 11 3 3 3 4 4 4
F10 -9.0 -8.8 -8.3 3 3 3 12 13 10 3 2 2 3 5 4
F11 -8.2 -8.3 -7.8 4 1 3 13 12 12 4 6 3 3 5 4
F12 -8.6 -8.3 -6.3 2 3 3 13 13 13 4 3 1 3 2 3
F13 -9.4 -9.1 NR 3 3 NR 12 11 NR 2 4 NR 5 5 NR
F14 -7.8 -8.1 -8.9 4 5 2 12 11 12 4 3 5 2 1 2
F15 -9.2 -9.2 NR 5 4 NR 12 12 NR 2 2 NR 5 5 NR
F16 -8.5 -8.1 -6.7 4 5 4 14 13 12 6 5 3 2 4 2

LmPTR1

ID Docking score
[kcal

mol ]
Number
of poses

Hydrophobic
contacts

Hydrogen
bonds

π-π stacking
contacts

S Sind I A S Sind I A S Sind I A S Sind I A S Sind I A

F1 -7.4 -8.6 -6.0 -6.7 3 32 3 1 8 7 8 8 4 2 3 1 2 3 2 2
F2 -8.4 -10.1 -6.2 -5.7 2 16 3 3 8 7 8 8 7 6 5 4 2 2 2 2
F3 -6.4 -9.3 -7.1 -6.3 4 15 2 1 7 7 8 7 4 5 3 4 2 2 2 1
F4 -8.4 -11.5 -8.8 NR 2 18 4 NR 7 7 7 NR 6 10 6 NR 2 3 2 NR
F5 -7.5 -8.7 -7.0 -6.7 5 19 2 4 8 8 9 8 6 6 4 4 3 3 2 2
F6 -6.7 -9.8 -7.1 -8.5 5 17 4 3 7 8 8 7 4 8 2 5 2 4 2 2
F7 -9.8 -11.2 -8.1 NR 1 19 2 NR 8 7 9 NR 9 7 3 NR 2 2 2 NR
F8 -7.7 -10.5 -8.1 -6.4 2 16 4 1 7 7 9 8 4 8 5 8 2 3 2 2
F9 -6.3 -9.1 -6.3 -5.3 4 33 4 1 8 8 7 8 3 3 1 3 2 4 2 2
F10 -6.4 -8.0 -6.8 -6.2 3 33 2 2 9 9 7 8 1 1 1 4 3 3 2 1
F11 -6.5 -9.3 -5.9 -5.7 1 26 2 5 8 8 10 10 3 5 4 4 2 3 3 3
F12 -6.1 -8.4 -5.5 -4.3 2 13 3 4 9 7 8 9 5 5 2 4 2 2 3 0
F13 -6.7 -8.3 -6.7 -6.1 2 17 1 2 8 8 9 8 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 2
F14 -5.7 -8.0 -5.8 -5.1 2 10 4 1 7 8 9 8 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 2
F15 -6.9 -7.5 -6.1 -5.7 4 15 1 4 8 7 9 9 2 5 5 4 3 3 2 1
F16 -5.8 -10.2 -6.8 -5.2 2 13 4 2 7 7 9 8 4 6 4 3 2 4 2 2

Table 4.13: Results of the core constrained docking of flavonoids F1-F16 into TbPTR1 (top) and LmPTR1
(bottom). S: substrate-like mode, based on the core orientation of F7 in TbPTR1 (PDB-ID 5jcj);
I: inhibitor-like flipped core orientation, based on NP29 in TbPTR1 (PDB-ID 5jcx) and A: alter-
native mode observed solely in docking, based on a non-constrained docking solution of F4 in
TbPTR1 with the B-ring occupying the stacking position (see Figure 4.13). For LmPTR1, Sind

reports additional results from an induced fit docking study. The number of poses per binding
mode (or, in the case of the induced fit docking, the number of receptor conformations with
bound ligands) is reported together with contact and interaction counts and the corresponding
Glide docking score of the best-ranked solution by Glide Emodel score. The best score and the
highest contact/interaction counts are highlighted in bold face (excluding the IF docking results
reported in italics). Hydrophobic contacts: all hydrophobic amino acid residues within 4 Å of the
ligand. Hydrogen bonds were recorded for a maximum donor-hydrogen:acceptor atom distance
of 3.5 Å, a minimal donor angle of 90° and a minimal acceptor angle of 60°. A distance of up
to 4.4 Å at a maximal angle of 30° was allowed for face-to-face π-π interactions, while edge-to-
face π-π contacts were recorded up to 5.5 Å separation and at a minimum angle of 60°. NR: no
docking solution was obtained with the reported parameters. Adapted from Borsari et al.[250]
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Figure 4.18: Impact of hydroxylations on R6 (A) and R7 (B) positions on ring A of synthetic flavonoids
on their substrate-like binding modes in TbPTR1. Results of the substrate-mode based core-
constrained docking for superimposed compounds F2 (sticks, lavender carbons) and F5 (sticks,
pale-green carbons, A) and compounds F3 (sticks, orange carbons) and F6 (sticks, brown
carbons, B). The TbPTR1 receptor is shown in gray cartoon representation with interacting
residues highlighted as sticks and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor in sticks with black carbons.
A highly conserved structural water molecule frequently interacting with hydroxylations of
ring B is represented as ball-and-stick. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dotted lines. This
figure from Borsari et al.[250] (https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jmedchem.6b00698) is
reprinted with permission by the ACS. Any further permissions related to the material excerpted
should be directed to the ACS.

stacking orientation. Furthermore, while the oxygen in the methoxy-group is a potential hydrogen bond

acceptor, it is poorly accessible to partners due to the methyl group and, in contrast to hydroxylations,

methoxylations are unable to address the contact points for hydrogen bond donors in the depth of the

pocket. Therefore, important interactions to stabilize the stacking orientation cannot be established in the

case of the methoxylated compound. Finally, the methyl group on ring A of F10 does not interact with any

partners, but lodges unfavorably close to the cofactor and Ser95 of TbPTR1 (or Ser111 of LmPTR1), as can

be seen in Figure 4.19A.

A similar observation can be made for compounds F1 and F9, which have no substitutions on the

chromen-4-one core but a hydroxylation or corresponding methoxylation of ring B position R3′ , respectively.

Compound F9 is again virtually inactive, while compound F1 yielded 35% inhibition at 50 µM compound

concentration against both TbPTR1 and LmPTR1. The possibility of the R3′ position to donate a hydro-

gen bond to the highly conserved structural water (see also Figure 4.17C) that bridges between Asp161 and

Gly205 of TbPTR1 or Asp181 and Gly225 of LmPTR1 provides an advantage by stabilizing the binding mode

(see Figure 4.19B).

Indeed, the crystallographic complexes with compounds F2 and F7 underlined the importance of the

interaction with this structural water, which, in both cases, was found within hydrogen bonding distance of

the R3′ hydroxylation, as can be seen in Figure 4.17. When comparing the activities of compounds F2 and

the corresponding compound with the hydroxylation instead being at position R4′ of ring B, F5, the para-

hydroxylation causes a loss of activity (F2 96% and F5 3% TbPTR1 inhibition at 50 µM). Hydroxylations at
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Figure 4.19: Impact of hydroxylations or methoxylations on R6 (A) and R3′ (A and B) positions on ring
A and B of synthetic flavonoids on their substrate-like binding modes in TbPTR1. Re-
sults of the substrate-mode based core-constrained docking for superimposed compounds
F2 (sticks, lavender carbons) and F10 (sticks, green carbons, A) and compounds F9
(sticks, cyan carbons) and F1 (sticks, magenta carbons, B). The TbPTR1 receptor is shown
in gray cartoon representation with interacting residues highlighted as sticks and the
NADPH/NADP+ cofactor in sticks with black carbons. A highly conserved structural wa-
ter molecule frequently interacting with hydroxylations of ring B is represented as ball-and-
stick. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dotted lines. This figure from Borsari et al.[250]

(https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jmedchem.6b00698) is reprinted with permission by
the ACS. Any further permissions related to the material excerpted should be directed to the
ACS.

R4′ can, in contrast to those in the meta-position of ring B, not interact with the structural water, but point

towards the pocket opening, which is lined by hydrophobic residues, such as Trp221, as can also be seen in

Figure 4.18A.

This effect was found dependent on the ring A hydroxylation pattern: compound F3 (R7 and R3′ hydroxy-

lation) yielded 47% of TbPTR1 inhibition, while the corresponding compound F6 (R7 and R4′ hydroxylation)

still resulted in 33% TbPTR1 inhibition at 50 µM. Clearly, the negative impact of para-hydroxylations on the

activity when compared to a corresponding meta-substituted compound, was substantially less prominent

for compounds with hydroxylations of ring A position R7. The minor reorientation may thereby allow for the

R4′ hydroxylation to rather point towards the bulk solvent and orient along the entrance route of the pocket,

while the core orientation of R6 hydroxylated compounds potentially causes R4′ hydroxylations to clash with

the aforementioned hydrophobic residues of the pocket entrance region (compare also Figure 4.18AB).

Therefore, individual alterations to the hydroxylation pattern lead to more global changes of the com-

pound binding modes and the effect of different hydroxylations does not seem to be completely additive -

it is the specific combination of hydrogen bond donor/acceptor moieties on rings A and B that decides the

final mode of binding and, as can also be deduced from the activity bar plot in Figure 4.21, influences the

compound’s inhibition of the PTR1 variants.

Unconstrained docking to LmPTR1 resulted in similar clusters of binding modes to those observed in

TbPTR1 and thus, the same constrained docking methodology was also applied to LmPTR1. Compounds

with a hydroxylation of ring B R4′ (F5, F6), hydroxylations of both ring B R3′ and R4′ (F7 and F8) and com-
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pound F3 with a ring B R3′ hydroxylation and ring A R7 hydroxylation were commonly found to be slightly

more active against LmPTR1 than TbPTR1, as shown in Figure 4.21. The interactions of the chromenone

system were almost identical in both proteins, since the biopterin subpocket is highly conserved. How-

ever, the more variable subpockets towards the pocket opening show higher variation and result in altered

interaction patterns of flavonoids with LmPTR1, which can explain these observed activity differences.

As described above, hydroxylations of the ring B meta-position typically interact with a conserved water

molecule in TbPTR1, while para-hydroxylated compounds do not form any hydrogen bonds with the TbPTR1

receptor (see Figure 4.18). In contrast, in the case of LmPTR1, the pocket entrance region is lined by more

polar residues and thus, potential contact points for stabilizing the para-hydroxylations are available. Three

residue differences are key to the altered activities: Trp221, Leu263 and His267’ from the neighboring

subunit in TbPTR1 are replaced by His241, Tyr283 and Arg287’ in LmPTR1. While the first two residues are

more polar in LmPTR1, His267’ of TbPTR1 is mainly inaccessible to the studied flavonoids given the limited

size of the compounds. On the other hand, flavonoids may form contacts with the bigger Arg287’ of LmPTR1,

as also indicated in Figure 4.20 (for the placement of the residues from the neighboring subunit, refer to

Figure 4.23). Since the LmPTR1 receptor was not crystallized with a flavonoid-related molecule, but it

seemed conceivable that movement of certain residues, such as His241, could allow for additional hydrogen

bonds to be formed, an induced fit (IF) docking study was carried out in addition. As shown in Figure 4.20,

this indeed supported the movement of His241 to allow its interaction with the R4′ hydroxylation of F7.

Figure 4.20: Docking result of F7 (sticks, yellow carbons) in LmPTR1 (based on PDB-ID 1e92, pink car-
toon with important interacting residues in sticks and the tripeptide including Arg287’ from
the neighboring subunit shown in magenta). The NADPH/NADP+ cofactor is shown in sticks
with black carbons and a highly conserved structural water molecule in ball-and-stick repre-
sentation. In addition to the docking result obtained by rigid docking, a second alternative
conformation of His241 - as indicated by the gray arrow - is reported, which allowed a hy-
drogen bonding contact to the R4′ hydroxylation of F7 and was taken from the best-ranked
predicted conformation of the receptor (by Glide docking score) during IF docking studies.
Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dotted lines. This figure was adapted from Borsari et al.[250].

In TbPTR1, the main driving forces of flavonoid binding appear to be π-π-interactions and hydrophobic

stabilization, while the more polar binding site of LmPTR1 may provide an advantage for the binding of

compounds with multiple hydroxylations and thereby allow for a more hydrogen bonding interaction-driven
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binding. The addition of a para-hydroxylation of ring B to a combination of hydroxyl groups on ring A R7 and

ring B R3′ barely had any effect in TbPTR1 (compound F3, R3′ hydroxylated: 47% and compound F8, R3′

and R4′ hydroxylated: 53% TbPTR1 inhibition at 50 µM, see also Figure 4.21). However, compound F4, with

ring B being a pyrogallol, had a higher activity (85% TbPTR1 inhibition at 50 µM). This appears surprising

since the pocket entrance region of TbPTR1 is largely nonpolar and lacks favorable contact points for the

hydroxylations. Possibly, water molecules from the bulk solvent can bridge to form additional contacts

or this compound may indeed favor the alternative binding mode, allowing for the pyrogallol to occupy

the stacking position, as previously proposed for the thiadiazole compound T1f (see also Figure 4.9A in

Section 4.1). This way, the less polar chromen-4-one can interact with the hydrophobic residues lining the

pocket entrance.

Finally, as summarized in Figure 4.21 and described in the text, a relationship between the different

hydroxylation and methoxylation patterns and the activity against TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 can be seen and

was successfully elucidated with the support of crystallographic complexes and docking analysis. However,

while the synthetic flavonoids provided an improved understanding of the determinants of PTR1-inhibitory

effects, their target activities, as can be further seen in Figure 4.21, did not directly correlate with the

inhibition of T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms or intramacrophage L. infantum amastigotes.[250] Thus,

further optimization of the flavonoid-based compounds may require the investigation of additional targets

contributing to their anti-parasitic effect.

4.2.5 Comparative study of flavonols and their flavanone derivatives

As a supplement to the structural investigations of synthetic flavonols, flavanone analogs F2a, F5a and

F7a of compounds F2, F5 and F7, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.22, were synthesized and their bind-

ing modes characterized by crystallographic and docking studies.[149] The R-conformer of flavanone F2a

was crystallized both in TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (PDB-ID 5k6a and 5l4n, respectively) and showed a highly

similar binding mode in both proteins, as can be seen in Figure 4.23. In both cases, the chroman-4-one

core occupied the substrate-like stacking position between the NADP+ cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97 or

Phe113 in TbPTR1 and LmPTR1, respectively. The hydroxylation on the chromanone can establish hydro-

gen bonds with the cofactor phosphate and ribose, while the carbonyl group is facing Arg14 of TbPTR1 or

Arg17 of LmPTR1. The hydroxylation of the B-ring can form hydrogen bonds to the conserved structural

water molecule, which bridges between Gly205 and Asp161 of TbPTR1 and Gly225 and Asp181 of LmPTR1.

Furthermore, in LmPTR1, a slight reorientation of the core allows for the formation of an additional hydro-

gen bond with Arg287’ from the neighboring subunit (Figure 4.23B). It therefore appears surprising that

compound F2a is only about half as potent against LmPTR1 than TbPTR1 (IC50 LmPTR1: 57 µM, TbPTR1:

31 µM; for a summary of activities see Table 4.14).
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Figure 4.21: Structures and schematic overview of the hydroxylation (blue) and methoxylation (green) pat-
terns covered in the library of synthetic flavonoids (top) and their activities against the targets
TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (middle, gray and pink bars, respectively) expressed as the percentage of
inhibition at 50 µM compound concentration. The bottom plot summarizes the anti-parasitic
activity against T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms (blue bars) and L. infantum intramacrophage
amastigotes (orange bars) expressed as the percentage of inhibition at 10 µM compound con-
centration.[250]

Figure 4.22: Structures of synthetic flavonols F2, F5 and F7 as described above and their corresponding
flavanone analogs F2a, F5a and F7a. Figure adapted from Di Pisa et al.[149].
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Compound ID TbPTR1 IC50 [µM] LmPTR1 IC50 [µM]

F2 4.3 12.5
F5 - -
F7 38.0 35.0
F2a 31.0 57.0
F5a 133.0 35.0
F7a 82.0 36.0

Table 4.14: Summary of IC50 values of flavonols and corresponding flavanones against TbPTR1 and
LmPTR1.[149] No IC50 was determined for compound F5, since it showed only about 3%
and 11% inhibition at 50 µM compound concentration against TbPTR1 and LmPTR1, respec-
tively.[250]

In TbPTR1, the orientation of ring B is well-stabilized by a T-shaped π-stacking interaction with Trp221

and several surrounding hydrophobic residues, such as Val206, Pro210 and Met213, enclosing the com-

pound in the hydrophobic pocket. In the case of LmPTR1, the pocket is more open and solvent-exposed,

with the B-ring thus not being as well-stabilized as in TbPTR1. Therefore, the exposure of the aromatic ring

to solvent may be responsible for the less favorable interaction of F2a with LmPTR1.

Although a racemic compound mixture was used in the crystallization trials, only the R-conformer of F2a

was observed in the crystallographic complexes of both TbPTR1 and LmPTR1. If a similar orientation of the

chroman-4-one core is assumed, but the configuration of the chiral center is inverted in silico, as shown in

Figure 4.23, the B-ring gets unfavorably close to Phe97 of TbPTR1 or Phe113 of LmPTR1. Moreover, without

major reorientation that would go in hand with breaking the stabilizing hydrogen bonds of the chromanone

core, the hydroxylation of ring B would not find any suitable interaction partner in the S-conformer of F2a.

Thus, it is likely that binding of R-F2a is more favorable, while S-F2a suffers from a displacement of the

chromanone from the depth of the pocket and the primary stacking orientation.

The flavanone F2a was found to be about eight-fold less active against TbPTR1 than the flavonol F2 (IC50

F2a: 31 µM; F2: 4 µM). In part, this may relate to the proposed preference of the R-conformer in binding

to PTR1, since F2a was likewise assayed as a racemic mixture. The binding modes of F2a and F2, as

can be seen from a comparison of their crystallographic complexes in Figure 4.24A, are practically identical,

with both the chroman-4-one of F2a and the chromen-4-one of F2 in the π-sandwich between Phe97 and the

cofactor nicotinamide. While compound F2 can make extended π-interactions with its complete chromenone

ring, the loss of aromaticity in the chromanone of F2a reduces the extent of the π-stacking interaction,

as schematically indicated in Figure 4.24BC. This effect may further contribute to the activity difference

between the flavonol and its flavanone derivative. A similar effect, likely subject to the same influences,

was also apparent for LmPTR1: IC50 F2: 13 µM and F2a: 57 µM. Furthermore, again due to the reduced

π-interactions of its chromanone ring, also the flavanone F7a was found to be less active against TbPTR1

than its corresponding flavonol F7 (IC50 F7a 82 µM, F7 38 µM).

The additional hydroxylation in position R4′ of compound F7 made it less active than the solely R3′-
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Figure 4.23: Crystallographic binding modes of the R-conformer of compound F2a (yellow sticks) in TbPTR1
(A, PDB-ID 5k6a, in gray cartoon with a tripeptide from the neighboring subunit including
His267’ pointing into the active site shown in lavender) and LmPTR1 (B, PDB-ID 5l4n, in pink
cartoon with a tripeptide including Arg287’ from the neighboring subunit in magenta). The
computationally generated S-conformer is shown in green sticks with the chiral center marked
by *. Important interacting residues and the NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) in both proteins
are shown as sticks. Residue His241 of LmPTR1 was not fully resolved in the crystallographic
complex 5l4n and is thus shown as adapted from the closely related complex 5l42 (crystallized
with compound F7a) for reference. The conserved structural water bridging between Gly205
and Asp161 of TbPTR1 and Gly225 and Asp181 of LmPTR1, respectively, is shown as ball-and-
sticks. Chromanone core hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines, hydrogen bonds
of ring B in the R-conformer are shown as orange dotted lines.

Figure 4.24: Comparison of the binding modes of flavanone F2a and flavonol F2 and their π-stacking abil-
ities. (A) Superimposition of the crystallographic binding modes of F2a (PDB-ID 5k6a, sticks,
yellow carbons) and F2 (PDB-ID 5jdi, sticks, lavender carbons) in TbPTR1 (with the protein
shown as gray cartoon and the pocket visualized in surface representation). Phe97 (sticks)
and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (sticks, black carbons) are included for reference. (B, C):
Schematic representation of the binding modes of F2 (B) and F2a (C) with indicated π-stacking
interactions in green, highlighting the extended π-stacking of the F2 chromenone (B) versus
the reduced π-interaction system of the F2a chromanone (C). Figure partially adapted from
Di Pisa et al.[149].
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hydroxylated F2 (compare Figure 4.21 for structures; IC50 TbPTR1 F7 38 µM, F2 4 µM; LmPTR1 F7 35 µM,

F2 13 µM). As shown in Figure 4.17, the binding modes of the two compounds were similar in TbPTR1,

although the R4′-hydroxyl group of F7 did not show any hydrogen bonding interactions. Docking studies

applying the same core-constrained docking protocol as previously used for the synthetic flavonol library,

suggested, that the same applies to the flavanone derivatives F7a and F2a, showing comparable activity

differences against TbPTR1 (IC50 F7a: 82 µM, F2a: 31 µM).

A comparison of the effect of F7 and F7a on LmPTR1, on the other hand, indicated no preference of the

flavonol in this protein variant (IC50 LmPTR1 F7 35 µM, F7a 36 µM). This may again relate to the more

polar pocket entrance of LmPTR1, where R3′ and R4′ hydroxylations can interact with residues like His241

and Arg287’ - as also previously suggested by IF docking studies of F7 to LmPTR1 (see Figure 4.20). This

observation thus supports the hypothesis that binding to LmPTR1 is generally rather mediated by hydrogen

bonding contacts, in contrast to the more π-π and nonpolar interaction pattern-driven effect on TbPTR1.

Finally, compound F5 was almost inactive against LmPTR1 (11% inhibition at 50 µM, see also Fig-

ure 4.21). The derivatization to the flavanone F5a did in this case restore the activity: IC50 LmPTR1:

35 µM. As shown in Figure 4.25, the conformer of F5 is almost planar and too long to occupy the binding

site of LmPTR1 in one of the classical flavonoid binding modes. In contrast, the introduction of the chroman-

4-one in F5a led to a kink and displacement from the plane, that allows the B-ring to point upwards and

make hydrogen bonds with His241 and Arg287’, while the core again adopted a substrate-like orientation.

In TbPTR1, F5 similarly was virtually inactive (3% inhibition at 50 µM, see also Figure 4.21), but the fla-

vanone derivative also retained an overall low activity: IC50 F5a: 133 µM. Given the lack of hydrogen

bonding partners for R4′ hydroxylations in TbPTR1, the introduction of a kink does not allow for additional

stabilizing interactions with residues of TbPTR1, thus not resulting in a major activity improvement.

The studied flavanone derivatives provided further insights into the binding modes of flavonoid-like scaf-

folds in TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 and demonstrated that, depending on their hydroxylations, partially aromatic

core scaffolds can be superior to fully aromatic systems, since they can in part better adapt to the shape of

the PTR1 binding pocket. The studied flavanones further underline the importance of hydrogen bonds for

activity against LmPTR1, whereas TbPTR1 inhibition was driven more strongly by hydrophobic interactions.

4.2.6 Scaffold hopping

Since flavonoids were generally known to affect multiple targets, a lack of correlation between the anti-

parasitic activities and their PTR1 inhibition levels was observed, and synthetic flavonols were found to

have poor metabolic stability[250], a scaffold hopping approach was considered. Starting from compound

F2 (Figure 4.26), for which the binding mode in TbPTR1 had been determined by Xray crystallography

(see Figure 4.17) and which showed the best activity towards TbPTR1 among the studied synthetic flavonol

compounds with an IC50 of 4.3 µM (see Table 4.14), we aimed at replacing the chromen-4-one core by an
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Figure 4.25: Docking poses of compounds F5a (sticks, orange carbons) and F5 (sticks, green carbons) in
LmPTR1 (pink cartoon with the tripeptide from the neighboring subunit including Arg287’
in magenta and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor in sticks, black carbons). Interactions of both
compounds are indicated by dotted lines and colored according to the interacting compounds’
carbons. Interacting protein residues are shown as sticks. F5 thereby shows a non-classical
binding mode with the R6 hydroxylation interacting with a conserved structural water molecule
(shown as ball-and-stick). In (B), the view was rotated by approx. 90°. The yellow arrows
highlight the kink in F5a, that is introduced by the chromanone ring system. Figure adapted
from Di Pisa et al.[149].

alternative moiety.[149,250]

As can be seen from the crystallographic orientation of F2 in Figure 4.17A, the carbonyl of the chromen-

4-one accepts hydrogen bonds from Arg14 and a water molecule, while the R6 hydroxylation is involved

in hydrogen bonding interactions with, for instance, the cofactor phosphate and Ser95. Notably, the PTR1

binding pocket shows a large preference for interactions with hydrogen bond donating ligands, as can also

be deduced from the MIF calculations presented in Section 4.1, Figure 4.5. The core hydroxylation may

only donate a single hydrogen bond and otherwise needs to rely on bridging water molecules to mediate in-

teractions with other hydrogen bond accepting residues in the depth of the pocket. As a consequence, other

functional groups, like the 2-amino group of the discussed thiadiazoles and benzothiazoles (see Section 4.1),

may be more advantageous than hydroxylations. Thus, rather than preserving the functional groups of the

original core, we investigated the possibility to replace the entire core moiety by an alternative scaffold,

retaining only the R3′-hydroxylated B-ring of F2. In TbPTR1, this phenolic ring was well stabilized by in-

teractions with the conserved water molecule and π-contacts with Trp221. Given that the binding modes

of flavonoids were overall better characterized in TbPTR1 and more crystallographic data for comparative

analysis existed, all alternative scaffolds were investigated for their docking behavior to the Trypanosoma

brucei enzyme.

In the first step, an isosteric matching procedure making use of a built-in core library of 86640 cores

in Schrödinger Maestro was considered to replace the chromenone system of F2.[584] The chosen protocol

thereby largely prioritized flat ring systems of varying size, resulting in 13627 potential hybrids of the

F2 B-ring and an alternative core. Since to date, any known inhibitor of TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 binding

with a classical binding mode had at least a partially aromatic scaffold placed in the π-sandwich between
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the active site phenylalanine residue and the cofactor nicotinamide, the obtained compounds were next

filtered by aromaticity of the new core, resulting in 7834 potential new aromatic hybrid compounds, as also

summarized in Figure 4.26.

Figure 4.26: Overview of the core hopping procedure: Compound F2 was taken as the template, aiming
at retaining the phenolic ring but replacing the flavonol core either with cores in the built-
in core library of Schrödinger Maestro[584] or with predefined scaffolds selected on the basis
of available expertise in organic synthesis. For the latter approach, the defined substitution
patterns, as shown in Figure 4.28, were used directly to define alternative derivatives and,
to broaden the range of substitution patterns and sample alternative, but related cores, by
developing an alternative core library from the results of a PubChem search for the predefined
cores and their substitutions.[585]

The alternative cores were then evaluated by docking to the TbPTR1 receptor based on the flavonoid

complex 5jcj in presence of the conserved water set, followed by filtering the resulting 39024 poses by the

observed interactions: The novel core moiety was required to be placed in the π-sandwich between Phe97

and the cofactor nicotinamide and show at least one additional directional interaction (hydrogen bond,

halogen bond or salt-bridge). Further, at least one interaction of ring B was required to ensure that the

interaction pattern of the novel scaffold showed some resemblance to that of F2. This resulted in a set

of 809 docked poses comprising a total of 241 potential alternative cores: 32 fused ring systems, 40 five-

membered rings and 169 six-membered rings. Finally, given the large number of compounds matching the

initial filter criteria, the remaining library was further analyzed by interaction count and visual inspection.

In addition, the hybrid compounds were assessed for their predicted synthetic accessibility to ensure that

the selected scaffolds would be amenable to further optimization and all compounds were found to be well

accessible, with resulting predictions ranging from 73% to 89%.

Aiming at scaffolds that led to hybrid compounds roughly comparable to F2 in terms of interaction
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counts and docking scores (see Table 4.13), four fused ring systems were finally selected: an imidazo[1,2-

a]pyridin-6-ol-based compound, a tetrahydro-1,3-benzothiazole, a 7H-pyrrolo[2,3-d]pyrimidine and a 1H-

benzoimidazol-4-ol-based compound, as shown in Figure 4.27A-D with their docking score and formed

interactions in the TbPTR1 binding pocket. Since derivatives of the proposed scaffolds, such as benzimida-

zoles, benzothiazoles and pyrrolo-pyrimidines had been previously explored as inhibitors of TbPTR1 and,

in part, LmPTR1, the chosen compounds appear likely actives, although in all cases, scaffold optimization

could further improve the interactions.[244,245,249,252,424]

Figure 4.27: Schematic representation of docking-based ligand interactions in TbPTR1 for four potential
alternative core scaffolds linked to the B-ring of F2 as selected from the Schrödinger Maestro-
derived core library (see also Figure 4.26):[584] imidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-6-ol- (A), tetrahydro-
1,3-benzothiazole- (B), 7H-pyrrolo[2,3-d]pyrimidine- (C) and 1H-benzoimidazol-4-ol-based
(D) compounds with their respective top Glide docking score reported below the structure in
kcal
mol . Surrounding residues within a distance of up to 4 Å from the ligand are shown and high-
lighted by type: green: nonpolar, cyan: polar, blue: basic, red: acidic and gray: NADPH/NADP+

cofactor (NAP). An illustration of the pocket shape is shown and accordingly colored by prop-
erty. Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are denoted as black arrows, dashed arrows represent
hydrogen bonds formed by bridging waters and π-π and cation-π interactions are indicated by
gray dotted lines with filled and white circles, respectively.

Since several compounds in this initial core-replaced library contained scaffolds that would have required
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a very distinct chemistry to that of other PTR1 inhibitors under investigation, a second approach to the

design was considered: chemical scaffolds were prioritized for the previous experience in their organic

synthesis being at hand. A set of potential cores, as shown in Figure 4.28, was defined and directly used as an

alternative library for the replacement of the chromenone of F2. In addition, to explore different substitution

patterns and further modifications of similar cores, compounds containing the core structure and having

substitutions in the appropriate orientations were collected by a Tanimoto-based similarity search from the

PubChem database and used to compile an expanded library of 284 additional compounds containing the

privileged cores by synthesis experience.

Figure 4.28: Selected chemical scaffolds for core hopping: The corresponding core scaffold of each molecule,
as highlighted in blue, was searched in PubChem and results were required to match the de-
picted substitution patterns.[585] Het indicates that aromatic systems in this position can be
replaced by heteroaromatics.
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In the library developed by direct chromenone core replacement (40 compounds), thiadiazoles, benzo-

thiazoles and pteridines were found among the 18 most promising compounds in terms of predicted interac-

tions with TbPTR1 (see also Figure 4.26). Given that these compound classes were already subject to inves-

tigation and optimization as PTR1 inhibitors, three scaffolds, that had not been previously studied against

PTR1, were finally selected: a 5-amino-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-1,3-dione, a phenylazophenol- and a

stilbene-based hybrid compound, as shown with their predicted binding modes to TbPTR1 in Figure 4.29.

The extended aromatic system of the 5-amino-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-1,3-dione core (see Fig-

ure 4.29A) lodges in the π-sandwich between the cofactor nicotinamide and Phe97 and one of the carbonyl

groups further interacts with Arg14. While this core thus is mainly anchored in the binding pocket by

its π-π interactions, the docking study suggests that such extended ring systems fit well into the binding

pocket of TbPTR1 and may present interesting alternatives to the so far explored TbPTR1 inhibitors, being

mainly composed of 5-membered, 6-membered or smaller fused ring systems.[244,245,248,250,251,252,424] The

sulfonamide linkage to the B-ring of the parent compound F2 interacts with Asp161, but alternative linking

groups may complement the overall rather nonpolar TbPTR1 binding pocket better. Finally, ring B forms

π-interactions with Trp221, but its R3′ hydroxylation can in this case not find a suitably oriented interaction

partner. Thus, optimization of the linkage and the tail group would be required to further enhance the

5-amino-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-1,3-dione scaffold towards TbPTR1.

In the case of the selected phenylazophenol and the stilbene (Figure 4.29BC), a para-hydroxylation in-

teracts with cofactor ribose and phosphate, locking one benzene in the π-stacking orientation, while the

meta-hydroxylated B-ring of the F2 parent retains its interactions with the conserved water molecule and

Trp221. Further interactions for the anchoring ring system in the π-sandwich may be important to stabilize

phenylazophenol- or stilbene-based compound binding modes and avoid alternative orientations. Nonethe-

less, both compounds showed an overall good fit to the TbPTR1 binding pocket and could thus be exploited

as alternative scaffolds in future drug design work.

Figure 4.29: Potential binding modes of a 5-amino-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-1,3-dione (A, sticks, mint
carbons), a phenylazophenol (B, purple carbons) and a stilbene (C, teal carbons) in TbPTR1
(gray cartoon and tripeptide from neighboring subunit including His267’ in lavender). Impor-
tant interacting residues and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown as sticks.
The highly conserved structural water typically interacting with hydroxylations of ring B is
represented as ball-and-stick. Hydrogen bonds are indicated as dotted lines.
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Finally, preparation of a core library from the results of the PubChem search resulted in a total of 956114

unique cores with 149 detected substitution patterns, which were again used to perform an isosteric match-

ing procedure. Using the same parameters as before however resulted only in 38 hybrid compounds with

the chromenone core of F2 largely replaced by 5- and 6-membered rings. Thus, in a second round of the

design, a lower shape similarity was chosen, but the database was filtered by heavy atom count to give pref-

erence to fused ring systems. Taken together, 66 additional potential scaffolds were compiled, all of which

were aromatic (see also Figure 4.26). Filtering the compound set by interactions as described above led to

22 compounds, from which the most promising scaffolds were again selected on basis of docking scores,

interaction counts and visual inspection. This way, six additional potential core moieties and their predicted

interactions with TbPTR1 were proposed: 4 derivatives of a pyrido[2,3-b]pyrazine scaffold (Figure 4.30A-

C, F), a 2,4-diaminopteridine (Figure 4.30D) and a purine derivative (Figure 4.30E). All compounds were

found to retain the ring B interactions and show π-stacking and further stabilizing hydrogen bonds or cation-

π interactions, as summarized in Figure 4.30 together with the obtained docking scores. Importantly, the

proposed scaffolds again show some structural overlap with previously explored inhibitors of TbPTR1 and

thus present likely alternative cores for active molecules. In particular, the 2,4-diaminopteridine scaffold was

investigated in depth as an inhibitor of TbPTR1, LmPTR1 and related folate pathway enzymes, as presented

in more detail in the following Section 4.3.

The proposed alternative core moieties can all be subjected to further optimization to improve their

interactions with TbPTR1. Nonetheless, starting from the flavonol F2 and identifying possible alterna-

tive cores by shape similarity to the chromenone led to several scaffolds that did show promising docking

results. In many cases, structural overlap with previously explored PTR1 inhibitors can be seen as a proof-

of-concept and while the cores likely will lead to active molecules against TbPTR1, their derivatives have

been subject to prior investigation. Some scaffolds privileged by the synthesis experience of collaborating

medicinal chemists, may, on the other hand, represent potential cores for TbPTR1 inhibitors distinct from

those described in literature to date. 5-amino-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-1,3-diones, phenylazophenols

or stilbenes as well as the nitrogen-bearing fused ring systems selected from the results of the two employed

core libraries all may be further improved in terms of core interaction patterns and alternatives to ring B in

the future design efforts. The findings presented herein from the detailed analysis of flavonoids and their

interaction patterns and binding modes in PTR1 variants may thereby contribute important knowledge for

the improvement of such novel compounds and other PTR1-inhibitory derivatives.

4.2.7 Concluding summary

This chapter presented the computational work involved in the investigation of the binding modes of nat-

ural products, including flavonoids and their synthetic derivatives, in the anti-parasitic targets TbPTR1

and LmPTR1. Further, scaffold hopping studies aiming at the discovery of possible replacements for the
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Figure 4.30: Schematic representation of docking-based ligand interactions in TbPTR1 for six potential al-
ternative core scaffolds linked to the B-ring of F2 as selected from the core library based on
a PubChem search (see also Figure 4.26):[585] Pyrido[2,3-b]pyrazine- (A-C, F), 2,4-diamino-
pteridine- (D) and purine-based (E) compounds with their respective top Glide docking score
reported below the structure in kcal

mol . Surrounding residues within a distance of up to 4 Å from
the ligand are shown and highlighted by type: green: nonpolar, cyan: polar, blue: basic, red:
acidic and gray: NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (NAP). An illustration of the pocket shape is shown
and accordingly colored by property. Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are denoted as black ar-
rows, dashed arrows represent hydrogen bonds formed by bridging waters and π-π and cation-π
interactions are indicated by gray dotted lines with filled and white circles, respectively.

chromenone core in a promising PTR1-inhibitory flavonol have been presented. As a highly abundant class

of secondary plant metabolites, flavonoids appear frequently among the screening hits of natural product li-

braries for a broad range of pharmacological activities and various targets. Their anti-kinetoplastid activity is

known and likewise associated with a range of targets, for example, in the trypanosomatid glycolysis or the

urea cycle. Another target, initially proposed by VS, was the folate pathway enzyme PTR1. The combination

of VS and experimental screening of a natural product library firmly established the effect of flavonoids on

PTR1, with flavonols being the most promising scaffolds, with the best compounds showing IC50 values of

13-14 µM against TbPTR1 and IC50 values below 30 µM against the T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms.[250]

The docking studies employed as part of the VS process faced a number of challenges, such as predicting

multiple different poses for the ligands and their binding outside the primary binding pocket. An opti-

mized docking protocol making use of extended sampling and considering conserved structural waters in

TbPTR1 was able to improve the results and outline aspects that made the successful docking of flavonoids
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particularly challenging.

Water was observed to bridge interactions of, in particular, numerous hydroxylations present in the stud-

ied flavonoids, and residues of the protein receptor. The importance of such bridging waters was later

confirmed by the crystallographic complexes of the synthetic flavonols F2 and F7, showing that two con-

served water molecules were mediating interactions between hydroxylations on ring A of the chromenone

core and ring B with the cofactor phosphate and Asp161/Gly205 of TbPTR1. Hydroxylations can act as

hydrogen bond donating and accepting moieties and this adaptive nature and the interplay with water net-

works in the pocket, both in terms of perturbation and bridging interactions, was one of the key challenges

to the docking of flavonoid compounds.

Chroman-4-one- and chromen-4-one-based flavonoids were observed to bind in three different orienta-

tions: a substrate-like mode resembling the substrate biopterin, an inhibitor-like orientation with a flipped

core moiety and alternative conformations, where the phenolic B-ring displaced the large fused ring sys-

tem from the π-sandwich in the depth of the PTR1 binding pocket. The substrate-like and inhibitor-like

binding modes were confirmed by crystallographic complexes. Indirect evidence for the feasibility of the

alternative binding mode was further found in the activity pattern of the 5-pyrogallol substituted 2-amino-

1,3,4-thiadiazole T1f (compare Section 4.1, Figure 4.9A), which was the only active compound in its class

and suggested to have pyrogallol occupying the stacking position by docking. Importantly, the ability to bind

in more than one of these at least three possible orientations, which all showed a large overlap in terms of

interactions formed, provides an entropic advantage to the binding of flavonoids to PTR1. On the other

hand, this explains the challenge in relating observed activities with the docking scores, since the enzyme

inhibition likely is the result of a number of different binding conformations, which have varying proba-

bility depending on the particular hydroxylation or methoxylation patterns of the compound. Nonetheless,

the qualitative relationship between the different substitution patterns and observed PTR1 inhibition was

successfully elucidated with the support of crystallographic complexes and the optimized docking analysis.

Comparison of docking results with the experimental structures confirmed the capability of docking to

identify correct bound orientations in the form of the best-ranked solutions in terms of Glide docking score, if

only the cluster of binding modes confirmed by crystallographic studies was considered. A comparison of the

scores obtained with the three different binding modes was on the other hand not indicative of the preferred

orientation of flavonoids. Thus, additional factors not considered in the docking have presumably influenced

the distribution in the different binding clusters. However, the analysis of the possible interaction pattern

in conjunction with the activity profile was able to provide some insight into binding mode preferences:

Docking, for example, demonstrated that the substrate binding mode of F2 was better stabilized than that of

F3, with the two compounds being R6 and R7 hydroxylated on ring A, respectively. Binding in the inhibitory

mode would invert their interaction pattern and, given that F2 was about twice as active as F3, this suggested

a preference of the substrate binding mode, as also confirmed by the crystallographic complex of F2 with

TbPTR1. Thus, in summary, analysis of the results of a core constrained docking analysis to systematically
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evaluate the three identified key binding modes for each compound in conjunction with their activity profile

could indeed provide information on the SAR.

Likewise, docking was able to explain why, for example, methoxylations on ring A were destabilizing

the stacking orientation or why hydroxylations of the ring B para-position were unfavorable in TbPTR1, but

well tolerated in LmPTR1. The PTR1-variant specific interaction profiles could be linked to the differences

in the more variable PTR1 subpockets, with the LmPTR1 pocket entrance region being overall more polar

than that of TbPTR1. Thus, insights into the optimization towards a specific PTR1-variant can be deduced

from the findings presented herein.

Crystallographic complexes of flavanone derivatives of the previously designed flavonols further con-

firmed the overlapping binding modes between TbPTR1 and LmPTR1, that had been suggested by docking.

Flavanones were largely weaker inhibitors of PTR1 than their corresponding flavonols for two main rea-

sons: The crystallographic complexes were found to only show binding of the R-conformers to TbPTR1 and

LmPTR1, although racemic mixtures of the compounds had been used during crystallization trials. This

observation could be explained by an in silico analysis, suggesting a poorer stabilization of the S-conformer

in PTR1. Activity measurements were however likewise performed using the racemic mixture. Thus, the

effective concentration of the R-conformer, which is likely showing stronger effect on PTR1, was lower than

that of the flavonol analyzed for comparison. Secondly, activity differences were related to the extended

π-interactions formed by chromenone-bearing compounds, which were weaker for flavanones due to the

reduced aromaticity of their chromanone core. These differences were in part masked in LmPTR1, where

the activities seemed to be more strongly influenced by the hydrogen bonds formed in the more polar pocket

entrance region.

Scaffold hopping efforts started from a well characterized flavonol, F2, with an IC50 of 4.3 µM against

TbPTR1 and an experimentally confirmed binding mode. Since PTR1 was previously found to show a prefer-

ence for hydrogen bond donating groups in the depth of the pocket, a core replacement was done solely on

the basis of shape similarity and no groups of the previous core were preserved with the aim of overcoming

the dependence on bridging water molecules. Several derivatives of already known PTR1 inhibitors have

been identified by this approach, many of which involved nitrogen-containing fused ring systems. In partic-

ular, 2,4-diaminopteridines were found to be promising and the optimization of a class of compounds with

this core is covered in the following Section 4.3. Moreover, with 5-amino-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-

1,3-dione, a phenylazophenol and a stilbene-based compound, scaffolds that require further optimization,

but are different from PTR1 inhibitors known to date, were identified as novel putative PTR1-binding cores.

Furthermore, the approach to implement the available synthesis expertise into the scaffold hopping routine

gave rise to scaffolds that were already studied and thus established as PTR1-inhibitors, namely thiadiazoles,

benzothiazoles and 2,4-diaminopteridines - these were found to be promising, thus validating the potential

of this methodology.

Although the study of synthetic flavonols and their flavanone derivatives improved the understanding
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of influence factors of their PTR1 activities, the latter did not correlate with the in vitro anti-parasitic ac-

tivities against T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms or intramacrophage L. infantum amastigotes.[250] Thus,

the future optimization of a flavonoid-based scaffold will require the investigation of additional targets and

the identification of the key mechanisms contributing to the observed anti-kinetoplastid action. The data

about the different effects of hydroxylation patterns on TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 may on the other hand not

only support the design of compounds based on the cores proposed by scaffold hopping, but also generally

contribute to the future optimization of PTR1 inhibitors, in particular, towards the specific enzyme variants

of L. major and T. brucei.
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4.3 Pteridines targeting pteridine reductase 1 and parasitic
dihydrofolate reductase‡

4.3.1 Pteridine-based antimetabolites inhibit two folate pathway targets

Thiadiazoles and flavonoids are examples of inhibitory scaffolds identified from chemical libraries or di-

verse natural products. A final approach to the development of enzyme inhibitors is to base their design

on a natural substrate. Indeed, for folate pathway enzymes like the anti-cancer target human dihydrofolate

reductase (DHFR), many inhibitors are known, of which several are antimetabolites structurally related to

folate. An example is the pteridine-based anti-cancer compound methotrexate (MTX), which has previously

been shown to affect kinetoplastid DHFR variants.[247,248,386,421,426] Given that DHFR inhibition in Leishma-

nia was found to result in pteridine reductase 1 (PTR1) overexpression, a strategy targeting the leishmanial

folate pathway enzymes needs to consider both targets.[239,241,242,243]

On the one hand, when targeting PTR1 and parasitic DHFR, human DHFR needs to be considered as an

important off-target. The low sequence identity between the parasitic DHFR domain and its human coun-

terpart, being only around 30% (see also Chapter 3), suggests that specific targeting of the trypanosomatid

enzyme variant can be achieved.[259,260] On the other hand, known hDHFR inhibitors like MTX may serve

as promising starting points for compound repurposing, not only against the trypanosomatid DHFR variant,

but also against PTR1, which likewise binds folate and related scaffolds.

In earlier efforts, a set of 440 folate-derived inhibitors of L. major PTR1 (LmPTR1) and, in part, also LmD-

HFR was investigated.[248,460] Particularly the two pteridine-based compounds 6a (methyl-1-(4-(((2,4-di-

aminopteridin-6-yl)methyl)amino)benzoyl)piperidine-4-carboxylate, herein compound PII) and 6b (methyl-

1-(4-(((2,4-diaminopteridin-6-yl)methyl)(methyl)amino)benzoyl)piperidine-4-carboxylate, herein compound

PI; see Figure 4.31 for their structures) were found to be submicromolar inhibitors of LmPTR1 with Ki values

of 0.10 µM and 0.04 µM, respectively.[248]

Figure 4.31: Structures of the pteridine-based LmPTR1 inhibitors PII and PI.[248]

PII was additionally found to be a micromolar inhibitor of LmDHFR with a weak selectivity for the parasite

enzyme over hDHFR (Ki 4 µM vs. 10 µM). Crystallographic complexes of LmPTR1 with the inhibitors

‡ The computational work presented in this section that I have performed is in preparation for publication:
Pöhner, I.*; Quotadamo, A.*; Panecka-Hofman, J.; Luciani, R.; Santucci, M.; Linciano, P.; Landi, G.; Di Pisa, F.; Dello Iacono, L.;
Pozzi, C.; Mangani, S.; Gul, S.; Witt, G.; Ellinger, B.; Kuzikov, M.; Santarem, N.; Cordeiro-da-Silva, A.; Costi, M. P.; Venturelli,
A. & Wade, R. C. Manuscript in preparation. (*co-first authorship)
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(PDB-IDs 3h4v and 2qhx)[248] presented structural starting points for further scaffold optimization towards

LmPTR1.[460] A limitation of the pteridine scaffold was, however, that none of the derivatives was found to

show major anti-leishmanial activity unless combined with a stronger inhibitor of DHFR.[248,460]

It was thus an interesting question, whether PI/PII-like pteridines could target TbPTR1. In contrast to

Leishmania, in T. brucei, PTR1 has been shown to be a potential anti-parasitic target in its own right by RNA

interference studies, and PTR1-inhibitory pteridines may thus be able to exhibit anti-trypanosomal effects

even when administered alone.[240,243] Nonetheless, so far, even nanomolar TbPTR1 inhibitors have shown

limited anti-parasitic activity in vitro, suggesting that targeting the T. brucei folate pathway may also benefit

from the consideration of both PTR1 and DHFR.[245,254]

This chapter covers not only the further scaffold optimization of pteridine-based compounds against

LmPTR1 and LmDHFR, but also shows their potential as inhibitors of the corresponding T. brucei enzymes

by evaluation of MTX and seven previously reported reference pteridines.[248,460] Taking the findings of the

comparative study of trypanosomatid folate pathway proteins into account (see Chapter 3)[258] in a multi-

disciplinary workflow assisted by computational work, the subsequent design allowed for the development

of 26 new pteridine derivatives that largely showed improved target inhibitory profiles for both PTR1 and

DHFR from L. major and T. brucei. Among these, the first known picomolar inhibitors of TbPTR1 and several

new low nanomolar inhibitors of LmPTR1 were revealed and these pteridines mostly also showed selective

micromolar to submicromolar inhibition of the respective parasite DHFR. Docking simulations, in conjunc-

tion with crystallographic complexes of pteridines, supported the target-based design approach and the

determination of the structure-activity relationship (SAR). In vitro evaluation of the effect on T. brucei brucei

bloodstream forms and L. infantum intracellular amastigotes sheds light on the anti-parasitic profile of the

PTR1/DHFR inhibitors. Correlation analysis between the computed physico-chemical molecular descriptors

and the observed anti-parasitic effect allowed hybrid compounds to be prioritized for synthesis, composed

of combinations of the previously explored compound fragments, resulting in three new inhibitors with low

micromolar to submicromolar EC50 values against the T. brucei parasite. Additional in silico studies enabled

the suggestion of some future directions incorporating the optimization of pteridines for their cellular effect

against Leishmania.

4.3.2 Methodology

Pteridine ligand preparation and pKa predictions

The 3D structures of all ligands were created from SMILES strings or structural drawings and optimized

with the OPLS 2005 force field using LigPrep (Schrödinger, LLC) as described above for thiadiazoles (see

Section 4.1.2), except that the tautomers were obtained for the pH range 5.0-8.0.[250,251,405,406,407,410] Ni-

trogen N1 in the pteridine ring (see Figure 4.33) typically had a predicted pKa between pH 5-7 and thus,
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both possible protonation states of N1 were considered for all compounds.

In addition, all substituents at the N10 position, para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) modifications and com-

pound tail alterations explored in reference compounds and series P1-P3 (see structures in Figures 4.36

and 4.38) were combined in silico in all possible permutations. Potential dual inhibitory cores from the

compound set published by Cavazzuti et al.[248] were further used to replace the 2,4-diaminopteridine of

PII (see Figure 4.36). Both in silico libraries were prepared as described above.

The molecular mechanics-force field-based pKa calculations using Epik can not generally be consid-

ered accurate and substituents can substantially shift the pKa in 2,4-diamino-pyrimidines or 2,4-diamino-

pyrimidine-containing heterocycles.[587] Predominant compound protonation states may thereby influence

the preferred binding mode in the target proteins. Thus, additional ab initio quantum-chemical pKa predic-

tions were performed for the nitrogens N1 and N8 of selected pteridine-based compounds (see Figure 4.33).

QM-pKa predictions with the accuracy level ’quick’ and the initial guess based on atomic overlap were

performed with Jaguar (Schrödinger, LLC), using water as the solvent (molecular weight 18.02 g/mol;

density 0.99823 g/mL, probe radius 1.4 Å).[588] A maximum of 48 iterations for the choice of convergence

criteria, an energy change of 5e-05 hartree and an RMS density matrix change of 5e-06 hartree were set. No

self-consistent field level shift or thermal smearing was applied. Direct inversion in the iterative subspace

was chosen as the convergence scheme.

Preparation of protein receptors

Receptor preparation for LmPTR1 and TbPTR1 (PDB-ID 1e92 and 2x9g, respectively) was largely performed

as described in the previous sections (see Section 4.1.2).[250,251,278,341,403,408] For TbDHFR, PDB-ID 3rg9,

for LmDHFR, the previously published homology model (based on TcDHFR-TS, PDB-ID 3inv; see also Chap-

ter 3)[258] and for hDHFR, PDB-ID 1u72, were selected as receptor structures and prepared following the

same procedure as for PTR1. To improve the hydrogen bonding network for interactions with the pteri-

dine core, all receptors were prepared in the presence of MTX (from PDB-ID 2c7v for TbPTR1, 1e7w for

LmPTR1, 3cl9 for TbDHFR/LmDHFR and 1u72 for hDHFR). Further, different from before, an energy mini-

mization with a harmonic restraint of 25 kcal mol−1 Å−2 on heavy atoms and no restraint on hydrogens was

performed until the heavy atom RMSD relative to the previous minimization step fell below 0.3 Å.[273,404]

The previously described WatCH clustering approach to identify conserved water positions in TbPTR1

and LmPTR1 was analogously applied to hDHFR:[250,251,341] 21 high resolution crystal structures (1.05-

1.90 Å, see Table A.1 in the Appendix) were selected and a total of 11 water sites with conservation levels

of at least 50% were determined. For parasitic DHFR variants, due to the limited number of experimental

structures, to date no identification of conserved waters was possible. When conserved water sets were

available, receptors were prepared both with and without the identified structural water molecules.

Grid preparation was done as described above for LmPTR1 and TbPTR1 with the following grid centers

and rotatable groups: (i) TbPTR1: center Phe97, rotatable OH/SH Ser95, Cys168, Tyr174, NADP+ ribose;
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(ii) LmPTR1: center Phe113, rotatable OH Ser111, Thr184, Tyr191, Tyr194, Thr195, Tyr283, NADP+ ribose;

(iii) TbDHFR: center Phe58, rotatable OH Thr46, Thr62, Thr86, Ser89, Ser98, Tyr166, Thr184, NADP+ ri-

bose; (iv) LmDHFR: center Phe56, rotatable OH/SH Thr60, Thr61, Ser86, Cys155, Tyr162, Thr180, NADP+

ribose; and (v) hDHFR: center Phe34, rotatable OH Thr38, Thr39, Ser59, Tyr121, NADP+ ribose.

Docking studies

For docking, Schrödinger Glide was employed in standard precision (SP) and eXtra precision (XP) mode and

as part of the Induced Fit (IF) protocol to allow the refinement of binding site residues and water positions

in response to ligand binding.[280,281,282,290,291,292,293,294,360,409] For the rigid receptor docking, settings for

the ligand atom van-der-Waals radii scaling, sampling, Epik state penalties, rewarding of intramolecular

hydrogen bonds and enhancement of planarities of conjugated π-systems were chosen according to previous

descriptions for flavonoids and thiadiazoles (see Section 4.1.2).[250,251] In this case, given the larger number

of rotatable bonds in the pteridines compared to the other studied scaffolds, a total of 50 poses per ligand

were subjected to a post-docking energy minimization.

For the in silico library built from fragments of synthesized compounds, SP docking studies were per-

formed using a core-constraint based on all heavy atoms of the 2,4-diaminopteridine core of bound MTX

in all docking receptors with a tolerance of 1 Å. The compound library investigating alternative cores was

studies by a non-constrained SP docking. Given the presence of halogens in several of the potential core

replacements, in addition, docking runs considering halogen atoms as donors or acceptors were carried out.

Given major variations in substituent size in some of the designed compounds in comparison to the

starting scaffold and the fact that explicit water molecules are treated as frozen in the standard SP/XP

docking, the IF workflow implemented in Maestro was used: A first crude docking step, scaling the van-

der-Waals radii of ligand and receptor atoms by 0.5, gives rise to poses that, with default radii, would

have major interatomic clashes. Next, a Prime refinement step for any residues within 5 Å of ligand atoms

allowed protein side chains and water to reorganize in response to the bound ligand, thereby aiming at

resolving any clashes. The final step is an XP redocking in the refined receptor, yielding up to 20 receptor-

ligand complexes per compound in the standard protocol employed, as described previously.[250] Enhanced

planarity of conjugated π-groups was set for both docking stages.

Determination of a thermodynamics-based partition index between two parasitic targets and

human DHFR

In order to express the selectivity over the human off-target hDHFR for both studied parasitic protein tar-

gets, PTR1 and parasitic DHFR (parDHFR), a thermodynamics-based partition index, Pdual, as previously

published by Cheng et al.[589], was computed with customized Python scripts. This value describes the rela-

tive partitioning of the inhibitor to the different targets in a hypothetical assay panel with all three proteins
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present in the same solution. Given that a compound needs to first reach its targets in the parasite and might

already act on off-targets upon administration, an additional weighting factor of 10-fold for the off-target

activity against hDHFR was introduced.

The partition index for the parasitic protein PTR1 is determined as given in equation 4.1 with wPTR1 and

wparDHFR being the weights assigned to PTR1 and parasitic DHFR, respectively, both chosen to be 1, while

whDHFR, the weight for hDHFR inhibition, was set to 10. The partition index for parasitic DHFR is computed

similarly, replacing the data for PTR1 with that of parDHFR in equation 4.1. The final value of Pdual is then

computed as the sum of PPTR1 and PparDHFR.

PPTR1 =
wPTR1 × 1

IC50 (PTR1)

wparDHFR × 1
IC50 (parDHFR) + wPTR1 × 1

IC50 (PTR1) + whDHFR × 1
IC50 (hDHFR)

=
1× 1

IC50 (PTR1)

1× 1
IC50 (parDHFR) + 1× 1

IC50 (PTR1) + 10× 1
IC50 (hDHFR)

(4.1)

Computation of correlation coefficients

Pearson correlation coefficients, R. The Pearson correlation coefficients were determined according to equa-

tion 4.2, making use of customized Python scripts and SciPy.

R =
∑

(xiyi)− (nx̄ȳ)√
(
∑
x2
i − nx̄2)

√
(
∑
y2
i − nȳ2)

(4.2)

n gives the number of considered data points, xi and yi are individual data points and x̄ and ȳ the arithmetic

mean of the considered data. Squared Pearson correlations are reported as R2.

Correlations between physico-chemical compound descriptors and their effect on T. brucei brucei blood-

stream forms, expressed as a percentage of inhibition, and published anti-leishmanial data, expressed as

EC50, were studied. To ensure robustness of the correlations found against the removal of single com-

pounds, a resampling analysis was performed: Every compound was left out once and correlations were

recomputed. Properties with R above 0.40 or below -0.40, which were identified in more than 50% of the

resampling analyses were considered the most robust markers for the optimization of the anti-parasitic ef-

fect. Further, the significance of the correlations was assessed by computing the two-tailed P-value for each

considered property, estimating the probability to determine a correlation equivalent to the one observed

for an uncorrelated data set. Correlations with a probability above 5% (i.e. P-value greater than the chosen

significance level α of 0.05) were excluded.

Multiple correlation coefficient. A multiple correlation coefficient RTargetParasite, determined between inhi-

bition levels for parasitic target proteins and the corresponding anti-parasitic effect, was defined as shown in

equation 4.3 with RTbPTR1-Tbb, RTbDHFR-Tbb and RTbPTR1-TbDHFR being the individual Pearson correlations be-

tween the TbPTR1 inhibition and the effect on the T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms, the TbDHFR inhibition
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and the effect on T. brucei and the activities against TbPTR1 and TbDHFR, respectively.

RTargetParasite =

√
R2

TbPTR1-Tbb +R2
TbDHFR-Tbb − (2×RTbPTR1-Tbb ×RTbDHFR-Tbb ×RTbPTR1-TbDHFR)√

1−R2
TbPTR1-TbDHFR

(4.3)

4.3.3 Binding modes and protonation states of pteridines bound to PTR1

Several PTR1-inhibitory pteridines have been previously studied and in some cases were crystallized in

complex with LmPTR1 or TbPTR1.[244,248] The pteridine ring system was typically observed to bind in the

substrate binding site, lodging in the π-sandwich between the nicotinamide ring of the NADPH/NADP+

cofactor and Phe113 of LmPTR1 or Phe97 of TbPTR1, as shown in Figure 4.32. The compounds thereby

assumed one of two possible orientations: A substrate-like, or an inhibitor-like (also MTX-like) binding

mode, with the latter featuring a flip of the bicyclic ring system by about 180° and a rotation of 30° relative

to the former. As is evident from Figure 4.32, each orientation was observed in both LmPTR1 and TbPTR1.

In LmPTR1, compound PI for instance showed both the substrate-like and the inhibitor-like orientation,

each at 50% occupancy.[248] The closely related PII on the other hand favored the substrate-like mode of

binding. In TbPTR1, the pteridine-based inhibitors DX1-DX3, mainly composed of a pteridine core with

small substituents, largely assumed the inhibitor-like orientation. Only DX3 was again found to show a dual

occupancy, binding in both substrate- and inhibitor-like mode (see Figure 4.32).[244] Aiming at further de-

veloping PI-like scaffolds against TbPTR1 raised the question of their biologically relevant binding mode(s),

which factors influenced the dominant orientation(s), and whether the presence of a more elongated MTX-

like tail would alter the preferences observed for the small pteridines DX1-DX3.

One potentially important factor relevant for the binding mode may be the protonation state of the pteri-

dine ring: Ligand preparation with a molecular mechanics force field and pre-calculated tautomer databases

suggest most pteridines to be N1-protonated at pH 6 (see Figure 4.33). Since crystallographic complexes are

largely determined under mildly acidic conditions, this may thus affect the observed orientation (LmPTR1

structures 2qhx, 3h4v: pH 5.50 and TbPTR1 structures 3jq6, 3jq7 and 3jq8 pH 4.0-6.0). On the other hand,

ab initio calculations, which are typically more accurate, suggests that the N1 protonation would only be

relevant at a pH in the range of 3-4 in aqueous solution (Figure 4.33).

While one may thus expect the ring system to be neutral at pH 7 when in aqueous solution, the local pH

in a protein binding pocket may differ and facilitate the protonation. For DHFR-bound MTX, there is indeed

experimental evidence for such behavior, suggesting an N1-protonation at pH 7 (compare Figure 4.33 for the

nomenclature).[590,591] A study of a bovine DHFR variant, which shares more than 85% sequence identity

with the human DHFR off-target, demonstrated that this proton is retained up to approx. pH 9.[590,591] The

effect was connected to the negatively charged aspartate or glutamate residues in the DHFR binding site
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Figure 4.32: Selected pteridines[244,248] shown in 2D and 3D in LmPTR1 (upper panel, pink) and TbPTR1
(lower panel, gray) for comparison of their bound orientations. Ligands in the substrate-like
binding mode are shown with folate for reference (cyan sticks, from TbPTR1 with PDB-ID
3bmc; all ligands framed in red). For the inhibitor-like orientations, MTX is shown for ref-
erence (from PDB-ID 1e7w for LmPTR1 and 2c7v for TbPTR1; ligands framed in blue). The
phenylalanine residues Phe113 of LmPTR1 and Phe97 of TbPTR1 as well as the NADP+ cofac-
tor, forming the π-sandwich for anchoring aromatic ligand portions in the active site, are shown
in sticks (carbons colored by protein or black for the cofactor). PDB-IDs of the complexes were:
for PII, lavender: 3h4v; PI, purple: 2qhx; DX3, salmon: 3jq8; DX2, pale yellow: 3jq7 and DX1,
orange: 3jq6. ab indicated the corresponding ligand state for observed dual occupancies.

located less than 3 Å from the MTX N1 nitrogen, as indicated in Figure 4.34.

In PTR1, likewise, a negative charge can be found within less than 3 Å distance from the N1 nitrogen of

MTX: the β-phosphate group of the NADP+ cofactor. As evident from the crystallographic complex of MTX

with TbPTR1 shown in Figure 4.34, the charged portion of the cofactor is, in contrast to Glu31 in hDHFR,

solvent-exposed, and the influence of the charge may thus be attenuated by interacting water molecules. A

shielding effect by water may thus retain a higher probability of PTR1 binding the neutral pteridine variant.

Importantly, docking studies suggested strong overlap between observed poses for neutral and protonated

compound states. Thus, while being of minor influence on the actual binding mode, a difference in the

resulting scoring and, potentially, ranking, can be anticipated for the N1-protonated variant, due to the

possibility of donating an additional hydrogen bond to the cofactor. Experimental support for the impact of

protonation on the strength of binding comes from the notion that the Ki values of MTX against L. major
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Figure 4.33: Calculated pKa values for N1 and N8 bases (blue bold face nitrogen) in aqueous solution from
QM-based pKa calculations (blue) and the classical tautomer-database-informed Epik predic-
tions (red) for MTX, PII, PIII and a representative of the newly designed pteridines, P3i. QM
values were systematically lower than those determined with Epik. All determined values for
the different compounds for the QM-based and Epik-based calculations fall in a similar range
and show that the composition of any attachment to the core is of minor influence for the
observed pKa values.

Figure 4.34: Crystallographic orientation of methotrexate in hDHFR (A, PDB-ID 1u72) and TbPTR1 (B, PDB-
ID 2c7v). Both proteins are shown in semi-transparent surface and cartoon representation;
hDHFR in green, TbPTR1 in gray. MTX and the NADP+ cofactor are shown as sticks with cyan
and black carbons, respectively. Dotted lines mark the closest distance between the negatively
charged Glu31 of hDHFR or the cofactor phosphate of TbPTR1 and the N1 nitrogen of MTX: in
both cases, the distance is approx. 2.8-2.9 Å. The charged residue (highlighted by the yellow
dotted circle) is fully enclosed in the depth of the protein pocket in hDHFR, but solvent-exposed
in TbPTR1. In the case of the kinetoplastid DHFR variants, Glu31 of hDHFR is replaced by
aspartates (e.g. Asp52 of LmDHFR).

PTR1, as summarized in Table 4.15, demonstrate an improvement of the inhibition at lower pH, when

protonation is more likely to occur (for details, see also Table 3.11 in Chapter 3). Since any reported activity

data for pteridines herein was determined at pH 6, it appears conceivable that the observed activity stems at
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least partly from N1 protonated pteridines and docking studies should therefore account for the protonated

compound variant.

pH Ki range [nM]

4.7 26±5 – 58±15
6.0 88±20 – 102±25
7.0 276±61 – 342±110

Table 4.15: Ki values of MTX against LmPTR1 at different pH values. The exact Ki at a given pH is dependent
on the substrates present during the assay.[372]

4.3.4 Validation of the docking methodology

The two available rigid body Glide docking protocols, SP and XP, and the induced-fit docking protocol

were considered in the development of a docking procedure for pteridines.[280,281,290,291,292,360,409] While

SP docking often gave diverse results, including binding outside the primary pocket and the substrate-

like binding mode, XP docking, in particular for PTR1, largely resulted in MTX-like binding modes as top

scoring solutions ranked by docking score (see Tables 4.16-4.19, compare orientations in Figure 4.32). This

difference may relate to additional components considered in the XP scoring function, such as hydrophobic

enclosure and recognition of specific binding-affinity enhancing hydrogen bonding motifs.

The crystallographic orientation of compound PII in LmPTR1 had suggested a substrate-like binding

mode (Figure 4.32), whereas PI bound both in a substrate-like and an MTX-like orientation in LmPTR1. The

crystallographic complex of PI in TbPTR1 and additional complexes of newly designed pteridines in both

TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 all suggested a clear preference for the inhibitor-like orientation for the pteridine

class, as summarized in Figure 4.35. Thus, mainly docking solutions obtained by XP docking, likewise

largely favoring the MTX-like binding mode, were considered for the further analysis.

The tail region of PI-like pteridines lacks defined interactions with PTR1 and thus remains flexible upon

binding, as can be deduced from the crystallographic complexes, where tails were often not fully resolved,

showed varying orientations (compare also Figure 4.35) or had high temperature factors. Thus, the tail

fragment was excluded for the docking procedure validation. RMSD measurements to compare docked

poses with crystallographic orientations instead considered all heavy atoms of the pteridine core (RMSD

Core) and the combined core and PABA moieties (RMSD Core + PABA (C+P), including core atoms, C9,

N10 without substituents and the PABA benzene ring and carbonyl).

For TbPTR1, as summarized in Table 4.16, crystallographic complexes were typically well reproduced

in cross-docking studies to the TbPTR1 receptor 2x9g, as judged by core RMSD and RMSD C+P values

below 1.0 Å and 1.5 Å, respectively. The LmPTR1 docking to receptor 1e92, summarized in Tables 4.17 and

4.18 (comparison with MTX-like and substrate-like orientations, respectively), was on the other hand more

challenging and while core RMSD values around 1.0 Å were largely achieved, greater RMSD C+P values of
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Figure 4.35: Bound orientations of selected pteridines in TbPTR1 (left, in gray) and LmPTR1 (right, in
pink). All compounds bind in inhibitor-like orientation (framed in blue) and are shown
with methotrexate for reference (cyan carbons, from PDB-ID 2c7v for TbPTR1 and 1e7w for
LmPTR1). Given the overlap of the ring orientations, the MTX core is typically not visible. The
phenylalanine residues Phe97 of TbPTR1 and Phe113 of LmPTR1 as well as the NADP+ cofac-
tor, forming the π-sandwich for anchoring aromatic ligand portions, are again shown in sticks
(carbons colored by protein and black, respectively). PDB-IDs of the complexes were: for PI in
TbPTR1, purple: 6rx5; P1a, green: 6rx0; P1e, yellow: TbPTR1 6rx6 and LmPTR1 6rxc.

up to 2.5 Å occurred more frequently. Given that the LmPTR1 reference structures were of lower resolution

and the pocket shape allows for more variation in the PABA placement compared to TbPTR1, the results are

nonetheless satisfactory. Notably, a comparison of MTX-like and substrate-like modes of binding results in

core RMSD values in the range of 2-3 Å due to the flipped core orientation. Thus, some of the observed

higher RMSD values also correspond to probable alternative conformations (compare Tables 4.17 and 4.18).

Despite the possibility of donating an additional hydrogen bond, the protonated compound variant did

not always yield higher scores and in several cases, the reproduction of the crystallographic orientation was

less successful when considering the charged variant. In particular, in LmPTR1 with its more polar pocket

entrance region, the protonated compounds were more frequently found to orient outside the primary

binding pocket. Overall, these observations, together with the above-noted effect of a more open pocket and

water-mediated interactions, support the idea that PTR1, in contrast to DHFR, prefers binding of neutral,

rather than charged compounds.

Results from the IF docking often showed better scoring, but XP docking results nonetheless were typically

closer to the crystallographic orientations (see Tables 4.16-4.18). However, some designed compounds

involved major variations in size and substitution patterns and may therefore require receptor adaptation.

Thus, in cases, where no successful docking in MTX-like orientation was achieved with the rigid XP protocol,

IF docking was analyzed. To ensure the feasibility of the results, the observed reorganization patterns were

investigated for their overlap with known flexibility hot spots of the corresponding target.[258]
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Compound Reference Type of Top score Best match Xray
ID PDB-ID docking Docking

score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

Docking
score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

MTX 2c7v XP + cW -12.9 0.43 0.63 -12.0 0.36 0.62
XP -11.7 0.33 0.61 Identical to top score
IF + cW -15.0 0.46 1.03 -13.6 0.35 1.05
IF -12.9 0.43 1.15 Identical to top score

MTX+ 2c7v XP + cW -10.7 2.92 2.33 -10.0 2.81 2.26
XP -11.5 0.35 0.60 Identical to top score
IF + cW -10.7 0.38 0.56 Identical to top score
IF -9.9 5.43 5.91 -7.1 3.19 3.79

PI 6rx5 XP + cW -9.9 0.72 0.73 Identical to top score
XP -9.4 0.98 0.95 Identical to top score
IF + cW -12.1 0.76 0.88 Identical to top score
IF -11.4 6.94 5.27 -9.9 0.76 0.76

PI+ 6rx5 XP + cW -12.7 0.32 0.54 Identical to top score
XP -11.0 0.26 0.50 Identical to top score
IF + cW -11.8 0.52 0.63 Identical to top score
IF -10.6 1.31 1.18 -10.1 0.60 1.05

P1a 6rx0 XP + cW -11.0 0.48 0.73 Identical to top score
XP -9.8 1.09 1.05 -9.7 0.48 0.72
IF + cW -12.4 0.69 0.89 -11.7 0.59 0.65
IF -11.4 0.86 1.44 Identical to top score

P1a+ 6rx0 XP + cW -12.4 0.33 0.62 -11.5 0.27 0.63
XP -11.6 0.27 0.60 -9.0 0.25 0.53
IF + cW -11.4 1.41 1.46 -9.9 0.42 1.23
IF -10.9 0.98 1.05 -9.3 0.73 1.01

P1e 6rx6 XP + cW -11.2 0.59 0.85 Identical to top score
XP -10.8 1.14 1.27 -9.9 0.49 0.78
IF + cW -13.6 0.99 1.55 -13.0 0.56 0.72
IF -12.8 0.54 1.15 Identical to top score

P1e+ 6rx6 XP + cW -11.8 0.48 0.82 -11.5 0.42 0.72
XP -12.0 0.34 0.92 -11.7 0.34 0.89
IF + cW -12.3 1.38 1.60 -11.6 0.64 0.82
IF -13.0 0.70 1.25 -12.7 0.45 1.25

Table 4.16: Cross-docking validation of the docking procedure for TbPTR1: Ligands from the reported ref-
erence crystal structures were docked into the TbPTR1 receptor (PDB-ID 2x9g; crystallographic
ligand pemetrexed). Poses with the best obtained Glide docking score and, in case a better
match of the crystallographic complex was found in terms of RMSD, the most similar pose to the
crystallographic orientation, are reported. RMSD Core: RMSD values for all heavy atoms of the
2,4-diamino pteridine ring system, RMSD C+P: all heavy atoms of core and PABA, including the
PABA carbonyl, but without considering possible substitutions to N10. Results of docking studies
with the conserved water identified by WatCH clustering (+ cW) or without water are listed for
both rigid XP and IF docking studies. Every compound is shown in its N1-deprotonated, as well
as the N1-protonated compound variant (marked by +). With the exception of the IF results
without conserved waters for compounds PI and MTX+ (highlighted in gray), all docking re-
sults can be considered to successfully reproduce the experimentally observed pose as the best
ranking pose by docking score.
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Compound Reference Type of Top score Best match Xray
ID PDB-ID docking Docking

score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

Docking
score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

MTX 1e7w XP + cW -7.5 0.26 1.70 Identical to top score
XP -6.5 0.26 0.93 Identical to top score
IF + cW -11.3 0.49 1.30 -10.7 0.26 1.08
IF -11.1 1.25 1.41 -9.5 0.63 0.90

MTX+ 1e7w XP + cW -7.8 0.27 2.39 -6.9 0.53 1.39
XP -5.5 4.03 6.39 -3.6 2.77 7.77
IF + cW -9.2 0.88 2.55 -5.9 0.62 1.96
IF -9.7 6.97 6.87 -8.6 0.37 2.18

PI 2qhx XP + cW -6.6 2.85 2.59 Identical to top score
XP -7.3 6.12 6.12 -5.5 1.34 2.55
IF + cW -8.3 2.87 2.25 -8.1 0.51 1.10
IF -7.3 6.12 6.12 -7.0 0.47 0.82

PI+ 2qhx XP + cW -6.2 6.22 5.47 -6.1 0.40 0.90
XP -6.4 6.72 6.40 -3.8 6.54 6.44
IF + cW -9.8 0.42 1.49 -5.7 0.18 1.07
IF -8.3 0.46 0.49 Identical to top score

PII 3h4v† XP + cW -7.4 0.79 2.17 -7.0 0.69 1.16
XP -6.1 0.59 1.27 Identical to top score
IF + cW -7.7 0.67 1.36 -6.1 0.44 1.31
IF -6.6 0.92 1.25 Identical to top score

PII+ 3h4v† XP + cW -7.8 7.98 7.50 -7.2 7.96 7.22
XP -5.7 8.71 7.68 Identical to top score
IF + cW -8.7 0.53 1.27 -8.4 0.43 1.07
IF -7.8 3.53 3.80 Identical to top score

P1e 6rxc XP + cW -7.8 0.48 1.98 Identical to top score
XP -8.3 0.33 2.15 Identical to top score
IF + cW -10.0 0.41 1.41 -9.3 0.30 1.14
IF -9.1 7.72 6.40 -8.8 2.81 2.31

P1e+ 6rxc XP + cW -7.7 0.42 1.80 -6.4 0.35 0.81
XP -8.3 0.56 2.15 Identical to top score
IF + cW -9.7 0.39 0.98 -8.5 0.23 0.46
IF -9.5 0.44 1.37 Identical to top score

Table 4.17: Cross-docking validation of the docking procedure for LmPTR1: Ligands from the reported ref-
erence crystal structures were docked into the LmPTR1 receptor (PDB-ID 1e92; crystallographic
ligand dihydrobiopterin). Poses with the best obtained Glide docking score and, in case a better
match of the crystallographic complex in MTX-like orientation was found in terms of RMSD,
the most similar pose to the MTX-like orientation, are reported. RMSD Core: RMSD values
for all heavy atoms of the 2,4-diamino pteridine ring system, RMSD C+P: all heavy atoms of
core and PABA, including the PABA carbonyl, but without considering possible substitutions to
N10. Results of docking studies with the conserved water identified by WatCH clustering (+
cW) or without water are listed for both rigid XP and IF docking studies. Every compound is
shown in its N1-deprotonated, as well as the N1-protonated compound variant (marked by +).
Reference compound PI has a known dual occupancy in the crystallographic complex and also
binds in substrate mode, while PII was only observed in substrate mode in the crystallographic
complex (PDB-ID 3h4v). † The MTX-like docking results were compared against the complex
of compound PI (2qhx). Comparative data for the substrate orientation of these compounds are
summarized in Table 4.18. In all cases for N1-deprotonated, and most cases for N1-protonated
compounds, an MTX-like binding mode was found, although not necessarily as the best scoring
solution. Cases which did not successfully reproduce an MTX-like orientation are highlighted
in gray. Very large RMSD values (6-7 Å) occur when a ligand binds outside the primary bind-
ing pocket, largely in the absence of water - conserved water molecules have a steric effect to
prevent such binding modes.
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Compound Reference Type of Top score Best match Xray
ID PDB-ID docking Docking

score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

Docking
score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

PI 2qhx XP + cW -6.6 0.59 0.55 Identical to top score
XP -7.3 6.54 6.44 -5.6 2.92 4.05
IF + cW -8.3 0.46 1.66 Identical to top score
IF -7.3 6.60 6.44 -5.5 2.87 3.98

PI+ 2qhx XP + cW -6.2 6.62 5.80 -6.2 0.67 1.29
XP -6.4 7.17 6.75 -3.8 6.87 6.69
IF + cW -9.8 2.75 3.15 -6.4 0.62 1.51
IF -8.3 2.80 2.45 Identical to top score

PII 3h4v XP + cW -7.4 3.01 3.30 -7.0 3.00 2.68
XP -6.1 2.88 2.72 Identical to top score
IF + cW -7.7 2.74 2.43 Identical to top score
IF -6.6 2.91 2.48 -6.5 1.50 1.60

PII+ 3h4v XP + cW -7.8 8.96 8.22 -7.2 8.95 7.94
XP -5.7 8.71 7.68 -1.9 9.41 8.34
IF + cW -8.7 2.79 2.56 -5.3 1.56 1.78
IF -7.8 2.80 3.29 -5.8 2.69 3.50

Table 4.18: Cross-docking validation of the docking procedure for LmPTR1 against substrate-like orienta-
tions: This table supplements Table 4.17 and summarizes comparative data for the substrate
binding mode of reference compounds PI (dual occupancy) and PII. All listed data corresponds
to the descriptions for Table 4.17 with results marked in gray not corresponding to either a
substrate- or inhibitor-like orientation.

Validation of the docking for all DHFR variants was based solely on MTX complexes, as summarized

in Table 4.19. Importantly, consideration of the deprotonated state of MTX during docking was suggested

to lead to shortcomings in the correct scoring of interactions.[276] Altogether, while the N1-protonated

compounds again did not necessarily result in better scores, in DHFR, overall, the charged species were

always successfully docked. However, the same was true of the deprotonated variants, thus suggesting that

the protonation state did not significantly influence the binding mode in DHFR.

The docking scores obtained are overall lower for LmPTR1 compared to TbPTR1 and the DHFR variants,

which is in agreement with the general trends in the activities of the compounds in the different receptors

(compare Figures 4.36 and 4.41). In conclusion, the validation analysis of the docking results demonstrated

the ability of the chosen methodology to successfully predict experimentally observed orientations in all

targets and off-targets, often even when only considering the top-ranked solution by docking score and

thus, docking can efficiently support further design and SAR analyses for pteridine-based inhibitors of PTR1

and DHFR.
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Receptor Reference Type of Top score Best match Xray
protein PDB-ID docking Docking

score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

Docking
score
[kcal

mol ]

RMSD
Core
[Å]

RMSD
C+P
[Å]

TbDHFR 3cl9 XP -14.4 0.63 0.61 -13.4 0.61 0.61
IF -15.2 7.98 6.11 -11.3 0.78 1.82
XP+ -15.4 0.63 0.61 -13.6 0.62 0.56
IF+ -12.6 0.69 1.54 -11.7 0.46 2.19

LmDHFR 3cl9 XP -12.3 0.84 0.95 -10.3 0.63 0.57
IF -13.7 0.66 0.90 -11.0 0.45 1.06
XP+ -12.3 0.42 0.40 Identical to top score
IF+ -11.1 0.72 1.26 Identical to top score

hDHFR 1u72 XP + cW -8.7 3.15 2.74 Identical to top score
XP -11.6 0.37 0.48 -11.1 0.34 0.43
IF + cW -11.9 0.30 1.16 Identical to top score
IF -11.2 0.36 1.53 Identical to top score
XP + cW+ -11.1 0.24 0.81 -10.6 0.19 0.26
XP+ -13.9 0.30 0.41 Identical to top score
IF + cW+ -7.4 2.92 2.27 -5.8 1.69 2.44
IF+ -10.1 7.93 6.28 -6.3 0.47 0.74

Table 4.19: Cross-docking (parasitic DHFR) and re-docking results (human DHFR) for MTX to validate the
docking procedure in DHFR variants. The docking receptors were: for TbDHFR PDB-ID 3rg9,
for LmDHFR: the previously published homology model based on TcDHFR-TS with PDB-ID 3inv
(see also Chapter 3)[258] and for hDHFR PDB-ID 1u72. For parasitic DHFR docking results, the
TcDHFR-TS complex with MTX, PDB-ID 3cl9, was chosen as the reference. Poses with the best
obtained Glide docking score and, in case a better match of the crystallographic complex was
found in terms of RMSD, the most similar pose to the crystallographic orientation, are reported.
RMSD Core: RMSD values for all heavy atoms of the 2,4-diamino pteridine ring system, RMSD
C+P: all heavy atoms of core and PABA, including the PABA carbonyl, but without considering
possible substitutions to N10. Every compound is shown in its N1-deprotonated, as well as the
N1-protonated compound variant (marked by +). For hDHFR, results of docking studies with
the conserved water identified by WatCH clustering (+ cW) or without water are listed. With
the exception of rigid body docking to hDHFR when considering the conserved set of waters
(highlighted in gray), the docking results successfully reproduce the experimentally observed
poses with the best ranked orientation by Glide docking score.

4.3.5 Study of previously published pteridines against trypanosomatidic folate
pathway targets

Several published pteridines had been previously studied as inhibitors of LmPTR1 (PI-PVII, see Figure 4.36B)

and, in some cases, TcPTR1 and LmDHFR (PI, PII).[248,460] However, these compounds had not been system-

atically assessed for the relevant target combinations in a potential dual inhibition approach before, namely

both L. major and T. brucei PTR1 and DHFR. With a Ki of 0.1 µM against LmPTR1, 4 µM against LmDHFR

and 10 µM against hDHFR, compound PII proves that selective dual inhibition, at least for the L. major

proteins, is feasible for this compound class. Docking analysis in conjunction with enzymatic evaluation

was performed for MTX and compounds PI-PVII, specifically to investigate the effect on target proteins not

previously considered: TbPTR1, TbDHFR and, in part, LmDHFR. The determined activities and structures of
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the reference compounds are summarized in Figure 4.36 and Table 4.20 reports the results of the docking

studies in different PTR1 and DHFR variants.

Figure 4.36: Inhibitory activities of published reference pteridines (A) and their structures (B). (A) Activ-
ities are represented as pIC50 (left, -log10(IC50)) and IC50 (right) values for: TbPTR1 (top,
light gray), TbDHFR (top, dark gray), LmPTR1 (bottom, light pink), LmDHFR (bottom, pur-
ple) and hDHFR (top and bottom, green). A table with the inhibition values can be found
in the Appendix: Table A.13. The enzyme activity data reported was obtained by R. Luciani,
M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B. Ellinger, M. Kuzikov and M. P. Costi according to previously
reported procedures.[249,250,592]

Previously, pteridine-based PTR1 inhibitors were found, that were more active against LmPTR1 than

TbPTR1.[244] Although, for this reason, the selected reference pteridines were designed largely as inhibitors

of LmPTR1, the most active compound was PI with an IC50 of 0.98 µM, while all other compounds showed

IC50 values in the micromolar range. With the exception of PVII, the current enzymatic evaluation showed

a higher potency of the compounds towards TbPTR1, again with PI being the strongest inhibitor with an

IC50 of 50 nM (see also Figure 4.36). Furthermore, the studied compounds largely exhibited micromolar to

submicromolar inhibition of parasitic DHFR with IC50s in the range of 0.26- 1.36 µM for LmDHFR and 0.27-

20.50 µM for TbDHFR. While MTX was more potent against these enzymes, it was not selective (Selectivity

index SI: TbDHFR/hDHFR 3 and LmDHFR/hDHFR 1). Among the studied compounds, on the other hand,

up to 164-fold selectivity for TbDHFR and up to 167-fold selectivity for LmDHFR over the human off-target

was observed. Thus, also for the T. brucei enzymes, pteridines represented good PTR1 inhibitors that can

simultaneously target parasite DHFR in a selective manner.

Docking studies suggested that the reference pteridines largely adopted MTX-like orientations in LmPTR1

and TbPTR1 and likewise bound in a similar orientation to MTX to the different DHFR variants, which was

in agreement with the crystallographic evidence, as outlined in the previous section. Again, in many cases,

such orientations were ranked best by means of the docking score, as summarized in Table 4.20.
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As can be seen in Figure 4.36, Compound PIII, with an N10 hydroxylation to mimic water interactions in

LmPTR1, showed a drop of the activity in comparison to the more hydrophobic PI (IC50 LmPTR1 4.72 µM

vs. 0.98 µM).[460] Given that N10 substitutions interact with a rather conserved part of the binding pocket,

a similar trend can be seen for TbPTR1. This may be a result of a competition between the hydroxyethyl

of PIII and a highly conserved structural water for interaction partners in the pocket: This water molecule,

as shown in Figure 4.37A, donates a hydrogen bond to both Asp181 and Gly225 of LmPTR1 (or Asp161

and Gly205 of TbPTR1). The binding of the hydroxyethyl substituent may cause its displacement, which is

unfavorable, as it can only restore one of the two hydrogen bonds.

On the other hand, docking studies suggested that PIII, in MTX-like orientation, can also donate a hy-

drogen bond to the oxygen of the conserved structural water molecule, when it is maintained, as shown in

Figure 4.37A, while simultaneously interacting with Arg287’ from the neighboring subunit. The hydroxy-

ethyl thereby is fixed in a kinked, cis-like conformation, which may be energetically less favorable than a

more relaxed trans-like orientation and thus, together with the potentially occurring water displacement,

explain why this well-stabilized mode of binding did not correlate with improved activity.

Figure 4.37: Selected docking poses of reference pteridines in LmPTR1 (A, B) and TbPTR1 (C). LmPTR1 is
shown as pink cartoon with a tripeptide from the neighboring subunit including Arg287’ in ma-
genta, TbPTR1 in gray, with the tripeptide and His267’ in lavender. (A): PIII (purple), (B) PVII

(mint) and (C): PIV (orange). Important interacting residues and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor
(black carbons) are shown as sticks. The highly conserved structural water bridging between
Asp181 and Gly225 of LmPTR1 or Asp161 and Gly205 of TbPTR1, respectively, is represented
as ball-and-stick. Hydrogen bonds are indicated as black dotted lines. Top scoring MTX-like
orientations from docking studies with conserved water are shown (compare Table 4.20). Sim-
ilar poses were observed for the N1-protonated compounds, differing mainly by an additional
hydrogen bond between the N1 proton and the cofactor β-phosphate.

The pyridine of PIV, replacing the PABA benzene moiety of compound PI, was proposed to accept a

hydrogen bond from His241 in LmPTR1.[460] Interestingly, the activities against both PTR1 variants followed

the same trend: PIV was about one order of magnitude less active than PI (IC50 TbPTR1 PIV: 0.55 µM, PI:

0.05 µM; LmPTR1 PIV: 6.50 µM, PI: 0.98 µM). In TbPTR1, His241 of LmPTR1 is replaced by Trp221, which

is not suitably oriented to donate a hydrogen bond to the pyridine of PIV. Docking studies instead suggested

π-π interactions, for instance between the pyridine and His241 of LmPTR1 or Phe97 and Trp221 of TbPTR1,
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as can be seen in Figure 4.37C. Similar interactions were observed for PABA benzene rings, but are likely

weakened for pyridine due to its lower overall aromaticity. Thus, the pyridine seemed to mainly modulate

the compound polarity rather than affecting the interaction pattern.

Replacement of the terminal ester of the reference compounds PI and PII by carboxylate (in PV) or amide

(in PVI) might allow for creating additional hydrogen bonds with residues in the pocket entrance region, as

was also predicted in the current docking studies.[460] Compound PVII has an altered geometry due to the

pyrrolidine ring replacing the tail piperidine. The attached ethyl ester tends to orient towards the solvent-

exposed surface of TbPTR1, thus explaining its low activity (IC50 133 µM). In LmPTR1, where the large

Trp221 of TbPTR1 is replaced by the smaller His241, as shown in Figure 4.36B, the tail can orient along the

protein cavity between Leu188 and His241 and interact with the hydrophobic portion of Arg287’ from the

neighboring subunit - thus not showing a similar activity loss (IC50 LmPTR1 6.5 µM). It is important to note

that the high flexibility of the solvent-exposed compound tail provides a favorable entropic contribution

to binding and limitations to the conformational freedom of the tail, e.g. by hydrogen bonds, may be

generally disfavored. This is in line with the overall lack of activity improvement when comparing polar tail

modifications to compounds with a methyl ester in the tail (see Figure 4.36, PV, PVI vs. PI-PIV).

Previous findings suggested that PTR1 activity was mostly modulated by N10 modifications.[460] Con-

sidering the reference pteridines, alterations of the PABA portion or the tail region did indeed not lead to

notable changes in activity. Given that, for example, the compound tail of MTX is largely involved in hydro-

gen bonding interactions in DHFR, but not in PTR1, it appears likely that the tail region offers a perspective

for modulation of the compounds’ interactions with DHFR variants.[258] Indeed, the altered geometry of

PVII decreased the IC50 against TbDHFR to 0.98 µM relative to 20.50 µM for the reference compound PII.

Otherwise, however, no major changes of the DHFR inhibition were observed, which was in line with the

largely uniform poses and interactions predicted by docking in all variants of DHFR, which typically resulted

in rather similar scoring (compare Table 4.20, bottom).

4.3.6 Design considerations for novel inhibitors of PTR1 and parasitic DHFR

To pursue the design of novel pteridine-based inhibitors targeting both PTR1 and parasitic DHFR, the results

of the comparative studies of folate pathway on- and off-targets, as presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis and

published previously,[258] and the findings from the docking and enzymatic characterization of the reference

pteridines were considered. MTX and the seven pteridines can thereby be viewed as a stepping stone towards

the optimization of PTR1 inhibitors, that also show selective inhibition of the parasitic DHFR variants.

Given that the compounds considered so far mostly showed only submicromolar inhibition of TbPTR1,

submicromolar to micromolar inhibition of LmDHFR and micromolar inhibition of LmPTR1 and TbDHFR,

the improvement of the PTR1/DHFR activity profile was an important goal for the design. Alterations of

three key parts of the pteridine scaffold were considered: the N10 position (P1 series), the PABA moiety (P2
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TbPTR1 LmPTR1
Conserved water No water Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

MTX -12.9 -12.9 5/5 -11.7 -11.7 3/3 -7.5 -7.5 1/2 -6.5 -6.5 1/2
MTX+ -10.7 (-10.7) 0/10 -11.5 -11.5 4/5 -7.8 -7.8 7/10 -5.5 (-4.2) 0/8
PI -9.9 -9.9 2/2 -9.4 -9.4 1/1 -7.3 -5.2 1/5 -7.3 -5.6 3/5
PI+ -12.7 -12.7 4/4 -11.0 -11.0 4/4 -6.2 -6.1 1/4 -6.4 NA 0/3
PII -9.2 -9.2 2/2 -9.0 -9.0 3/3 -7.4 -7.4 2/2 -6.1 -6.1 1/2
PII+ -9.8 -9.8 1/2 -10.4 -10.4 5/5 -7.8 NA 0/3 -5.7 NA 0/4
PIII -10.9 -10.9 4/4 -10.7 -10.7 4/4 -7.6 -7.6 6/6 -6.0 -6.0 1/4
PIII+ -12.0 -12.0 3/3 -9.7 -9.7 2/3 -6.4 (-6.4) 0/2 -5.5 (-5.5) 0/4
PIV -8.7 -8.7 2/2 -8.5 -8.0 4/5 -7.4 -7.4 2/2 -5.9 -5.9 1/4
PIV+ -10.0 -10.0 1/2 -7.9 -7.3 2/5 -7.4 NA 0/3 -5.6 NA 0/4
PV -9.8 -9.8 4/4 -9.1 -9.1 4/4 -6.0 -6.0 1/1 -6.8 -5.8 2/3
PV+ -10.8 -10.8 5/5 -9.2 -9.2 1/1 -6.1 -6.1 2/2 -6.1 NA 1/2
PVI -9.2 -9.2 5/5 -8.9 -8.9 2/2 -6.8 -6.0 1/5 -6.2 -5.9 2/5
PVI+ -10.5 -10.5 2/3 -9.4 -9.4 3/3 -6.2 -5.5 1/3 -6.6 NA 0/4
PVII -9.2 -9.2 7/7 -8.9 -8.9 7/7 -7.9 -6.4 4/6 -6.1 -5.9 3/4
PVII+ -10.5 -10.5 6/6 -8.9 -8.9 3/6 -8.1 NA 0/4 -7.1 NA 0/9

TbDHFR LmDHFR hDHFR
Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

MTX -14.4 -14.4 6/7 -12.3 -12.3 8/8 -8.7 NA 0/10 -11.6 -11.6 19/19
MTX+ -15.4 -15.4 6/6 -12.3 -12.3 10/10 -11.1 -11.1 5/6 -13.9 -13.9 10/10
PI -8.6 -8.6 2/2 -9.4 -9.4 1/1 -7.7 -7.7 1/2 -9.0 -9.0 4/4
PI+ -8.8 -8.8 2/2 -11.1 -11.1 3/3 -10.5 -10.5 5/7 -11.1 -11.1 6/6
PII -7.5 -7.5 2/2 -8.9 -8.9 2/2 -9.1 -9.1 3/3 -8.5 -8.5 3/3
PII+ -8.2 -8.2 2/2 -11.2 -11.2 5/5 -10.1 -10.1 3/3 -10.7 -10.7 5/5
PIII -9.7 -9.7 2/3 -10.2 -10.2 1/1 -7.9 -7.9 3/7 -9.5 -9.5 2/2
PIII+ -11.7 -11.7 3/3 -11.5 -11.5 3/3 -12.4 -12.4 2/2 -12.2 -12.2 7/7
PIV -8.6 -8.6 4/4 -8.5 -8.5 5/5 -9.0 -9.0 3/3 -8.0 -8.0 3/3
PIV+ -8.4 -8.4 2/2 -10.7 -10.7 4/4 -10.2 -10.2 1/1 -9.6 -9.6 6/6
PV -8.6 -8.6 3/3 -11.0 -11.0 3/3 -10.6 -10.6 3/3 -9.3 -9.3 3/3
PV+ -7.6 -7.6 4/4 -11.0 -11.0 3/3 -10.9 -10.9 6/6 -11.0 -11.0 5/5
PVI -8.3 -8.3 2/2 -9.3 -9.3 3/3 -11.2 -11.2 4/4 -8.7 -8.7 4/4
PVI+ -7.9 -7.9 3/3 -11.1 -11.1 3/3 -11.5 -11.5 4/4 -10.9 -10.9 3/3
PVII -7.5 -7.5 8/8 -8.4 -8.4 6/6 -10.0 -10.2 10/10 -9.4 -9.4 9/9
PVII+ -8.2 -8.2 5/5 -10.4 -10.4 7/7 -11.3 -11.3 7/7 -11.3 -11.3 11/11

Table 4.20: Results for XP docking of reference pteridines to TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (top, PDB-IDs 2x9g and
1e92, respectively) and TbDHFR, LmDHFR and hDHFR (bottom, PDB-ID 3rg9, published homol-
ogy model based on 3inv[258] and 1u72, respectively). Where applicable, all data is reported
with and without conserved water and for the N1-deprotonated, as well as the N1-protonated
compound variant (marked by +). The reported score is the top Glide docking score in kcal

mol .
The MTX-like score reports the obtained score of the top scoring MTX-like orientation obtained.
The score is shown in bold face if it corresponds to an MTX-like docked pose. In addition, the
number of MTX-like orientations among all obtained poses is reported. Cells shaded in gray
indicate that binding was observed outside the primary binding pocket only. When no MTX-like
orientation was found, but the cells are not shaded in gray, this indicates that a substrate-like (or
flipped core) orientation was observed in the docking solutions and the top-substrate-like score
is reported in brackets instead of the MTX-like score. NA: not available.
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series) and the tail portion (P3 series), as summarized in Figure 4.38 with the main design objectives.

Figure 4.38: Overview of the modifications explored in the three different compound series with modifica-
tion sites highlighted on the example of reference compound PI (gray numbers give the pteri-
dine ring nomenclature). Every box framed by a dotted line shows all synthesized members
in the designed series together with the key objectives addressed with the respective modifi-
cations. The N10 series, P1, is shown in the lavender box with modifications highlighted in
lavender, the PABA series, P2, in orange and the tail-modified series, P3, in aquamarine.

Support for the selection of modifications aiding the compound optimization towards the target combi-

nations TbPTR1/TbDHFR and LmPTR1/LmDHFR in particular involved the consideration of the similarities

between the targets and differences in the off-targets and exploitation of potential interaction sites with

overlapping properties surrounding a ligand of the general structure of reference compound PI in PTR1 and

parasitic DHFR, as summarized in Figure 4.39 for the T. brucei enzymes and Figure 4.40 for L. major targets.
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Figure 4.39: Interaction pattern of compound PI in the targets TbPTR1 and TbDHFR and the off-target
hDHFR. (A) Consensus of interactions in the different targets and the off-target with Hb:
hydrogen bond, Hb-W: water-mediated hydrogen bond, Hb non-optimal or potential hydrogen
bond and Hb involving at least one charged species. (B) Comparison of residues in TbPTR1
and TbDHFR that could be targeted by substitutions of a PI-like scaffold. Residues within up
to 5 Å of the atoms of compound PI highlighted in gray are shown, based on the TbPTR1
crystal structure 6rx5 and a docked pose of PI in the TbDHFR receptor 3rg9 and resemblance
of the core orientation to the TcDHFR-MTX complex 3cl9. Only heavy atoms were considered.
Residues of hDHFR which differ from the T. brucei variant are shown in black boxes with their
label colored by residue type. In contrast to the MTX tail, the compound tail of PI is not
stabilized by several hydrogen bonds in TbDHFR and thus, alternative tail orientations with
different contact points may be possible. Adapted from Panecka-Hofman et al.[258]
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Figure 4.40: Interaction pattern of compound PI in the targets LmPTR1 and LmDHFR and the off-target hD-
HFR. (A) Consensus of interactions in the different targets and the off-target with Hb: hydrogen
bond, Hb-W: water-mediated hydrogen bond, Hb non-optimal or potential hydrogen bond and
Hb involving at least one charged species. (B) Comparison of residues in LmPTR1 and LmDHFR
that could be targeted by substitutions of a PI-like scaffold. Residues within up to 5 Å of the
atoms of compound PI highlighted in gray are shown, based on the LmPTR1 crystal structure
2qhx (considering only the inhibitor-like conformation of the core: state B, see Figure 4.32)
and a docked pose of PI in our previously published LmDHFR model based on TcDHFR 3inv
and resemblance of the core orientation to the TcDHFR-MTX complex 3cl9.[258] Only heavy
atoms were considered. Residues of hDHFR which differ from the L. major variant are shown
in black boxes with their label colored by residue type. In contrast to the MTX tail, the com-
pound tail of PI is not stabilized by several hydrogen bonds in LmDHFR and thus, alternative
tail orientations with different contact points may be possible. Adapted from Panecka-Hofman
et al.[258]
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The design of the first new compound series P1 focused on modification of the N10 position, leading to

five novel pteridines (P1a-e), as summarized in Figure 4.38. The N10 modifications were chosen to improve

interactions with the more conserved pocket regions of PTR1 and parasitic DHFR and to exploit the differing

pocket sizes and residues in parasitic targets and the hDHFR off-target.[258]

Nonpolar substitutions like the ethyl and propargyl of P1a and P1b were expected to, for instance,

interact with leucine, isoleucine and valine residues surrounding N10 in both the PTR1 and parasite DHFR

target. Examples were Leu209 of TbPTR1, Ile47 and Leu90 of TbDHFR, Leu226 and Leu229 of LmPTR1

or Ile45 and Val87 of LmDHFR, as shown in Figures 4.39 and 4.40. Particularly in the case of LmDHFR,

the pocket size was affected by Val87, corresponding to isoleucine in the hDHFR variant. This can also be

deduced from the binding pocket volume: TbDHFR 353 Å3, LmDHFR 384 Å3 and hDHFR 347 Å3 (calculated

with SiteMap, see also Table 3.9 in Chapter 3).[258] Thus, the large benzyl substituent of P1c may enhance

selectivity between the human DHFR variant and the Leishmania enzyme with the larger pocket.

In compound P1d, N10 was replaced by sulfur and the PABA benzene ring by pyridine. As discussed for

reference PIV, pyridines did not affect the interaction pattern with PTR1, but can modulate the compound

polarity to compensate for the more apolar replacement of N10. Moreover, parasitic DHFR variants have

serine/threonine residues replacing Asp22 of hDHFR in a flexible loop in the pocket entrance (see also

Chapter 3, Figures 3.12 and 3.14). Although these residues are frequently found in a distance greater

than 5 Å from bound ligands, they may contribute to the fact that hDHFR favors hydrogen bond donors

in the proximity of N10, while the parasitic DHFRs show regions favorable for interaction with hydrogen

bond acceptors.[258] While targeting these residues may thus require major compound reorientation, this

potentially could improve off-target selectivity.

Finally, Corona et al.[460] have previously demonstrated that hydrophilic substitutions at the N10 position

were promising for enhanced selectivity against PTR1 over hDHFR, which was in line with the findings from

the comparative protein analysis.[258] However, the water-mimicking hydroxyethyl substitution of reference

compound PIII was proposed to point to a hydrophobic portion of the binding pocket of hDHFR, thus being

unfavorable. This was not confirmed by the activity data obtained (see Figure 4.36A): The hDHFR inhibition

was not reduced, compared to, for example, the N10-methyl-bearing PI (IC50 hDHFR 27 µM and 44 µM,

respectively). Since, as discussed above, the effect of hydroxyethyl in PTR1 was limited by a competition

for binding partners with a conserved structural water and an unfavorable conformation of the substituent

being required for optimal interactions (see Figure 4.37A), an elongation of the aliphatic linkage to a hy-

droxypropyl in P1e was considered. The even larger aliphatic portion may potentially produce the expected

beneficial effect for target protein selectivity.

In the second series P2, comprising 5 new derivatives (P2a-e), modifications of the PABA moiety and the

amide linker to the tail portion were explored, as summarized in Figure 4.38. Compound tail interactions are

poorly defined in PTR1, since the tails are mainly solvent-exposed and consistently show no or only water-

mediated hydrogen bonding interactions (see Figures 4.39 and 4.40).[258] Importantly, while hydrogen
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4.3 Pteridines targeting pteridine reductase 1 and parasitic dihydrofolate reductase

bonds were observed with the hDHFR off-target, the proposed tail orientations of PI in docking studies did

not point to a similar interaction profile with the parasitic DHFR variants. Thus, in order to reorient the

interacting compound portions in the protein receptors and disturb the hydrogen bonding pattern formed

with the off-target, the PABA phenyl group was replaced with benzyl in compound P2a and the entire PABA

moiety by a meta-aminobenzoic acid in compound P2b. Moreover, to achieve full enclosure in the PTR1

binding pocket and, by removing possible interactions with the hDHFR off-target, potentially improving

the compound selectivity, the tail region was shortened - replacing PABA by benzene (non-substituted or

substituted with -CF3) or naphthalene (P2c, P2d and P2e, respectively).

In the third series, P3, tail modifications were explored, resulting in 10 new pteridines (P3a-j, see Fig-

ure 4.38). Since the lack of interactions of the tail in PTR1 (compare Figure 4.39A and 4.40A) and its

resulting flexibility likely contributes entropically to binding, directional tail interactions may be unfavor-

able. Consistently, the hydrogen-bonding tails of reference compounds PV and PVI had not improved PTR1

inhibition compared to PI (see Figure 4.36A). In compounds P3a and P3b, the methyl ester in the tail of

PI was replaced by ethyl and propyl, respectively. Since hydrophobic interactions are geometrically less

restrained than hydrogen bonds, interactions formed by these tail portions may not diminish the entropy as

strongly as is likely the case with hydrogen-bonding tail modifications.

Hydrophobic contact points accessible to the compound tail region exist in particular in both T. brucei

targets, for instance Tyr98 and Pro99 of TbPTR1 and Met55 or Phe94 of TbDHFR. Importantly, in parasite

DHFR, the tail is enclosed by more hydrophobic moieties than in the hDHFR off-target (Figures 4.39, 4.40

and Chapter 3) and the surrounding residues show differing flexibilities, which suggests further on/off-target

selectivity benefits of the chosen modifications.[258]

Aiming at exploiting the different hydrophobicity patterns of targets and off-targets, moreover, a tail

comprising an unsubstituted piperidine (P3c) or benzene (P3d) was considered. This again reduced the

compound size and allowed improved enclosure in PTR1. P3e, with benzene attached via a flexible ethyl

linkage to an MTX-like amide, can be expected to benefit from the numerous nonpolar and aromatic contact

points in PTR1 and DHFR and is adaptive to their differing placement. The flexible aromatic tail might

further be able to form cation-π interactions with the positively charged amino acids in the pocket entrance

of DHFR (see Figures 4.39 and 4.40).

In compounds P3f and P3g, an altered geometry with a one-carbon spacer between N10 and PABA, and

methoxylated or dimethoxylated benzyl groups attached via an amide linkage in the tail region, was ex-

plored. The methoxylations may form contacts with hydrophobic amino acids in the target pocket entrance

regions (e.g. Pro99 of TbPTR1 and Met233 of LmPTR1, see Figures 4.39 and 4.40). In addition, an etheryl

linkage to a non-substituted (P3h), methoxylated (P3i) or trimethoxylated (P3j) benzyl group was consid-

ered - again resulting in compounds able to exploit hydrophobic, aromatic and positively charged contact

points located around the tail region in the various targets (see Figures 4.39 and 4.40).
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4.3.7 SAR studies of series P1-P3 compounds in their targets and off-targets

Most of the new pteridine derivatives displayed 1-2-fold greater inhibition of TbPTR1 than LmPTR1 and

were more or equally active against PTR1 than the reference compound PI, as visible from the inhibitory

activities of compounds P1a-e, P2a-e and P3a-j in Figure 4.41 and summarized in Tables 4.21, 4.23, 4.25.

Generally, the activities against different parasite DHFRs exceeded those against hDHFR, where the IC50

was often worse than 100 µM. However, only two compounds were improved inhibitors of LmDHFR com-

pared to PI and none was more selective than the latter when considering only the parasitic DHFR variant

versus the human enzyme. However, several compounds had greatly enhanced selectivity profiles for PTR1

over hDHFR and can overall be viewed as selective for parasitic target proteins when considering both PTR1

and DHFR. Docking studies suggested that the majority of the novel pteridines, similarly to the reference

compounds, adopted MTX-like binding modes in both PTR1 and parasite DHFR variants and the off-target

hDHFR. In the following, details for the three different series will be discussed.

N10 modifications yield improved PTR1 inhibitors and similar trends for different DHFR variants

The N10-modified compounds of series P1 (see Figure 4.38; compounds P1a-e) were improved PTR1 in-

hibitors in comparison to the reference compound PI (IC50 TbPTR1 50 nM; LmPTR1 1 µM), with the excep-

tion of P1a (Table 4.21). Compound P1c was the best in the series with a picomolar IC50 against TbPTR1

and an IC50 of 20 nM against LmPTR1. Although the inhibition levels of TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 differed by

Figure 4.41: Inhibitory activities of newly designed pteridines in series P1-P3 and three important refer-
ence compounds (MTX, PI and PII) represented as pIC50 (left, -log10(IC50)) and IC50 (right)
values for: TbPTR1 (top, light gray), TbDHFR (top, dark gray), LmPTR1 (bottom, light pink),
LmDHFR (bottom, purple) and hDHFR (top and bottom, green). For detailed values, refer to
Tables 4.21, 4.23 and 4.25. The colored bar between the plot represents the assignment to
the different compound series: P1, N10 modified, P2, PABA modified and P3, Tail modified.
The enzyme activity data reported was obtained by R. Luciani, M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B.
Ellinger, M. Kuzikov and M. P. Costi according to previously reported procedures.[249,250,592]
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about 1-2 fold, similar trends occurred in both proteins, consistent with N10 modifications interacting with

the most conserved subpockets of PTR1. This was further reflected in overall similar compound binding

modes in both studied PTR1 variants, as had also been observed in the crystallographic complexes of P1e

with TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (Figure 4.42BC). Moreover, in line with the design rationale, the complexes

confirmed the ability of the flexible hydroxypropyl N10 substituent of P1e to interact with the conserved

structural water, while having the aliphatic portion reside in the rather hydrophobic pocket.

Figure 4.42: Crystallographic orientations of pteridines in TbPTR1 (A, B) and LmPTR1 (C). (A) P1a (green,
PDB-ID 6rx0), (B, C) P1e (yellow) in TbPTR1 (PDB-ID 6rx6) and LmPTR1 (PDB-ID 6rxc),
respectively. TbPTR1 is shown as gray cartoon with a tripeptide from the neighboring subunit
in lavender and LmPTR1 as pink cartoon with the tripeptide in magenta. The NADPH/NADP+

cofactor (black carbons) and important interacting residues are shown as sticks. Hydrogen
bonds are indicated by black dashed lines and a conserved water molecule by a red sphere.

In agreement with the crystallographic orientations of compounds P1a and P1e (Figure 4.42), docking

solutions largely identified MTX-like orientations as the top scoring poses in PTR1, as summarized in Ta-

ble 4.22. As anticipated during the design and confirmed by the crystallographic complexes, this allows

hydrophobic N10 substituents like the N10 ethyl of P1a to lodge in the hydrophobic depth of the PTR1

pocket, being stabilized by hydrophobic residues like Val206 or Met213 of TbPTR1 (see Figure 4.42A).

T. brucei L. major human SI SI Pdual SI SI Pdual
ID PTR1

IC50
[nM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

PTR1
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

TS IC50
[µM]

TbPTR1/

hDHFR

TbDHFR/

hDHFR

(Tb) LmPTR1/

hDHFR

LmDHFR/

hDHFR

(Lm)

P1a 90.00 0.62 13.28 0.46 4.30 ≥100.00 48 7 0.85 0 9 0.49
P1b 40.00 1.18 0.32 0.71 78.00 ≥100.00 1950 66 1.00 244 110 0.97
P1c ≤0.10 1.20 0.02 0.91 73.00 ≥100.00 >730000 61 1.00 3650 80 1.00
P1d 1.00 2.40 0.06 9.36 89.00 ≥100.00 89000 37 1.00 1483 10 0.99
P1e 30.00 0.43 0.22 0.76 15.00 ≥100.00 500 35 0.98 68 20 0.90

Table 4.21: Activity data against target proteins (TbPTR1, TbDHFR, LmPTR1, LmDHFR) and the off-
targets hDHFR and hTS for pteridines of series P1. Pdual (Tb) and Pdual (Lm) correspond to
thermodynamics-based partition indices, indicating the relative selectivity of the compounds
against TbPTR1 and TbDHFR (Pdual (Tb)) or LmPTR1 and LmDHFR (Pdual (Lm)) over hDHFR
(weighted by a factor of 10), ranging from 1.0 for a completely selective compound to 0.0 for
completely non-selective inhibitors (for details see Section 4.3.2, equation 4.1).[589] The enzyme
activity data reported was obtained by R. Luciani, M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B. Ellinger, M.
Kuzikov and M. P. Costi according to previously reported procedures.[249,250,592]
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Unlike other P1 compounds, due to its bulky benzyl substituent, the highly active P1c did not show an

MTX-like docking solution in TbPTR1 in the presence of structural water (see Table 4.22, top). Docking

without water suggested, that the benzyl moiety can occupy the water site close to Asp161 and Gly205

of TbPTR1 (see Figure 4.43A and B for the placement of water), which however results in an unfavorable

environment for the substituent. An alternative hypothesis, explaining the observed strong inhibition, was

based on induced fit docking studies, as shown in Figure 4.43B: The benzyl can be accommodated along

with the water molecule when Trp221 moves to allow further opening of the pocket. The latter observation

is conceivable, since Trp221 was previously identified as a particularly flexible residue in the TbPTR1 pocket

gating region on basis of crystallographic data.[258]

Figure 4.43: Docking results for pteridine P1c in TbPTR1 (gray cartoon and tripeptide from neighboring
subunit in lavender). When docked in the absence of conserved water (A), the bulky benzyl of
P1c lodges in a subpocket below Phe171 and close to Asp161, while, when using the induced fit
docking protocol with the conserved water maintained (shown as ball-and-stick), Trp221 moves
(indicated by a brown arrow) to make room for accommodating the benzyl substituent (B).
The NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) and important interacting residues are shown as
sticks. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines.

All compounds were roughly similar to PI in terms of parasite DHFR inhibition (PI IC50 TbDHFR and

LmDHFR 0.3 µM; series P1 compounds IC50 TbDHFR 0.4-2.4 µM, LmDHFR 0.5-9.4 µM). The trends observed

for the parasitic DHFR were however reflected in similar changes of the hDHFR inhibition and selectivities

ranged between 7- to 66-fold for TbDHFR and 9- to 110-fold for LmDHFR over hDHFR, which was no

improvement in comparison to PI (SI TbDHFR/hDHFR 164 and LmDHFR/hDHFR 167).

Docking studies suggested largely MTX-like orientations of the P1 compounds in the different DHFR

variants (Table 4.22, bottom). The compound tail is thereby tightly enclosed by surrounding residues and

hydrophobic N10-substituents, like the ethyl group of P1a, are placed to point towards hydrophobic residues

in the depth of the pocket, e.g. Val156 of LmDHFR (see Figure 4.44AB). Importantly, this is in line with the

design objective to exploit the different hydrophobic groups in the proximity of N10 in all targets. However,

the depth of the off-target pocket is highly similar, thus not leading to a selectivity gain.
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TbPTR1 LmPTR1
Conserved water No water Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P1a -11.0 -11.0 2/2 -9.8 -9.8 3/3 -6.9 -6.9 2/2 -8.0 -6.1 4/6
P1a+ -12.4 -12.4 2/4 -11.6 -11.6 5/5 -6.9 NA 0/3 -6.8 NA 0/2
P1b -11.4 -11.4 2/3 -10.4 -10.4 2/2 -7.9 -6.8 5/13 -7.6 -6.8 2/5
P1b+ -12.6 -12.6 1/2 -10.7 -10.7 3/3 -7.0 NA 0/2 -6.9 (-4.1) 0/4
P1c -9.0 NA 0/1 -10.1 -10.1 4/4 -8.2 -5.8 1/5 -7.3 -7.3 4/4
P1c+ -6.7 NA 0/1 -9.1 -9.1 1/1 -5.6 -5.6 1/1 -6.9 -6.9 1/1
P1d -9.9 -9.9 2/3 -10.3 -10.3 3/4 -7.5 -7.5 4/4 -5.9 -5.9 3/3
P1d+ -11.6 -11.6 1/3 -9.4 -9.4 3/4 -6.8 -6.8 5/7 -5.7 -5.7 4/7
P1e -11.2 -11.2 3/3 -10.8 -10.8 3/3 -7.8 -7.8 1/1 -8.3 -8.3 2/2
P1e+ -11.8 -11.8 4/4 -12.0 -12.0 4/4 -7.7 -7.7 4/4 -8.3 -8.3 1/1

TbDHFR LmDHFR hDHFR
Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P1a -6.7 -6.7 4/4 -10.1 -10.1 3/3 -7.4 -7.4 1/6 -10.2 -10.2 5/5
P1a+ -10.9 -10.9 1/1 -10.8 -10.8 4/4 -10.2 -10.2 2/3 -11.2 -11.2 4/4
P1b -10.6 -10.6 3/3 -9.4 -9.4 5/5 -7.7 -7.7 2/3 -10.4 -10.4 4/4
P1b+ -10.6 -10.6 1/1 -10.6 -10.6 3/3 -9.2 -9.2 2/3 -10.8 -10.8 3/3
P1c -9.9 -9.9 2/5 -9.7 -9.7 1/6 -7.4 NA 0/10 -5.5 NA 0/4
P1c+ -10.6 -10.6 4/5 -12.5 -12.5 4/4 -6.5 NA 0/4 -10.5 -10.5 2/9
P1d -8.3 -8.3 4/4 -8.7 -8.7 5/5 -6.9 -5.1 1/2 -8.4 -8.4 2/2
P1d+ -8.9 -8.9 10/10 -11.9 -11.9 9/9 -10.6 -10.6 7/8 -12.3 -12.3 5/5
P1e -10.1 -10.1 3/5 -9.9 -9.9 3/3 -8.0 NA 0/10 -9.8 -9.8 5/5
P1e+ -11.7 -11.7 1/1 -11.5 -11.5 4/4 -10.3 -10.3 9/10 -12.1 -12.1 10/10

Table 4.22: Results for XP docking of the N10 modified series P1 to TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (top, PDB-IDs 2x9g
and 1e92, respectively) and TbDHFR, LmDHFR and hDHFR (bottom, PDB-ID 3rg9, published
homology model based on 3inv[258] and 1u72, respectively). Where applicable, results are
reported with and without conserved water and for both N1-deprotonated and N1-protonated
compound variants (marked by +). The score given, shown in bold face if corresponding to an
MTX-like orientation, is the top Glide docking score in kcal

mol . The MTX-like score shows the score
of the top scoring MTX-like pose. In addition, the total number of MTX-like orientations among
all solutions obtained is reported. Results in brackets correspond to the substrate mode and data
highlighted in gray did not yield poses in stacking orientation; NA: not available.

Another observation made by docking of compound P1e to hDHFR can explain why the introduction of

polar substituents did, against expectation, not improve the selectivity: The orientation of larger and more

polar N10-substituents changes such that they point towards the protein surface instead of the hydrophobic

interior of the protein (Figure 4.44C). As a result, the N10 hydroxypropyl of P1e interacted, for instance,

with the backbone of Ser60 or Asp22 in a flexible loop in the pocket entrance region.

Importantly, the discussed selectivities apply only to the parasitic versus the human DHFR variant. How-

ever, the compounds would affect both parasitic DHFR and PTR1 in the parasitic folate pathway and the

PTR1 inhibition levels of series P1 were largely improved in comparison to the reference compounds.

Thus, a measure of selectivity should account for both parasitic targets over the human key off-target:
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4 Target-based drug design against proteins of the parasitic folate & biopterin pathway

Figure 4.44: Docking results for compounds P1a (sticks, green) and P1e (yellow) in LmDHFR (A, B; purple
surface/cartoon) and hDHFR (C, green cartoon). (A) The LmDHFR pocket accommodates the
compound with its tail tightly enclosed by surrounding residues. hDHFR has an overall similar
shape. (B, C) Important interacting residues and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (black carbons)
are shown as sticks. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines. Similar orientations
were also obtained with N1-deprotonated compounds.

the thermodynamics-based partition index Pdual (see Section 4.3.2, equation 4.1 for details), results in a

value of 1.0 for a compound being entirely selective for both parasitic target proteins. Given their strong

PTR1 inhibition, the compounds showed selectivities of Pdual (Tb) in the range of 0.85-1.00 and Pdual (Lm)

0.49-1.00 (Table 4.21), thus often being comparable to PI (Pdual (Tb) 0.99 and Pdual (Lm) 0.96) and much

improved in comparison to the poorly parasite target-specific MTX (Pdual (Tb) 0.24 and Pdual (Lm) 0.10; see

also Table A.13 in the Appendix).

PABA modifications lead to strong variations in the target inhibition profile

The activities against the parasitic targets were more strongly affected by the modifications of the PABA

moiety explored in series P2 (see Figure 4.38; compounds P2a-e). Given that the PABA moiety interacts

with more variable subpockets of PTR1, the trends observed in the two PTR1 variants were notably different.

The compounds were likely affected by the differing residue composition and the distinct shape of the PTR1

binding pockets, as shown in Figure 4.45A: The TbPTR1 pocket allowed for better enclosure of the PABA

moiety, but ligands were required to assume a kinked orientation which largely exposed the compound tail.

In contrast, the LmPTR1 pocket was more open and formed a funnel stabilizing compounds like P2a in an

elongated conformation.

The kinked tail of P2a in TbPTR1 allowed for more conformational freedom and, as a result, the com-

pound was, like most studied pteridines, about two orders of magnitude more active against TbPTR1 than

LmPTR1 (20 nM vs. 2 µM, respectively, see Table 4.23). In contrast, P2e showed a distinct activity pattern: It

was 13-fold more potent towards LmPTR1 than TbPTR1 with corresponding IC50 values of 10 nM and 130

nM, respectively. The compound thereby benefited from its steric fit into the elongated LmPTR1 binding

pocket, which provided enough room for the bulky naphthalene ring system (see Figure 4.45). In TbPTR1,

on the other hand, accommodation of the large naphthalene would require more receptor reorganization to
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4.3 Pteridines targeting pteridine reductase 1 and parasitic dihydrofolate reductase

avoid steric clashes with the pocket residues tightly enclosing the PABA moiety binding region.

T. brucei L. major human SI SI Pdual SI SI Pdual
ID PTR1

IC50
[nM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

PTR1
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

TS IC50
[µM]

TbPTR1/

hDHFR

TbDHFR/

hDHFR

(Tb) LmPTR1/

hDHFR

LmDHFR/

hDHFR

(Lm)

P2a 20.00 19.49 1.69 32.05 59.00 ≥100.00 2950 3 1.00 35 2 0.79
P2b 140.00 0.62 1.14 0.85 35.00 ≥100.00 250 56 0.97 31 41 0.88
P2c 10.00 100.00 5.50 100.00 100.00 ≥100.00 10000 1 1.00 18 1 0.66
P2d 10.00 100.00 0.33 100.00 100.00 ≥100.00 10000 1 1.00 303 1 0.97
P2e 130.00 0.45 0.01 1.51 4.40 ≥100.00 34 10 0.81 440 3 0.98

Table 4.23: Activity data against target proteins (TbPTR1, TbDHFR, LmPTR1, LmDHFR) and the off-
targets hDHFR and hTS for pteridines of series P2. Pdual (Tb) and Pdual (Lm) correspond to
thermodynamics-based partition indices, indicating the relative selectivity of the compounds
against TbPTR1 and TbDHFR (Pdual (Tb)) or LmPTR1 and LmDHFR (Pdual (Lm)) over hDHFR
(weighted by a factor of 10), ranging from 1.0 for a completely selective compound to 0.0 for
completely non-selective inhibitors (for details see Section 4.3.2, equation 4.1).[589] The enzyme
activity data reported was obtained by R. Luciani, M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B. Ellinger, M.
Kuzikov and M. P. Costi according to previously reported procedures.[249,250,592]

The smaller compounds P2c and P2d became fully enclosed and stabilized by hydrophobic residues

lining the pocket entrance of TbPTR1 (e.g. Pro210, Met213 and Trp221, see Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.43

for residue positions), which resulted in an around 10-fold higher potency than for the reference compound

PII (IC50 P2c, P2d: 10 nM; PII: 110 nM, compare Tables 4.23 and A.13 in the Appendix, respectively). The

fact that P2c did not follow a similar trend in LmPTR1 (IC50 5.5 µM vs. PII: 1.7 µM) may likewise be a

result from the differing pocket shape: Interactions with Leu188 and Met233 (see Figure 4.45 for residue

positions) locked the non-polar benzene in a solvent-exposed environment, which in P2d was counteracted

by the exposure of the electronegative trifluoromethyl group and its potential interaction with the positively

charged Arg287’ from the neighboring subunit - again resulting in an improved activity (LmPTR1 IC50 P2d

0.33 µM).

Compounds P2c and P2d were found to be incompatible with the interaction pattern of DHFR and

inactive against all DHFR variants. While docking was still able to suggest potential MTX-like poses, these

generally yielded lower scores and placed polar groups in a hydrophobic environment and vice versa (see

Table 4.24, bottom). Likewise, replacement of the PABA moiety with a meta-aminobenzoic acid in P2b did

not significantly alter PTR1 inhibition, but led to an almost complete loss of activity against DHFR, since

its differing geometry interfered with the interactions of the otherwise tightly enclosed tail region (see also

Figure 4.44). Compound P2e showed similar activity against LmDHFR as the reference compound PII (IC50

1.5 and 0.6 µM, respectively). However, it displayed higher activities for both TbDHFR (IC50 PII: 20.5 µM;

P2e: 0.5 µM) and hDHFR (IC50 PII: 51 µM; P2e: 4 µM). Likewise, the addition of a one-carbon spacer to

shift the position of the PABA carbonyl in compound P2a did not alter LmDHFR activity in comparison to PII

(P2a: IC50 0.8 µM) but increased the inhibition of TbDHFR (IC50 0.6 µM) and hDHFR (IC50 35 µM). While

the compounds were generally well stabilized by hydrophobic interactions in all DHFR variants, different
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Figure 4.45: Pocket shape comparison between TbPTR1 (gray and lavender for residues from the neighbor-
ing subunit) and LmPTR1 (pink and magenta for residues from the neighboring subunit) and
docking results for series P2 compounds. (A) Differing shape of the binding pocket in the two
PTR1 variants: The proteins are shown in surface representation with the NADPH/NADP+ co-
factor (black carbons) and the docked compound P2a (dark purple carbons) in sticks. While
the pocket is more closed and has a narrow entrance in TbPTR1, leading to a kinked ligand ori-
entation, it forms an elongated funnel in LmPTR1. (B) Docked pose of compound P2e (lime)
in LmPTR1 (cartoon). The docking solutions shown for P2a were obtained in docking stud-
ies without conserved structural water, while the docking result of P2e took structural water
(shown as ball-and-stick) into account. Similar orientations have been observed both with and
without water and for N1-deprotonated (as shown) and N1-protonated compounds. Hydrogen
bonds are indicated by black dotted lines.

pocket sizes and surrounding residue patterns in the proximity of the PABA moiety modulated these differing

activity patterns (compare Figures 4.39 and 4.40).

Taken together, the results demonstrated that modifications of the PABA moiety were disfavored by all

variants of DHFR, resulting in poor activities and selectivities. However, given the improved enclosure and

reorientation of polar groups, the compounds were largely good inhibitors of PTR1. The more variable sub-

pockets interacting with the PABA moiety further made PABA modifications capable of specifically improving

the interaction with one of the two considered PTR1 variants, making for example compounds P2d and P2e

overall improved inhibitors of the L. major enzymes compared to reference compounds PI and PII: P2d and

P2e showed a Pdual (Lm) of 0.97 and 0.98, respectively, compared to 0.96 and 0.92 for the two reference

compounds, which was mediated mainly by the strong PTR1 inhibition.

Alterations in tail geometry boost PTR1 inhibition but can reduce DHFR activity

In the third series P3 (compounds P3a-j, see Figure 4.38), modifications to the terminal portion of the tail

were explored, which often resulted in strong PTR1 inhibition, but a loss of DHFR activity compared to

the reference compounds (see Table 4.25). Generally, in PTR1, tail regions have previously largely been

observed to remain flexible and solvent-exposed when compounds were bound (compare Figures 4.39A and

4.40A). Different hydrophobic modifications had thus been selected to exploit hydrophobic and aromatic
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TbPTR1 LmPTR1
Conserved water No water Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P2a -10.7 -10.7 3/3 -8.9 -8.9 3/3 -6.9 -6.2 1/3 -5.4 -4.5 1/4
P2a+ -10.4 -10.4 1/1 -8.8 -8.8 2/2 -6.8 -6.8 2/2 -6.6 -6.6 2/3
P2b -9.2 -9.2 1/1 -9.0 -9.0 1/2 -6.1 -6.1 5/5 -6.8 -6.8 1/3
P2b+ -10.0 -10.0 1/1 -8.7 -8.7 1/2 -6.7 (-5.1) 0/4 -7.2 NA 0/3
P2c -8.4 -8.4 1/2 -6.4 NA 0/1 -6.7 -6.7 1/2 -5.4 -5.4 2/3
P2c+ -6.3 (-4.6) 0/4 -7.3 -7.3 2/3 -6.5 -6.5 4/5 -6.3 -6.3 2/2
P2d -9.2 -9.2 2/7 -7.5 -7.5 1/4 -6.5 NA 0/3 -6.6 -6.6 2/3
P2d+ -8.5 (-8.5) 0/2 -9.2 -9.2 1/8 -6.9 -6.9 3/4 -5.8 (-5.8) 0/6
P2e -9.6 -9.6 2/3 -9.0 -9.0 1/2 -7.1 -5.9 1/4 -5.8 NA 0/2
P2e+ -10.3 -10.3 1/3 -7.1 NA 0/2 -6.2 NA 0/1 -6.6 -5.8 1/2

TbDHFR LmDHFR hDHFR
Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P2a -9.9 -9.9 1/1 -8.8 -8.8 4/4 -8.0 -8.0 3/3 -9.0 -9.0 4/4
P2a+ -10.4 -10.4 1/1 -10.6 -10.6 4/4 -10.0 -10.0 7/8 -10.9 -10.9 10/10
P2b -9.0 -9.0 1/1 -8.7 -8.7 4/4 -6.5 NA 0/2 -8.3 -8.3 3/3
P2b+ -9.1 -9.1 3/3 -10.1 -10.1 4/4 -9.6 -9.6 4/5 -10.9 -10.9 4/4
P2c -6.0 -6.0 1/1 -7.0 -7.0 2/2 -6.8 -6.8 1/2 -6.9 -6.9 1/1
P2c+ -9.8 -9.8 3/3 -10.2 -10.2 8/8 -5.3 (-0.2) 0/6 -7.6 -7.6 1/1
P2d -6.9 NA 0/3 -7.3 -7.3 3/3 -7.6 -7.6 1/6 -7.5 -7.5 3/3
P2d+ -8.4 -8.4 2/2 -10.4 -10.4 8/8 -9.0 -9.0 1/3 -8.6 -8.6 1/3
P2e -8.8 -8.8 2/2 -8.2 -8.2 4/4 -8.4 -8.4 2/2 -8.3 -8.3 3/3
P2e+ -9.7 -9.7 4/4 -11.3 -11.3 3/3 -9.5 -9.5 3/4 -11.0 -11.0 4/4

Table 4.24: Results for XP docking of the PABA modified series P2 to TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (top, PDB-IDs
2x9g and 1e92, respectively) and TbDHFR, LmDHFR and hDHFR (bottom, PDB-ID 3rg9, pub-
lished homology model based on 3inv[258] and 1u72, respectively). Where applicable, results are
reported with and without conserved water and for both N1-deprotonated and N1-protonated
compound variants (marked by +). The score given, shown in bold face if corresponding to an
MTX-like orientation, is the top Glide docking score in kcal

mol . The MTX-like score shows the score
of the top scoring MTX-like pose. In addition, the total number of MTX-like orientations among
all solutions obtained is reported. Results in brackets correspond to the substrate mode and data
highlighted in gray did not yield poses in stacking orientation; NA: not available.

residues lining the pocket entrance regions, like Tyr98, Pro99 and Phe171 of TbPTR1 or Met233 and His241

of LmPTR1. Interactions of the flexible aromatic tail of P3e with these residues (see Figure 4.46) were for

example able to boost the IC50 against TbPTR1 to the picomolar range and to 30 nM against LmPTR1 - a

more than 1000-fold and 57-fold increase in PTR1-inhibitory potencies, respectively, compared to compound

PII. Extension of the tail by ethyl (in P3a) or propyl (in P3b) allowed less extended interactions with the

same residues, resulting in a minor improvement of PTR1 inhibition (see Table 4.25).

A complete removal of the tail ester in compound P3c increased the inhibition of both TbPTR1 and

LmPTR1 when compared to PI (IC50 TbPTR1 1 nM vs. 50 nM; LmPTR1 0.1 µM vs. 1.0 µM). This can be

attributed to the improved enclosure in PTR1 and the stabilization of the tail by hydrophobic residues lining
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T. brucei L. major human SI SI Pdual SI SI Pdual
ID PTR1

IC50
[nM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

PTR1
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

TS IC50
[µM]

TbPTR1/

hDHFR

TbDHFR/

hDHFR

(Tb) LmPTR1/

hDHFR

LmDHFR/

hDHFR

(Lm)

P3a 40.00 9.00 0.45 0.13 12.00 74.00 300 1 0.97 27 90 0.92
P3b 30.00 3.00 0.41 0.15 9.00 ≥100.00 300 3 0.97 22 59 0.89
P3c 1.00 1.45 0.14 2.05 29.85 ≥100.00 29853 21 1.00 213 15 0.96
P3d 1.00 0.99 0.03 3.26 6.02 ≥100.00 6016 6 1.00 201 2 0.95
P3e ≤0.10 0.98 0.03 0.72 40.30 ≥100.00 >403000 41 1.00 1343 56 0.99
P3f 130.00 100.00 1.48F 100.00 100.00 ≥100.00 769 1 0.99 68 1 0.87
P3g 220.00 44.33 1.57F 100.00 100.00 ≥100.00 455 2 0.98 64 1 0.87
P3h 190.00 100.00 0.98F 82.33 100.00 ≥100.00 526 1 0.98 102 1 0.91
P3i 520.00 100.00 0.26F 100.00 100.00 ≥100.00 192 1 0.95 385 1 0.98
P3j 350.00 100.00 0.17F 100.00 100.00 ≥100.00 286 1 0.97 588 1 0.98

Table 4.25: Activity data against target proteins (TbPTR1, TbDHFR, LmPTR1, LmDHFR) and the off-
targets hDHFR and hTS for pteridines of series P3. Pdual (Tb) and Pdual (Lm) correspond to
thermodynamics-based partition indices, indicating the relative selectivity of the compounds
against TbPTR1 and TbDHFR (Pdual (Tb)) or LmPTR1 and LmDHFR (Pdual (Lm)) over hDHFR
(weighted by a factor of 10), ranging from 1.0 for a completely selective compound to 0.0 for
completely non-selective inhibitors (for details see Section 4.3.2, equation 4.1).[589] F indicates
estimated/calculated IC50 values. The enzyme activity data reported was obtained by R. Luciani,
M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B. Ellinger, M. Kuzikov and M. P. Costi according to previously re-
ported procedures.[249,250,592]

Figure 4.46: Docking results for pteridine P3e in (A) TbPTR1 (gray cartoon, tripeptide from neighboring
subunit in lavender) and (B) LmPTR1 (pink cartoon, tripeptide from neighboring subunit in
magenta). The compound (green), the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) and important
interacting residues are shown as sticks. In TbPTR1, the tail of P3e adopts a kinked orientation,
while it orients along the elongated pocket cleft of LmPTR1 (B, compare results for compound
P2a in Figure 4.45). The results shown were obtained for N1-deprotonated compounds in the
presence of conserved water, but similar orientations were also obtained without water and for
the N1-protonated variant. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines.

the pocket entrance (see Figures 4.39 and 4.40 as well as Figure 4.46 for residue positions). A similar effect

on PTR1 inhibition was achieved by replacing the tail piperidine with a benzene in compound P3d, resulting

in an IC50 of 1 nM against TbPTR1 and 30 nM against LmPTR1.

Shortening of the tails on the other hand diminished the inhibitory activity against parasite DHFR, while
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it did not affect or instead increase the inhibition of the off-target hDHFR (see Table 4.25). As indicated

for compound P3c in Figure 4.47, the piperidine/benzene groups in the tail of P3c and P3d can form

more extended hydrophobic interactions with Phe32 of hDHFR than with the corresponding methionine in

the parasite DHFR variants. Moreover, interactions with the more flexible methionine allowed alternative

poses, with the tail bent towards the protein surface and interacting with hydrophobic residues in the

pocket entrance region (see Figure 4.47B) - similar observations were not made for hDHFR. In addition,

in the parasite protein, Asn65 in the pocket entrance of hDHFR is replaced by phenylalanine (Phe94 of

TbDHFR), which becomes solvent-exposed upon interaction with the compound tail, thus potentially leading

to a competition between the two different poses observed in TbDHFR. Taken together, these factors can

explain the more favorable interaction pattern of compounds P3c and P3d with the human DHFR variant.

Nonetheless, given their strong PTR1 inhibition, both compounds can still be considered roughly equivalent

to reference compound PI in terms of selectivity for parasitic targets with Pdual (Tb) of 1.00 and Pdual (Lm)

of 0.95-0.96 (compared to PI: Pdual (Tb) 0.99 and Pdual (Lm) 0.96).

Figure 4.47: Docking results for compound P3c (sticks, magenta carbons) in TbDHFR (A, B, gray cartoon)
and hDHFR (C, green cartoon): N1-deprotonated (A) and N1-protonated (B, C) compound
variants are shown, but highly similar poses were obtained for the different variants. Important
interacting residues and the NADPH/NADP+ cofactor (black carbons) are shown as sticks. Hy-
drogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines. While the overall orientation of P3c is rather
similar in both DHFR variants, the compound’s tail is slightly more exposed to the solvent in
TbDHFR (A): The PABA benzene of P3c competes with the terminal piperidine for interactions
with Phe94, which is locked in a solvent-exposed environment or, while interacting with Met55
and Phe58, the tail comes out of the protein into an exposed environment (bent towards the
viewer) and interacts with other residues flanking the pocket, like Leu90 and Pro91 (B). In
contrast, in hDHFR (C), the polar Asn65, corresponding to the TbDHFR Phe94, is exposed to
the solvent, while the tail portion of P3c interacts with Phe32 deeper in the pocket.

The wider pocket and interaction pattern differences between LmDHFR and other DHFR variants (com-

pare Figures 4.39 and 4.40) also affected series P3: For instance, P3d was more active against both TbDHFR

and hDHFR than the reference compound PII (IC50 TbDHFR 1 µM vs. 20.5 µM and hDHFR 6 µM vs. 51 µM,

respectively). For LmDHFR, a drop in activity was observed: IC50 P3d: 3.3 µM vs. 0.6 µM for PII. Similar

observations were made for P3e, which was however more similar to PII in its LmDHFR inhibition with an

IC50 of 0.7 µM. These differences likely related to the better enclosure in the TbDHFR and hDHFR binding
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pockets, while the flexible linkage in P3e may allow for some adaptation of the tail region to the more open

LmDHFR pocket.

The addition of a one-carbon spacer next to the N10 and tail aryl moieties, in part with varying methoxy-

lations in meta- and para-positions linked either via amide and methylene or ether bridges in compounds

P3f-P3j, resulted in an altered geometry. This made the compounds sensitive to the differing pocket shape

of TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (see Figure 4.45A) and particularly TbPTR1 inhibition was overall diminished by

the more extended tail modifications (compare Table 4.25). Docking in the absence of water, particularly for

LmPTR1, often suggested binding outside the primary binding pocket, with the elongated compound con-

formations orienting along the cofactor and the protein surface. The conserved water thereby had a steric

effect to shield the cofactor and restore the known binding modes - docking results however often suggested

a substrate-like mode of binding (see Table 4.26, top). The compounds P3f-P3j were incompatible with

the DHFR pocket interaction pattern, resulting in a loss of DHFR activity in all variants (IC50s of 44 µM or

worse). While MTX-like orientations were found in docking to DHFR and these typically had rather similar

scores compared to more active compounds, analysis of the poses often indicated exposure of hydrophobic

tail moieties to the solvent or unfavorable contacts between polar ligand groups and hydrophobic receptor

residues and vice versa (see Table 4.26, bottom).

Alterations of the pteridine tail region showed some potential for species-specific modulation of the activ-

ity: While the TbPTR1 inhibition was improved by many of the chosen modifications when compared to the

reference pteridines, the effect on TbDHFR was typically rather modest and selectivities were largely driven

by high PTR1 inhibition (see Table 4.25). Some of the compounds, although still less selective than refer-

ence compound PI (SI for LmDHFR/hDHFR: 167), did however show SIs in the range of 56-90 for LmDHFR,

often when being not selective for the T. brucei enzyme variant. Nonetheless, in conclusion, selectivities of

the tail-modified compounds were again mostly driven by their strong PTR1 inhibition, suggesting that the

selective targeting of the parasitic DHFR variants might require more major changes to the scaffold. This

may also indicate, that the use of a second compound, which does not depend on the overlap with the inter-

action pattern of PTR1, instead of the optimization for dual inhibition, may be a more promising strategy.

In summary, the designed compounds can be viewed as excellent selective inhibitors of PTR1, which mostly

show overall modest effects on the parasitic DHFR and hDHFR.

4.3.8 Beyond the target level: Improvement of the anti-parasitic effect by
consideration of predicted ADME-Tox properties

In addition to their effect on the different parasitic targets and off-targets, all reference pteridines and the

newly designed compounds in series P1-P3 were evaluated for their anti-parasitic effect on T. brucei brucei

Lister 427 bloodstream forms and L. infantum intracellular amastigotes, as summarized in Table 4.27. The

compounds were mostly inactive against the intramacrophage amastigotes of Leishmania and, in spite of
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TbPTR1 LmPTR1
Conserved water No water Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P3a -10.2 -10.2 2/2 -9.6 -9.6 1/2 -6.5 -6.1 1/2 -4.8 -4.8 1/4
P3a+ -12.5 -12.5 1/1 -10.1 -10.1 1/1 -6.2 (-3.2) 0/4 -5.9 -5.3 1/2
P3b -10.1 -10.1 3/3 -9.7 -9.7 2/2 -6.1 -6.1 2/2 -7.1 -6.8 1/3
P3b+ -10.0 -10.0 1/1 -9.2 -9.2 3/3 -6.0 NA 0/2 -6.3 NA 0/3
P3c -10.3 -10.3 2/3 -9.9 -9.9 3/4 -7.1 -7.1 2/4 -7.1 -5.4 2/5
P3c+ -10.7 -10.7 2/3 -8.8 -8.8 3/3 -6.2 NA 0/3 -6.2 NA 0/2
P3d -9.4 -9.4 2/2 -9.0 -9.0 3/3 -7.3 -7.3 2/2 -7.1 -7.1 3/3
P3d+ -9.9 -9.9 2/2 -8.0 -8.0 3/3 -6.2 NA 0/4 -6.7 NA 0/5
P3e -9.6 -9.6 2/2 -9.1 -9.1 1/1 -6.6 -6.6 2/3 -6.5 NA 0/6
P3e+ -10.6 -10.6 4/4 -8.9 -8.9 4/4 -7.1 (-7.1) 0/1 -7.0 NA 0/1
P3f -8.7 -8.7 1/1 -7.8 -7.8 1/1 -6.9 -0.7 1/5 -6.1 NA 0/3
P3f+ -8.4 (-8.4) 0/2 -7.6 NA 0/2 -7.8 (-5.2) 0/2 -8.7 NA 0/4
P3g -9.6 -9.6 2/3 -8.3 -8.3 2/5 -6.9 -6.9 1/5 -7.1 -7.1 3/4
P3g+ -10.4 (-10.4) 0/3 -10.7 -6.3 2/4 -8.3 (-8.3) 0/2 -6.4 NA 0/1
P3h -8.5 -8.5 2/2 -7.9 -7.9 1/1 -7.4 -7.4 2/2 -6.3 -5.8 2/4
P3h+ -9.3 -6.9 3/4 -9.2 -8.4 1/3 -8.9 (-8.6) 0/3 -8.2 NA 0/3
P3i -8.1 -8.1 1/3 -8.4 -8.4 3/3 -6.1 -6.1 8/8 -6.3 NA 0/5
P3i+ -10.0 -7.9 2/4 -7.4 NA 0/1 -8.5 NA 0/1 -8.3 NA 0/4
P3j -8.8 -8.8 6/7 -5.4 NA 0/1 -6.6 -6.3 1/3 -5.8 NA 0/5
P3j+ -9.7 -8.1 3/4 -7.7 NA 0/3 -8.3 (-8.3) 0/2 -6.4 NA 0/3

TbDHFR LmDHFR hDHFR
Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P3a -8.8 -8.8 2/2 -9.3 -9.3 3/3 -7.4 -7.4 2/3 -9.5 -9.5 7/7
P3a+ -9.5 -9.5 1/1 -9.6 -9.6 2/2 -10.5 -10.5 1/6 -11.0 -11.0 3/3
P3b -7.4 -7.4 2/2 -8.6 -8.6 1/1 -8.0 -8.0 2/8 -8.9 -8.9 4/4
P3b+ -7.2 NA 0/3 -11.4 -11.4 4/4 -9.4 -9.4 5/6 -12.4 -12.4 5/5
P3c -8.0 -8.0 2/2 -8.8 -8.8 3/3 -7.3 -7.3 1/3 -9.0 -9.0 3/3
P3c+ -8.2 -8.2 2/2 -10.4 -10.4 1/1 -10.2 -10.2 3/3 -10.9 -10.9 2/2
P3d -7.7 -7.7 3/3 -9.2 -9.2 5/5 -10.4 -10.4 4/4 -8.4 -8.4 3/3
P3d+ -9.7 -9.7 1/1 -11.5 -11.5 2/2 -12.3 -12.3 5/5 -11.7 -11.7 3/3
P3e -8.7 -8.7 4/5 -8.7 -8.7 5/5 -9.4 -9.4 4/4 -9.1 -9.1 7/7
P3e+ -9.7 -9.7 2/3 -11.8 -11.8 5/5 -10.8 -10.8 7/7 -12.3 -12.3 8/8
P3f -8.7 -8.7 3/3 -8.5 -8.5 5/5 -8.0 -8.0 2/7 -8.5 -8.5 4/4
P3f+ -6.5 -6.5 3/3 -5.8 -5.8 3/3 -7.3 -7.3 2/2 -7.5 7.5 7/7
P3g -8.2 -7.1 3/4 -8.7 -8.7 2/2 -8.4 -8.4 2/2 -9.1 -9.1 3/3
P3g+ -5.6 -5.6 1/1 -5.6 -5.6 3/3 -8.4 -8.4 5/6 -9.2 -9.2 5/5
P3h -7.3 -7.0 1/2 -7.8 -7.8 3/3 -8.5 -8.5 6/6 -8.0 -8.0 6/7
P3h+ -6.3 -6.3 2/3 -5.4 -5.4 1/1 -9.0 -9.0 2/2 -5.9 -5.9 5/5
P3i -7.5 -7.5 2/2 -7.4 -7.4 4/4 -7.4 -7.4 3/3 -8.5 -8.5 5/5
P3i+ -6.5 -6.5 4/4 -5.2 -5.2 3/3 -9.5 -9.5 3/3 -8.7 -8.7 8/9
P3j -7.6 -7.6 5/5 -8.0 -8.0 5/5 -8.1 -8.1 9/9 -8.3 -8.3 6/6
P3j+ -6.2 -6.2 3/3 -5.3 -5.3 4/4 -8.9 -8.9 4/4 -8.5 -8.5 5/5

Table 4.26: Results for XP docking of the tail modified series P3 to TbPTR1 and LmPTR1 (top, PDB-IDs 2x9g
and 1e92, respectively) and TbDHFR, LmDHFR and hDHFR (bottom, PDB-ID 3rg9, published
homology model based on 3inv[258] and 1u72, respectively). Where applicable, results are
reported with and without conserved water and for both N1-deprotonated and N1-protonated
compound variants (marked by +). The score given, shown in bold face if corresponding to an
MTX-like orientation, is the top Glide docking score in kcal

mol . The MTX-like score shows the score
of the top scoring MTX-like pose. In addition, the total number of MTX-like orientations among
all solutions obtained is reported. Results in brackets correspond to the substrate mode and data
highlighted in gray did not yield poses in stacking orientation; NA: not available.
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largely being nanomolar inhibitors of TbPTR1 and micromolar inhibitors of TbDHFR, often did not exceed

50% T. brucei inhibition at 10 µM compound concentration.

Compound T. brucei brucei inhibition
at 10 µM ± SD [%]

CC50 or NOAEL [µM] L. infantum inhibition
at 10 µM ± SD [%]

Reference compounds
PI 26 ± 11 > 100 NA
PII 16 ± 14 > 100 14 ± 1
PIII 9 ± 11 > 100 NA
PIV 10 ± 10 > 100 NA
PV 8 ± 7 > 100 NA
PVI 12 ± 8 > 100 NA
PVII 30 ± 12 > 100 NA

Series 1 compounds
P1a 31 ± 6 > 100 NA
P1b 23 ± 8 > 100 NA
P1c 75 ± 2 12.5 < CC50 < 25 NA
P1d 16 ± 5 50 < CC50 < 100 NA
P1e 28 ± 10 > 100 NA

Series 2 compounds
P2a 23 ± 4 > 100 NA
P2b 2 ± 14 > 100 NA
P2c 19 ± 0 12.5 < CC50 < 25 NA
P2d 27 ± 9 12.5 < CC50 < 25 NA
P2e 31 ± 1 12.5 < CC50 < 25 NA

Series 3 compounds
P3a 47 ± 8 50 < CC50 < 100 NA
P3b 51 ± 8 50 < CC50 < 100 NA
P3c 48 ± 2 > 100 NA
P3d 76 ± 15 12.5 < CC50 < 25 NA
P3e 40 ± 9 25 < CC50 < 50 NA
P3f NA 50 < CC50 < 100 NA
P3g 36 ± 28 > 100 NA
P3h NA NA NA
P3i 31 ± 26 12.5 < CC50 < 25 NA
P3j NA 50 < CC50 < 100 NA

Table 4.27: Activity against T. brucei brucei Lister 427 bloodstream forms and L. infantum intracellular
amastigotes at 10 µM compound concentration, expressed as percentage of inhibition. The No-
observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) was determined by a cytotoxicity assessment on THP-1
derived macrophages. All measurements were carried out by N. Santarem and A. Cordeiro-da-
Silva according to previously reported procedures.[250] NA: Not active.

Calculation of a multiple correlation coefficient between the pIC50 values for both targets, TbPTR1 and

TbDHFR, and the determined inhibition of the T. brucei bloodstream forms gave an R of 0.35 (see equa-

tion 4.3). This indicated that the target enzyme inhibition levels were at most weakly correlated with the

exhibited anti-parasitic effect when assuming a roughly linear correlation. Notably, PTR1 inhibition alone

already showed a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.34 with the T. brucei inhibition, while R was only 0.24

for DHFR and T. brucei. Given that the majority of the considered compounds were 1 - 4-fold stronger in-
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hibitors of PTR1 than of DHFR, the weaker DHFR inhibition did show even minor contribution to the overall

cellular effect. A drawback of the analysis is the comparison between the more robust IC50 values and the

anti-parasitic activity determined only as a percentage of inhibition, which is associated with relatively large

errors. A comparison with dose response data for the parasite inhibition may thereby result in a clearer

picture of the relationship between target and parasite inhibition.

Analysis of the compound properties and their anti-parasitic effect suggested that improved parasite in-

hibition and compound lipophilicity correlated: the computed octanol-water partition coefficients (logPo/w,

determined with QikProp[556]) ranged from -1.8 to 2.9 with the most hydrophobic compound, P1c, showing

75% T. brucei inhibition. logPo/w thereby represents a parameter often considered during lead optimization

for improving human bioavailability as part of Lipinski’s rule of five.[593] In an effort to find similar param-

eters to support the compound optimization towards an improved effect against T. brucei, physico-chemical

properties and ADMET predictors for the reference pteridines and compound series P1-P3 were analyzed

to study potential correlations of individual compound properties with the observed percentage of T. brucei

inhibition. The results are summarized in Table 4.28.

Predicted Pearson P Resampling Covered range Recommended Optim.
descriptor R R2 value recovery [%] [min to max] range [min to max] direction

QPlogKp 0.55 0.30 0.003 100 -6.62 –– -3.60 -8.00 –– -1.00 ↑
QPlogPo/w 0.49 0.24 0.010 96 -1.02 –– 2.92 -2.00 –– 6.50 ↑
QPlogKhsa 0.47 0.22 0.010 96 -0.85 –– 0.35 -1.50 –– 1.50 ↑

Coh. index -0.41 0.17 0.040 56 0.02 –– 0.04 0.00 –– 0.05 ↓
CIQPlogS -0.54 0.29 0.004 96 -6.71 –– -3.19 -6.50 –– 0.50 ↓

Table 4.28: Descriptors for reference pteridines and series P1-P3 calculated with QikProp, showing statis-
tically significant correlations with the observed effect on T. brucei. Predicted properties were:
QPlogKp: skin permeability; QPlogPo/w: octanol/water partition coefficient; QPlogKhsa: bind-
ing to human serum albumin; Coh. index: index of cohesive interaction in solids, (no. of
hydrogen bond acceptors x no. of hydrogen bond donors x 0.5 / surface area)[594]; CIQPlogS:
Conformation-independent aqueous solubility log S, with S in mol dm3 (concentration of solute
in a saturated solution in equilibrium with the crystalline solid). The Pearson correlation, R (and
its squared value R2) were calculated using the percentage of inhibition of the T. brucei blood-
stream forms at 10 µM compound concentration as the activity property (see equation 4.2).
Only descriptors with at least a Pearson correlation/anti-correlation of 0.40/-0.40 and statisti-
cal significance, evaluated on the basis of a P value below the chosen significance level α of
0.05, are reported. Covered range: property values obtained for the compounds considered,
recommended range: values the properties take for typical drug-like molecules in QikProp. Re-
sampling recovery indicates in how many cases (expressed as a percentage) the same property
had at least a Pearson R of ±0.40 and a P value <0.05 when leaving a single compound out of
the data set. The optimization direction (Optim. direction) indicates whether higher or lower
values of the property would be associated with an improved anti-parasitic effect.

Overall, only weak correlations with the T. brucei inhibition were observed (Pearson R 0.47 to 0.55 and

-0.41 to -0.54; R2 0.17-0.30; computed as defined in equation 4.2). The strongest correlation was found

for the predicted skin permeability, QPlogKp, with a Pearson R of 0.55 (R2 0.30). Further, the logPo/w and

the binding to human serum albumin were found to correlate weakly with the anti-parasitic effect (R: 0.49;
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R2: 0.24 and R: 0.47; R2: 0.22, respectively). For these properties, an increase in the value goes in line

with higher anti-T. brucei activity and compound design should thus be aimed at achieving higher values.

In contrast, some properties showed anti-correlation, for instance the aqueous solubility and the cohesive

index[594] (R: -0.54; R2: 0.29 and R: -0.41; R2: 0.17, respectively). Thus, the aim should be a reduction

of the corresponding property value. These findings were considered in support of the selection of a set of

compounds for a fourth series of pteridines, aiming, in particular, at improving the inhibition of T. brucei on

the cellular level.

4.3.9 Design of additional pteridines from previously explored fragments

A final, fourth series of pteridine derivatives, P4, was designed by making use of an in silico library, including

all possible permutations of previously explored compound fragments as summarized in Figure 4.48. The

resulting 2014 compounds were studied by docking and filtered by their predicted ADME-Tox property

profiles, as indicated in the workflow in Figure 4.49.

First, previously synthesized compounds were removed from the data set and compounds were filtered

on the basis of QikProp results to reduce liabilities: The number of violations to the Rule-of-Five, the number

of reactive functional groups and the number of stars, reporting how many properties fall outside the 95%

range of similar values for drug-like compounds, were considered, thus retaining 1816 compounds.[556]

Next, given that the synthetic accessibility as predicted with the Ambit-SA tool was overall high for all

members of the library, ranging between 52-77%, only the least accessible 5% were removed, retaining a

total of 1718 pteridine derivatives.[586]

As the next step, the compounds were filtered by the docking scores obtained in the different targets: for

TbPTR1, scores of at least -8 kcal
mol ; for LmPTR1, -6 kcal

mol ; and for TbDHFR and LmDHFR, -7 kcal
mol ; were required.

The resulting scores in different targets were on a different scale and the thresholds were therefore chosen

to correspond approximately to the average docking score in the target increased by 1.5 kcal
mol to exclude poor-

scoring solutions. Since the docking scores for the off-target hDHFR were in most cases higher or similar

to those obtained for the parasitic DHFR variants, while the measured activity data demonstrated stronger

inhibition of the parasitic DHFR, no additional filter for hDHFR docking was applied in the compound

selection. Then, the calculated QikProp descriptors correlating with the anti-parasitic activity (octanol-water

partition coefficient, skin permeability, binding to human serum albumin, index of cohesive interactions in

solids and aqueous solubility), were assessed for the 898 remaining compounds and filtered for still being

in the typical range for drug-like molecules, which was the case for a total of 810 pteridine derivatives.

In the last step, it was investigated whether the docking-based target evaluations and obtained property

descriptors of the in silico compounds fell at least twice into the best resulting 30% of each individual

compound property, identifying a final set of 600 pteridine derivatives of interest. Of these final compounds,

six representatives were chosen for synthesis by expert opinion, selected to span over the entire property
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Figure 4.48: Schematic construction of the in silico library: Each compound was composed of: a core C, an
N10 moiety or equivalent N (except for core Cc, which had no further modifications on the
sulfur), a PABA moiety P and a tail fragment T, with the latter being excluded in all compounds
featuring PABA moieties Ph, Pi and Pj, which did not combine with additional tail groups.
Connection points to the other moieties are shown outside the colored background.
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Figure 4.49: Workflow illustrating the prioritization of compounds in the in silico library including liability
filtering, consideration of synthetic accessibility, docking results and identified properties that
showed correlations with the effect against T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms in vitro.

range covered, as illustrated in Figure 4.50.

Synthesis of two compounds, P4a and P4b, was thereby mainly motivated by their favorable interaction

patterns and scores predicted for several of the targets during docking simulations (see Figure 4.50 for

structures and properties highlighted in orange). The four other compounds chosen, P4c-P4f, were all

primarily selected on the basis of the physico-chemical marker properties that were found to correlate mildly

with the in vitro anti-T. brucei activity (see again Figure 4.50, properties highlighted in green).

Compound P4a combined the N10 hydroxypropyl substituent of P1e, the tail carboxamide group of PVI

and the elongation by a one-carbon spacer in the PABA moiety of compound P2a. The same combination,

but with pyrrolidine of reference PVII replacing the tail piperidine, gave compound P4b (see Figure 4.50).

The determined activities of P4a and P4b agree well with the predicted good interaction patterns for the

targets, with IC50 values of 10 nM and 50 nM for TbPTR1, respectively, and 170 nM for both compounds

against LmPTR1 (see Table 4.29). The N10 substituent thereby appears to be the main modulator of the

PTR1 inhibition, given that parent compound P1e was the most similar in terms of activity (IC50 TbPTR1

30 nM; LmPTR1 220 nM). Indeed, in docking simulations, the interactions in the depth of the pocket

were predicted to resemble those of P1e (see Figure 4.42BC), while the amide portion in the tail formed

additional interactions with pocket gating residues, particularly in LmPTR1 (compare orientation of parent

P2a in Figure 4.45A and tail-surrounding residues in Figures 4.39 and 4.40). The resulting tail stabilization

may thereby result in a relative entropy loss upon binding and thus limit any activity improvement.

Likewise, the activities against parasite DHFR were similar or slightly reduced compared to compound

P1e (IC50 TbDHFR P1e: 0.4 µM, P4a: 18.0 µM, P4b: 0.6 µM; LmDHFR P1e: 0.8 µM, P4a: 1.1 µM, P4b:

0.9 µM). However, while compound P4a was poorly selective for TbDHFR (2-fold) and modestly selective

for LmDHFR (31-fold), P4b was inactive against hDHFR, resulting in 169-fold and 113-fold selectivities for
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Figure 4.50: Properties evaluated for the prioritization of compounds in the in silico library and structures
of the selected representatives: Predicted target and off-target interaction on the basis of Glide
docking scores and values of the physico-chemical descriptors for all members of the in silico
library are represented by black dots. The selected series P4 compounds are further highlighted
as diamonds and their structures are shown below the plot: P4a: cyan, P4b: turquoise, P4c: vi-
olet, P4d: pink, P4e: white and P4f: gray. The top 30% of each property is marked in orange for
target and off-target evaluations and green for the physico-chemical descriptors, demonstrating
how often the chosen compounds fell into the top range of the respective property values. All
data are expressed as a percentage, taking the minimal and maximal values obtained for the
property, when considering the retained 600 compounds, as 0 and 100%, respectively.

TbDHFR and LmDHFR, respectively, thus being more selective than compound PI for the T. brucei DHFR

variant (SI TbDHFR/hDHFR 164). Moreover, P4b had a 2000- and 588-fold selectivity for TbPTR1 and

LmPTR1 over hDHFR, respectively, and a Pdual (Tb) of 1.00 and Pdual (Lm) of 0.99. The main drawback

of P4b was, however, that due to its altered tail geometry, in contrast to most compounds, it displayed

inhibition of hTS at an IC50 of 29 µM (see also Figure 4.51).

The remaining four pteridines largely represented intermediate compounds in terms of the docking re-

sults in the different targets and their selection was mainly driven by their favorable range of physico-
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T. brucei L. major human SI SI Pdual SI SI Pdual
ID PTR1

IC50
[nM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

PTR1
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

TS IC50
[µM]

TbPTR1/

hDHFR

TbDHFR/

hDHFR

(Tb) LmPTR1/

hDHFR

LmDHFR/

hDHFR

(Lm)

P4a 10.00 18.00 0.17 1.14 35.66 ≥100.00 3566 2 1.00 210 31 0.96
P4b 50.00 0.59 0.17 0.89 100.00 29.00 2000 169 1.00 588 113 0.99
P4c 1.00 0.23 0.10 0.18 13.00 91.93 13000 57 1.00 130 71 0.95
P4d ≤0.10 0.34 0.05 0.23 3.44 ≥100.00 >34380 10 1.00 69 15 0.89
P4e 240.00 44.06 0.15F 23.35 100.00 ≥100.00 417 2 0.98 667 4 0.99
P4f 150.00 34.85 0.45F 67.95 100.00 ≥100.00 667 3 0.99 222 1 0.96

Table 4.29: Activity data against target proteins (TbPTR1, TbDHFR, LmPTR1, LmDHFR) and the off-
targets hDHFR and hTS for pteridines of series P4. Pdual (Tb) and Pdual (Lm) correspond to
thermodynamics-based partition indices, indicating the relative selectivity of the compounds
against TbPTR1 and TbDHFR (Pdual (Tb)) or LmPTR1 and LmDHFR (Pdual (Lm)) over hDHFR
(weighted by a factor of 10), ranging from 1.0 for a completely selective compound to 0.0 for
completely non-selective inhibitors (for details see Section 4.3.2, equation 4.1).[589] Compounds
with an IC50 value of 100 µM or higher against the off-targets were considered inactive at the
tested compound concentration. F indicates estimated/calculated IC50 values. The enzyme ac-
tivity data reported was obtained by R. Luciani, M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B. Ellinger, M.
Kuzikov and M. P. Costi according to previously reported procedures.[249,250,592]

chemical descriptors, that correlated with the T. brucei inhibition (see Figure 4.50 and Table 4.30 for docking

results in PTR1 and DHFR).

Compound P4c was a combination of the N10 ethyl modification of P1a and the ethyl ester in the tail

fragment of P3a. Due mainly to the latter, the inhibition for both PTR1 variants was improved: IC50 TbPTR1

1 nM and LmPTR1 0.1 µM (compare also Table 4.29). The activity in TbDHFR was interestingly rather

similar to the N10-modified parent P1a (IC50 P4c: 0.2 µM and P1a: 0.6 µM), whereas LmDHFR and hDHFR

inhibition were again influenced more strongly by the tail modification (IC50 LmDHFR P4c: 0.2 µM, P3a:

0.1 µM; hDHFR P4c: 13 µM, P3a: 12 µM). Thus, specific combinations of the N10 and tail modifications

allow a fine-tuning of the target inhibition profile for enzymes of specific parasite species.

The ethyl modification of N10 was also joined with the shortened tail of P3d to give compound P4d. In

TbPTR1, this boosted the nanomolar IC50 of P3d to the picomolar range. In contrast, in LmPTR1, P4d was

slightly less active than P3d (IC50 50 nM vs. 30 nM). This difference can be related to the N10 ethyl, which

also led to a comparatively low LmPTR1 inhibition of parent P1a (IC50 13.3 µM).

In terms of their target activities against the T. brucei enzyme variants, the rather hydrophobic compounds

P4c and P4d appeared particularly promising members of the series, as can also be seen from the plot of the

activities in Figure 4.51. Although the selectivity for the parasitic DHFR variant was decreased in comparison

to reference compound PI, both compounds had, given their strong effect on TbPTR1, a Pdual (Tb) of 1.00,

thus being considered selective for the parasitic enzymes.

Finally, the N10 benzyl-substitution of compound P1c and the methyl of reference compound PI were

joined with the PABA and tail-modified scaffold of compound P3i to give compounds P4e and P4f, respec-

tively. Both compounds were more active than P3i in terms of their TbPTR1 inhibition (IC50 P3i: 520 nM,
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Figure 4.51: Inhibitory activities of the designed pteridines of series P4 (marked by the yellow bar). The
activity data is reported together with inhibition values of selected reference compounds and
representatives from earlier series, shown as pIC50 (left, -log10(IC50)) and IC50 (right) val-
ues for: TbPTR1 (top, light gray), TbDHFR (top, dark gray), LmPTR1 (bottom, light pink),
LmDHFR (bottom, purple), hDHFR and hTS (top and bottom, green and blue, respectively).

P4e: 240 nM, P4f: 150 nM), but also less active than their respective parent compounds lending the N10-

substitution, with medium nanomolar to picomolar IC50s. In LmPTR1, compound P4e followed a similar

trend (IC50 P4e: 150 nM, P3i: 260 nM and P1c: 20 nM), whereas P4f, with an IC50 of 450 nM, was more

active than PI but less active than P3i (IC50 PI: 980 nM and P3i: 260 nM and PI: 980 nM), likely resulting

from the different pocket shape and polarity of the two PTR1 variants.

Both parent compounds PI and P1c inhibited the parasitic DHFR at micromolar to submicromolar levels,

while parent P3i was inactive against all variants of DHFR. The combination with the N10 substitutions

was able to restore some anti-DHFR activity for the parasitic enzyme variant: IC50 P4e: TbDHFR 44 µM,

LmDHFR 23 µM and P4f: TbDHFR 35 µM, LmDHFR 68 µM. Taken together, as can also be seen from the

activities in Figure 4.51 and the docking results in Table 4.30, the modified scaffold of P4e and P4f did,

compared to other compounds of series P4, not match ideally with the interaction pattern of the target

enzymes, thus rendering the compounds rather weak target inhibitors in the series.

A summary of the computed physico-chemical properties of all series P4 compounds and their anti-

parasitic activities can be found in Table 4.31. Indeed, in agreement with the observation that compound

P4c was found twice in the top 30% of the properties correlating with the effect on T. brucei, P4f thrice

and both P4d and P4e four times (see Figure 4.50, properties marked in green), these compounds showed

a T. brucei inhibition in the range of 57-100% at 10 µM compound concentration (compared to 0-76% for

reference and series P1-P3 compounds, see Table 4.27).

The compounds’ effect on the targets, while overall largely in the nanomolar range for PTR1 and micro-
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TbPTR1 LmPTR1
Conserved water No water Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P4a -11.2 -11.2 5/5 -11.3 -11.3 1/1 -8.3 -8.3 1/1 -8.9 -8.9 2/3
P4a+ -9.3 -9.3 1/1 -11.5 -11.5 4/4 -7.1 -7.1 1/1 -8.4 -8.4 2/2
P4b -12.3 -12.3 3/3 -11.7 -11.7 5/7 -9.2 -9.2 2/2 -9.0 -9.0 2/2
P4b+ -12.7 -12.7 4/4 -11.5 -11.5 8/8 -7.5 -7.5 3/4 -8.0 -8.0 3/3
P4c -10.0 -10.0 1/1 -10.9 -10.9 2/2 -6.3 -6.0 3/5 -6.9 -5.8 1/3
P4c+ -12.5 -12.5 3/3 -11.4 -11.4 4/4 -5.3 NA 0/1 -6.3 NA 0/5
P4d -9.9 -9.9 4/4 -9.8 -9.8 4/4 -6.3 -6.2 4/7 -6.1 -6.1 4/4
P4d+ -10.9 -10.9 3/4 -9.7 -9.7 3/3 -6.7 NA 0/5 -6.5 NA 0/4
P4e -9.0 NA 0/3 -11.8 -11.8 5/5 -7.2 -6.2 1/4 -7.0 -7.0 3/3
P4e+ -8.3 NA 0/5 -7.3 -7.3 2/2 -5.8 (-5.8) 0/4 -6.7 NA 0/6
P4f -9.6 -9.6 1/1 -9.4 -9.4 3/3 -7.4 -7.4 3/3 -6.1 -5.9 2/3
P4f+ -10.7 -10.7 3/4 -7.0 -7.0 4/6 -5.5 -4.3 4/5 -6.4 (-4.6) 0/6

TbDHFR LmDHFR hDHFR
Conserved water No water

ID Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

Score MTX-
like
score

#
MTX-
like

P4a -11.5 -11.5 3/3 -9.8 -9.8 3/3 -9.1 -9.1 5/5 -11.7 -11.7 8/8
P4a+ -12.2 -12.2 4/4 -12.3 -12.3 2/2 -10.7 -10.7 6/6 -14.1 -14.1 9/9
P4b -12.4 -12.4 8/9 -10.0 -10.0 10/10 -9.0 -9.0 12/15 -12.3 -12.3 20/20
P4b+ -13.0 -13.0 9/9 -14.0 -14.0 2/2 -11.6 -11.6 13/20 -13.9 -13.9 17/17
P4c -8.6 -8.6 2/3 -9.3 -9.3 3/3 -8.8 -8.8 9/9 -9.3 -9.3 5/5
P4c+ -9.6 -9.6 4/4 -12.4 -12.4 4/4 -10.7 -10.7 6/7 -11.1 -11.1 4/4
P4d -9.4 -9.4 2/2 -9.4 -9.4 3/3 -8.9 -8.9 3/5 -10.2 -10.2 3/4
P4d+ -10.7 -10.7 1/1 -10.9 -10.9 4/4 -9.7 -9.7 2/4 -11.5 -11.5 6/6
P4e -9.1 NA 0/3 -8.9 -8.9 5/5 -7.5 NA 0/3 -7.3 NA 0/5
P4e+ -6.6 (-6.6) 0/8 -5.6 -5.6 5/5 -4.7 -4.7 3/15 -4.4 (-4.0) 0/10
P4f -7.2 -7.2 3/3 -8.5 -8.5 3/3 -8.4 -8.4 2/5 -8.9 -8.9 5/7
P4f+ -8.5 -8.5 3/3 -5.3 -5.3 3/3 -8.4 -8.4 9/11 -6.0 -6.0 17/17

Table 4.30: Results for XP docking of the final selected compounds in series P4 to TbPTR1 and LmPTR1
(top, PDB-IDs 2x9g and 1e92, respectively) and TbDHFR, LmDHFR and hDHFR (bottom, PDB-
ID 3rg9, published homology model based on 3inv[258] and 1u72, respectively). Where appli-
cable, results are reported with and without conserved water and for both N1-deprotonated
and N1-protonated compound variants (marked by +). The score given, shown in bold face if
corresponding to an MTX-like orientation, is the top Glide docking score in kcal

mol . The MTX-like
score shows the score of the top scoring MTX-like pose. In addition, the total number of MTX-
like orientations among all solutions obtained is reported. Results in brackets correspond to the
substrate mode or flipped core orientations and data highlighted in gray did not yield poses in
stacking orientation; NA: not available.

molar for DHFR variants, appeared of limited influence on the anti-T. brucei inhibition. This is in agreement

with the previously noted poor correlation between the target inhibition of reference compounds and series

P1-P3 and their corresponding effect on T. brucei. The property-based prioritization, on the other hand,

while not necessarily retaining the strongest target inhibition, allowed for the selection of compounds with

an improved inhibition of the T. brucei bloodstream forms, which still showed notable effect on the key

targets TbPTR1 and, in part, TbDHFR (compare Figure 4.51). The effect on the L. infantum intracellular
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ID QP QP QP Coh. CIQP T. brucei CC50 L. infantum
logKp logPo/w logKhsa index logS inhibition at

10 µM ± SD [%]
or NOAEL [µM] inhibition at

10 µM ± SD [%]

P4a -6.74 -1.16 0.05 0.04 -4.53 30 ± 8 > 100 NA
P4b -6.48 -1.32 0.43 0.04 -6.35 23 ± 4 > 100 NA
P4c -5.18 2.02 0.04 0.03 -5.32 57 ± 10 50 < CC50 < 100 NA
P4d -3.91 2.19 0.07 0.02 -5.43 78 ± 3 25 < CC50 < 50 NA
P4e -4.60 3.36 -1.23 0.02 -3.20 100 ± 0 12.5 < CC50 < 25 33 ± 10
P4f -5.16 2.09 -1.14 0.02 -3.44 100 ± 0 NA NA

Table 4.31: Properties correlating with the observed effect on T. brucei determined for compounds of series
P4 and anti-parasitic evaluation of the series. Values shown in bold face are within 90% of the
previously determined top value or exceeded the previously considered range of earlier series
(see Table 4.28). Predicted values were: QPlogKp: skin permeability, QPlogPo/w: octanol/water
partition coefficient, QPlogKhsa: binding to human serum albumin, Coh. index: index of cohe-
sive interaction in solids, (no. of hydrogen bond acceptors x no. of hydrogen bond donors x
0.5 / surface area)[594] and CIQPlogS: conformation-independent aqueous solubility log S (con-
centration of the solute in a saturated solution in equilibrium with the crystalline solid), with S
in mol dm3. The activity against T. brucei brucei Lister 427 bloodstream forms and L. infantum
intracellular amastigotes at 10 µM compound concentration and the No-observed-adverse-effect
level (NOAEL) as determined by cytotoxicity assessment on THP-1 derived macrophages were
all obtained by N. Santarem and A. Cordeiro-da-Silva according to previously reported proce-
dures.[250] NA: Not active.

amastigotes did however not improve for the additional compounds (Table 4.31).

For the three most active compounds against T. brucei, P4d-P4f, finally, EC50 values were determined

(Table 4.32). Indeed, the property-based prioritization allowed for the development of compounds with

a low micromolar EC50 against T. brucei brucei bloodstream trypomastigotes, with P4d being the best in-

hibitor (EC50 0.66 ± 0.48 µM). Consideration of the compound cytotoxicity, observed on THP-1 derived

macrophages, showed however only limited selectivities in the range of 3-38 (Table 4.32), thus suggesting

that further optimization of their cellular selectivity will be required as part of the future development of

pteridine-based T. brucei inhibitors.

ID EC50 T. brucei brucei
± SD [µM]

CC50 or NOAEL [µM] Selectivity index
(CC50 or NOAEL
lower limit / EC50)

P4d 0.66 ± 0.48 25 < CC50 < 50 38
P4e 4.53 ± 0.42 12.5 < CC50 < 25 3
P4f 1.30 ± 0.05 12.5 < CC50 < 25 10
Pentamidine 0.0019 ± 0.0005 10 5263

Table 4.32: Measured EC50 values against the T. brucei brucei Lister 427 bloodstream form, No-observed-
adverse-effect level (NOAEL), and selectivity index of selected pteridine compounds. EC50 and
NOAEL represent the arithmetic average of at least two independent studies done in triplicate.
The dose-response measurements and the NOAEL determination by cytotoxicity assessment on
THP-1 derived macrophages were carried out by N. Santarem and A. Cordeiro-da-Silva as pre-
viously reported.[250] Pentamidine was considered as the reference compound (see its structure
in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3).
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4.3.10 Which properties might allow for improved anti-leishmanial activities?

Given that most pteridines presented herein were inactive against Leishmania intracellular amastigotes, it

was not possible to optimize their anti-leishmanial properties with the same approach as presented above

for T. brucei. Thus, the property prediction and correlation analysis for anti-leishmanial activity was instead

performed on sets of previously published pteridines or closely related scaffolds. In order to further gain

information whether a promastigote assay could be supportive of the future optimization of the pteridines’

anti-leishmanial effect against amastigotes, the correlating properties were analyzed for both a promastigote

and an amastigote data set. The analysis covered a set of pteridines, quinazolines and deazapteridines of

the general structure 24 and pyrimidines 25, as shown in Figure 4.52, with activities in a Leishmania major

promastigote in vitro assay as reported by Hardy et al.[387] and a set of quinazolines 26 and 27 (Figure 4.52),

showing activity against L. donovani and L. amazonensis intracellular amastigotes as reported by Van Horn

et al.[595] Results are summarized in Tables 4.33 and 4.34, respectively.

Figure 4.52: Scaffolds of published pteridines and related compounds with anti-leishmanial activities: 2,4-
diaminopteridines (with Y, Z = N), quinazolines (with Y, Z = CH) and 5-deazapteridines (Y =
CH, Z = N) of the general structure 24 and 2,4-diaminopyrimidines of the general structure
25 were observed to show in vitro activity against promastigotes of L. major.[387] Different
quinazolines of the general structures 26 and 27 were found to be active against intracellular
amastigotes of L. donovani and L. amazonensis in vitro.[595]

Using the same cutoff as for the T. brucei data set resulted in a large number of correlating properties

for the L. major promastigote actives, as shown in Table 4.33. In this data set, however, generally stronger

correlations were observed with the EC50 of L. major promastigote inhibition as the activity property (Pear-

son R 0.47 to 0.74 and -0.41 to -0.66; R2 0.17-0.55; computed as defined in equation 4.2). The strongest

correlation was in this case observed with the aqueous solubility, CIQPlogS, with a Pearson R of 0.74 (R2

0.55). Further positive correlations were found for globularity, the hERG potassium channel inhibition and

the cohesive index[594] (glob, QPlogHERG and Coh. index, Table 4.33). Since the activity property in this

case was an EC50 value and compounds with a smaller EC50 were thus more effective inhibitors, a correlating

property should be optimized such that compound design aims at lowering the respective values. Lowering

of the hERG IC50 appears a suboptimal strategy, given that values below -5.0 should raise concern of in-

troducing liabilities. On the other hand, lowering aqueous solubility and the cohesive index was a strategy

already observed to correlate with improved T. brucei inhibition (compare Table 4.28).

Further, a large number of anti-correlating properties were determined, which suggests that compound
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modifications to achieve higher values in the design process are beneficial for the anti-leishmanial effect.

The highest anti-correlation was thereby observed for the polarizability, QPpolrz, with a Pearson R of -0.66

(R2 0.44). Interestingly, the octanol-water partition coefficient (QPlogPo/w) and the binding to human

serum albumin (QPlogKhsa) were again found among the properties that should be higher when aiming at

an improved anti-leishmanial effect, as was also found for the effect on the T. brucei bloodstream forms.

Analysis of the quinazolines inhibiting L. donovani amastigotes, as summarized in Table 4.34, demon-

strated a certain overlap with the promastigote data, but also with the previous observations for the anti-T.

brucei effect (compare Tables 4.28, 4.33 and Figure 4.53). Results ranged from Pearson R 0.49 to 0.71 and

Predicted Pearson P Resampling Covered range Recommended Optim.
descriptor R R2 value recovery [%] [min to max] range [min to max] dir.

CIQPlogS 0.74 0.55 2e−4 95 -6.25 –– -1.24 -6.50 –– 0.50 ↓
glob 0.54 0.29 0.01 100 0.77 –– 0.91 0.75 –– 0.95 ↓
QPlogHERG 0.48 0.23 0.03 95 -6.99 –– -2.43 above -5.00 ↓
Coh. index 0.47 0.22 0.04 95 0.01 –– 0.04 0.00 –– 0.05 ↓

#in56 -0.50 0.25 0.03 100 10 –– 19 ↑
#nonHatm -0.56 0.32 0.01 100 12 –– 33 ↑
#ringatoms -0.58 0.33 8e−3 100 10 –– 20 ↑
SASA -0.58 0.34 7e−3 100 374.24 –– 764.61 300.00 –– 1000.00 ↑
PISA -0.59 0.34 7e−3 100 30.39 –– 377.92 0.00 –– 450.00 ↑
volume -0.60 0.36 5e−3 100 591.84 –– 1349.11 500.00 –– 2000.00 ↑
QPlogPo/w -0.61 0.37 4e−3 100 -1.80 –– 3.75 -2.00 –– 6.50 ↑
mol MW -0.63 0.40 3e−3 100 164.21 –– 454.44 130.00 –– 725.00 ↑
QPlogKhsa -0.63 0.40 3e−3 100 -1.04 –– 0.53 -1.50 –– 1.50 ↑
QPlogPC16 -0.64 0.41 2e−3 100 6.01 –– 16.56 4.00 –– 18.00 ↑
QPpolrz -0.66 0.44 1e−3 100 16.54 –– 42.43 13.00 –– 70.00 ↑

Table 4.33: Descriptors for pteridines and related scaffolds as reported by Hardy et al.[387], calculated with
QikProp, showing statistically significant correlations with the observed effect on L. major pro-
mastigotes in vitro. Predicted properties were: CIQPlogS: Conformation-independent aqueous
solubility log S with S in mol dm3 (concentration of a solute in a saturated solution in equilib-
rium with the crystalline solid); glob: globularity descriptor, 1.0 for a fully spherical molecule;
QPlogHERG: IC50 hERG K+ channels - values should ideally not fall below -5.00; Coh. index:
Index of cohesive interaction in solids, (no. of hydrogen bond acceptors x no. of hydrogen
bond donors x 0.5 / surface area)[594]; #in56: number of atoms in 5- and 6-membered rings;
#nonHatm: number of heavy atoms; #ringatoms: number of atoms in ring systems; SASA: total
solvent-accessible surface area in Å2, calculated with probe radius 1.4 Å; PISA: π-component
of the SASA; volume: solvent-accessible volume in Å3, calculated with probe radius 1.4 Å;
QPlogPo/w: octanol/water partition coefficient; mol MW: molecular weight; QPlogKhsa: bind-
ing to human serum albumin; QPlogPC16: hexadecane/gas partition coefficient and QPpolrz:
polarizability in Å3. The Pearson correlation, R (and its squared value R2) were calculated using
the EC50 against L. major promastigotes as defined in equation 4.2.[387] Only descriptors with at
least a Pearson correlation/anti-correlation of 0.40/-0.40 and statistical significance evaluated
on basis of their P value for a chosen significance level α of 0.05 are reported. Covered range:
property values obtained for the currently considered compounds, recommended range: values
the properties take for typical drug-like molecules in QikProp. Resampling recovery indicates
in how many cases (expressed as percentage) the same property was identified when leaving a
single compound out from the data set and reperforming the analysis with similar cutoff values.
The optimization direction (Optim. dir.) indicates whether higher or lower values of would
putatively lead to improved anti-parasitic effect.
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-0.43 to -0.70 (or R2 0.19-0.51; computed as defined in equation 4.2). Thus, correlations were again overall

higher than was the case for the T. brucei data set, which may confirm that the use of EC50 data with its

lower associated uncertainties is better suited for the analysis, when available.

The strongest correlation was observed with the cohesive index[594] with a Pearson R of 0.71 (R2 0.51),

followed by hydrophilic components of the solvent-accessible and the van-der-Waals surface area (FISA and

PSA, Table 4.34), the number of hydrogen bond acceptors, the transdermal transport rate (as a function of

skin permeability log Kp, molecular weight and aqueous solubility) and the aqueous solubility (accptHB,

Jm, CIQPlogS, Table 4.34). All of these properties should be optimized towards lower values.

The highest anti-correlation was observed for the human serum albumin binding (QPlogKhsa) with a

Pearson R of -0.70 (R2 0.49). Further, octanol-water partition coefficient, skin permeability, polarizability,

Caco-2 cell permeability, volume and solvent-accessible surface area (QPlogPo/w, QPlogKp, QPpolrz, QP-

PCaco, volume and SASA, Table 4.34) were found to be anti-correlating with the anti-leishmanial effect.

Thus, design of improved inhibitors would benefit from increasing the values of these properties.

Interestingly, as summarized in the Venn diagram in Figure 4.53A, several properties were commonly

identified in all three data sets analyzed, namely the cohesive index, aqueous solubility, human serum al-

bumin binding and the octanol-water partition coefficient (coh. index, CIQPlogS, QPlogKhsa, QPlogPo/w).

Additionally, some overlapping properties between both Leishmania data sets (volume, polarizability (QP-

polrz) and SASA) were found and the skin permeability (QPlogKp) correlated both with the L. donovani

amastigote inhibition and the effect on T. brucei trypomastigotes. Importantly, whenever the same prop-

erty was detected in more than one data set, the analysis suggested the same optimization direction (as

indicated also in Figure 4.53B). While this indicates that optimization of certain properties should improve

inhibition of different kinetoplastid parasites, it is important to note that the compounds in the different

data sets were in part spread over distinct property ranges: for example, all quinazolines evaluated against

L. donovani amastigotes already had much higher values of QPlogKp than any member of the T. brucei data

set, as shown in Figure 4.53B. Thus, while the general properties and directions were the same, the actual

values required to obtain improved activities may still be different.

In conclusion, all properties beneficial to the optimization of activity against investigated parasitic species

can be considered related to hydrophobicity and, taken together, a polarity reduction improves the anti-

parasitic effect. On the other hand, descriptors of compound size and polarizability were found to correlate

with the anti-leishmanial effect in both data sets, suggesting that some additional optimization parameters

can be considered for optimizing anti-leishmanial properties.

Importantly, the analyzed data also indicated why the current pteridine derivatives of series P1-P3 were

largely inactive against the intracellular amastigote stage of L. infantum: As can be seen in Figure 4.53B, the

compounds with activity against L. donovani intracellular amastigotes (yellow triangles) were clustering in

a different property range compared to those evaluated against the T. brucei bloodstream trypomastigotes

(blue triangles). Thus, improvement of the anti-leishmanial activity would likely require further adjustments
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Predicted Pearson P Resampling Covered range Recommended Optim.
descriptor R R2 value recovery [%] [min to max] range [min to max] dir.

Coh. index 0.71 0.51 2e−5 96 0.01 –– 0.02 0.00 –– 0.05 ↓
FISA 0.60 0.35 6e−4 96 21.96 –– 92.94 7.00 –– 330.00 ↓
accptHB 0.59 0.35 8e−4 96 3.00 –– 5.20 2.00 –– 20.00 ↓
Jm 0.56 0.32 1e−3 96 0.02 –– 3.71 ↓
PSA 0.52 0.27 4e−3 96 34.20 –– 80.09 7.00 –– 200.00 ↓
CIQPlogS 0.49 0.24 7e−3 100 -6.12 –– -3.29 -6.50 –– 0.50 ↓

SASA -0.43 0.19 0.02 85 508.26 –– 697.48 300.00 –– 1000.00 ↑
volume -0.46 0.21 0.01 96 851.93 –– 1178.78 500.00 –– 2000.00 ↑
QPPCaco -0.49 0.24 6e−3 93 1301.85 –– 6133.26 poor:

< 25
–– high:

>500
↑

QPpolrz -0.50 0.25 6e−3 100 27.58 –– 42.85 13.00 –– 70.00 ↑
QPlogKp -0.57 0.32 1e−3 100 -1.96 –– 0.59 -8.00 –– -1.00 ↑
QPlogPo/w -0.69 0.48 4e−5 100 2.53 –– 5.68 -2.00 –– 6.50 ↑
QPlogKhsa -0.70 0.49 3e−5 100 -0.18 –– 0.88 -1.50 –– 1.50 ↑

Table 4.34: Descriptors for quinazolines as reported by Van Horn et al.[595], calculated with QikProp, show-
ing statistically significant correlations with the observed effect on L. donovani intracellular
amastigotes. Predicted properties were: Coh. index: Index of cohesive interaction in solids, (no.
of hydrogen bond acceptors x no. of hydrogen bond donors x 0.5 / surface area)[594]; FISA:
hydrophilic component of the SASA, e.g. N, O, carbonyl; accptHB: average number of accepted
hydrogen bonds in aqueous solution; Jm: maximum transdermal transport rate in µg cm−2 hr−1,
(QPlogKp × molecular weight × QPlogS); PSA: van-der-Waals surface area of polar N, O and
carbonyl; CIQPlogS: conformation-independent predicted aqueous solubility, log S with S in mol
dm3 (concentration of a solute in a saturated solution in equilibrium with the crystalline solid);
SASA: total SASA in Å2, calculated with probe radius 1.4 Å; QPPCaco: predicted apparent Caco-2
cell permeability in nm s−1, non-active transport, model of the gut-blood barrier; QPpolrz: po-
larizability in Å3; QPlogKp: skin permeability; QPlogPo/w: octanol/water partition coefficient;
QPlogKhsa: binding to human serum albumin. The Pearson correlation, R (and its squared value
R2) were calculated using the EC50 against L. donovani intracellular amastigotes as defined in
equation 4.2.[595] Only descriptors with at least a Pearson correlation/anti-correlation of 0.40/-
0.40 and statistical significance evaluated on basis of their P value for a chosen significance level
α of 0.05 are reported. Covered range: property values obtained for the currently considered
compounds, recommended range: values the properties take for typical drug-like molecules in
QikProp. Resampling recovery indicates in how many cases (expressed as percentage) the same
property was identified when leaving a single compound out from the data set and reperforming
the analysis with similar cutoff values. The optimization direction indicates whether higher or
lower values would putatively lead to improved anti-parasitic effect.

of the molecules’ design and the polarity, which may in particular also require changes in the key polar

component of current derivatives - the pteridine core.

Property-wise, compounds with activity against Leishmania promastigotes and those active against T. bru-

cei showed more overlap, which may however be related to pteridines present in the L. major promastigote

set, whereas the amastigote-actives were all quinazolines. The identified parameters however can be sup-

portive of prioritizing further pteridines for synthesis, that show better property overlap with the L. donovani

intracellular amastigote data set. Compound P4e may represent a proof-of-concept, as its descriptors fall

into the range covered by L. donovani actives for three of the five common properties (compare white dia-

mond and yellow bars in Figure 4.53C). Notably, this was one of the few compounds, for which an activity
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against the L. infantum intracellular amastigotes could be determined, even though being poor with only

33% at 10 µM compound concentration (see Table 4.31).

Careful assessment will be required in developing a consensus between a retained good binding of the

more polar Leishmania target proteins, and a scaffold that would allow the exploration of a property range

associated with activity against intracellular Leishmania amastigotes. As can be deduced from Figure 4.53C,

some other pteridine-based derivatives from the in silico library could be chosen for their property-overlap

with the anti-leishmanial quinazolines to potentially exploit this compound class against intracellular forms

of Leishmania in future.

4.3.11 Identification of potential alternative dual inhibitory cores

Cavazzuti et al.[248] had demonstrated that 2,4-diaminopteridines were inhibitors of PTR1 and the leish-

manial DHFR variant. The evaluation of physico-chemical properties and their correlation with the anti-

parasitic effect indicated lipophilicity as an important factor when aiming at an improved effect on the par-

asite. However, the optimization of the pteridine scaffold with a 2,4-diaminopteridine core rarely resulted

in compounds showing property overlap with published actives against intracellular Leishmania amastigotes

and increased lipophilicity was hindered by the highly polar core. Any substitutions in any other parts of

the molecule were required to be largely nonpolar in order to achieve high overall lipophilicity. The analysis

of crystallographic data and pocket properties of PTR1 has further suggested that the 2,4-diaminopteridine

ring does not represent an ideal fit of the available interaction hot spots (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.8).[258]

Thus, a less polar core would allow for more flexibility in substituent choice without increasing the overall

compound polarity and might further agree better with the interaction hot spots in the targets. The scaf-

fold hopping considerations for flavonoid compounds, as presented in Section 4.2.6, for instance, suggested

related ring systems with a reduced number of nitrogens to be well suited for binding, at least, to TbPTR1.

In the initial development of compounds PI and PII, a library of 440 folate-related compounds was

screened against a set of parasitic enzymes.[248] Although 2,4-diaminopteridine-based compounds were

found to be most active, many compounds also had differing PABA or tail regions, which may not agree

well with the PTR1 and DHFR binding sites. Coupling with a PABA and tail combination known to fit well

in the targets might thus reveal the true potential of an alternative core. In a post-analysis of the library,

all cores that had reduced polarity in comparison to 2,4-diaminopteridine and did not inhibit hDHFR were

selected (compounds with Ki values against hDHFR of 190 µM were considered inactives). As summarized

in Figure 4.54, potential alternative cores included different non-substituted and substituted quinoxalines

and phenylquinoxalines.
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Figure 4.53: Properties correlating with anti-parasitic activities for different kinetoplastid parasites and de-
velopment stages in comparison. (A) Venn diagram illustrating properties identified for corre-
lating with the activity against T. brucei bloodstream trypomastigotes, L. major promastigotes
and L. donovani intracellular amastigotes (blue, orange and yellow, respectively) and their
overlap in the different data sets. (B, C) Property space covered by compounds in the differ-
ent sets for properties correlating with the anti-parasitic effect against at least two analyzed
species/stages. In (B), data for the individual compounds is shown by triangles, color coded by
data set as in (A). The suggested optimization direction can be read from the tip of the triangle
- pointing upwards: higher property values are expected to correlate with improved inhibition;
pointing downwards: lower property values are desirable. In (C), covered ranges are expressed
as bars, plotted together with data for compounds in the in silico pteridine library (black dots).
The synthesized series P4 representatives are shown as diamonds: P4a: cyan, P4b: turquoise,
P4c: violet, P4d: pink, P4e: white and P4f: gray. Detailed descriptions of the individual prop-
erties determined can be found in Tables 4.28, 4.33 and 4.34. Values have been converted to
percentages to report all properties on a common scale; the lower boundary typically observed
for the property (from the recommended range of QikProp results) corresponded to 0% and
the upper limit to 100% with the exception of QPPCaco, for which only a qualitative range is
given (poor below 25 and good above 500). In this case, the boundaries were chosen to range
from 0-6133 (the highest value observed in any of the data sets).
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A small subset of those scaffolds had furthermore previously been shown to also selectively inhibit the

parasitic targets LmPTR1 and LmDHFR, as summarized in Table 4.35, thus underlining the potential of

alternative cores.[248] All chosen cores were in silico fused with the tail fragment of PII (see Figure 4.54)

to investigate their potential to replace the 2,4-diaminopteridine in docking studies to TbPTR1, LmPTR1,

TbDHFR, LmDHFR and hDHFR.

Figure 4.54: Considered alternative quinoxaline cores Cd-Cn, which were in silico combined with the
N10 substitution, PABA moiety and tail fragment of compound PII (Na, Pa and Ta1).
Cd: quinoxaline-diamine; Ce, Cf: amino-substituted trifluoromethyl-quinoxalines; Cg:
trifluoromethyl-quinoxalines; Ch: difluoroquinoxaline; Ci: methylquinoxaline; Cj: quinoxa-
line; Ck: dimethoxyquinoxaline; Cl: ethoxy-phenylquinoxaline; Cm: chloro-phenylquinoxaline
and Cn: amino-phenylquinoxaline. The considered attachment sites are indicated by arrows.

Compound ID Core type LmPTR1
Ki [µM]

LmDHFR
Ki [µM]

hDHFR
Ki [µM]

889R (PII) diaminopteridine 0.1 4.3 ≥ 190.0
7G chloro-phenylquinoxaline 2.3 20.2 ≥ 190.0
931R trifluoromethyl-quinoxaline 5.7 27.4 ≥ 190.0
882R trifluoromethyl-quinoxaline 6.2 108.6 ≥ 190.0
10G chloro-phenylquinoxaline 6.3 33.3 ≥ 190.0
923R trifluoromethyl-quinoxaline 11.3 10.0 ≥ 190.0

Table 4.35: Compounds with dual inhibitory properties as presented by Cavazzuti et al.[248] with their core
type and measured Ki values against the parasitic targets LmPTR1 and LmDHFR and the activ-
ity against the off-target hDHFR with a Ki of 190.0 µM representing the assay detection limit,
indicating inactive compounds.

The docking results of the alternative cores were analyzed for their ability to bind to PTR1 in stacking

orientation and to DHFR in an MTX-like binding mode. Next, filtering was applied as for the in silico library

leading to series P4: compounds were expected to have docking scores of at least -8 kcal
mol in TbPTR1, -6 kcal

mol

in LmPTR1, and -7 kcal
mol in TbDHFR and LmDHFR.

Particularly promising compounds showing largely similar bound orientations to the 2,4-diaminopteridines
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in all targets were those with a 2,4-diaminoquinoxaline core (Cd, Figure 4.54). Attachment of the tail to

C6, as in all pteridine derivatives (compare Figure 4.38) was thereby only slightly more favorable than the

tail attachment to C7, although this likely becomes more important with bigger substitutions to N10. Given

that N1 of the pteridines is a carbon in the quinoxalines, the activity profile of such derivatives may also

shed light on the impact of compound protonation for PTR1 binding and inhibition. Other compounds often

likewise bound in rather similar orientation to the previously studied pteridines, but were mainly anchored

by π-π stacking, lacking directional interactions with the depth of the pocket. Only phenylquinoxalines were

often found to be too bulky to fit in the target pockets in standard orientations, particularly when docking

with the conserved structural water. The bulky attachment to the core likely requires major receptor adap-

tation in TbPTR1, while LmPTR1, with its more open pocket, was able to bind such scaffolds, in agreement

with the activity data on previously considered compounds (see Table 4.35).

Thus, in conclusion, the alternative cores may represent starting scaffolds to optimize, in particular,

quinoxalines for their inhibition of the targets LmPTR1 and LmDHFR and the anti-leishmanial effect. For

target binding, retention of one or two amino-groups to complement the hydrogen bond donor interaction

hot spots in the depth of the PTR1 and DHFR target pockets furthermore appeared a promising strategy, as

generally, all compounds with a suitably oriented hydrogen bond donor received better scores and had more

conserved modes of binding throughout all targets.

4.4 Concluding summary

In the presented target-based approach to support the development of novel folate-pathway inhibitors,

the focus was on the optimization of pteridines against L. major and T. brucei PTR1 and DHFR. While

LmPTR1/LmDHFR inhibition was previously explored for this compound class, pteridine derivatives also

were found to be strong inhibitors of both TbPTR1 and TbDHFR.[248] Crystallographic structures and dock-

ing studies confirmed the overlap of the binding modes for reference pteridines like compound PI and

demonstrated the general preference of MTX-like bound orientations in all targets.

Literature studies, together with structural analyses and pKa calculations provided hints about the impact

of different compound tautomers on the target activity and the binding mode and, while to date, no exper-

imental evidence exists to confirm the theoretical observations in PTR1, docking studies were in line with

the latter enzyme, in contrast to DHFR, preferentially binding neutral compounds. The study of published

reference pteridines further hinted that, in particular, modifications to the N10 position were associated

with a modulation of the PTR1 inhibitory effect.[248,460] Guided further by the detailed comparative study

of targets and off-targets in the parasitic and human folate pathway (see Chapter 3)[258], 26 new pteri-

dine derivatives were designed, aiming at improving activity for both PTR1 and DHFR targets and ensuring

selectivity for parasitic enzyme variants.
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The design was successful in improving the profile of the compounds, particularly for PTR1. Compu-

tational docking thereby enabled a complete characterization of the associated binding modes of novel

pteridines in all their molecular targets and supported the derivation of an SAR. N10 modifications were for

example again found to be clearly beneficial for PTR1 inhibition, while modifications of the PABA moiety

and the tail component allowed a species-specific tuning of the PTR1 inhibition, but were often disfavored

in DHFR.

The new compounds showed activities that were mostly in the nanomolar range against LmPTR1 with

an IC50 of 10 nM for the best compound, P2e. In addition, many compounds displayed submicromolar

inhibition of LmDHFR: the most active compounds, P3a and P3b, showed IC50 values of 134 and 152 nM,

respectively. Moreover, the novel pteridines comprise inhibitors of TbPTR1 with IC50 values as low as pM

(compounds P1c, P4d and P3e). For TbDHFR, inhibitory activities reached the submicromolar range: com-

pounds P1e and P2e have IC50 values of 432 and 450 nM, respectively. While the design in principle aimed

at simultaneously optimizing inhibition of DHFR and PTR1 variants, considering the option of targeting both

enzymes with a single compound, there were often 1-3 orders of magnitude difference between the effect

on the primary target PTR1 and parasitic DHFR. Thus, rather than dual inhibitors, the compounds represent

PTR1 inhibitors with a modest effect on DHFR. An alternative would thus be that selective optimization of

a compound for parasitic DHFR without the requirement of retaining good PTR1 inhibition may be a more

promising strategy. In a final step, such a strong parasitic DHFR inhibitor, potentially with some effect on

PTR1 (like MTX, compare also Table 3.11 in Chapter 3), could be combined with the current compounds to

result in the efficient blocking of the parasitic folate pathway.

All compounds were also tested against the human off-targets hDHFR and hTS. While often being mod-

estly selective for the parasitic DHFR variant, most compounds were very strong inhibitors of PTR1 and

can thus overall be considered selective for the parasite proteins when considering both targets over the

off-target, as demonstrated by the calculated partition indices, often suggesting full selectivity (Pdual = 1.0).

Despite many compounds exhibiting excellent inhibitory activity on the target level, they were only

modest inhibitors of the T. brucei brucei bloodstream forms and inactive towards L. infantum intracellular

amastigotes in vitro. Increased lipophilicity thereby correlated with improved effects on T. brucei. Thus,

computationally predicted ADMET-related properties were correlated with the anti-T. brucei effect and com-

pounds from an in silico library of previously considered fragments joined in all possible permutations, were

prioritized for synthesis, not only on the basis of target evaluations by docking, but also for being likely to

show better trypanocidal effects as suggested by their property profile. Indeed, of 600 promising in silico

derivatives, six were selected for synthesis and three of the latter resulted in low micromolar inhibition of

T. brucei brucei (P4d, P4e and P4f: EC50 0.66 - 4.53 µM). This demonstrated the property-prediction and

correlation concept as a valuable tool to inform compound design, even with anti-parasitic data being only

available as a percentage of inhibition determined at a single compound concentration.

Further integration of transport-related considerations in the design (see Chapter 3)[258] or making use
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of the predicted properties to improve inhibition of the Leishmania parasite, based on structurally related

scaffolds reported in the literature, may help to overcome the current limitation of the pteridine-based com-

pounds as inhibitors of intracellular parasites. Notably, the designed in silico library includes pteridines

showing a large overlap with the properties of a set of published quinazolines with activity against L.

donovani intracellular amastigotes[595], which may serve as suitable starting points for the development

of anti-leishmanial pteridines. As polarity modulation is an important key objective, the highly polar 2,4-

diaminopteridine core may present a limitation, that can potentially be overcome by alternative target-

compatible core scaffolds investigated in silico, that largely belong to the quinoxaline class.

The optimization for increased lipophilicity overall led to more potent pteridine-based T. brucei inhibitors

and is likely to improve the effect even for intracellular stages of Leishmania. However, increased lipophilic-

ity is at the same time often associated with compound liabilities, e.g. CYP450 inhibition. Also, the cytotox-

icity, possibly linked to these liabilities, was likewise rather high for the best T. brucei inhibitors. Thus, the

future development should also account for strategies to avoid such liabilities and improve selectivity on a

cellular level along with the target level, for instance by making use of a similar property-based optimization

strategy to avoid affecting human cell lines.
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5 Final conclusions and future
perspectives

This thesis has provided an overview of computational efforts taken to combat the trypanosomatidic par-

asites Leishmania, T. cruzi and T. brucei. One target pathway that can be exploited for this purpose is

the parasitic folate and biopterin metabolism. The pterin-auxotrophic parasites depend on the uptake and

reductive activation of the metabolites by two key enzymatic players, that were the focus of this work:

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and pteridine reductase 1 (PTR1).

PTR1, as a protein unique to the parasites, was considered to be a promising target for the anti-try-

panosomatidic drug discovery, due to its key role in the mechanism of resistance against the inhibition of

the parasitic DHFR by catalysis of a metabolic bypass reaction.[239,242,243] Although DHFR inhibition was

ineffective in itself for this reason, DHFR is a known anti-cancer and anti-bacterial target with several in-

hibitor scaffolds available for potential repurposing approaches and some, like the anti-cancer compound

methotrexate, were even found to be capable of inhibiting PTR1.[237,247,386,391,392] The combined consid-

eration of these two parasitic pterin-reducing enzymes thus formed the basis for the in-depth comparative

analysis and the structure-based drug design described in this thesis. Here, I consider some of the limitations

of the work and discuss future directions.

The analysis of the folate & biopterin pathway pocketome of Leishmania major

PTR1, the parasite DHFR and its human homolog, the off-target human DHFR, were investigated by se-

quence analysis, structural comparison and computation of physico-chemical binding pocket descriptors.[258]

Consistent with their overlap in substrates and possible inhibitors, the mapping approach identified pocket

properties that were shared between the two key parasitic targets but at the same time rendered them dif-

ferent from the major off-target human DHFR. Expanding the available structural data to a near-complete

folate pathway pocketome and additional biopterin-binding pockets of L. major, with the help of homology

modeling approaches, enabled the proposal of potential alternative targets, side targets or additional off-

targets, that may have to be considered for PTR1-specific inhibitors. This computational framework could

be applied to any drug discovery project focused on a specific metabolic pathway, where structural data on

targets or their homologs are available.[258]
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5 Final conclusions and future perspectives

Although comparative modeling approaches have inherent limitations related to erroneous sequence

alignments between template and query, non-optimal template structure selection and uncertainties in the

modeling of non-template regions, the focus on the analysis of pocket regions, which are overall strongly

conserved, facilitates the compilation of a reliable model pocketome.[157] To ensure that the modeled bind-

ing site conformations were suitable for ligand binding, templates were selected to have bound substrates

or substrate-derived inhibitors whenever possible. Furthermore, the ability of all modeled pockets to bind

their substrates or products was confirmed by docking analysis. This should make the folate and biopterin

pocketome of L. major suited for direct use in future drug development efforts. For the more interesting

alternative targets or side targets, additional equilibration steps by molecular dynamics simulations may

add to the confidence in the developed models and be of particular interest when regions different from the

folate or biopterin binding pockets are the focus of future investigations. This would likely be the case for

many of the essential enzymes in the Leishmania pathway, given their very high substrate-binding pocket

conservation levels.

The folylpolyglutamate synthase (FPGS) was perhaps the most interesting alternative target identified

and the overlap of its binding site properties with those of PTR1 and DHFR warrants the experimental

characterization of the potential impact of PTR1 and DHFR inhibitors and the necessity of a glutamic acid

tail for FPGS binding. If the enzyme proves druggable, the homology model built in this work can be

directly employed to support future drug design efforts, ranging from virtual screening approaches to the

later scaffold optimization of potential hits. Given the remaining gaps in the knowledge about the role of

biopterins in trypanosomatids, further experimental characterization of the pathway may also potentially

yield additional (side-)targets, that could expand on the current findings.

Targeting the folate and biopterin pathway - the consequences of knowledge gaps

The analysis of the folate and biopterin pathway proteins highlighted the many nodes that do not directly

influence Leishmania survival. The limited effect of many of the designed PTR1 inhibitory compounds on the

parasite level further underlines the potential conceptual issues to be faced when targeting PTR1. To date,

the actual impact of combined PTR1 inhibition and DHFR inhibition on the folate and biopterin pathway of

Leishmania and the Leishmania cells themselves is not fully elucidated and it may thus be particularly at-

tractive to develop a mathematical pathway model to assess the metabolic control associated with those two

targets. Since Leishmania has the most complex folate and biopterin pathway with high levels of redundancy

in the enzymatic reactions, this may strongly support and validate any future target choice. Furthermore,

the impact of compartmentalization and the mitochondrial folate pathway could be investigated with this

approach. Since PTR1 is very efficient in its turnover of folates, although being only responsible for 10%

of the folate reduction under physiological conditions, this further raises the question of whether this is

related to strongly differing levels of DHFR and PTR1 present in the cytosol or whether mitochondrial folate

transporters and the mitochondrial pathway are of critical influence. Another important factor, that may
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warrant the proteomic analysis and explicit inclusion of protein levels in a pathway model relates to the ob-

servation that cultured Leishmania cells rapidly adapt to the accessible levels of biopterin and high levels of

biopterin in the culture media can trigger gene amplification, ultimately leading either to the overexpression

of biopterin transporters or biopterin-metabolizing enzymes in a species-dependent manner.[423,555] Another

interesting aspect may relate to some of the non-essential side targets identified for their property overlap

with PTR1 or parasite DHFR, like the methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase or the formyl tetrahydrofolate

ligase: A pathway model may help to assess whether the targeting of such nodes can provide any benefits

for the perturbation of the fluxes in the folate and biopterin pathway.

PTR1 - a challenging receptor for docking studies?

The docking to PTR1 was found to pose a number of challenges to the analysis of the final docking results

that were not related to the methodological approach taken, but instead specificities of the chosen target:

One important aspect may be that PTR1 is a homotetrameric enzyme with four, in principle, equivalent

binding sites. Nonetheless, it is frequently observed in crystallographic complexes, that not all four subunits

are simultaneously occupied by ligands and cofactors and cross-talk between the enzyme domains has been

proposed, but is not understood to date.[149,250] Thus, depending on the strength of their interactions,

compounds may bind to the different subunits of PTR1 with differing affinity, the competition with the

PTR1 substrates for the primary binding site may be influenced by already bound substrates or inhibitors

in other enzyme subunits and the binding of the cofactor as a prerequisite to the formation of a stable

active site cavity may be impaired by binding events in other domains.[418] All these potential allosteric

regulation mechanisms may influence the observed enzyme activity in a complex manner and resulting

activities may thus not linearly correlate with predicted docking scores for a single enzyme subunit. Detailed

MD simulations of an entire PTR1 tetramer in complex with its substrates and inhibitors may allow for the

investigation of the potential domain cross-talk and the elucidation of its mechanism, which in turn may

provide a basis for a possible reweighting scheme for the PTR1 docking results obtained for single subunits.

The crystallographic complex of TbPTR1 with the thiadiazole TI (PDB-ID 2yhi, see also Figure 4.3A in

Chapter 4, Section 4.1) allows for another important conclusion related to the assumption that inhibitory

activity was strictly correlated with compound binding: Although this compound was successfully crystal-

lized, it was found to be inactive, suggesting that the binding of very small compounds did not notably

interfere with the enzymatic reaction. While it is possible that the interactions of the compound were so

weak that it was easily displaced by substrate molecules and was only resolved in a bound state because

of the complete absence of PTR1 substrates during crystallization, this structure also supports the idea that

activity is mediated by interdomain cross-talk.

Furthermore, the docking analysis suggested multiple possible binding modes for all inhibitory classes

studied, for instance resulting from flipped orientations of the core scaffolds, which were largely supported

by crystallographic data.[248,250,251] The experimentally observed net inhibitory effect of the compounds is
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likely inflicted by a population of these differently oriented compound configurations in the receptor, which

all show differing strengths of their interactions. Therefore, clearly, more than a single docked pose needs to

be considered when aiming at correlating the docking results with the experimental data, but the exact ratio

of the different bound orientations to be included and their relative ranking against one another cannot be

straightforwardly derived from the docking results. More advanced computational prediction schemes for

the binding affinity of individual poses or the future assessment of the stability of individual orientations by

short MD simulations may help to provide an improved picture of these different contributions to the overall

apparent activity. In general, the poorer the underlying inhibition and the greater the number of hydrogen

bond donors and acceptors in the ligands, the more sampling was required to assess the possible binding

modes in docking and the more orientations with closely related docking scores were observed.

The NADPH/NADP+ cofactor of PTR1 - On the impact of charges and solvation

Another complexity of docking studies against PTR1 lies in its bound, charged NADPH/NADP+ cofactor and

the open and solvent-accessible depth of the PTR1 substrate binding pocket in the interface with the cofactor.

A clustering analysis of crystallographic water positions in large numbers of PTR1 complexes identified

several conserved structural water molecules in this region: A water network can be found oriented around

the cofactor phosphate groups, thereby shielding a ligand from the negative charge or mediating interactions

between ligand groups and the cofactor. The shielding water molecules prevented direct interactions of the

ligands with the cofactor, taking place outside the primary binding pocket, that were sometimes observed

in docking. Another strongly conserved water molecule was found in the depth of the PTR1 binding pocket

and was predicted to be involved in hydrogen bonding contacts with certain ligands. This illustrates, that

the consideration of solvation effects may be important for the correct assessment of interactions with PTR1

during docking, as had also been previously observed.[249]

Since the effects of individual waters on the ligand poses are not modeled in detail in the chosen docking

approach, in this work, the identified conserved water sets were explicitly considered alongside the docking

studies in the absence of individual water molecules. Limitations relate to the crystallographic complexes

analyzed for the definition of the conserved water sets: Novel ligand scaffolds may require a differing water

arrangement and while water positions defined on the basis of the large number of crystallographic TbPTR1

structures were overall found to improve the resulting docked poses, the improvement was less pronounced

for LmPTR1, where conservation patterns had to be defined using a smaller amount of crystallographic

data. Furthermore, while an advantage for PTR1 docking was found, suggesting that solvation effects were

important for this target, a conserved water set defined for human DHFR did not improve the docking results,

thus clearly indicating the target dependency of the approach. Importantly, the current considerations

do not account for the associated energetic consequences of the required displacement of one or more of

these conserved water molecules, and advanced water prediction routines that provide an estimate of the

binding strength of water molecules in the PTR1 active site, such as explicit solvent MD simulations, could
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represent an interesting future complement to the present work and may allow for achieving a better fit with

the experimental activity data when re-ranking the docking poses that would enforce the displacement of

favorable active site waters.[328,329,330] On a more simplistic scale, further refinement of the identified water

sets may be achievable by a systematic assessment of the docking results with all possible permutations of

predicted conserved structural water positions or by using alternative docking approaches, that allow for

the displacement of water as part of the docking routine, such as GOLD or PLANTS.[596,597,598,599]

Finally, the presence of a charged moiety in the proximity of bound ligands may also cause the local pH

in a protein binding pocket to deviate from neutral and thereby trigger protonation events in the ligands,

as was considered for the pteridine compounds. In the case of an increased protonation propensity, part

of the activity may stem from protonated compound variants, which represents another complexity for the

docking analysis.

Conceptual limitations of the employed docking simulations and methodological improvement

perspectives

Various computational docking simulations contributed to the structure-based design and optimization of

thiadiazole-, benzothiazole-, flavonoid- and pteridine-based inhibitors of PTR1. All docked structures were

validated against representative PTR1-inhibitor complexes determined by crystallography, clearly demon-

strating the ability of the Schrödinger Glide docking approach to successfully reproduce the experimentally

characterized bound orientations. However, as is frequently the case in docking studies, the docking scores

bore little relation to the inhibitory activities obtained experimentally.[310]

This may relate to shortcomings of the empirical scoring function employed in the Glide docking. Al-

though aspects typically limiting the predictive capabilities of scoring functions, such as the entropy loss

upon fixing rotatable ligand bonds and the ability of solvent molecules to mediate interactions between the

protein and the ligand, are at least partially accounted for in the Glide scoring function, the use of the stan-

dard protocol (SP) was reported to result in an RMSD of up to 2.3 kcal
mol between experimentally determined

binding affinities and those predicted by docking.[280] This would suggest that the docking scores resulting

from this scoring function can, depending on the compound, not correctly tell inhibitors with less than an

approx. 50-fold difference in their Ki values apart. Moreover, the empirical coefficients employed in the

scoring process were derived from a regression analysis of experimental data.[280] Therefore, part of the

known target dependency and limited predictive ability of scoring functions may also relate to the data set

used for fitting, as results may be less accurate when the studied receptors and compounds are very different

from those used to derive the scoring function.

Another limitation of the current approach was that mostly only one or two receptor structures per

PTR1 variant were considered. Although the scoring function of the eXtra precision (XP) protocol was

designed to represent a more accurate measure of the binding affinity, it is known to be more sensitive to

the receptor structure and a more predictive XP docking score may thus require the consideration of an
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ensemble of receptor configurations.[281] While the limitation to only one or two receptors was sufficient

to provide strong support for the compound design and qualitative structure-activity relationships were

readily derived with the employed protocols, it could be investigated whether a consensus score for multiple

receptor conformations can improve the agreement between the experimentally determined activities and

the Glide docking scores.

Since a better sampling of the various possible binding modes was often obtained when using the SP

protocol, but the better prediction of the binding affinity may be possible with the XP protocol, the use of

the approach undertaken for flavonoid compounds, involving extended sampling by SP docking, followed

by clustering of the resulting poses in interaction groups and assessing each group individually in an XP

docking with a ligand-based constraint, may be a particularly interesting approach for inhibitors binding

with multiple orientations.

Given the available range of inhibitory data against different variants of PTR1, and taking all the complex

challenges associated with the target into account, a particularly fast and promising approach to implicitly

account for these factors could be the re-training of the Glide docking score or another scoring function to

specifically match the PTR1 activity data. Analyzing ligand-receptor interaction fingerprints for key contacts

and correlating the contact patterns with observed experimental affinities may also add to the understanding

of which contacts are most crucial for compound activity. Alternatively, the decomposition of the docking

scores may provide a basic overview of which residues energetically contribute most to the observed bound

configurations, which could in turn potentially be related better with the observed activities and help to

discriminate the most favorable bound orientations. It is also important to note that this lack of a direct

correlation between docking results and PTR1 inhibition data was common to many, if not all, docking-based

investigations of compounds binding to PTR1 described to date, which were carried out with other docking

tools, for example GOLD or AutoDock.[249,252,460] In general, the lack of correlation between the docking

scores obtained and the experimental affinities thus clearly underlines the importance of the experimental

validation of all computational predictions.

Given the known shortcoming of docking in terms of the prediction of binding free energies, more ad-

vanced computational methods may be required to provide a more accurate result, for instance MM-PBSA,

MM-GBSA, approaches making use of MD simulations, free energy perturbation methods or computational

alanine scanning applied to protein-ligand systems.[600,601,602,603,604] Such methods could also be applied

to determine which interaction hot spots determine the binding of substrates and products in the different

folate and biopterin protein binding pockets, when the natural ligand scaffolds are chosen to serve as the

starting points for a drug discovery process.
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Lessons learned from the application of the comparative mapping results: The designed pteridine

inhibitors

The comparative mapping of the key targets PTR1 and DHFR was directly translated into a set of recom-

mendations for selective anti-parasitic inhibitor design.[258] Several of those were considered in the design

of the novel pteridine-based compounds reported in this work, which however demonstrated some limita-

tions of the approach. While many of the expectations for an improved effect on PTR1 were met and some

compounds showed picomolar inhibition of TbPTR1 and nanomolar inhibition of LmPTR1, the simultaneous

selective targeting of parasite DHFR was limited to the micromolar activity range. Not all proposed scaf-

fold modifications were explored in the course of this work and the newly gained insight may be fed back

into the proposed optimization scheme for further refinement to potentially yield better inhibitory effect on

the parasite DHFR. Nonetheless, the application of the mapping-based optimization scheme clearly showed

that dual inhibition poses additional challenges to the compound design process and modifications were

often found to represent a trade-off between improved effects on one or both on-targets and the preven-

tion of off-target effects. Thus, in particular with rather conserved, challenging targets, the development of

single-specificity compounds, which can later be combined, may be a more fruitful approach.

The challenging route into the parasite

The pteridine-based compounds studied in this work allow for another interesting conclusion: Removal

of the glutamic acid tail of folate and MTX-like scaffolds was suggested to interfere with the transport

of a compound into the parasite cell. Interestingly, while modifications to the tail moiety of TbDHCH

inhibitors were found to eliminate the effect on T. brucei bloodstream forms, alternative tail moieties in

PTR1 and DHFR-targeting pteridines, containing multiple aromatic rings, allowed for EC50 values in the low

micromolar range against T. brucei bloodstream forms in vitro.[262] These pteridines displayed cytotoxicity

on THP-1 derived macrophages, but were largely inactive against intracellular L. infantum amastigotes.

These findings suggest that alternative tail fragments can be transported at least by T. brucei and likely

also do not impair transport into the macrophages. Thus, the transporters of Leishmania appear to differ

from those of T. brucei and their characterization may be the key to an improved effect on the intracellular

parasites. Even though the pteridines in question are not necessarily substrates for a member of the FBT

family, a structural model for those transporters could potentially be developed and included into the design

considerations of anti-Leishmania compounds, as was previously considered for the human macrophage

folate receptor β. Importantly, templates had a rather poor identity and membrane proteins are generally

challenging to model, but the FBT proteins belong to the major facilitator superfamily, which shares a

common 3D structural architecture despite strong sequence variations between the members and thus,

loosely related structural data may provide a starting point for the modeling of Leishmania transporters.[532]

Any findings derived from such a model will clearly require confirmatory experimental approaches, but may
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be useful to provide supportive insight into the exploitation of Leishmania transport systems and help drug

design against the intracellular parasites to overcome the transport barrier.

An alternative to transporter consideration: A physico-chemical descriptor-based on-parasite

optimization strategy

As demonstrated already by the brief review of different computational efforts to support anti-trypanosomatid

drug discovery and their often limited success in translating target-based activity to the on-parasite level,

there are still major knowledge gaps related to crossing parasitic membranes, available transporters, in-

creasing bioavailability for the parasites and other factors that may hinder the success of the target-based

drug design. A simple linear correlation analysis of physicochemical properties and in vitro anti-parasitic

effects observed for pteridines and pteridine-related scaffolds was successfully applied to inform compound

optimization on the parasite-level and could be further applied to, for example, aim at reduced cytotoxicity

against human cell lines. More broadly, a correlation between phenotypic screening results and target-based

evaluations with the help of pattern recognition algorithms or more complex machine learning approaches

could be an additional future step towards improved optimization guidelines for the anti-parasitic effect.

Time for a change: Core hopping considerations and potential routes to novel targets

In order to overcome limitations related to the metabolic stability or polarity of the considered compound

cores in flavonoids and pteridines, core hopping efforts were undertaken. A clear limitation found thereby

was that the resulting alternative scaffolds would have typically required the time-consuming development

of entirely different synthetic protocols. The main drug design and optimization work was carried out within

the NMTrypI project, which posed a limitation on the time frame available.[120,121] Thus, the implementa-

tion of core libraries defined specifically on the basis of the synthesis expertise in the project improved the

potential for a timely accessibility of the alternative scaffolds and could, together with a focus on specific

chemistry, support the transferability between computational work and compound synthesis in comparable,

time-constrained projects. The refinement and fitting of the scoring function to PTR1 or advanced computa-

tional prediction methods could be particularly helpful to further narrow the so far unexplored suggestions

down to the most promising scaffolds. Another overall successful approach undertaken involved the de-

composition of ligands into fragments and their in silico recombination in all possible permutations, equally

leading to good consensus between potentially promising compounds and accessible scaffolds.

Finally, all studied compound families have potential off-targets and secondary targets: Flavonoids are

known to affect multiple targets, the benzothiazole core was derived from a CNS-active drug and pteridines

relate to multiple known anti-cancer compounds, which in turn are known to affect many, in part unex-

pected, side targets.[247,249,572,578,579,580] Analysis of known human targets in conjunction with the study

of the kinetoplastid genome may thus lead to identification of other potential side targets, which could be
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considered in combination with PTR1 inhibition or as alternatives.

Concluding summary

Taken together, the analysis of the folate and biopterin pathway pocketome revealed interesting alternative

targets or side targets in Leishmania on the basis of the pocket properties and their relationship to human

off-targets. Further, strategies for the exploitation of the differences between parasitic and human proteins

were proposed and in part applied to the structure-based drug design efforts against two of the key targets

in the folate and biopterin pathway, PTR1 and DHFR. Successful docking studies simplified the design and

optimization of different families of PTR1 and, in part, DHFR inhibitory compounds and elucidated their

structure-activity relationships. To overcome limitations in the transferability of target-based optimization

routines to in vitro anti-parasitic activity, fast physicochemical property predictions were correlated with on-

parasite effects and allowed improvement beyond the target level. The work has also provided a structural

library of the folate and biopterin pocketome of Leishmania, which may support the future efforts to establish

FPGS and other pathway members as targets or side-targets. Several additional interesting starting points

for future inhibitor design against PTR1 and a potential route towards the optimization of some of these

inhibitors for an effect on Leishmania intracellular amastigotes were identified and may potentially give rise

to PTR1-targeting anti-Leishmania actives in future. The employed computational framework is generally

applicable to the future development of various anti-trypanosomatidic agents with different chemical scaf-

folds and targets. It could also be adapted to other metabolic pathways and related complex optimization

efforts, where the metabolic pathways of two or more organisms have to be considered simultaneously.
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Knie gezwungen. Und vermutlich hast du auch immer nur deshalb Chaos produziert damit ich ein wenig

Ablenkung habe?! Du musstest mit mir auf viele Dinge verzichten und hast mir auch im größten Stress

meine Laune nie übel genommen, hast mich durch lange Phasen meiner Arbeit-zuerst-Mentalität hindurch

begleitet und immer zu mir gehalten. Ich bin froh, dich an meiner Seite zu wissen und bin dir für deine

Treue und Unterstützung unendlich dankbar. Was mehr könnte ich dir sagen? Du bist der Beste!

Und auch wenn ihnen die Nennung auf diesen Seiten völlig egal ist - unsere kleine Familie wäre nicht

komplett ohne meine Käsetiger, die mich seit ihrem Einzug auch jeden einzelnen Tag mit ihrem tatkräftigen

Schnurren unterstützen und die stets sorgsam darauf achten, dass wir Dosenöffner unsere Arbeit wenigstens

zu bestimmten Zeiten zuverlässig unterbrechen.
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Appendix

Crystal structures employed in WatCH clustering

TbPTR1 LmPTR1 hDHFR
PDB-IDchains Resolution [Å] PDB-IDchains Resolution [Å] PDB-IDchains Resolution [Å]

2x9gA-D 1.10 1e7wAB 1.75 1kmvA 1.05
2x9nA-D 1.15 1e92A-D 2.20 1kmsA 1.09
2x9vA-D 1.30 2bf7A-D 2.40 4m6jA 1.20
3bmoA-D 1.60 3h4vA-H 2.40 3fs6A 1.23
3gn2A-D 1.60 3ghwA 1.24
3jqdA-D 1.60 2w3bAB 1.27
3jqfA-D 1.60 3ghcA 1.30
3bmqA-D 1.70 3ghvA 1.30
3mcvA-D 1.70 3ntzA 1.35
2yhiA-D 1.80 3nu0A 1.35
3jq6A-D 1.80 3nxoA 1.35
3jq7A-D 1.80 3nxrA 1.35
3jqcA-D 1.80 3nxxA 1.35
2vz0A-D 1.90 2c2sAB 1.40
2wd7A-D 1.90 4m6kA 1.40
3jqaA-D 1.90 3f8yA 1.45
3jqgA-D 1.90 4kebAB 1.45
3jq8A-D 1.95 1u72A 1.90
3bmnA-D 1.98
3gn1A-D 2.00
3jqeA-D 2.00
2yhuA-D 2.01
2wd8AB,D 2.10
2c7vA-D 2.20
3jq9A-D 2.30

Table A.1: Crystal structures for conserved water analysis with WatCH: The 99 TbPTR1 protein chains,
18 LmPTR1 protein chains and 21 hDHFR protein chains indicated by chain identifiers in the
superscript selected for WatCH analysis are listed together with the crystallographic resolu-
tion.[250,251,605]
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5 Final conclusions and future perspectives

Validation results for homology models

Analysis Parameters Template:
1e92:A LdPTR1

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution 0.00 0.01
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.14 -0.15
Chi1 only 0.25 0.17
Chi3 and chi4 0.57 0.61
Omega 0.39 0.40

Dihedral angles Average 0.18 0.18
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.49 0.49

Bond angles 0.29 0.25
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.37 0.35
Overall average 0.27 0.26

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -0.96 -0.73

Table A.2: Global homology model validation results for LdPTR1. The model was obtained with Schrödinger
Maestro. G-factors from the PROCHECK analysis and the QMEAN4 score are reported for chain
A of the template, L. major PTR1 (PDB-ID 1e92, 2.2 Å resolution) and the LdPTR1 homol-
ogy model.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK, the reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50.
QMEAN4 represents a combination of four statistical potential terms reflecting structural quality
and is converted to a Z-score to relate with quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures,
of which the best are usually found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.

Analysis Parameters Template:
3inv:A LmDHFR LdDHFR

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.33 -0.65 -0.58
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.02 -0.43 -0.40
Chi1 only -0.09 -0.09 -0.12
Chi3 and chi4 0.47 0.57 0.66
Omega 0.57 0.35 0.39

Dihedral angles Average 0.12 -0.11 -0.06
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.67 0.54 0.42

Bond angles 0.43 -0.17 -0.05
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.53 0.13 0.15
Overall average 0.29 0.01 0.04

QMEAN QMEAN4 value 0.17 -2.72 -2.62

Table A.3: Global homology model validation results for Leishmania DHFR. The models were obtained
with Schrödinger Maestro. G-factors from the PROCHECK analysis and the QMEAN4 score are
reported for the DHFR domain (residues 1-219) in chain A of the template, T. cruzi DHFR-TS
(PDB-ID 3inv, 2.4 Å resolution), the LmDHFR and the LdDHFR homology models.[361,362,363]

For PROCHECK, the reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a
combination of four statistical potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a
Z-score to relate with quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are
usually found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.
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Analysis Parameters Template:
3inv:A LmTS

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.26 -0.33
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.07 -0.28
Chi1 only 0.14 0.05
Chi3 and chi4 0.34 0.42
Omega 0.55 0.51

Dihedral angles Average 0.12 0.05
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.66 0.63

Bond angles 0.41 0.29
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.51 0.43
Overall average 0.28 0.21

QMEAN QMEAN4 value 0.38 -0.54

Table A.4: Global homology model validation results for LmTS. The model was obtained with Schrödinger
Maestro. G-factors from the PROCHECK analysis and the QMEAN4 score are reported for the
TS domain (residues 237-515) in chain A of the template, T. cruzi DHFR-TS (PDB-ID 3inv, 2.4 Å
resolution) and the LmTS homology models.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK, the reported G-factors
should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four statistical potential
terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with quality estimates of
high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or
higher.

Analysis Parameters Template: LmSHMT: Template: LmSHMT:
1bj4:A 1bj4:A 1ls3:B 1ls3:B

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.04 -0.27 -0.37 -0.55
Chi1-chi2 distribution 0.10 -0.37 -0.04 -0.44
Chi1 only 0.18 -0.29 0.07 -0.20
Chi3 and chi4 0.45 0.65 0.57 0.68
Omega 0.61 0.48 0.57 0.43

Dihedral angles Average 0.26 0.05 0.12 -0.06
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.67 0.45 0.64 0.39

Bond angles 0.48 0.08 0.44 -0.03
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.56 0.24 0.53 0.14
Overall average 0.39 0.14 0.29 0.03

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -0.12 -3.37 -2.06 -4.40

Table A.5: Global homology model validation results for two models of LmSHMT. Both models were ob-
tained with Schrödinger Maestro. G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score are
reported for the templates, a structure of human (Homo sapiens) SHMT (PDB-ID 1bj4, 2.7 Å
resolution) and a structure of rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) SHMT (PDB-ID 1ls3, 2.7 Å resolu-
tion) and the two corresponding models of LmSHMT.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK, the reported
G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four statistical
potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with quality
estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show Z-scores
of -1.0 or higher.
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5 Final conclusions and future perspectives

Analysis Parameters Template:
1wsv:A LmGCS-T

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.28 -0.28
Chi1-chi2 distribution 0.00 0.13
Chi1 only 0.11 -0.03
Chi3 and chi4 0.64 0.77
Omega 0.60 -0.77

Dihedral angles Average 0.18 -0.21
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.66 0.26

Bond angles 0.47 -0.22
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.55 -0.02
Overall average 0.33 -0.12

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -0.14 -1.10

Table A.6: Global homology model validation results for the LmGCS-T protein, an aminomethyl transferase.
The model was obtained with Swissmodel. G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4
score for the LmGCS-T model and the corresponding template, a structure of human GCS-T, PDB-
ID 1wsv, with 2.6 Å resolution.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK, the reported G-factors should ideally
be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four statistical potential terms reflecting
structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with quality estimates of high resolution
X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.

Analysis Parameters Template:
4iom:A LmFTL

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.25 -0.24
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.21 0.00
Chi1 only -0.13 -0.09
Chi3 and chi4 0.28 0.54
Omega -0.65 -0.88

Dihedral angles Average -0.31 -0.31
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.49 0.28

Bond angles 0.33 -0.26
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.40 -0.03
Overall average -0.03 -0.18

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -0.37 -2.00

Table A.7: Global homology model validation results for LmFTL. The model was obtained with Swissmodel.
G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score for the LmFTL model and its template,
the Moorella thermoacetica FTL, PDB-ID 4iom with 3 Å resolution.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK,
the reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four
statistical potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with
quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show
Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.
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Analysis Parameters Template: LmMTR Template: LmMTR
6fcx:A 6fcx:A 1zp4:A 1zp4:A

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.11 -0.21 0.03 -0.37
Chi1-chi2 distribution 0.06 0.19 0.10 -0.22
Chi1 only 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.04
Chi3 and chi4 0.49 0.58 0.46 0.42
Omega -0.65 -0.84 0.65 -0.70

Dihedral angles Average -0.18 -0.22 0.30 -0.33
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.54 0.41 0.69 0.35

Bond angles 0.22 -0.46 0.55 -0.39
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.36 -0.09 0.61 -0.08
Overall average 0.04 -0.15 0.43 -0.21

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -0.41 -3.00 0.63 -2.31

Table A.8: Global homology model validation results for LmMTR. Models were obtained with Phyre2 (6fcx)
and Swissmodel (1zp4). G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score for the LmMTR
models using a human (Homo sapiens) MTR template structure, PDB-ID 6fcx, with 2.5 Å resolu-
tion and an E. coli MTR template structure, PDB-ID 1zp4, with 1.85 Å resolution.[361,362,363] For
PROCHECK, the reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combi-
nation of four statistical potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score
to relate with quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually
found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.

Analysis Parameters Template:
5jk5:A LmPAH

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution 0.02 -0.11
Chi1-chi2 distribution 0.01 0.15
Chi1 only 0.07 0.03
Chi3 and chi4 0.50 0.58
Omega -0.48 -0.77

Dihedral angles Average -0.08 -0.19
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.64 0.33

Bond angles 0.50 -0.23
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.56 0.00
Overall average 0.17 -0.10

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -0.44 -3.11

Table A.9: Global homology model validation results for LmPAH. The model was obtained with Swiss-
model. G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score for the LmPAH model based
on Dictyostelium discoideum PAH, PDB-ID 5jk5, resolution 2.07 Å.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK, the
reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four sta-
tistical potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with
quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show
Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.
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Analysis Parameters Template: LmPCD Template: LmPCD
1dcp:A 1dcp:A 2v6u:A 2v6u:A

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.30 -0.48 0.06 -0.43
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.46 -0.50 0.06 -0.45
Chi1 only -0.38 -0.32 0.33 -0.32
Chi3 and chi4 0.21 0.51 0.60 0.84
Omega 0.35 -0.11 -0.19 -0.43

Dihedral angles Average -0.08 -0.25 0.05 -0.28
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.26 -0.34 0.64 0.51

Bond angles -0.53 -2.28 0.53 -0.61
Main chain covalent forces Average -0.20 -1.47 0.58 -0.14
Overall average -0.10 -0.66 0.26 -0.19

QMEAN QMEAN4 value -1.25 -4.56 0.08 -4.06

Table A.10: Global homology model validation results for LmPCD: Both models were obtained with
Schrödinger Maestro. G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score for the LmPCD
models and their corresponding templates, PCD from Rattus norvegicus (PDB-ID 1dcp, 2.3 Å
resolution) and Toxoplasma gondii, PDB-ID 2v6u (1.6 Å resolution).[361,362,363] For PROCHECK,
the reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four
statistical potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with
quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show
Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.

Analysis Parameters Template:
1dhr:A LmQDPR

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.01 -0.24
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.18 -0.62
Chi1 only 0.04 -0.18
Chi3 and chi4 0.32 0.69
Omega 0.16 -0.04

Dihedral angles Average 0.06 -0.15
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.29 0.30

Bond angles -0.25 -0.34
Main chain covalent forces Average -0.03 -0.07
Overall average 0.04 -0.10

QMEAN QMEAN4 value 0.30 -2.42

Table A.11: Global homology model validation results for LmQDPR. The model was obtained with
Schrödinger Maestro. G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score for the LmQDPR
model and the template, rat liver DPR (PDB-ID 1dhr, 2.3 Å resolution).[361,362,363] For
PROCHECK, the reported G-factors should ideally be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combi-
nation of four statistical potential terms reflecting structural quality and is converted to a Z-score
to relate with quality estimates of high resolution X-ray structures, of which the best are usually
found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.
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Analysis Parameters Template:
1jbw:A LmFPGS

PROCHECK Dihedral angles Phi-psi distribution -0.10 -0.39
Chi1-chi2 distribution -0.14 -0.03
Chi1 only 0.00 0.11
Chi3 and chi4 0.57 0.57
Omega 0.45 -0.85

Dihedral angles Average 0.14 -0.33
Main chain covalent forces Bond lengths 0.56 0.26

Bond angles 0.30 -0.35
Main chain covalent forces Average 0.41 -0.09
Overall average 0.26 -0.22

QMEAN QMEAN4 value 0.79 -3.84

Table A.12: Global homology model validation results for LmFPGS. The model was obtained with Swiss-
model. G-factors from PROCHECK analysis and QMEAN4 score for the LmFPGS model obtained
with Swissmodel and its corresponding template, FPGS from Lactobacillus casei with PDB-ID
1jbw and 1.85 Å resolution.[361,362,363] For PROCHECK, the reported G-factors should ideally
be above -0.50. QMEAN4 represents a combination of four statistical potential terms reflecting
structural quality and is converted to a Z-score to relate with quality estimates of high resolution
X-ray structures, of which the best are usually found to show Z-scores of -1.0 or higher.

Figure A.1: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the template 1e92 and the homol-
ogy modeled structure of LdPTR1. The NADP+ cofactor and dihydrobiopterin (DHB) are shown
as sticks to indicate the location of the binding pocket (black and cyan carbons, respectively). A
tripeptide from the neighboring subunit, pointing into the active site, is shown for the template
and was added to the model. Local quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality) to
blue (good quality).
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5 Final conclusions and future perspectives

Figure A.2: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to the DHFR domain in chain A of the template
3inv and the homology modeled structures of LmDHFR and LdDHFR. The NADP+ cofactor and
the original crystallographic ligand of 3inv, C50 (a 1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine compound) are
shown as sticks to indicate the location of the binding pocket (black and yellow carbons, respec-
tively). The cofactor was included during the modeling process, while C50 is only shown as a
reference of the binding pocket. Local quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality)
to blue (good quality).

Figure A.3: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to the TS domain in chain A of the template
3inv and the homology modeled structure of LmTS. The dUMP ligand is shown as sticks with
black carbons to indicate the location of the binding pocket. Local quality estimates are color
coded from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).
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Figure A.4: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the human SHMT template struc-
ture 1bj4 and chain B of the rabbit SHMT template structure 1ls3 and the two corresponding
homology modeled structures of LmSHMT. The PLP cofactor and, in the case of the 1ls3 template
and the corresponding model, the substrate derivative tri-Glu-5-formyl-THF (TGF) are shown as
sticks (black and cyan carbons, respectively) to indicate the location of the binding pocket. Local
quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).

Figure A.5: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the human GCS-T template struc-
ture 1wsv and the corresponding homology modeled structure of LmGCS-T. A 5-CH2 tetrahy-
drofolate ligand (C2F) is shown as sticks (cyan carbons) to indicate the location of the binding
pocket. Local quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).
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5 Final conclusions and future perspectives

Figure A.6: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the Moorella thermoacetica FTL
template structure 4iom and the corresponding homology modeled structure of LmFTL. A folate
ligand (FOL) is shown as sticks (cyan carbons) to indicate the location of the binding pocket.
Local quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).

Figure A.7: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the E. coli MTR template structure
1zp4 and chain A of the human MTR template structure 6fcx and the corresponding homology
modeled structures of LmMTR. The FAD cofactor and a 5-CH2 THF ligand (in the case of 6fcx
template and model, adopted from 1zp4) are shown as sticks (black and cyan carbons, respec-
tively) to indicate the location of the binding pocket. Local quality estimates are color coded
from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).
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Figure A.8: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the Dictyostelium discoideum PAH
template structure 5jk5 and the corresponding homology modeled structure of LmPAH. A dihy-
drobiopterin ligand (DHB) is shown as sticks (cyan carbons) and Fe3+ as an orange sphere to
indicate the location of the binding pocket. Local quality estimates are color coded from red
(poor quality) to blue (good quality).

Figure A.9: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the Rattus norvegicus PCD tem-
plate structure 1dcp and chain A of the Toxoplasma gondii PCD template structure 2v6u and the
corresponding homology modeled structures of LmPCD. A dihydrobiopterin (DHB) ligand (in
the case of 2v6u template and model, adopted from the T. gondii PCD structure with 2v6t) is
shown as sticks with cyan carbons to indicate the location of the binding pocket. Local quality
estimates are color coded from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).

Figure A.10: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the Rattus norvegicus DPR tem-
plate structure 1dhr and the corresponding homology modeled structure of LmQDPR. The
NAD+ cofactor is shown as sticks (black carbons) to indicate the location of the binding pocket.
Local quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality) to blue (good quality).
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5 Final conclusions and future perspectives

Figure A.11: Local quality estimate by QMEAN score mapped to chain A of the Lactobacillus casei FPGS
template structure 1jbw and the corresponding homology modeled structure of LmFPGS. A
non-hydrolyzable derivative of ATP (ACQ) and 5,10-CH2 6-hydrofolic acid (TMF) are shown
as sticks (yellow and cyan carbons, respectively) and Mg2+ as a green sphere to indicate the
location of the binding pocket. Local quality estimates are color coded from red (poor quality)
to blue (good quality).
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Activity data of reference pteridine compounds

T. brucei L. major human SI Pdual SI Pdual
Compound PTR1

IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

PTR1
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

DHFR
IC50
[µM]

TS
IC50
[µM]

TbDHFR/

hDHFR

(Tb) LmDHFR/

hDHFR

(Lm)

MTX 0.05 0.01 2.95 0.03 0.03 6.87 3 0.24 1 0.10
PI (6b) [248] 0.05 0.27 0.98 0.26 44.00 ≥100.00164 0.99 167 0.96
PII (6a) [248] 0.11 20.50 1.69 0.62 51.00 ≥100.002 0.98 82 0.92
PIII (5d) [460] 0.20 1.26 4.72 1.21 27.00 ≥100.0021 0.94 22 0.74
PIV (5b) [460] 0.55 2.57 6.50 1.36 60.00 80.00 23 0.93 44 0.84
PV (6a) [460] 1.72 1.38 22.86F 0.60 45.00 67.00 33 0.86 75 0.89
PVI (5a) [460] 0.82 2.90 7.72 1.11 65.00 42.00 22 0.91 59 0.87
PVII (6c) [248] 133.43F 0.98 6.50 1.21 10.23 ≥100.0010 0.51 8 0.50

Table A.13: Activity data expressed as IC50 against target proteins (TbPTR1, TbDHFR, LmPTR1, LmDHFR)
and the off-targets hDHFR and hTS for previously published pteridine derivatives. The original
compounds ID in the reported reference is given in brackets. F indicates estimated/calculated
IC50 values. Pdual (Tb) and Pdual (Lm) correspond to thermodynamics-based partition indices as
presented by Cheng et al.[589], indicating relative selectivity of the compounds against TbPTR1
and TbDHFR (Pdual (Tb)) or LmPTR1 and LmDHFR (Pdual (Lm)) over hDHFR. The value indi-
cates the relative partitioning of the compounds to the different targets in a hypothetical panel
with all three proteins present in the same assay. Values range from 1.0 for a completely selective
compound to 0.0 for completely non-selective inhibitors. Inhibition of the hDHFR off-target, as
this would potentially result in undesired side effects in later stages of compound development,
was emphasized by a weighting factor of 10. The detailed explanation along with the formula
to compute Pdual is presented in Section 4.3.2, equation 4.1. The enzyme activity data reported
was obtained by R. Luciani, M. Santucci, S. Gul, G. Witt, B. Ellinger, M. Kuzikov and M. P. Costi
according to previously reported procedures.[249,250,592]
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